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Galvanomagnetic characteristics of the Al12xSix solid solutions (x,12 at. %! have been studied
within a broad range of temperatures (1.82290 K! and magnetic fields~up to 15 T!. An
anomaly in the concentration dependence of the Hall coefficientRH (x,T5290 K! has been
revealed near the boundary of absolute instability (x,8.5 at. %! of compounds in the
Al12xSix series. The variation of the Hall coefficient and of the magnetoresistance in the Al12xSix
series at low (T,77 K! temperatures is analyzed within models taking into account the
anisotropy in conduction-band electron scattering. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The Al12xSix nonequilibrium solid solutions prepared b
quenching under high pressure~up to 10 GPa! exhibit con-
siderable variations in physical properties induced by sub
tutional effects.1,2 It was shown1 that an increase in the con
centration of silicon dissolved in the fcc Al matrix up to 2
at. % raises the superconducting transition temperature u
11 K @for polycrystalline Al,Tc51.18 K ~Ref. 3!#. The in-
crease ofTc by an order of magnitude in the immedia
vicinity of the lattice instability4 is accompanied by a notice
able softening of the phonon spectrum in the Al12xSix solid
solutions.5 Such features observed in compounds havin
simple crystal structure permit one to consider the Al12xSix
fcc solid solutions as a convenient model for studying
nature of superconductivity enhancement near a lattice in
bility.

This matter is of practical importance in connection w
the recent discovery of new classes of superconducting c
pounds, namely, HTSC oxides, organic metals, and su
conducting fullerenes, for which the proximity to a crysta
structure instability is, in most cases, the deciding factor
the onset and enhancement of superconductivity.

The comparatively recent study6,7 of a number of physi-
cal properties of the Al12xSix model solid solutions permit
ted one to connect the observed variations in the chara
istics of the superconducting state in these substances w
considerable enhancement of the electron-phonon interac
near a lattice instability. At the same time no comprehens
investigation has been made thus far of the effect of
nonequilibrium state of silicon in a disordered solid-soluti
matrix on carrier characteristics.

Studies of dilute (x<0.01) Al-based solid solutions
showed that the behavior of the Hall coefficient and mag
toresistance in weak magnetic fields at low temperature
extremely sensitive to the nature of carrier scattering by
impurity potential, and that it is governed by the speci
11063-7834/99/41(1)/7/$15.00
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characteristics of the dissolved element and the actual typ
substitution-induced lattice defects.8–12 In the Al~Si! system,
the host lattice disorder is associated not only with the r
dom distribution of the substitutional impurity but with loca
strain-induced changes in the scattering potential as w
Therefore studies of the galvanomagnetic properties of
Al12xSix solid solutions may improve our understanding
the role played by disorder in an fcc structure, which may
caused both by Si substitution for Al and by changes in
lattice parameters in the vicinity of a structural instability. O
additional interest is the possibility of analyzing the chang
in the conduction-band parameters and of correlating th
with the characteristics of the system in normal and sup
conducting states for large~up to 20 at. %! concentrations of
the dissolved element.

The results of preliminary studies of the Hall effect
Al12xSix solid solutions carried out at helium temperatur
have already been published.13 This work reports an inte-
grated investigation of the galvanomagnetic properties
Al12xSix solid solutions within a broad range of temper
tures (1.62290 K! and magnetic fields~up to 15 T!.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Samples of Al12xSix solid solutions with silicon con-
tents up to 11.5 at. % were prepared by quenching un
high-pressure~up to 10 GPa! in a TOROID-type chamber.14

The procedures of synthesis, characterization, and prep
tion for measurements of Al12xSix samples were describe
elsewhere.2,6,7A 99.9 at. % pure Al sample subjected to the
mal and pressure treatments similar to those used in the
thesis of the samples under study was employed as a r
ence.

The resistivityr and Hall voltageUH of samples shaped
as cylindrical plates were measured in the van der Pa
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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geometry~see, e.g., Ref. 15!. The computer-controlled ex
perimental arrangement for galvanomagnetic measurem
permitted measuring ther andUH parameters with a relative
error down to 0.1%. The random error was determined
the measurement arrangement chosen and varied w
5–10%, depending on the actual experimental conditions

The field dependences were studied by means of a
perconducting coil generating magnetic fields of up to 6
~temperature range 1.6220 K!, a SOLENOID setup of the
GPI, a water-cooled, Bitter-type magnet producing fields
up to 15 T (4.2277 K!, and a water-cooled electromagn
for magnetic fields of up to 1.3 T~290 K!. A detailed de-
scription of the techniques used to measure the galvanom
netic properties can be found in Ref. 16.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows experimental magnetic-field dep
dences of the resistivityr obtained for Al12xSix composi-
tions at helium temperature. In the weak magnetic-field
main, magnetoresistanceDr (B)/r is a quadratic function of
external magnetic field. Al12xSix samples with low silicon
contents exhibit a tendency to saturation with further
crease ofB. For example, ther (B) dependence of pressure
treated Al measured at helium temperature~curve1 in Fig. 1!
shows significant deviations from linearity in fieldsB.3 T
when plotted againstB2. The observed behavior correlate
with the saturation-type relation typical of pure Al~Ref. 17!
and Al-based dilute alloys.10–12

FIG. 1. Field dependences of the magnetoresistance of~1! pressure-treated
Al and Al0.965Si0.035 solid solution in~2! the initial and~3! annealed state
The inset shows the temperature dependence of the magnetoresistan
efficient b5Dr/rB2 of an Al0.935Si0.065 sample.
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Al12xSix alloys with x>2 at. % do not show any trend
to saturation inr (B2) curves throughout the magnetic-fie
range covered,B,15 T ~curve 2 in Fig. 1!. Note that a
growth in the concentration of dissolved silicon results in
considerable decrease in the amplitude of positive mag
toresistance. The coefficient of proportionalityb (x)
5Dr /(r B2) derived by fitting the experimental data to
linear relation in the (r, B2) coordinates falls off monotoni-
cally at helium temperature from 1.2631023 T22 for x
51.5 at. % to 7.531027 T22 for x511.5 at. %~Fig. 2!. The
rate of variation of the magnetoresistance coefficientb (x) is
seen to decrease noticeably within the concentration inte
of 327 at. % Si~see Fig. 2!. It should be stressed that th
concentration interval is characterized only by an insign
cant decrease of the residual resistivity in the Al12xSix
series,6 which permits one to assign the observed slow
down in the rate of variation of the magnetoresistance
rameterb (x) to the reduced efficiency of conduction-ban
electron scattering from lattice defects, which are induced
increasing concentration of the substitutional impurity.

Note also that an anneal (;10 min atT5620 K! initi-
ating total decomposition of supersaturated solid solution
the Al12xSix series brings about an increase of magneto
sistance. After the anneal, ther (B2) relation turns out to
resemble the behavior of the magnetoresistance of pure
minum and exhibits a trend to saturation in strong magn
fields ~curve3 in Fig. 1!.

The positive magnetoresistance of samples heated a
the helium temperature also decreases due to the appea
of an additional channel of scattering by phonons~see the
inset to Fig. 1!. The magnetoresistance of Al12xSix behaves
with temperature, on the whole, similarly to the way o
served earlier in the dilute alloys Al12xGex (x,0.005) and
Al12xZnx (x,0.002).18 At the same time, one should no
overlook the unusual decrease of magnetoresistance
Al12xSix samples withx.3 at. % as the temperature is low
ered to 1.8 K.

co-

FIG. 2. Concentration dependence of theb (x) coefficient in the Al12xSix
series for~1! 4.2 K and~2! 77 K.
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3Phys. Solid State 41 (1), January 1999 Sluchanko et al.
It should be stressed that unlike the relation specified
the Kohler rule ~see, e.g., Refs. 8 and 10! the quantity
Dr (B,x)/r is not a universal function of the rati
B/r (T,x,B50), with deviations from this relation becom
ing particularly pronounced within the 0.02,x,0.08 com-
position interval.

The results of an investigation of the Hall coefficientRH

of pressure-treated aluminum and of Al12xSix solid solutions
performed at helium temperature in magnetic fields of up
6 T are presented graphically in Fig. 3. Note the nonlin
behavior of theRH dependence on magnetic field for Al an
Al12xSix solid solutions containing up to 1.5 at. % Si~see,
e.g., curves1 and2 in Fig. 3!. The considerable increase o
the sign-inversion field for theRH parameter~up to 5.7 T! of
the Al sample compared to that for pure polycrystalline
@for aluminum,Binv50.05 T ~Ref. 17!# should apparently be
assigned to the effects of thermal and pressure treatm
and to an increase in the number of structural defects
sample synthesized under pressure.

Dissolution of silicon in aluminum causes a further i
crease ofBinv . For xSi.2.5 at. %, the Hall coefficientRH at
helium temperature is practically constant in fields of up
6 T, whereas the absolute value ofRH (4.2 K! increases with
silicon content~curves3 and 4 in Fig. 3; see also Fig. 4!.
Measurements ofRH (B, 4.2 K! performed on the SOLE
NOID setup for the compositions withx50.035 and 0.065
showed the Hall coefficient to remain constant within expe
mental error in magnetic fields of up to 15 T.

Because the value ofBinv determines the transition from
the weak to strong magnetic-field range,17,19 the absence o

FIG. 3. RH (B) dependences for Al12xSix solid-solution compositions
~at. %!: 1 — 0, 2 — 1.5,3 — 4.5, and4 — 9.5, as well as for~5! annealed
Al0.935Si0.065 sample. The inset shows temperature dependences of the
coefficient for ~1! pure polycrystalline Al~Ref. 20! and ~2! Al0.935Si0.065

solid solution.
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changes inRH (B) within the field range covered should ap
parently be assigned to the small carrier mean free path
result of strong impurity scattering in Al12xSix compounds.
Thus the values ofRH measured in this work for Al12xSix
compositions withx.0.03 in magnetic fields of up to 15 T
correspond to the weak magnetic-field limit. Note that H
coefficient measurements on Al12xSix alloys obtained by an-
nealing Al12xSix compounds for;10 min atT5620 K, a
process initiating total decomposition of the supersatura
solid solutions, permitted determination of the inversion fie
Binv52.1 T ~see, e.g., curve5 in Fig. 3!. Obviously enough,
the observed decrease ofBinv compared to the inversion field
for pressure-treated Al should be associated with a pa
annealing of intrinsic defects in the Al-based fcc matrix.

The essentially nonmonotonic temperature depende
of the Hall coefficient in Al observed20 in the weak-field
domain~curve1, inset to Fig. 3! stimulated interest in inves
tigation of the nature ofRH (T) variation in the Al12xSix
substitutional solid-solution series. The typicalRH (T) rela-
tion obtained in this work~curve2, inset to Fig. 3! demon-
strates a noticeable decrease of the Hall coefficient with
creasing temperature observed to occur in the immed
vicinity of the helium temperature@dRH /dT'21.422
31027 m3/~C•K! for T<15 K#. This behavior is typical of
all compounds in the Al12xSix series within the Si concen
tration interval studied. It should be stressed that in cont
to the results obtained20 for pure Al, in Al12xSix composi-
tions withx.0.01 one did not observe nonmonotonic beha
ior of RH (T) throughout the temperature range studie
2,T,290 K ~see inset to Fig. 3!.

At the same time, near room temperature, the concen
tion dependence of the Hall coefficient derived from me

all

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the Hall coefficientRH for Al12xSix
solid solutions obtained atT~K!: ~1! 4.2, ~2! 77, and~3! 290; ~4! RH (x)
relation for Al-Si alloys~Ref. 19! and ~5! variation of the Hall coefficient
RH~4.2 K! and~6! RH~290 K! under successive annealing of the metasta
composition Al0.915Si0.085
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surements on Al12xSix samples having different compos
tions was found to be essentially nonmonotonic~curve 3,
Fig. 4!. For comparison, Fig. 4 presents alsoRH (x) relations
for Al12xSix compounds measured at helium~1! and nitro-
gen~2! temperatures. One readily sees that, despite the l
scatter among the absolute values of the Hall coefficient
served at helium temperature, theRH (x) relations obtained
at T54.2 and 77 K are fitted, within experimental error, b
monotonic curves, whereas the room-temperature Hall c
ficient depends on Si concentration in Al12xSix in an essen-
tially nonlinear manner. The initial decrease ofRH (x) in
absolute magnitude forx,3 at. % correlates perfectly with
the results of Ref. 21~curve4 in Fig. 4!, to be replaced by a
growth of uRHu within the 3<x<7 at. % interval, with a
maximum of RH53.5310211 m2/C at x'6.5 at. %. The
small discrepancies in absolute value of the Hall coeffici
RH (x, 290 K! existing between the results of Ref. 2
(x<0.01) and the present data should be associated, in
opinion, with the specific features of our method of hig
pressure synthesis14, which offers a possibility of consider
ably reducing the vacancy concentration in the samples
der study.2,13

To obtain additional information on the behavior of th
concentration dependenceRH (x,290 K!, Hall coefficient
measurements in states corresponding to different stage
decomposition of the Al0.92Si0.08 solid solution were per-
formed under step-by-step isothermal annealing. Decom
sition of the metastable state in Al12xSix compounds is ac-
companied by depletion of the solid-solution matr
associated with formation of submicron-size semiconduc
silicon inclusions.22 In this case the transport properties of
alloy undergoing a phase transformation, in particular,
electrical resistance, could be expected to be determined
by inclusions of the semiconducting Si, but rather by per
lation over the depleted ‘‘low-Ohmic’’ Al12xSix solid-
solution matrix, following the variation of silicon content i
the metallic phase. This assumption is experimentally s
ported by the observed correlation between the resid
resistivity relationr0 (xSi) in the Al-Si series and the de
crease ofr0 of the Al12xSix solid solution under annealing.16

In these conditions, the silicon content in metallic phase a
intermediate stage of Al12xSix solid-solution decomposition
is derived from the transition temperature to superconduc
state, with due account of the well-knownTc (x) relation for
the Al12xSix compounds.1

Hall-coefficient measurements made under step-by-
annealing of the solid solution reveal a change in the na
of the RH (x) relation observed as the temperature is
creased from the helium~curve5 in Fig. 4! to room tempera-
ture ~curve 6 in Fig. 4!. It should be pointed out that a
helium temperature the behavior of the Hall coefficient
different annealing stages of an Al0.915Si0.085 sample follows
closely the concentration dependenceuRHu(x, 4.2 K! ~see
curves1 and5 in Fig. 4!. At the same time, in the course o
decomposition of the Al0.915Si0.085 solid solution, one does
not observe, near room temperature, any maximum in
RH (x) dependence for intermediate states of the Al12xSix
system~curve6 in Fig. 4!.

The observed differences in the behavior of t
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RH (x, 290 K! dependences within the 4<x<8.5 at. % con-
centration region~curves3 and 6 in Fig. 4! should be as-
signed, in our opinion, to microscopic-scale differences
isting among samples of the Al12xSix solid-solution system;
these differences appear in the course of the high-pres
synthesis and the subsequent step-by-step annealing o
starting Al0.915Si0.085 composition, in which the latter passe
through a sequence of states corresponding to alloys wh
Al12xSix matrix contains submicron-size semiconducting
inclusions. Within this concentration region, one may exp
polyatomic silicon clusters to dominate over single atoms
the fcc lattice of the Al solid solution.7 In these conditions,
the early stages of solid-solution decomposition involve
parently local rearrangement of the cluster structure, wh
changes irreversibly the silicon valence-electron configu
tion and, hence, the scattering impurity potential.

In later stages of decomposition of supersatura
Al12xSix solid solutions~with silicon concentration in the
metallic phase of the Al-Si alloy less than 4 at. %!, as also in
Al12xSix solid solutions within the corresponding concentr
tion region, the metallic phase is dominated by single silic
atoms. In this concentration region, the increase
uRHuT5290 K observed to occur during annealing~curve 6 in
Fig. 4! correlates with the concentration dependen
RH (x,290 K! in the Al12xSix series~curve3 in Fig. 4!, and
is apparently caused by the decrease of silicon concentra
in the metallic phase accompanying the solid-solution
composition. The small differences between the absolute
ues of the Hall coefficient can be associated with the dis
pearance of local strains and defects generated in the co
of quenching under high pressure.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The galvanomagnetic characteristics of metals in we
magnetic fields are determined by the anisotropy of el
tronic state scattering at the Fermi surface.23,24 In the isotro-
pic case~the electron mean free pathl 5const! and for a
spherical Fermi surface, the relationsRH5RFE5(nec)21,
Dr/r50 ~Ref. 24! corresponding to the free-electron a
proximation are upheld. Thus the substantial deviation of
RH of the Al12xSix solid solutions from RFE523.47
310211 m3/C observed in this work at low temperature
attests to the need of taking into account the anisotropy e
in the conditions of strong impurity scattering.

Direct inclusion of galvanomagnetic characteristics23 is
made difficult by the lack of quantitative information on th
l (k) dependence. At the same time if one makes some s
plifying assumptions, measurements ofRH and r (B) can
provide qualitative information on the anisotropy of thel
parameter on the Fermi surface.24 In particular, the Hall co-
efficient and magnetoresistance can be expressed within
three-carrier-group model8–12 through the averaged mea
free pathsl 2 and l 11 of electrons and holes of the secon
Brillouin zone, andl 22 of the third-zone electrons24:

Dr/r05~RFEB/r0!2gm~ l 22
3 1 l 11

3 !/ l 2
3 , ~1!

RH5RFE~11gh~ l 22
2 2 l 11

2 !/ l 2
2 ! , ~2!
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wheregm and gn are coefficients depending on the Ferm
surface geometry~numerical calculations made for Al-Si a
loys give for them 50 and 1.875, respectively11!.

The results of the calculations ofl 2 / l 11 and l 2 / l 22 ,
as well as of the anisotropy parameterl 22 / l 11 ~see Ref.
12!, made using Eqs.~1! and~2! for T54.2 K are presented
graphically in Fig. 5. Thel 22, l 11 relationship is seen to
be satisfied at helium temperature throughout the Al12xSix
concentration range covered. The growth of silicon conc
tration in the solid solution up to 2.5 at. % is accompanied
an increase of thel 22 / l 2 and l 11 / l 2 parameters, which
should be assigned to an increasing efficiency of elec
scattering at the spherical part of the aluminum Fermi s
face. This behavior characterizes apparently the anisotr
of carrier scattering by single scattering-impurity atoms, a
it is in agreement with the cases of Al-based dilute so
solutions studied earlier8–11. Further increase of silicon con
tent in the solid solution (x.2.5 at. %! entails a monotonic
falloff of both l 22 / l 2 andl 11 / l 2 , as well as of the anisot
ropy parameterl 22 / l 11 . Because this concentration regio
is characterized by formation of polyatomic silicon cluste
in the fcc lattice7 and gives rise to considerable distortions
short-range structure comparable to the mean-free path
observed behavior should be associated with the specific
tures of silicon atoms in metastable state originating from
essential role played by Si–Si-type bonds. It should
stressed that the metastable state of silicon in the met
matrix is responsible also for the noticeable deviation of
residual resistivity of the Al12xSix solid solutions from a
linear behavior forx.2.5 at. %.7

An increase in temperature turns on the phonon sca
ing mechanism and results in effective mixing of electro
states and Fermi-surface isotropization.20 A comparison of
the Hall coefficient behavior for pure polycrystalline Al~Ref.
20! and Al12xSix solid solutions~see inset in Fig. 3! stresses
the need of taking into account the electron spectrum ani
ropy when calculating conduction-band electron characte

FIG. 5. Variation of carrier scattering characteristics with increasing sili
concentration in the Al12xSix series obtained at 4.2 K.
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tics for Al12xSix solid solutions down to nitrogen tempera
ture.

An analysis of the temperature dependences of the H
coefficient and magnetoresistance of an Al0.935Si0.065 sample
~see insets to Figs. 1 and 3! made in terms of model~1! and
~2! shows that, as the temperature is increased from hel
to nitrogen temperature, the anisotropy parameterl 22 / l 11

remains practically constant~Fig. 6!. This trend, characteris
tic of Al12xSix compositions withx.3 at. %, indicates ap-
parently that the mean free paths for electronic and h
states in the third and second Brillouin zones behave s
larly with temperature. At the same time the decrease
l 22 / l 2 and l 11 / l 2 with increasing temperature~Fig. 6!
implies, in our opinion, that the electronic states at zo
edges interact stronger with the phonon subsystem than
states in the spherical part of the Fermi surface.

It should be stressed that the three-group model, Eqs~1!
and ~2!, used in the analysis of experimental data provid
only qualitative information on the anisotropy of carrier sc
tering in the Al12xSix solid solutions.10,24 Note also that the
applicability of Eqs.~1! and ~2! within a broad range of
substitutional impurity concentrations is based on the alu
num Fermi surface in the objects under study retaining
topology.24 A change in the Fermi surface topology
Al12xSix solid solutions may originate both from the noni
ovalent character of silicon substitution for Al and from th
associated change in the parameters of the aluminum
lattice. At the same time x-ray emission and NMR spectr
copy of the Al12xSix solid solutions suggest that the condu
tion band and density of states at Fermi level remain pra
cally unchanged in the Al12xSix series,7 which supports the
validity of using the three-carrier group model, Eqs.~1! and
~2!, in making estimates based on experimental data~Figs. 2
and 4!.

Close to room temperature (T;290 K!, inelastic scatter-
ing mechanisms become dominant, which reduces Fe
surface anisotropy effects in Al12xSix compounds. In these

nFIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the anisotropy parameters for
Al0.935Si0.065 solid solution.
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6 Phys. Solid State 41 (1), January 1999 Sluchanko et al.
conditions, experimental relationsRH (x, 290 K! and
r (x, 290 K! in the Al12xSix series can be used to estima
the behavior of the Hall mobilitymH5RH /r in the single-
carrier-type approximation. Within this approximation, t
nonmonotonic Hall-coefficient relationRH (x) near x'6.5
at. % (T5290 K! ~curve 3 in Fig. 4! will give rise to a
maximum in themH (x) curve ~see Fig. 7a!. Because the
conduction-band parameters are unaffected by increasin
content in Al12xSix solid solutions, the substantial contribu
tion to the observed features may be due to a change in
nature of carrier scattering in the vicinity of the spinodal.

A comparison with a study of the stability region an
decomposition kinetics shows that supersaturated Al12xSix
solid solutions are absolutely unstable above room temp
ture for Si concentrations higher than;8 at. %.22 As one
approaches the spinodal with increasingx in the Al12xSix
series, the characteristic atomic-displacement times bec
shorter to reacht0

21'10213 s at x'8 at. % ~Fig. 7b!. The
observed increase in atomic mobility near the concentra
x'6.5 at. % turns out to correlate with the growth of the H
mobility ~Fig. 7a and 7b!.

Thus based on the models used here approaching
region of instability for an fcc structure with increasing tem
perature is accompanied by a simultaneous increase of
bility in both the atomic and electronic subsystems. An a
ditional argument for the existence of this correlation in t
behavior of the mobilities comes from the considerable
hancement of electron-phonon interaction~EPI! and an in-
crease in the superconducting transition temperatureTc with
increasing silicon concentration in the Al12xSix solid solu-

FIG. 7. ~a! Concentration dependence of carrier mobilitym ~x, 290 K! in the
Al12xSix solid-solution series;~b! Variation of the characteristic frequenc
of atomic displacementst0

21 with increasing silicon concentration in th
Al12xSix series~Ref. 22!; ~c! Variation of the Seebeck coefficientS (x)
under successive annealing of the Al0.915Si0.085 solid solution~1! in the vi-
cinity of the maximum inS (T) and ~2! at T5250 K ~Ref. 25!.
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tions. In view of the significant increase of the diffusio
contributionS(x,T) with increasingx ~Ref. 25! and of the
anomalous concentration dependence of the Seebeck co
cient ~Fig. 7c!, revealed in the study of the temperature d
pendence of thermopower in the Al12xSix series, an adequat
analysis of the variation of carrier characteristics in this s
tem requires taking adequately into account EPI effects
the vicinity of the structural lattice instability.

It should be pointed out in this connection that a co
prehensive inclusion of the totality of the factors governi
the magneto-transport and thermoelectrical characteristic
nonequilibrium metals would presently be difficult for
number of reasons. Indeed, formation of polyatomic Si cl
ters generates considerable local strains in the fcc struc
of the Al12xSix solid solutions. The existence in a dope
metal of such regions having a dynamically disordered
tice gives rise to additional inelastic scattering of conduct
electrons by impurity atoms,26 which requires taking into
account interference effects in electron-phonon-impu
scattering.26,27 On the other hand, inclusion of strong EPI
the atomic-chain model suggests28 that the description of the
properties of the electron and phonon subsystems is pos
made with violation of the adiabatic approximation. Thus t
existing difficulties do not permit quantitative estimation
the characteristics of the Al12xSix solid solutions studied in
this work.

To conclude, we have presented the results of a stud
the magnetoresistanceDr (B)/r and Hall coefficientRH in
nonequilibrium Al12xSix solid solutions (x,0.12) per-
formed within a broad range of temperatures (1.6,T,300
K! and magnetic fields (B,15 T!. Because of the strong
impurity scattering in Al12xSix compounds withx.0.02, the
B variation range covered here satisfies the conditions typ
of weak magnetic fields (vt!1). The features observed i
the concentration dependencesDr (B)/r (x,T) and
RH (x,T) for compositions in the Al12xSix series, as well as
the variation of galvanomagnetic coefficients under step-
step isothermal annealing, which leads to decomposition
supersaturated Al12xSix solid solutions, are associated with
change in the efficiency of conduction-band electron scat
ing by lattice defects originating from substitution of silico
for aluminum.

An anomalous behavior of the Hall coefficientuRH (x)u
corresponding to a substantial increase of the Hall mobi
of conduction-band electronsmH in Al12xSix compositions
with silicon contentsx'6.5 at. % has been revealed ne
room temperature. The possibility of a correlation betwe
the variation ofRH (x, 290 K! and m (x, 290 K! with the
increase of atomic mobility under strong electron-phon
coupling near the boundary of absolute instability in t
Al12xSix solid solutions is discussed.

The nature of variation in the conduction-band electr
mean free path with silicon concentration in the Al12xSix
series has been analyzed within the three carrier-gr
model. The results obtained suggest the need of taking
account the carrier scattering anisotropy when conside
the transport characteristics of Al12xSix solid solutions at
helium and intermediate temperatures.
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The two-dimensional (2D) Heisenberg model with anisotropic exchange (D512Jx /Jz) and
S51/2 is investigated by the quantum Monte Carlo method. The energy, susceptibility,
specific heat, spin-spin correlation functions, and correlation radius are calculated. The sublattice
magnetization (s) and the Ne´el temperature of the anisotropic antiferromagnet are
logarithmic functions of the exchange anisotropy: 1/s1110.13(1)ln(1/D). Crossover of the
static magnetic structural factor as a function of temperature from power-law to
exponential occurs forTc /J'0.4. The correlation radius can be approximated by 1/j
52.05T1.0(6)/exp(1.0(4)/T). For La2CuO4 the sublattice magnetization is calculated ass50.45,
the exchange isJ5(112521305) K; for Er2CuO4J;625 K and the exchange anisotropyD
;0.003. The temperature dependence of the static structural magnetic factor and the correlation
radius above the Ne´el temperature in these compounds can be explained by the formation
of topological excitations~spinons!. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02401-6#
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Many theoretical works on the two-dimensional (2D)
Heisenberg antiferromagnet~AF! with a square lattice with
spin S51/2 have appeared in the last few years. Substan
theoretical efforts have been made to confirm or rej
Anderson’s idea of a quantum disordered ground state1 in the
2D Heisenberg model with antiferromagnetic interactions
a number of works, the critical spin below which there is
long-range AF order atT50 was found to beSc5123/2.2,3

Chakravarty, Halperin, and Nelson,4 using the renormali-
zation-group method and the nonlinears model in 2 1 1
space, obtained long-range AF order~LRO! in the ground
state. They neglected the Hopf termhuHhop f(u52pS),5

which can change the magnetic state substantially. The t
ries with topological invariants6 do not assume long-rang
order in the ground state. A similar result is obtained in
monograph Ref. 7 where, on the basis of the Lieb, Schu
and Mattis theorem,8 it is asserted that the two-dimension
spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet possesses a gr
state which may turn out to be non-Ne´el and can have eithe
broken translational symmetry or gapless excitations.

Most exact calculations for small lattices 434 and
436 give AF ordering9–11 with energyE/NJ50.6720.7.
Advances in computational technology make it possible
use large lattices withN526 and 32,12,13which give asymp-
totic vanishing of the long-range antiferromagnetic order
;1/N. Monte Carlo~MC! modeling makes it possible to us
lattices ranging in size from 20320 to 1283128.14–18These
calculations, which use a variational algorithm17 and the
renormalization group,19,20 likewise give the existence of 2D
AF and T50. The type of magnetic state calculated on t
basis of variational methods depends on the choice of
initial ~trial! wave function and, in some cases, it gives
long-range order in magnets. Trajectory MC methods15,16,21

employ finite temperatures, and it is difficult to draw a
1031063-7834/99/41(1)/5/$15.00
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conclusions about the ground state based on an investiga
of an isotropic model only.

A number of problems also arise in investigatio
of the quasi-two-dimensional compounds La2CuO4,22,23

Er2CuO4,24–26 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 .27 Experimental investiga-
tions of these crystals indicate ionic bonds,28 while the or-
dered moment falls in the ranges50.420.44, which is
much less than the theoretical estimates for 2D Heisenberg
AF s50.620.64.4,29 Above the Ne´el temperature, up to
(1.522)TN, there exist strong two-dimensional spin corre
tions so that the correlation radius varies exponentially,
example, in La2CuO4 from 40 Å at 450 K up to 400 Å at
200 K,23 while the static magnetic structure factorS(Q) var-
ies with temperature very slowly, which also does not ag
with theoretical calculations predicting exponential behav
S(Q);T2exp(2A/T).4 In the isostructural compound
La2NiO4

30 and La2CoO4
31 with spin S51/2 and 3/2, a two-

dimensional Ising phase transition is observed in the neu
scattering intensity near 1.02TN , in complete analogy with
K2NiF4 which possesses magnetic anisotropy of the sa
order of magnitude as La2CuO4. The magnetic susceptibility
x(T) in these compounds26 at temperaturesT.TN demon-
strates anomalous temperature behavior — a very smooth
temperature dependence in the regionTN,T,(1.522)TN ,
and an inflection in the temperature dependencex(T) at the
limit of this interval. Therefore the magnetic moment of th
copper ion and the temperature behavior of the spin corr
tions aboveTN are unique and cannot be explained on t
basis of existing theoretical calculations in a 2D Heisenberg
model withS51/2.

Thus, two important problems can be identified from t
review presented above. The first problem is the unkno
nature of the ground state of a 2D AF. Quantum fluctuations
that can completely destroy long-range order are very s
stantial because of the low dimension of the space and
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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low spin. The second problem is to explain using the Heis
berg model with nearest-neighbor interaction and to estim
the magnetic moment, temperature dependence of the
ceptibility, and static magnetic structure factorS(Q) for T
.TN in quasi-two-dimensional compounds based on cop
ions with spinS51/2 without using additional interactions

In the present paper we use the quantum Monte C
method employing a trajectory algorithm.32 The basic idea of
the algorithm is to convert the quantumD-dimensional prob-
lem to a classical (D11)-dimensional problem by introduc
ing ‘‘time’’ cuts in imaginary time space 0,t,1/T and to
implement an MC procedure in the ‘‘imaginary time — c
ordinate’’ space.

1. MODEL AND METHOD

Let us consider a Heisenberg anisotropic AF with an
ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interaction (J,0) on a
square lattice whose sites are occupied by spinsS51/2 di-
rected along theOZ axis in the direction of the external field
The Hamiltonian has the form

H52
1

2 (
h51

4

(
i 51

N

$Jzz~h!Si
zSi 1h

z 1Jx,y~h!

3~Si
xSi 1h

x 1Si
ySi 1h

y !%2(
i 51

N

Hi
zSi

z , ~1!

whereD512Jx,y/Jz is the easy-axis type exchange a
isotropy,Hz is the external magnetic field, andN is the total
number of spins.

The MC algorithm and computational method have be
described in detail in a previous work.33 The Hamiltonian is
divided into four-spin clusters on a placquette and the co
mutation between the clusters is taken into account by T
ter’s relation. In the present paper, periodic boundary con
tions in the Trotter direction and along the lattice are used
the MC procedure. The linear size of the lattice
L540,48,64, and 80 andm516, 32, and 48. The number o
MC steps per spin ranges from 3000 to 10000. One MC s
is determined by rotating all spins on aL3L34m lattice.
The following were calculated: the energyE, the specific
C5dE/dT, the magnetizationM , the susceptibility in
an external fieldx5M /H, the pair and four-spin correlation
in the longitudinal and transverse spin componen
their Fourier spectrum, the sublattice magnetizat
s5 limr→`Aabs(̂ S0

zSr
z&), and the correlation radiusj from

the approximation of the spin correlation function as

R~r !5A/r hexp~2r /j!, ~2!

where R(r ) is the normalized correlation functionR(r )
5u^Sz(0)Sz(r )&u2^Sz&2.

2. DISCUSSION

We shall determine the energy and spin correlation fu
tions of an isotropic AF in the ground state by two metho
asymptotic continuation of these quantities determined fo
anisotropic AF withD512Jx,y/Jz→0 and for an isotropic
AF with T→0. The finite lattice dimensions employed in th
-
te
us-

er

lo

-

n

-
t-
i-
n

p

,
n

-
:
n

MC calculations cut off the region of long-wavelength exc
tations at the wave numberk;p/L and limit the minimum
exchange anisotropy, which satisfiesAD.p/L. Under this
condition the contribution of long-wavelength excitations
the thermodynamics will be exponentially small.

We shall calculate the temperature dependences of
energy, sublattice magnetization, and spin correlation fu
tions for a number of exchange anisotropy consta
D>0.005. The typical dependences are shown in Fig. 1.
low temperatures, less than the gap between the ground
excited stateT,4SJAD(11D), we extrapolate the com
puted quantityA using a power lawA5A(T50)2aTb

~shown by the dotted line in the inset in Fig. 1! and an
exponential lawA5A(T50)2aexp(2b/T) with three ad-
justable parametersa,b, and A at T50. The extrapolated
values ofE and ^Sz(0)Sz(r 51)& for an anisotropic AF in
the ground state are shown in Fig. 2. The dependence
these quantities on the exchange anisotropy can be app
mated by the functionA5A(D50)61/exp(a/Db) with the
adjustable parametersa,b, and A(0). The corresponding
parameters are: for the energya51.61(7), b50.26(5); for
the correlation functions ^Sz(0)Sz(r 51)&a52.(1),
b50.165(7). The energy of the 2D isotropic Heisenberg
model in the ground stateE520.684(6) agrees wel
with the energy obtained by exact diagonalizati
E520.68445.12 The spin-spin correlation function
^Sz(0)Sz(r 51)&520.120(4) agrees quite well with the re
sult ^Sz(0)Sz(r 51)&520.114(4).11

The sublattice magnetization can be interpolated by
logarithmic law 1/s5110.13(1)ln(1/D) ~Fig. 3!. In the in-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the energyE/NJ of an anisotropic AF
with D50.02(1), 0.075~2! and an isotropic AF~inset: D50.0,m532(1),
16~2!! ~a! and the sublattice magnetizations of an AF with D50.05(1),
0.15~2!, 0.25~3! ~b!. Inset: The dotted lines show the power-law functio
E520.682(4)10.35T2.0(2) ~a! ands50.70(3)23.(4)T3.(2) ~b!.
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set in Fig. 3 the reciprocal of the magnetization is a funct
of ln(D) is described well by a linear function. This mea
that there is no long-range antiferromagnetic order in
ground state in an isotropic (D50, lnD→`) 2D Heisenberg
model. For the minimum anisotropyD50.005 the sublattice
magnetization iss50.29, or ~in Bohr magnetons with
g52) s50.58mB . We shall determine the Ne´el temperature

FIG. 2. The energyE/NJ ~a! and nearest-neighbors correlation functio
^S0

zS1
z& ~b! of an AF in the ground state as a function of the exchan

anisotropy D512Jx /Jz . The lines show the interpolation function
E 5 2 0.684(6)1 1/exp(1.61(7)/D0.26(5)),^Sz(0)Sz(r 5 1)& 5 20.120(4)
11/exp(2(1)/D0.165(7)).

FIG. 3. Sublattice magnetizations ~a! and Néel temperatureTN /J ~b! of an
AF as a function of the exchange anisotropy. Inset: 1/s ~a! and J/TN ~b!
versus lnD.
n

e

of anisotropic AF from the maximum of the heat capaci
the point of inflection of the susceptibility, ands→0 ~Fig.
1!. The dependence ofTN(D) on the exchange anisotrop
~Fig. 3! likewise can be interpolated well by a logarithm
law for D!1TN52/ln(11/D).

The temperature dependence of the energy of an iso
pic AF in the interval 0.15<T/J<0.35 can be approximate
by a cubic polynomial with zero coefficients for the od
numbered powersE(T)520.682(4)10.35(3)T2.0(2) ~Fig.
1!. The asymptotic continuation of the spin correlation fun
tions in this interval for the longitudinal and transverse co
ponents ~Fig. 4! gives ^Sz(0)Sz(r 51)&520.113(3) and
^S1(0)S2(r 51)&520.228(5), which agrees well with the
results ^S1(0)S2(r 51)&520.22823(2).12 This confirms
Anderson’s idea of the existence of a singlet ground st
where 2̂ Sz(0)Sz(r 51)&'^S1(0)S2(r 51)& and the mag-
netic state can be represented by a superposition ove
realizations of the singlet pairs. In other words, each pair
neighboring spins in the lattice plane is in a singlet state,
the combination of neighboring spins in a pair is alwa
changing. If the singlets are ordered, then the four-spin c
relation function at odd distances is greater than at even
tances. The MC calculation of^S0

zS1
zSr

zSr 11
z & does not lead to

this conclusion.
The correlation radius calculated from the distance

pendence of the spin-spin correlation function~Fig. 4b! can
be approximated well at temperaturesT/J>0.26 by the func-
tion 1/j52.05T1.0(6)/exp(1.0(4)/T), shown in Fig. 5a. In the
singlet state the spin correlation function is a power-l
function of distance. The excitations in this model are int
acting spinons or solitons. The probability of excitation of
spinon~soliton! is W;exp(2Es/T), whereEs5J in the 1D
Heisenberg model, and in the 2D model the excitation en-
ergy of a spinon~soliton! is two times higher since two sin
glet pairs must be broken in order to preserve cubic sym
try. The average distance between the temperature-exc
spinons isl (T);1AW;exp(J/T). This can be represented i
the form of a quasilattice embedded in a gas of singlet p
~Fig. 6!, where the spinons are represented by arrows.
spinons are correlated with one another. The correla
could vary as power lawjs / l;A/Ta, wherel is the quasi-
lattice constant of the spins and decreases with increa

e

FIG. 4. Correlation functions with respect to the longitudinal compone
for AFs on 40340 ~1!, 64364 ~2!, 80380 ~3! lattices at distancer /a51 ~a!
and distance dependence of the logarithm of the spin-spin correlation f
tion for T/J50.28 ~1! 0.37 ~2! ~b!.
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temperature. The correlation radius at low temperatu
should vary exponentiallyjs;A/Taexp(J/T). There exists a
minimum soliton size, determined by the ratio of the surfa
and volume magnetic energy for which the quasilattice
comes unstable atT/J50.37– 0.4.

The static magnetic factor, the Fourier componentSz(Q)
at Q5p/a, varies very little at temperaturesT/J,0.4 as a
function of temperature and the dimensions of the latt
~Fig. 7a!. ForT/J.0.4 the temperature dependence ofSz(Q)
is the same as in a paramagnet. At low temperatures
Fourier spectrum of the spin correlation function can be r
resented as a superposition of the Fourier correlation fu
tion of the singletsSSN(q);A/q2(22h) and spinonsSSP(k)
;B/((k2p)211/j2). Singlet pairs make the main contribu
tion to the neutron scattering intensity in the limitq→p,
since the spin density is low and the contribution of the sp
is ;WSP(q). The temperature derivatives of the speci
heat and susceptibility in this temperature range~Fig. 8! have
a maximum, anddx/dT anddC/dT to the right and left of
Tc differ substantially. For comparison, the values ofx(T)
and C(T) calculated with a super computer,16 on a
L51283128 lattice with two orders of magnitude more M
steps than the present work, are shown in Fig. 8. The aut
of Ref. 16 also noted violation of the relation ln(S(Q)j22)
;ln(T/J) for T/J50.35. Just as in Ref. 16, forT/J,0.4 the
exponenth in Eq. ~2! tends to decrease with temperatu
from h50.55 to 0.35 atT/J50.26.

Weakly anisotropic AFs have two transition tempe
tures: the Ne´el temperature, associated with a breakdown
long-range order, andTc associated with breakdown of topo

FIG. 5. Reciprocal of the correlation radiusa/j, calculated by the MC
method ~a!, ~b, 1! and measured in a neutron scattering experiment
La2CuO4

23 ~b, 2!.23

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of a quasilattice of singlet pairs of s
~segments! and spinons~arrows!.
s

e
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e
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s
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f

logical magnetic formations~solitons!. The size of a soliton
is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the anisotro
For this reason, a quasilattice of solitons~spinons! is formed
when the exchange anisotropy reaches the critical valuD
'0.05 at temperaturesT/J,0.4. The magnetic structure o
the factor S(Q) ~Fig. 7b!, the spin correlation functions

s

FIG. 7. Static magnetic structure factorSz(Q) for Q5p/a andL540 ~1!,
64 ~2!, 80 ~3! in the isotropic~a! and anisotropic (D50.02,L540 ~1!, 80
~2!! ~b! cases as a function of temperature. c — Normalized static magnetic
factor S(Q,T)/S(Q,T5Tc), determined by the MC method forTc /J50.4
~1! and from neutron scattering in Er2CuO4

24 for Tc5250 K ~2! and in
La2CuO4

22 for Tc5450 K ~3!.

FIG. 8. SusceptibilityxJ/N ~a! and specific heatC/kBN ~b! calculated in
the present work~1! and in Ref. 16~2! as a function of temperature.
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^Sz(0)Sz(r 51)&, and the magnetic susceptibility are virtu
ally temperature independent in the intervalTN,T,Tc .

The results obtained explain well the experimental d
on the magnetization and the neutron scattering intensit
the quasi-two-dimensional compounds Sr2CuO2Cl2 ,27

La2CuO4,23, and Er2CuO4.24 The experimental values of th
sublattice magnetization for Sr2CuO2Cl2 and La2CuO4 are,
respectively,s50.42mB ands50.44mB . The exchange an
isotropy in these compounds is of the order ofD;1024 and
MC calculations gives50.45mB . The very small decreas
of the sublattice magnetization could be due to a covale
effect. The neutron scattering intensityS(k50)(k5p2q)
in these compounds is essentially temperature indepen
above the Ne´el temperature up to some temperatureTc /TN

51.522.1. For Er2CuO4, magnetic and resonance inves
gations25,26 give a Néel temperatureTN5165 K, while neu-
tron diffraction measurements giveTN5(2502265) K.24

The normalized magnetic structure factors — the experim
tal factorS(Q,T)/S(Q,T5250 K) and the theoretical facto
S(Q,T)/S(Q,T50.4 J) — qualitatively agree in the interva
(0.721)T/Tc ~Fig. 7c!. Taking account of the exchange a
isotropy, as done in Fig. 7b, will improve the agreement w
experiment. The magnitude of the exchange in Er2CuO4 can
be estimated asJ'630 K from the temperatureTc . For
La2CuO4 the normalized intensityS(Q,T)/S(Q,T5450 K)
agrees well with the MC results~Fig. 7c!. This is probably
due to the weaker exchange anisotropy, since the temp
ture interval betweenTN and Tc decreases with increasin
anisotropy. The magnitude of the exchange for La2CuO4,
estimated fromTc , is J'1125 K, while the value estimate
from an approximation of the correlation radius in the int
val T/J50.2620.46 by the function 1/j50.25T0.35/
exp(1302/T) gives J'1302 K ~Fig. 6c!. An independent
value of the exchange can also be obtained from the N´el
temperatureTN52/ln(11/D) andJ51160 K.

These estimates of the exchange fall near the values
and 1500 K obtained on the basis of different theoretical
experimental methods. For example, the exchange values
tained from the function 1/j(T) determined using a nonlinea
s model and the normalization group or quantum M
method areJ511754 and 1450 K,16 respectively. The ex-
change anisotropyD;0.003 and sublattice magnetizatio
s'0.56 can be estimated from the Ne´el temperature
TN5165 K for Er2CuO4. It is desirable to perform for this
compound more careful neutron diffraction measurement
determine the site moment. We note that the MC calculati
are in good agreement with experiment in the tempera
range of existence of singlets and spinons forD50.003:
(TN /Tc)

MC50.62 and (TN /Tc)
ex50.66. The objective of

this work was not only to determine a more accurate va
for the exchange but also to investigate the temperature
pendence of the magnetic structure factor and the correla
radius. In the compound, above the Ne´el temperature, the
magnetic structure can be represented in the form of sin
pairs and spinons~solitons!. Singlets make the main contr
bution to the magnetic structure factor while spinons, wh
density decreases exponentially with increasing tempera
make the main contribution to the correlation radius.

Summarizing the results obtained in this paper, we
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draw the following conclusions. There is no long-range a
tiferromagnetic order in the ground state in a tw
dimensional isotropic Heisenberg model. The exchan
anisotropy dependence of the sublattice magnetization
an anisotropic antiferromagnet is logarithmic: 1/s51
10.13(1)ln(1/D). At low temperatures,T/J,0.4, the mag-
netic static factor S(Q) is essentially temperature
independent, while the correlation radius varies expon
tially. This could be due to the existence of singlets, wh
make the main contribution toS(Q), and the temperature
excited spinons, which give an exponential behavior of
correlation radius. The sublattice magnetization, correlat
radius, and static magnetic structure factor above the N´el
temperature in Er2CuO4, La2CuO4, and Sr2CuO2Cl2 are de-
scribed well by the 2D Heisenberg model with spin
S51/2.
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Critical slowing of local fluctuations near the paraelectric-incommensurate phase
transition in Rb 2ZnCl4

M. P. Trubitsyn, V. I. Pastukhov, and T. M. Bochkova
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A study is reported of the anomalous broadening of Mn21 EPR lines on the high-temperature
side of the paraelectric-incommensurate phase transition in Rb2ZnCl4 crystals. It is shown
that the resonant-line broadening is inhomogeneous and due to the contribution of low-frequency
fluctuations corresponding to the central peak in the elementary-excitation spectrum. The
data obtained have permitted us to obtain the critical correlation-length exponentn50.6460.02
corresponding to the 3d XY model of Heisenberg. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02501-0#
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It is known that the dynamic properties of crystallin
materials take on a relaxational nature in the vicinity
structural phase transitions, which becomes evident in
appearance of the central peak in vibrational spectra. In
tigation of the critical dynamics near structural phase tran
tions had benefited considerably from the use of radiosp
troscopical methods, in particular EPR.1–3 Many crystals
reveal near the transition point anomalous broadening a
change in the resonant-line shape caused by the critical s
ing in the order-parameter dynamics. Structural distortio
induced by the transition entail, as a rule, changes in the E
spectrum, which for the low-temperature phase can be
scribed by a spin Hamiltonian

H5H01H8 . ~1!

The first term in Eq.~1!, H0 , determines the state of th
paramagnetic center in the high-temperature phase, w
H8, considered as a perturbation, includes spin operators
sponsible for the transition-induced change in s
symmetry.4 The parameters of the spin operators inH8 de-
pend on the magnitude of structural displacements in
paramagnetic center environment. The appearance of a
vanishing local-order parameter below the transition po
gives rise to a temperature-induced shift of the EPR sig
position. The fluctuations in the local order parameter
sponsible for the dynamic part ofH8 contribute to the width
and affect the shape of resonant lines. Within the appro
made in terms of Eq.~1!, resonant-line broadening in th
phase-transition region may be due to contributions of t
types.5 The first contribution,dHS , is determined by the
diagonal matrix elements of the spin HamiltonianH8 and the
spectral density of fluctuationsJ(0) at zero frequency. The
second contribution to linewidth,dHNS, comes from the off-
diagonal matrix elements ofH8 and the spectral densit
J (v res) at the resonant frequencyv res;1010 Hz. It was
shown5 that in the case where the characteristic fluctuat
frequenciesV exceed considerably the fluctuation-induc
linewidth v1 , the spectral profile is a Lorentzian with
width (dHS1dHNS). In the limit of slow fluctuations,V
1081063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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!v1, the line shape can be described by a convolution o
Lorentzian with off-diagonal widthdHNS with a Gaussian,
whose width is determined by the diagonal compon
dHS .5

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This paper reports an EPR study of Mn21 centers in
rubidium tetrachlorozincate, which belongs to a family
A2BX4 isomorphic compounds.6 At Ti5303 K, Rb2ZnCl4
crystals undergo a transition form the high-temperat
paraelectric~symmetry groupD2h

16-Pnam, b.a.c) to in-
commensurate phase with the onset of structural modula

described by the wave vectorqi5( 1
32d) a* .7,8

The samples were prepared from Czochralski-gro
single crystals.9 The measurements were performed on
standardX-range radiospectrometer. The sample tempera
was controlled to within 0.1 K by heating in liquid-nitroge
vapor.

The high-field hyperfine line group (MS53/2↔5/2) was
measured with the samples cooled to approachTi from
above. Figure 1 presents experimental spectra for two or
tations of the external magnetic fieldH relative to the crys-
tallographic axes. One readily sees that forHia the hyperfine
sextet does not undergo any noticeable changes nearTi

1

~Fig. 1a!. DeflectingH from thea axis in the~010! plane by
7° affects considerably the temperature dependence of
spectral profile, which starts to broaden asT→Ti

1 ~Fig. 1b!.
Note that analysis of the spectra obtained is complicated
superposition of adjacent hyperfine components, wh
widths (;3.2 mT) are comparable to the hyperfine splittin
(;7.5 mT).

Broadening of Mn21 EPR lines in Rb2ZnCl4 crystals in
the vicinity of Ti was reported earlier.10 The treatment of
experimental data was based on a deconvolution proce
excluding from consideration the hyperfine multiplication
the spectrum, which is insensitive to structural changes,
direct and inverse Fourier transformation.10 It appears that
this approach has a certain drawback. The peak in the F
rier transform of the experimental sextet corresponding
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. A part of an EPR spectrum of Rb2ZnCl4 :Mn21 crystals corresponding to theMS53/2↔5/2 hyperfine group obtained slightly aboveTi5304.4 K. ~a!
Hia; ~b! /H,a57°, H'b. Dashed lines present calculated spectra obtained by convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian function.
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the hyperfine-structure periodicity is broadened because
finite number of components in the group and of their n
being equidistant within one electronic transition. Accor
ingly, the single line obtained by deconvolution is consid
ably distorted. Therefore deconvolution does not yield
equate information on spectral line shape and does
permit one to isolate the critical contribution to linewidth a
to investigate its temperature dependence near the trans
point.

This work deals with a simulation of the experimen
hyperfine-sextet shape by convolution of a Lorentzian wit
Gaussian, *L @(H2HC)/dHL#•G@(HC2H0)/dHG# dHC .
This approach enabled determining the homogeneous,dHL ,
and inhomogeneous,dHG , contributions to linewidth and to
reach a good agreement of the calculated with experime
spectra~Fig. 1!.

Figure 2 displays the temperature dependence of
width of the hyperfine component in the high-field gro
MS53/2↔5/2 for three orientations of the external magne
field. The width was determined as the distance between
extrema in the derivative of the absorption line. The slig
increase in the linewidth forT→Ti

1 observed for the main
orientationHia is seen to transfer to a clearly pronounc
anomalous broadening, whose magnitude grows with de
tion of H from the a axis. The results of the simulatio
showed that the critical contribution to linewidth is asso
ated with the increase of the Gaussian componentdHG ,
whereas the behavior of the LorentziandHL does not exhibit
any anomalies in the vicinity of the transition point.
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2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As shown earlier,9,11Mn21 centers substitute for the zin
ions in the ZnCl4 tetrahedra. In the paraphase, active cent
have local symmetryCS with multiplicity kM52 and lie in
the (a,b) plane. The orientational relations of the EPR fi

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the width of a hyperfineMS

53/2↔5/2 component for the following external magnetic-field orient
tions: 1 — Hia, 2 — /H,a53.5°, 3 — /H,a57°, H'b.
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structure are adequately described by a rhombic spin Ha
tonianH0 with parametersg52.004, uB2

0u/gb516.01 mT,
and uB2

2u/gb59.10 mT calculated for the magnetic axis a
rangement/Z,a565°, /X,b565°, and Yic.9 As the
crystal transfers to the incommensurate phase, the (a,b)
symmetry plane undergoes local distortion~although the
symmetry group of the modulated phase remains ma
scopically unchanged due to spatial averaging of perio
distortions along the modulation axis!, and the center posi
tions correspond to groupC1 . Hence the perturbation spi
HamiltonianH8 in Eq. ~1! contains equivalent spin operato
corresponding to triclinic symmetry and can be recast in
form retaining the most essential terms4

H85B2
1O2

11C2
1Õ2

1 . ~2!

In the case where the external magnetic field lies in the (a,b)
plane or is perpendicular to it, the diagonal matrix eleme
of the type^MSuH8uMS& vanish. ForHia, the linewidthdH
~Fig. 2! and its Gaussian componentdHG do not exhibit any
noticeable features nearTi

1 . For misorientations/H,a
53.5 and 7°,H'b magnetic field distorts the local symme
try, thus lifting the forbiddenness of the diagonal matrix
ements of spin HamiltonianH8 ~2!. Accordingly, for T
→Ti

1 one observes in an experiment anomalous line bro
ening ~Fig. 2! caused by the growth of the inhomogeneo
componentdHG .

The data obtained show that the anomalous broade
has an inhomogeneous character and is determined by
diagonal matrix elements of the spin HamiltonianH8. Ac-
cording to Ref. 5, such a behavior of the width is associa
with a growth of the spectral density of zero-frequency flu
tuations,J(0). To beexact, the characteristic frequency
the fluctuations contributing to the broadening should
substantially lower than the measuring frequency, which
of the order of the linewidth in the rigid-lattice cas
;107 Hz.12 The critical contribution can be extracted fro
the Gaussian component using the relation

dHcr~T!5@dHG
2 ~T!2dHbgr

2 #1/2 , ~3!

wheredHbgr is the inhomogeneous background compon
originating from noncritical static contributions. Thus th
temperature dependencedHcr (T) should be considered
within a quasistatic approximation where the critical wid
approaches a finite valuedHmax at the transition point13

dHcr5dHmax@12Ctn arctan~C21t2n!#1/2 . ~4!

In Eq. ~4!, the small pair-correlator critical exponenth is
neglected, and the following notation is introduced:C
5k0a/p, k5k0tn5j21 is the inverse correlation length,n
is the corresponding critical exponent,t5(T2Ti)/Ti is the
reduced temperature, anda is the unit cell parameter. Re
placing the inverse tangent in Eq.~4! by p/2, which is valid
nearTi , we obtain

dHcr5dHmax@12~p/2!Ctn#1/2 . ~5!

Obviously enough, fort→0 the critical contribution to the
width dHcr tends todHmax at the transition point. As one
goes away fromTi , in the limit ast→`, the inverse tangen
can be expanded in a series, and Eq.~4! transforms to
il-
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dHcr5
1

A3
dHmaxC21t2n . ~6!

The experimental relations of the critical width derive
from oblique magnetic-field measurements by means of
~3! are displayed in Fig. 3 on a log-log scale. The bac
ground widths used aredHbgr51.35 mT (/H,a53.5°) and
dHbgr51.48 mT (/H,a57°). Thesolid lines in Fig. 3 are
plots of Eq.~4!. The transition pointTi5304.4 K was deter-
mined independently from the resonant-line splitting into
singular spectrum.14 One readily sees that relation~4! de-
rived in quasistatic approximation offers a good fit to t
experimental relations and predicts the following critic
contributions to linewidth atTi :dHmax54.48 mT (/H,a
53.5°) anddHmax57.93 mT (/H,a57°).

It is known that the local order parameter for Mn21 cen-
ters can be related to the rotation angle of the tetrahe
groups ZnCl4 ,11 and that EPR spectra are most sensitive
tetrahedron rotations about theb axis15. The extrapolated
values ofdHmax and the above parameters of the spin Ham
tonianH0 permit one to estimate the rms fluctuation of t
tetrahedron turn at the transition point:^da2&1/253.0° for
/H,a53.5° and^da2&1/252.7° for /H,a57°. These val-
ues are in a good agreement with x-ray diffracti
measurements7.

The average slope of the experimental relations forT
2Ti>7 K ~Fig. 3! is determined, according to Eq.~6!, by
the critical exponent of the correlation length, and for bo
relations n50.6860.05 for /H,a53.5° and n50.64
60.02 for/H,a57°. These values coincide within exper
mental error with the value ofn in the Heisenberg three
dimensional model for the two-component order parame
(3d XY model!, whose universality class comprises incom
mensurate crystals of the potassium selenate family.16 The
value of the fitting parameterC5k0a/p used in Eq.~4! per-
mits one to estimate the ratio of the correlation lengthj0 at
T50, which is a measure of the range of the forces resp
sible for the transition, to the cell parameter,j0 /a;0.01

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the critical contribution to the linewidthdHcr vs
(T2Ti). 1 — /H,a53.5°, 2 — /H,a57°, H'b. Solid lines were drawn
using Eq.~4!.
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(a;10 Å). This value turns out to be substantially smal
than could be expected considering the dimensions of
rigid structural blocks, the ZnCl4 tetrahedra, and the chara
teristic distances between them,;223 Å. The reason for
such a small estimate forj0 may lie in the need to take into
account the anisotropy of correlated motions in the vicin
of Ti ,13 which results in a change of the dispersion relat
and introduction of new parameters into the expression of
type ~4!.

To sum up, our EPR study of Mn21 ions in Rb2ZnCl4
crystals nearTi5304.4 K has shown that the resonant-li
broadening is due to quasistatic order-parameter fluctuat
with frequencies below the frequency analog of the ba
ground width dHbgr. Thus the anomalous contribution t
EPR linewidth can be associated with the presence of
central peak in the vibrational spectrum of Rb2ZnCl4 , which
yields an upper estimate for its width;40 MHz. Because in
the case of Mn21 EPR the local order parameter correspon
to rotation of the tetrahedral complexes ZnCl4 , the data ob-
tained offer a possibility of estimating the rms fluctuation
the rotation angle near the transition point.

An analysis of the behavior of the fluctuation contrib
tion to EPR linewidth permits estimating the critic
correlation-length exponentn50.6460.02, which supports
within experimental error, the nonclassical character of
critical properties of Rb2ZnCl4 crystals corresponding to th
Heisenberg 3d XY model.
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Microwave absorption in a Y 1Ba2Cu3O72x single crystal near the superconducting
transition
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Y1Ba2Cu3O72x single crystals are investigated nearTc'92 K in fields 0,H<9 kOe using a
modified ESR spectrometer. The temperature modulation method is used for the first
time, together with the traditional magnetic modulation method, to detect microwave responses
in single crystals. Superconducting-transition peaks shifted relative to one another in
temperature and differing in shape are observed in the temperature dependence of the
corresponding signals]R/]H and]R/]T ~R — microwave absorption!. The evolution of these
peaks as a function of the field and the angleu betweenH and thec axis of the single
crystal is traced. It is shown that the difference in the temperature dependences of the derivatives
]R/]H and]R/]T is due to the broadening of the superconducting transition characteristic
of HTSCs. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00301-9#
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It is well known that the superconducting transition
high-temperature superconductors~HTSCs!, in contrast to
low-temperature superconductors, undergoes pronoun
broadening with increasing external magnetic field. T
property of HTSCs is the main obstacle to determining
temperature dependence of the upper critical fieldHc2

(T) by

traditional methods.1 For example, on account of this broa
ening the lines of constant resistanceHd(T) measured by the
resistance method are strongly dependent on the resist
level d5r/rn (rn — resistivity in the normal state!, and for
this reason they cannot be identified with the line of t
upper critical fieldHd(T). It should be noted that the mech
nism of broadening of the transition in HTSCs has still n
been definitely established and is the subject of unab
attention from investigators.2–8

As shown in Refs. 8–13, a peak near the supercond
ing transition is observed in the temperature dependenc
the microwave response detected in HTSCs using an E
spectrometer with magnetic modulation. The signal m
sured in the process is the field derivative of the absorp
— ]R/]H. In this connection, it was noted in Refs. 10 a
12 that, if the derivatives]R/]H and]R/]T near the super-
conducting transition in HTSCs possess the same temp
ture dependence, as happens in low-temperature supe
ductors, then their ratio can be used to determ
dHc2

(T)/dT, characterizing the slope of the line of the upp

critical field in the phase plane (H,T).
In the present paper we report the first data on the t
111063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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perature dependence of both the derivative]R/]H and the
derivative]R/]T for a Y–Ba–Cu–O single crystal. The re
sults of our investigations show that for HTSCs the assum
tion that the temperature dependences of]R/]H and]R/]T
are of the same character near a superconducting transiti
untenable. It is shown that this is due to the broadening
the superconducting transition in a magnetic field.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A modified SE/X-2543 RADIOPAN ESR spectromet
(n'9 GHz, Pmax5130 mW! with a TE102 resonator with
Q55000 was used in the experiment. The measurem
were performed in a constant mangetic field in the ran
0,H<9 kOe. For weak magnetic fields, Helmholtz co
(Hmax5880 Oe! were used. The coils were placed, togeth
with the resonator, inside a magnetic screen which s
pressed the earth’s field by more than a factor of 100.

The temperature regulation system that we develop
based on heating of the sample with a light beam, make
possible to modulate the temperature of the sample with
quency 80 Hz. NearT;90 K the system characteristics a
as follows:14 the rms instability of the temperature in th
samples does not exceed 0.06 K in 5 min; the tempera
gradient in the sample is;0.01 K/min; the relaxation time of
the system is 1–10 s; and, the modulation amplitude of
sample temperature is 102221021 K.

Single crystals with the compositio
Y0.99Ba2.00Cu2.89O72x , grown from 3Y2O3125BaCuO3
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1 72CuO melt, were investigated. The initial charge w
heated to 1100 °C in a ZrO2:Y crucible at a rate of 2–5 °C/h
and then cooled to room temperature at the same rate.
composition of the crystals was determined by x-ray m
croanalysis. The unit cell parameters obtained from the x-
data area53.85 Å , b53.89 Å , andc511.74 Å . The
single crystals consisted of thin wafers with thickne
d;0.03 mm ~along the c axis! and up to
1 mm in size in the (a,b) plane. A well-developed twin
structure was observed in the samples. The twinning bou
aries formed a system of parallel lines~with period;2mm!,
making an angle of 45° with the natural faces of the crys

The standard~for ESR spectrometers! field geometry
H'H1 (H — constant field,H1 — microwave field! was
used in the experiment~inset in Fig. 2!. The measurement
were conducted for orientations of the single crystalc'H1.
The angleu betweenc andH could be varied by rotating the
single crystal around the directionH1 and was set to within
61.0°.

The microwave absorption signal was detected by
synchronous detection method: at 100 kHz — by modulat
the magnetic field~the maximum modulation amplitud
hmax510 Oe! and at 80 Hz by modulating the temperature
the sample. It should be noted that a direct measuremen
the temperature-modulation amplitude is in itself a comp
cated technical problem. For this reason, here we con
ourselves to noting that, according to the estimates mad
Ref. 14, this amplitude has a definite value in the inter
102221021 K and can vary near the superconducting tra
sition by not more than 10%. Since this amplitude is mu
less than the transition width, the corresponding signal
be interpreted as the derivative]R/]T. All measurements
were performed with constant microwave power,217 dB.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Samples for which the measured signals had the simp
structure — single peaks in the temperature depende
]R/]H and ]R/]T — were selected for the investigation
The so-called low-field signals were absent in
samples.15,16 This guaranteed that the temperature dep
dence of the measured signals was due only to the super
ducting transition. It is also important to note that no effe
due to irreversibility of the observed signals were obser
in the experimental samples.

Five samples from the same series, which differed o
by their dimensions in the (a,b) plane, were investigated
The experimental results reduce to the following laws co
mon to all samples and demonstrated in Figs. 1–3 for on
the samples. The most important law is that the tempera
dependences of the derivative]R/]H is qualitatively differ-
ent from that of]R/]T: As one can see from Fig. 1, th
peaks of]R/]H and ]R/]T are shifted relative to one an
other in temperature and the]R/]H peak is wider and more
asymmetric than the]R/]T peak and has a pronounced low
temperature tail. The different behavior of the peaks w
increasing external field is also seen in Fig. 1: The]R/]H
peak drops off more rapidly in amplitude and shifts mo
s
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rapidly in the direction of low temperatures than the]R/]T
peak.

We established the following concerning the asympto
behavior of the peaks in the limitH→0. Below H520 Oe
the amplitude of the]R/]H peak remained constant wit
decreasing field~within the limits of experimental accuracy!,
while the peak became more symmetric, approaching
shape the]R/]T peak but its position remaining unchange
in the process. However, the]R/]T peak itself did not
change in any way right down to the lowest field used in o
experiment (102321022 Oe!.

Here we call attention to a specific difficulty arising
measurements of the derivative]R/]H in zero fields. To
detect the corresponding signalDR we employed the highes
field modulation amplitudes for which the proportionali
DR;(]R/]H)h still holds (h — modulation amplitude of
the external magnetic field!. As special tests showed, th
latter requirement reduced to the well-known restricti
h,H. The need to decrease the modulation amplitude
H→0 made it impossible for us to perform satisfactory me
surements of the temperature dependence of]R/]H in fields
H,2.5 Oe ~at H51 Oe the signalDR was at the noise
level!. For this reason, our assertion that the amplitude
the position of the]R/]H peak remain unchanged a
H→0 should be taken with this stipulation.

The ]R/]H and ]R/]T peaks also behaved differentl
as a function of the angleu between the directions of th
field H and thec axis of the single crystal.

In weak fields,H<20 Oe, the]R/]T peak remained
essentially constant as the angleu increased from 0 to 90°
while the ]R/]H peak changed substantially~Fig. 2!: The
amplitude of the]R/]H peak decreased monotonicall
dropping by approximately a factor of 10 atu590°, and the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the derivatives]R/]H and]R/]T for
u50 and different values ofH. H520 kOe~a!, 2 kOe~b!, and 9 kOe~c!.
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the temperature dependence of the derivative]R/]H at H520 Oe as a function of the angleu: 1 — 0°, 2 — 50°, 3 — 70°, 4 — 90°.
Inset: Geometry of the experiment.
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peak shifted by a small amount in the direction of high te
peratures.

The opposite picture was observed in sufficiently stro
fields: As the angleu increased, the amplitude of the]R/]T
peak changed strongly, as shown in Fig. 3, while the am
tude of the]R/]H peak decreased very little. The widths
both peaks as a function of the angleu decreased in the
-

g

i-

range from 0 to 90°, while the maxima shifted in th
direction of high temperatures by approximately 1 K at
H59 kOe.

We note that the differences, examined above, in
strong- and weak-field anisotropy of the peaks are due to
fact that the decrease in the amplitudes as well as the shi
the peaks in the direction of low temperatures as the fi
FIG. 3. Evolution of the temperature dependence of the derivative]R/]H at H59 kOe as a function of the angleu: 1 — 90°, 2 — 80°, 3 — 70°, 4 — 0°.
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increases from zero values slow down asu increases. For
example, atH59 kOe the amplitudes of the peaks f
u590° decreased by less than 20%, while their shift did
exceed 0.2 K.

We begin our discussion of the experimental results w
the following remark. In the general case, the absorpt
R(H,T) as a function of two variables satisfies the relatio

]R/]T52~dHr~T!/dT!~]R/]H !, ~1!

where the functionHr(T) is determined from the equation

R~Hr~T!,T!5r 5const

and describes in the phase plane (H,T) a line of constant
absorption, passing through the point of interest in the pla
Near the superconducting transition the line of constant
sorption is usually interpreted as the curve of the upper c
cal field Hc2

(T). This interpretation is possible only if th
slopedHr /dT depends weakly on the absorption levelr in
the temperature interval of the transition for fixedH @other-
wise the linesHr(T) corresponding to different values ofr
would diverge in the phase plane and there would be
uncertainty in identifyingHr(T) asHc2

(T)]. This condition
holds well for low-temperature superconductors and, as
lows from Eq.~1!, the temperature dependences of]R/]H
and]R/]T should have the same form. We note that this
possible only if the curve ofR versusT shifts as a whole as
the fieldH is varied.

As one can see from Fig. 1, the superconducti
transition peaks observed in the temperature dependenc
the derivatives]R/]H and]R/]T in our experimental single
crystal differ appreciably in shape and, what is importa
they are shifted relative to one another in temperature.
cording to Eq.~1!, this means that the slopedHr /dT is very
nonuniform in the temperature interval of the transition a
therefore it should depend strongly on the absorption le
Therefore the relative temperature shift of the peaks in e
plot in Fig. 1 itself attests to broadening of the supercondu
ing transition with increasing magnetic field. We emphas
that a comparative analysis of the]R/]H and]R/]T peaks
t
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makes it possible to observe the broadening of the transi
even in weak magnetic fields, where the temperature wo
have to be measured with a much higher accuracy in o
for this effect to be directly observable. This suggests t
our results can be used to check the existing theoretical m
els explaining the broadening of transitions in HTSCs.

It is our pleasant duty to thank B. Yu. Sokolov for hel
ful discussions and I. R. Mikulin for assisting in the prep
ration of the temperature system.
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Motion of a planar domain wall in the ferroelectric–ferroelastic gadolinium molybdate
B. Ya. Shur,* E. L. Rumyantsev, V. P. Kuminov, A. L. Subbotin, and E. V. Nikolaeva

Institute of Physics and Applied Mathematics, Ural State University, 620083 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted June 17, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 126–129~January 1999!

The lateral motion of a planar domain wall~PDW! in an electric field and the spontaneous
rotation of the wall in the initial position after the field is switched off were investigated in the
improper ferroelectric–ferroelastic gadolinium molybdate Gd2~MoO4)3 , using optical
visualization and measurement of the switching currents. The characteristic behavior found for
the PDW is attributed to the delay of the volume screening of the depolarizing fields. It
is shown that the dependence of the motion of the PDW on the switching duration in an ac field
is due to the redistribution of the screening charges. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02601-5#
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Ferroelectrics–ferroelastics are the best model mate
for studying such elementary processes in the evolution
domain structures as the motion of planar domain w
~PDWs!. Just as in any ferroelastics, in these mater
PDWs exist in a stable manner in a wide range of actions
can be visualized because the domains have different op
characteristics and, just as in any ferroelectrics, the posi
of a PDW can be changed by applying an electric field. T
makes it possible to investigate the dynamics of PDWs
detail by recording the switching currents and determin
optically the instantaneous positions of PDWs with high s
tial and temporal resolution. The improper ferroelectri
ferroelastic gadolinium molybdate Gd2~MoO4)3 ~GMO!,
whose physical properties and domain structure have b
studied fairly well,1–5 were chosen for the investigations.

In previous work it was noted that the velocity of a PD
when the wall is displaced from its initial position and r
turns there after the field is switched off is nonun
form.1,3,4,6–8It was established that these features depend
the intensity and duration of the field as well as on the te
perature and past history. Screening of depolarizing fie
was used to explain the observed effects.6–9

In the present work the characteristic features of the m
tion of a PDW near the initial~equilibrium! position is stud-
ied in detail for the example of GMO.

1. EXPERIMENT

GMO single crystals were Czochralski grown from m
by pulling in the @001# direction. Rectangular 0.3932
37 mm wafers were cut out perpendicular to the polar a
and the lateral faces were oriented parallel to the allow
orientations of the PDWs. The thickness chosen ensu
maximum contrast when visualizing the PDWs. All faces
the wafers were ground and polished using diamond pa
Transparent In2O3 :Sn electrodes were deposited on the po
faces by reactive sputtering. Samples with one PDW, wh
were cantilevered from the substrate on the side with
1121063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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smaller face~Fig. 1!, were investigated. Gaps in the ele
trodes prevented the PDW from vanishing~the gaps limited
the range of motion!.

The apparatus based on a polarized-light microsc
~Fig. 2! made it possible to detect simultaneously sequen
of instantaneous domain configurations under cyclic swit
ing and the corresponding switching currents. The exp
mental sample1 was secured to the microscope stage. St
boscopic lighting2 was used to detect the instantaneo
domain configurations. The repetition frequency of the lig
pulses~duration less than 1ms! was equal to the frequency o
the field, which made it possible to visualize, using a de
unit 4, any stage of the evolution of the domain structure.
incandescent lamp3 served as the source of light for obser
ing the static domain structures. Switching was acco
plished with an ac voltage with frequency 30–100 Hz a
amplitude up to 300 V, varying according to a sinusoidal
linear law. The switching currents and instantaneous dom
configurations were recorded with an IBM PC and a vcr. T
error in determining the instantaneous positions of the PD
did not exceed 1mm.

The continuous and reproducible motion of a PDW u
der cyclic switching made it possible to use strobosco
lighting to the determine instantaneous position of the w
The following features of the motion of the PDW were e
tablished: 1! A displacement from the initial position start
when the external field exceeds a certain amplitude~the start
field Est); 2! the maximum displacementDxmax depends on
the amplitude of the ac field; and, 3! after the field is
switched off, the PDW spontaneously returns to the init
position.

The following series of experiments were performed:!
The displacement of the PDW as a function of time w
measured —Dx(E(t)); 2! series of measurements o
Dxmax(EA) with the field amplitudeEA increased and de
creased by discrete amounts were perforend; and, 3! Dxmax

was measured as a function the number of switching cy
with fixed field amplitude.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2. VOLUME SCREENING EFFECTS

It is well known that the motion of domain walls i
ferroelectrics is due to near-wall nucleation, whose proba
ity is determined by the local fieldEloc , averaged over a
volume of the order of the size of a nucleus.9,10 The fieldEloc

is determined by the potential differenceU between the elec
trodes and by the depolarizing fieldEdep ~produced by bound
charges! and the screening fields. The contribution of t
external screening fieldEescr ~due to redistribution of the
charge on the electrodes! and the bulk screening fieldEbscr

produced by the bulk charges11,12 can be singled out as

Eloc~r ,t !5Eex2@Edep~r ,t !2Eescr~r ,t !2Ebscr~r ,t !#

5Eex2DEloc~r ,t !, ~1!

whereEex5U/d is the external field andd is the thickness of
the plate.

The depolarizing field retards the PDW and the scre
ing decreases its influence. The time constanttescr of the
external screening is determined by the parameters of
external circuit and is ordinarily small~less than 1ms).
However, after the external screening is completed, a
sidual depolarizing fieldEdr due to the presence of surfac
dielectric layers of thicknessL is present in the bulk:12,13

Edr5Edep2Eescr52LPS@«L«0~d22L !12«b«0L#21

'2LPS~«L«0d!21, ~2!

wherePS is the spontaneous polarization and«L and«b are
the permittivities of the surface layer and volume, resp

FIG. 1. Configuration of the electrodes and the initial position of the PD

FIG. 2. Arrangment of the measuring apparatus.1 — Sample,2 — strobo-
scopic lamp,3 — incandescent lamp,4 — delay unit.
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-
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tively. The compensation ofEdr occurs by means of screen
ing in the interior of the ferroelectric due to redistribution
charge carriers and polarization of dipole defects.11,12,14The
adequately long lifetime of the PDW in a stationary sta
without an external field~in GMO tbscr'104 s at T
5300 K) results in complete screening in the bulk

Edr2Ebscr'0. ~3!

3. MOTION OF A PDW

A linear field dependence of the velocity of a PDW1,3

v~Eex!5m~Eex2Est!, ~4!

wherem is the mobility of the PDW, is observed experime
tally in a wide range of fields and temperatures in GMO.

To explain the characteristic features of the motion o
PDW displaced from its initial position, we shall examin
the change inEloc that determines the velocity of the wall. A
the wall moves, the depolarizing field produced by the bou
charges in the bulk changes. There is enough time for
external screening to compensate this change partially,
there is not enough time for the bulk screening charges to
redistributed. As a result,Eloc is changed by the total residua
depolarizing fieldEdr and the field produced by bulk scree
ing charges that compensated the polarizing field in the
tial position ~memory effect!. Let the PDW be displaced
from its initial position by the amountDx. Then the spatial
distribution of the charges can be represented in the form
two strips of widthDx with effective surface charge densit

s5LPSd21«b«L
21~11k!, ~5!

wherek is the degree of screening (21,k,1).
Introducing the parameterk makes it possible to take th

past history into account: For the first displacement from
completely screened statek51, prolonged cyclic switching
decreasesk, andk521 if the PDW stays in the displace
position for a sufficiently long time. In the general case, a
result of cyclic switching, the screening charge decrea
nonuniformly in space in the interval of displacements
,Dx,Dxmax.

It is easy to see that in this case the field on the PDW
be determined as function of the displacement as

DEloc~Dx!5s~«b«0!21F~Dx/d!, ~6!

F~Dx/d!5~1/p!@2tan21~Dx/d!1~Dx/d!ln~11d2/Dx2!#.

In this approximation, the start fieldEst depends on the
displacement,

Est5DEloc~Dx!2Eth , ~7!

whereEth is the threshold field required to form a nucleus.6,7

This also explains the observed stopping of the PDW.
Then the expression for the velocity of the PDW is

v~Eex,Dx!5m@Eex2DEloc~Dx!2Eth#. ~8!

Neglecting bulk screening, the PDW stops at a displa
ment byDxmax from the initial position:

v~Eex,Dxmax!50. ~9!

.
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A relation betweenEex andDxmax can be obtained from
this condition:

Eex2PSL~11k!~«L«0d!21F~Dxmax/d!2Eth50. ~10!

This relation is also applicable for incomplete bulk scree
ing.

The parametersEth and k can be determined by fitting
the function~10! to the experimental resultsDxmax(Eex). In
addition, the motion of the PDW in a varying field can b
described using the relation

v~ t !5dDx~ t !/dt5m@Eex2DEloc~Dx!2Eth#. ~11!

As a result, the mobility of a PDW can be determin
from measurements of the time-dependence of the displ
ment.

4. DISCUSSION

The mobility of a PDW~at room temperaturem51.9
31026 m2/V•s) was determined by analyzing the motion
the wall ~Fig. 3!.

The relation~10! with Eth55.6 kV/cm gives a good fit
of Dxmax(E) in the interval from 10 to 1500mm ~Fig. 4a!,
obtained by successively increasing the field amplitude
discrete amounts~in the first series of measurements!.

It should be noted that small~but measurable! displace-
ments Dxmax,10 mm can also be observed forE
,5.6 kV/cm ~Fig. 4b!. This effect can be attributed to th

FIG. 3. Trajectory of the PDW. The experimental points are fit by
function ~11!.

FIG. 4. Field dependence ofDxmax with increasing field amplitude. The
arrow shows the direction of variation of the field amplitude. The exp
mental points are fit by the relation~10!.
-
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y

influence of the spatial dependence of the degree of scr
ing of the depolarizing fields near the initial position of th
PDW.

To study the influence of the past history onDxmax(E)
the sample was switched cyclically for a long period of tim
in a field with constant amplitude and fixed maximum d
placementDxmax. Then, in a series of measurements p
formed with both increasing and decreasing field amplitu
kinks were observed in the dependenceDxmax(Eex) at
Dxmax5Dxmax1 ~Fig. 5!.

To explain the characteristic features let us assume
with prolonged cyclic motion of a PDW in the displaceme
interval 0,Dxmax,Dxmax1 the surface charge density o
bulk screening decreases ands(Dx) changes abruptly at the
limit of the interval. Then, a complicated function is used
fit the experimental results:

Eex5PSL~11k1!~«L«0d!21F~Dxmax/d!1Eth , ~12!

for Dxmax,Dxmax1 and

Eex5PSL~«L«0d!21$~11k1!F~Dxmax/d!

1~11k2!F@~Dxmax2Dxmax1!/d#%1Eth . ~13!

for Dxmax.Dxmax1.
The spatial distribution~relief! of s(Dx) ~Fig. 5, inset!

can be determined from the results of the fit.
The large hysteresis in the displacements~Fig. 5! ~in-

crease of the displacements with the same field amplitu
obtained with a discrete increase of the field amplitude
compared with measurements with increasing amplitude! can
be explained by a change in the reliefs(Dx) in the course of
prolonged measurements.

To investigate the kinetics of the change ins(Dx) the
dependence of the maximum displacementDxmax on the
number of successive switching cycles with a fixed field a
plitude was measured by integrating the switching curre
The results obtained can be fit satisfactorily by a power-l
function~Fig. 6!, characteristic for nonexponential relaxatio
processes.

-

FIG. 5. Field dependence ofDxmax with increasing and subsequently de
creasing field amplitude. The experimental points are fit by the relations~12!
and ~13!. Inset: Spatial distribution of the charge density of bulk screen
with increasing field amplitude.
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The comprehensive investigations of the dynamics
PDWs in GMO showed that the motion of the PDW and t
change is the motion as a result of cyclic switching can
described systematically by taking into account the kine
of the bulk screening of the depolarizing fields. The p
posed approach is general and can be used to analyz
kinetics of the domain structure in other ferroelectric ma
rials.

These investigations were supported in part by the R
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 96-02-
19588!.

FIG. 6. Maximum displacement of PDW versus the cyclic switching tim
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The conditions of resonance interaction of phonons for a scalar model of a crystal in the region
of the initial linear section of the dispersion curve of acoustic phonons are investigated
using two-particle Green’s functions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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A linear dispersion law for acoustic phonons is ord
narily used to calculate the interaction spectra of various
ementary excitations interacting with phonons at low m
menta. In addition, the thermodynamic characteristics of
crystals are obtained, as a rule, on the basis of the densi
states of acoustic phonons calculated in the Debye appr
mation or a combined Einstein and Debye approximation
the dispersion law. The initial linear phonon dispersion l
becomes restructured as a result of the interaction of var
types of excitations with acoustic phonons. The deviation
the dispersion law of acoustic phonons from a linear law
low momenta is observed, for example, in strongly ani
tropic crystals,1 in the presence of a high concentration
heavy impurities, and so on. It has been shown in Refs.
that a radical restructuring of the phonon spectrum can
occur in the case of the phonon-phonon interaction with f
mation of coupled or resonance states of phonons in crys
In Ref. 5 it was conjectured that weakly coupled phon
states should always exist in crystals, since special poin
the space of wave vectors satisfying general conditions
always be found on the phonon dispersion curves.

In the present paper we investigate the conditions
resonance interaction of phonons for a scalar model o
crystal6 in the region of the initial linear section of the dis
persion curve of acoustic phonons. We shall use the me
of two-particle Green’s functions ~GFs! at room
temperature.3 We must calculate the two-phonon density
states of acoustic phonons taking account of interaction
cesses and the dispersion law for the excitations obtaine
the ‘‘ladder’’ approximation for the GFs, we write the solu
tion of the Bethe–Salpeter equation in the momentum re
sentation in the form3

G2~k,v!5
2p~k,v!

12 1
2 l4p~k,v!

, ~1!

wherel4 is the fourth-order phonon-phonon interaction co
stant, the functionp(k,v) is the convolution of two single-
phonon GFs

p~k,v!5
i

~2p!4E G1
0~k,v!G1

0

3~k2k1 ,v2v1!dv1dk1 . ~2!
1161063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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The Green’s functionG0(k1 ,v) for free phonons is taken in
the form

G0~k,v!5
v0~k!

2 H 1

v2v0~k!1 id
2

1

v1v0~k!2 idJ
~3!

with the dispersion lawv0(k)5suku for the acoustic
phonons. The two-phonon density of states is determined
the imaginary part of the GF~1!

r2~k,v!52
1

p
Im G2~k,v!52

2 Imp~k,v!

u12 1
2 l4p~k,v!u2

. ~4!

The dispersion law for two-phonon excitations is det
mined by the equation

12
1

2
l4p~k,v!50. ~5!

One can see from the relations~4! and~5! that to inves-
tigate the excitation spectra with interaction it is necessar
calculate the functionp(k,v) and find the functions~4! and
~5! for various values ofl4 . After substituting the expres
sion~3! into Eq.~2! and integrating overv1 , we have for the
case of interacting phonons with total momentumk50 from
one dispersion branch

p~«!5
2s0

~2p!24s
E

0

km d3dk

«2k21 id
. ~6!

Here «5v2/4s2 and the integration extends to some m
mentumkm cutting off the linear dispersion law. In the De
bye modelkm5k0 and sk05v0 . We rewrite Eq.~6! in the
form

p~«!5
2s

~2p!24s0
2E0

km k3dk

«2k2
2 i

2s

4p4s0
2E k3d~«2k3!dk.

~7!

Integrating Eq.~7! gives

Rep~«8!5
~2vmax!

2

8p2~2s!2S 11~«8!2 lnU~«!221

~«8!2 U D , ~8!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Im p~«8!52
~2vmax!

2

8p2~2s!3
~«8!2. ~9!

Here«85v2/2skm corresponds to the upper limit of the two
phonon acoustic spectrum. The unperturbed two-pho
density of states is determined from Eqs.~9! and ~4! with
l450

r2
0~v!5

v2

8p2~2s!3
5

3V0

~2v0!3
v2, ~10!

where the maximum valuevm5v05(6p2/V0)1/3
•s corre-

sponds to the Debye frequencyv0 . The density of states
~10! is shown in Fig. 1~dashed line!. The two-phonon den-
sity of states, taking account of the interaction, is determi
by the relations~4!, ~8!, and ~9!. Solutions exist only for
negative values of the renormalized coupling constantl48
5(2vm)2/8p2(2s)3 l4 . The change occurring in the densi
of states spectra when the interaction is switched on is sh
in Fig. 1 ~solid lines! for l4520.1, l4520.2, and l4

520.3. One can see that as the coupling constantl4 in-
creases, a peak due to a resonance state of the phonon
pears in the spectrum. The intensity of this peak increa
rapidly and the peak itself shifts toward the low-frequen
limit of the spectrum. In Eq.~7! the integration was per
formed formally over momenta fromk50 to k5km . This is
legitimate only for infinite bodies. In the case of a real cry
tal with a finite volume, we must integrate from a valu
k5k0, k05V21/3, whereV is the volume of the crystal. In
this case the expression~8! becomes

Rep~v!52
~km2k0!2

8p22s S 11
v2

2s2~km2k0!2
ln

v2

2skm
2

21

v2

2sk0
2

21
D .

~11!

Nonetheless, the equation~11! does not change the results
principle, since we employed an approximation in which t
coupling constantl4 does not depend on the momentum. F
long-wavelength excitations, the vertex describing phono
phonon scattering should be proportional to the moment

FIG. 1. Density of states of acoustic phonons with a Debye dispersion
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since in the limitk→0 scattering does not occur in a unifor
medium.7 For phonons with a linear dispersion law, the ca
studied here, a coupled phonon state cannot exist outside
two-phonon band.

1. ACOUSTIC PHONONS WITH A NONLINEAR SECTION ON
THE DISPERSION CURVE

Let us now assume that the dispersion law of acou
phonons is v(k)5s0uku2auku3 (a.0). The function
p(r,v) for nonzero total momentump can be written as

p~p,v!5
1

~2p!3E dkH 1

v2v~k!2v~p2k!1 id

2
1

v1v~k!1v~p2k!2 id J . ~12!

Let us transform the expression in braces, introduc
the new wave vectorq5p/22k. Then Eq.~12! assumes the
form («5v22v0(p))

p~p,v!5
1

~2p!2E0

L k2dk

«13apk2
. ~13!

Here the integration extends up to a maximum valueLm ,
where the chosen dispersion law is satisfied. From Eq.~4! we
have for the dispersion law of such phonons

12
l4L

~2p!23ap
F12S «

3apL D 1/2

tan21S 3apL

« D 1/2G50.

~14!

Expanding the function tan21x in a power series inx for
x.1 («'0) we have for the dispersion law

v~p!52~sp2aupu3!1
2p

3
l4L3. ~15!

Therefore, forp50, the branch of the coupled state te

minates at a nonzero frequencyv5 2p
3 l4L3, which is deter-

mined by the coupling constantl4 and the maximum value
of the wave numberL. It is obvious from Eq.~15! that the
branch of the coupled state exists for arbitrarily small valu
of l4 and, forl450, the dispersion law~15! transforms into
the initial dispersion law.

2. ACOUSTIC PHONONS IN STRONGLY ANISOTROPIC
CRYSTALS

In strongly anisotropic crystals, the dispersion law
acoustic phonons on even one branch can be different
directions along the symmetry axis and in a plane perp
dicular to it. For example, for complicated crystals the d
persion law of the transverse acoustic phonon branch ca
approximated by the relation8

v2~k!5s'
2 k'

2 1ak'
4 1b sin4

kia

2
, ~16!

wherek i andk' are the projections of the wave vector on
local-order axis and on a plane perpendicular to it,s' is the
sound speed in the layer,b is the sound speed in the directio

.
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of the anisotropy axis, and the coefficienta is determined by
the force constants of the interatomic interaction within
layer. The first two terms determine the dispersion law
acoustic phonons within a layer, ands'!a,8 while the last
term describes the dispersion law of acoustic phonons in
direction of the anisotropy axis. We shall investigate the c
ditions for coupling of acoustic phonons satisfying the d
persion law~16!, retaining only the first term in the expan
sion of the sine on the right-hand side. To find the dispers
branch of the coupled state we shall determine the solu
of Eq. ~4! with the functionp(p,v) given by Eq.~12!, tak-
ing into account only the first term in braces. We introdu
the vectorq5p/22k and direct the vectorp along the six-
fold axis. Let «52v0(p/2)2v, where v0(p/2)5bp i

2

1cp i
4 1 . . . . We obtain

p~p,v!52
1

~2p!2E q'dq'dqi

«1s'
2 q'

2 1bqi
21aq'

4
. ~17!

Integrating overqi gives

p~p,v!52
1

8pE0

L q'dq'

~«1s'
2 q'

2 1aq'
4 !1/2

. ~18!

The integration in Eq.~17! must be cut off at the upper limi
at someqmax5L. For «,s'

4 /4a we obtain8

p~p,v!52
1

16ps'
2A12

4a«

s'
4

3 lnU@s'
2 d~22 1

2 d!/4aL2#122 1
2 d

@s'
2 d~22 1

2 d!/4aL2#1 1
2 d

U . ~19!

Here we have introduced

d54a«/s'
4 ~«'0!.

Since a@s'
2 , the dispersion law of excitations near th

threshold for the formation of a resonance state«'0 can be
represented as

11
l4~11 1

2 d!

16ps'
2

ln U42d

d U50. ~20!

It is evident from this relation that near the threshold t
coupling constant must be negative. The dispersion law
have the form

v~p!52v0S p

2D2
s'

4

4aS 41
64ps'

2

3l4
D 1/2

, ~21!

wherev0(p/2) is determined by the relation~16!. Therefore,
for momentump50 the frequency has a nonzero value

v5
s'

4

2aS 11
16ps'

2

3l4
D 1/2

. ~22!

A branch of the coupled state appears for some thres
valuel4 determined by the relationul4u>16ps'

2 /3. The fre-
quencyv (p50) increases withul4u.
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3. ACOUSTIC PHONONS WITH A SINUSOIDAL DISPERSION
LAW FOR A SCALAR MODEL OF A CRYSTAL

Thus far we have investigated the dispersion law o
tained for acoustic phonons by expanding the more gen
dispersion law, which for a scalar model of a crystal can
expressed in the form

v~k!5vm
2 sin2

ka

2
, ~23!

in powers of a small momentum. Herevm is the maximum
frequency at the limit of the Brillouin zone withk5p/a and
a is the lattice constant. To calculate the density of states
acoustic phonons with the dispersion law~23! we shall em-
ploy the definition~12! of the functionp(p,v) taking ac-
count of both terms in the propagator in braces. We obt
for the total momentum of two phononsp50

p~v!5
2vm

~2p!2E
Usin

ka

2 Udk

v224vm
2 sin

ka

2
1 id

. ~24!

Separating the real and imaginary parts, we have

FIG. 2. Acoustic two-phonon density of states for various values of
four-phonon interaction constant.l4520.1 ~1!, 20.2 ~2!, and 20.3 ~3!.
Dashed line — unperturbed density of states.
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Rep~«!5
1

p2a3vm
E

0

p/2 z2dzsinz

«22sin2 z
, H z5

ka

2
,

«5v/2vm
~25!

Im p~«!52
1

pa3vm

~sin21u«u!2

A12«2
. ~26!

The integral in Eq.~25! diverges at the upper limit, and it i
impossible to calculate it analytically. Therefore we calc
lated the integral numerically for values of« in the interval
0–0.99 with stepDz5231025p. Next, the computed val
ues of p(«) were substituted into the relation~4! and the
two-phonon density of states was calculated taking into
count the interaction of the acoustic phonons. Forl450 the
unperturbed part of the density of states is determined by
~26! divided byp. In Fig. 2 the dashed line shows the de
sity of statesr2

0(«) with the dispersion law~23!. As one can
see from Eq.~25!, Rep(«) is negative for all values of« in
the interval(0;1), which corresponds to a two-phonon fr
quency interval with limits 0 and 2vm . For this reason, the
solutions of Eq.~5! exist only for negative values of th
anharmonicity constantl4 . The solid lines in Fig. 2 show
the two-phonon density of statesr2(«) for different values
of l4 : 20.1,20.2,20.3. One can see from Fig. 2 that th
resonance interaction of phonons radically changes the in
two-phonon density of states. In the low-frequency section
the spectrum, an anomalously sharp peak appears with
creasing coupling constant, while on the high-frequen
edge of the band the density of states drops to zero smoo
Apparently, these features of the spectrum of acou
phonons are also general features for the interaction
-

c-

q.

al
f

in-
y
ly.
ic
of

phonons with other elementary excitations, for example,
fects, crowdions, electrons, and so on. One indication of
could be the density of states of acoustic phonons, rec
structed from tunneling measurements in superconduc
metals — lead, mercury, and niobium. The reconstruc
spectrum has a clear ‘‘anti-Debye’’ form with a sharp pe
in the low-frequency section of the spectrum.9,10 This raises
the problem of investigating the effect of interactions
phonons with other excitations having close energies on
conditions of formation of coupled and hybrid phonon sta
and on the form of the phonon dispersion law. The examp
studied above show that, for phonons with a linear dispers
law in a scalar model of a lattice, coupled states do not a
outside the two-phonon band. The presence of strong an
ropy improves the coupling conditions. Together with t
initial dispersion law, a branch of a coupled state withl4

>16ps'
2 /3 arises in the spectrum.
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A thermodynamic invariant in the form of the ratio of a vibrational frequency in an anharmonic
solid to the temperature in adiabatic processes is derived. The adiabatic invariance
established is used to derive in a simple manner an expression for the temperature change due to
elastic adiabatic loading of solids~Kelvin’s equation!. © 1999 American Institute of
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The concept of an adiabatic invariant was introduced
mechanical systems.1 Specifically, for a harmonic oscilla
tor, the invariant amounts to the constancy of the ratio of
vibrational energy of an oscillator to its vibrational fre
quency with the frequency changing adiabatically~in this
case, slowly!.1 The existence of a thermodynamic adiaba
invariant is not obvious. In the present paper this matte
elucidated for anharmonic solids.

The thermodynamic properties of solids are often
scribed, to a first approximation, in a model of independ
harmonic oscillators. If the oscillators all have the same ch
acteristic frequency, the Einstein model obtains. Howeve
the interatomic interaction is taken into account in a h
monic approximation~see, for example, Ref. 2!, one arrives
at a thermodynamic model of a solid as a phonon gas. N
ther case takes account of effects due to the anharmonici
the interatomic interaction.

These effects are included when the approximations c
sidered are used as zeroth order approximations in more
eral models. In the simplest case, taking the phonon frequ
cies to be strain-dependent, we arrive at the Gru¨neisen theory
of anharmonic effects in crystals~quasiharmonic approxi
mation!.2 More accurate approximations are obtained by
ing the variational theorem of statistical physics3 as the start-
ing point to construct self-consistent approximations of va
ous types — self-consistent harmonic,4,5 pseudoharmonic,6,7

or self-consistent Einstein.8 We emphasize that the oscillato
model plays a key role in all of these cases.

In the present paper we employ a self-consistent Eins
approximation to construct an adiabatic invariant of a so
— a quantity that remains constant in an adiabatic~isoen-
tropic! process.

We start with the expression for the free energy of
ensemble of harmonic oscillators3

F05kT(
n

lnS 2sinh
\vn

2kTD . ~1!

The entropyS0 of the system is
1201063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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S052S ]F

]TD
V

5k(
n

~xn cothxn2 ln~2 sinhxn!!. ~2!

In these expressionsk is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the ab-
solute temperature,vn is the characteristic frequency of th
n-th oscillator, andxn5\vn/2kT. If the oscillators have the
same characteristic frequency, summation overn is replaced
by a simple multiplication by the number of oscillators in th
system. The entropy depends on the parameterx alone.

The condition of adiabaticity is that the entropy is co
stant. This holds forx5const, whence

v

T
5const, ~3!

i.e. the ratio of the fundamental frequency~or energy of zero-
point vibrations! to the temperature remains invariant for a
ensemble of harmonic oscillators.

Evidently, for the model of a solid as an ensemble
harmonic oscillators it is difficult to find a real possibility o
varying the frequency of the spectrum by some action
plied to the body. However, a change in temperature du
heating~or removal of heat! is inconsistent with adiabaticity
For this reason, for a harmonic solid an adiabatic invarian
the form ~3! is more of symbolic~important as a reference!
significance.

The behavior of an anharmonic solid is of great practi
interest, since in the frequency spectrum such a solid
change under adiabatic conditions.

Let us consider an anharmonic atomic chain in a s
consistent Einstein approximation.8 The thermodynamic
properties of such a system are determined using an auxi
system~with index 0!, which is taken to be the ensemble
harmonic oscillators considered above. The force const
~or frequencies! of these oscillators are determined by t
self-consistency variational equations. The free energy o
uniform chain, calculated using the variational theorem,3 in
the nearest-neighbors approximation is
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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F'F01^U2U0&0

5F01~N21!c~T,Da!2
\v

4
coth

\v

2kT
. ~4!

HereF0 is determined by the expression~1!, U is the poten-
tial energy of the system,U0 is the potential energy of the
auxiliary ~Einstein! system,c is the softened pair-interactio
potential ~interatomic potential averaged over the states
the auxiliary system!, Da5a« is the average displaceme
of an atom from its equilibrium positiona, and « is the
relative deformation of the bonds. Averaging is perform
over the states of the auxiliary system. We obtain for
entropy per atom~for N@1)

S5S02cT81
\2v2

8kT

1

sinh2 x
. ~5!

Using the Fourier expansion of the softened potentia
can be shown that its temperature derivatives are related
the coordinate derivatives as

cT85
\2

4mkT2

1

sinh2 x
cDa9 . ~6!

Here

f5mv252cDa9 ~7!

is the self-consistent force constant. Indeed, the softened
tential can be represented by the following chain of equ
ties:

c~T,an!5^w~an1un2un21!&05E w~q!exp~ iqan!

3^exp~ iq~un2un21!!&0dq

5E w~q!exp~ iqan!

3expS 2
q2

2
~^un

2&01^un21
2 &0! Ddq. ~8!

The last equality was obtained in Ref. 9. For a spatia
uniform chain, in Eq.~8! there is no dependence on the ind
n. The mean-square vibrational amplitude of an atom is
termined by the expression10

^u2&05
\

mv
cothx. ~9!

Substituting the expression~9! into Eq. ~8! and performing
the differentiation, it is not difficult to obtain Eqs.~6! and
~7!.

Substituting the expression~6! into Eq. ~5! for the en-
tropy, we find

S5S01
\2

8mkT2

1

sinh2 x
@mv222cDa9 #. ~10!

The self-consistency condition~7! gives S5S0 , i.e. the en-
tropy is identical to the expression~2!, which was obtained
in a purely harmonic limit. This is related to the fact that t
expression for the entropy, with no dynamical analog, d
f

d
e

it
ith

o-
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-

s

not contain any parameters associated with the details of
interatomic interaction. This circumstance makes it possi
when studying the adiabatic~isoentropic! behavior of an an-
harmonic system, to extend to such a system the conditio
constant entropy in the form of the relation~3!. Thus we
arrive at the important conclusion that an adiabatic invari
in the form ~3! exists for anharmonic systems. The validi
of the expression~3! for the invariant is also confirmed b
the condition that, in quantum mechanics, the population
the energy levels of oscillators does not change with an a
batically slow variation of the state of the system.11 This is
due to the fact that the population of the levels is determin
only by the factorxn introduced above, and the condition o
a constant population is once again related with the c
stancy of this factor.

We shall use the expression obtained above for the
variant to find a relation between the temperature and st
of an adiabatically loaded solid, i.e., to describe the th
moelastic effect. To find this relation, expression~7! must be
substituted into the expression for the adiabatic invariant~3!.
This requires an explicit expression for the interaction pot
tial. It can be shown12 that, for a potential with cubic anhar
monicity of the form

w~«!5
f

2
~a«!22

g

3
~a«!3,

expression~7! becomes

f52~ f 22ga«!.

Substituting this expression into Eq.~3! we obtain

T2

T1
5Af 22ga«2

f 22ga«1
. ~11!

Assuming the temperature change and the deformations t
small and expanding Eq.~11! we find

DT

T
>2

g

f
a« f , ~12!

where« f5«22«1 andDT5T22T1 .
Expression~12! can be easily reduced to the well-know

Kelvin equation for the thermoelastic effect. Indeed, the m
chanical stress in the atomic chain under study is determ
by the relations5 f « f /a, the linear thermal expansion co
efficient isa.gk/a f2,13 and the specific heat per degree
freedom isc5k/a3. Then we obtain approximately

DT

T
>2

g

f
a« f>2

a

c
s,

which is the Kelvin equation.
In summary, an adiabatic invariant makes it possible

derive simply and quickly an expression for describing t
behavior of a system of oscillators in adiabatic processe
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The invar effect and phase transitions in Cs 2ZnI4 crystals
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An in situ x-ray diffraction study of Cs2ZnI4 crystals performed in the 4.2–300 K temperature
range is reported. The lattice parameter measurements have revealed three anomalies
corresponding to phase transitions. The thermal expansion coefficient along thec axis was found
to vanish in the region of incommensurate and commensurate modulated phases, 120–96 K
~the invar effect!. A possible crystallographic model relating modulated atomic displacements to
the invar effect is discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02901-9#
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It is known that crystals having an incommensurate~IC!
phase can exhibit specific anomalies in the temperature
pendence of thermal expansion up to the vanishing of
thermal-expansion coefficient~TEC! in certain directions.
This feature, called the invar effect, was observed in the
phase in proustite Ag3AsS3 ,1 tin selenohypodiphosphat
Sn2P2Se6 ,2 and thiourea SC~NH2)2 ~Refs. 3,4!. The nature
of this interesting phenomenon remains unclear to this d
which stimulates further investigations of the behavior of
lattice parameters of IC crystals with temperature.5 This ac-
counts for the interest in compounds of the A2BX4 family ~A
5Rb, K, Cs, . . . , B5Zn, Co, Hg, . . . , X5Cl, Br, I, . . . !
which comprises most of the dielectric crystals having an
phase known at present.6 Cs2ZnI4 belongs structurally to the
b-K2SO4 type; its room-temperature lattice paramete
a510.84 Å, b58.29 Å, c514.45 Å and the space grou
Pnmawere determined in Ref. 7. Note that like many cry
tals of the A2BX4 family, the lattice parameters of Cs2ZnI4
are in a pseudohexagonal relation:c'bA3. It was estab-
lished that, at high temperatures, compounds of
b-K2SO4 type are characterized~sometimes virtually! by the
hexagonal groupP63 /mmc.8

Phase transitions in Cs2ZnI4 crystals have been a subje
of a number of studies. Dielectric,9,10 NMR,11 x-ray
diffraction,12 and dilatometric13 measurements reveale
that below room temperature Cs2ZnI4 undergoes the follow-
ing sequence of phase transitions:Pnma(Z54, Ti

5120 K) IC (Tc5108 K) P21 /m (Z58) @or P21 /n( T

596 K) P1̄ (Z54)]. Optical and calorimetric measuremen
revealed additional anomalies near 104 K, so that ano
sequence following this transition was proposed c.f. Re
14 and 15: Pnma(Z54, Ti5117 K) ICTc5108 KP21 /

n (Z58, T15104 K) P1̄ (Z54, T2596 K) P1̄ (Z54). A
thermodynamic description of the IC phase in Cs2ZnI4 can
be found in Refs. 16 and 17.

Note that the structural aspects of phase transformat
in Cs2ZnI4 have not been well studied. No systematic inve
tigation of the temperature dependence of lattice parame
which is a sensitive indicator of phase transitions, has b
carried out thus far for Cs2ZnI4 . A complete structural
1231063-7834/99/41(1)/5/$15.00
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analysis of the phases has not been made, the nature o
modulations has not been established, and the ph
transition sequence and the space group of the monoc
phase (P21 /m or P21 /n) still remain unclear. This stimu-
lated our comprehensive x-ray diffraction investigation
single-crystal Cs2ZnI4 within a broad temperature range
down to the helium temperature.

1. EXPERIMENT

Cs2ZnI4 samples were grown from water solution
313 K.11 Measurements of temperature dependences w
carried out on single-crystal, optically transparent~100!,
~010!, and~001! cuts measuring 2.031.530.3 mm; a helium
cryostat manufactured by IFTT RAS enabled maintaining
temperature to within 0.1 K.18 The measurements were pe
formed on a SIEMENS D500 diffractometer adapted to tw
circle studies of single crystals with CuKa radiation. The
interplanar distances were determined from the centers
gravity of the Bragg reflections~12,0,0! ~diffraction angle
u'58.6°), ~0,10,0! (u'69.6°), and~0,0,18! (u'71°) ob-
tained by 2u/u scanning. The reflection indices relate to t
axes of the originalPnmaphase. Using reflections with larg
diffraction angles enabled a relative accuracy of not wo
than 1.531024. Each scan of the reflection profile was pr
ceded by holding the sample for;10 min at the given tem-
perature. The reciprocal-lattice configuration analysis w
done by scanning in the (a* b* 0), (0b* c* ), and (a* 0c* )
planes. The program of scanning over undistorted recipro
space (q scanning! made use of the previously measur
crystal-lattice parameters.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurements of temperature dependences

The room-temperature lattice parameters of the Cs2ZnI4
crystal were a510.835(9) Å, b58.310(3) Å, and c
514.469(5) Å. In accordance with thePnmaspace group,
one observed extinction of the reflections corresponding
the glide-reflection planesa (hk0; h52n11) and n
(0kl; k1 l 52n11). Figure 1 presents temperature depe
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of~a! interplanar distances
d100, d010, d001 and of ~b! the unit cell volume of Cs2ZnI4 . The measure-
ments were made in the heating regime.
ion:
dences of the interplanar distancesd (T) for the directions
@100#, @010#, and @001#. The TEC values corresponding t
the regions of existence of the observed phases were d
mined by graphical differentiation of thed (T) curves~Table
I!. Consider the observed temperature-induced effects on
one.

Within the region extending from room temperature
120 K, one observes close to linear variation of the cell

FIG. 2. Position of the Bragg and satellite reflections in the IC phase reg
~a! between the~060! and~260! Bragg reflections;~b! schematically on the
(a* b* 0) plane,1 — Bragg reflections,2 — satellites.

TABLE I. Thermal expansion coefficient within the temperature intervals
four low-temperature Cs2ZnI4 phases (31025 K21).

Temperature interval a100 a010 a001

Pnma300–120 K 3.1 5.5 6.2
Incommensurate 120–108 K 9.7 6.1 '0
P21/m 108–97 K 4.2 4.97 '0
P-1 96–20 K 2.0 7.06 0.52
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rameters along thea, b, andc axes. An analysis of the sys
tematic reflection absences showed that the above-menti
conditions for thePnma phase are upheld throughout th
temperature range covered. No diffraction features wh
would support the existence of a phase transition propose
Ref. 19 have been observed at;270 K.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the modulation wave vector~a! and the
invar interval of interplanar distanced001 ~b!.
ed

h
in

The normal-IC phase transition atTi5120 K is signaled
by breaks in thed (T) curves and jumps in the TEC, which i
in agreement with this transition being second order. T
modulation of the structure within the 120–108 K interval
identified by the appearance of satellite reflections in
(a* b* 0) plane.12 The satellite positions can be described
a wave vectorq5(1/21d)a* in the enlarged Brillouin zone
or by 12q5(1/22d)a* in the normal zone~Fig. 2!. Figure
3a displays the temperature dependenceq (T) indicating the
incommensurability of the modulations. In the IC phase
gion, the extinction conditions for Bragg reflections do n
differ from those for the originalPnmaphase, with the ad-
ditional reflections, first-order satellites, grouped around
positions of the forbiddenhk0 reflections withk52n11
~Fig. 2b!. In the four-dimensional representation, this cor
sponds to thehk0m condition with k1m52n, which is a

specific feature of the superstructural groupP (Pnma):(1̄ss)
characteristic of the IC phase in the A2BX4 family.20 The
vanishing of the TEC along thec axis (a001'0) appears
remarkable; the invar effect is observed throughout the
gion of incommensurate and commensurate modulati
~Fig. 3!.

The IC phase transforms at 108 K to modulated co
mensurate monoclinic. One can see in Fig. 3b a small ju
in the c parameter, and this lock-in transition is first orde
which becomes manifest in the coexistence of incommen
rate and commensurate modulations in the hyster
region.12 The appearance at the transition to the monocli
phase of the~0,0,11! and ~0,1,10! Bragg reflections, which
are forbidden for the 0kl glide-reflection planen when k
1 l 52n, is seen in Fig. 4. An analysis of the conditions f
extinctions within the 108–96 K interval showed that there
only one such condition, namely, 0k0 with k52n11. It
clinic
FIG. 4. Analysis of the extinction conditions by scanning in the (0b* c* ) plane at the temperatures of the incommensurate and commensurate mono
phases.
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indicates two possible space groups for the monocl
phase, namely,P121 /m1 or P1211. Because no polar prop
erties were revealed in Cs2ZnI4 by dielectric
measurements,9,10 one should accept the centrosymmet
space groupP121 /m1. We have not observed any features
TEC in the vicinity of 104 K or 101 K, where anomalies
physical properties were quoted in Refs. 14,15.

The first-order phase transition to the triclinic phaseP1̄
at 96 K is accompanied by a volume compression by 0.
~Fig. 1b!. Here all the three parameters undergo jum
namely, thea andb parameters contract, and thec parameter
expands. The transition exhibits a temperature hyster
DT'1.3 K. As seen from Fig. 5, the deviation ofc/b from
A3 increases at the phase transitions, i.e., the structural
rangements are accompanied by noticeable distortions o
pseudohexagonal character of the orthorhombic lattice.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of thed001/d010 ratio.
c

,

is

ar-
he

B. On the crystallographic characteristics of the modulated
phases

The modulation in Cs2ZnI4 crystals is characterized b
the following crystallographic data: wave vector directio
qi@100# and the plane of polarization of the atomic displac
ment wave coincides with~001!.12 Information on the invar
effect observed in thed001(T) dependence appears to be
important experimental finding. Let us compare now the o
entational characteristics of the modulations and of the in
effect in Cs2ZnI4 with data available for other compound
~Table II!. According to Table II, the direction of the wav
vector q in real space for each crystal determines the zo
axis Jmnp to which the atomic displacement~polarization!
plane is related. The normal to this plane corresponds to
interplanar distance, which remains constant under vary
temperature. To put it in simpler words, the ‘‘invar dire
tion’’ is perpendicular both to the atomic-displacement wa
plane and to the wave vector. The model of the obser
lattice anomalies can be based, in our opinion, on comp
tion between static displacements of atoms under modula
and their thermal vibrations. We start from the assumpt
that thermal expansion of atomic bonds in a crystal, both
modulated and normal state, is determined by the an
monic part of the atomic interaction potential. As the amp
tude of thermal vibrations increases during heating, the co
ponent aligned with the atomic bond increases its length,
the components acting in transverse directions affect the
of these bonds. The geometry of atomic displacements in
modulated wave can give rise to additional anisotropic c
tributions to the TEC.

As seen from Fig. 6, the projection of the interatom
bond on the normal to the displacement-wave plane~i.e. the
interplanar distance! can remain constant during heating d
TABLE II. Orientational characteristics of the modulations and of the invar direction.

Compound,
temperature interval
of IC phase

Space group,
lattice parameters

Wave-vector direction
Atom displacement

plane
Zero TEC

planein reciprocal space in crystal space

Cs2ZnI4 @12#, Pnma,
120–108 K a510.84 Å,

b58.31 Å, ~12d!a* /2 @100# ~001! ~001!
c514.47 Å

CS~NH2)2 @4#, Pnma,
202–169 K a57.655 Å,

b58.537 Å, db* @010# ~001! ~001!
c55.520 Å

Sn2P2Se6 @2#, P21 /c,
220–193 K a56.83 Å,

b57.70 Å,
c511.72 Å, 2d1a* 1d2c* @100# ~001! ~001!
b5124.5°

Cs3Sb2I9 @21#, P23m1,
78–72 K a58.435 Å,

b510.390 Å (1/22d)a* 1c* /2 @100# no data ~001!

As3AsS3 @1#, R23m1,
60–48 K a510.82 Å,

b58.69 Å (12d)a* /31(12d)c* /3 @001# no data ~100!
~principal direction!
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to the elongation of the bonds being compensated by an
crease in their tilt. This appears possible in the IC pha
because static displacements of chemically unlike atoms
modulated state differ in amplitude while having the sa
wavelength. As a result, the bond tilts in the direction p
pendicular to the polarization plane increase. For instance
Rb2ZnCl4 , a compound structurally close to Cs2ZnI4 , the
displacement amplitude of the Rb1 cations is nearly three
times smaller than that of the Cl2 anions.22 In b-K2SO4–
type crystals, the increase in bond tilt compensating the b
elongation is'3°. Considered from this standpoint, it a
pears natural to expect observation of the invar propertie
the direction perpendicular to the polarization plane, as
indeed occurs in the cases given in Table II. Comprehen
structural studies of atomic displacements at several t
peratures within the IC phase are planned to test the mo

Thus we have determined the temperature dependen
the ~100!, ~010!, and ~001! interplanar distances along th

FIG. 6. Schematic explanation of the invar effect in the modulated ph
~a! Compensation of the elongation of a bond by an increase of its tilt;~b!
increase in bond tilt as a result of static modulated atom displacements
different amplitudes.
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a, b, and c axes of the original normal phase, refined t
phase-transition sequence and space groupP21 /m for the
monoclinic phase of the crystals, and discussed a poss
crystallographic model of the invar effect in incommensur
phases. The results of the work show that standardd (T)
measurements using Bragg reflections can be used to ad
tage in determination of the atomic displacement plane i
modulation wave. The discussed sequence has thus far
confirmed for a limited number of crystals presented in Ta
II. It would apparently be useful to proceed with TEC me
surements for zone planes with the same wave-vector di
tion.

The authors owe their thanks to I. P. Aleksandrova
the crystals and to I. M. Shmyt’ko for providing the heliu
cryostat for the study.
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Phase transitions in the „Cs12xRbx…2ZnI4 system
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(Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 crystals were grown by two different methods with Rb concentrations varying
from x50 to 2.5%.127I NQR and calorimetric measurements showed that crystals grown
by the Bridgman technique contain residual impurities (;0.5%) for allx. While x50 crystals
grown from solution do not contain detectable impurities, they allow incorporation only
of a low Rb concentration, not above 0.5%. A transition-temperature–concentration (x) phase
diagram has been constructed for Bridgman-grown crystals from NQR data. Rb doping
shifts the normal-incommensurate and incommensurate-ferroelastic phase-transition points toward
higher temperatures with different rates. TheP21 /m↔P1 first-order transition shifts
toward lower temperatures. The region of low Rb concentrations lies closest to the critical point.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03001-4#
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Studies of defect interaction with incommensurate~IC!
structure belong to an independent and well-developed
in the physics of aperiodic systems. While this subject
cludes several phenomena occurring only in IC modula
crystals, each such investigation starts from the assump
that the phase diagram of the system within a certain inte
of impurity concentrationsx is known.

We are reporting a127I NQR and calorimetric study o
the ~Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 system within the Rb concentration re
gion x5020.025. There are several publications on t
phase transitions in undoped Cs2ZnI4 ~Refs. 1–6! and sym-
metry measurements in the phase transition sequence2

Pnma~Z54!↔IC↔P21 /m ~Z58!↔P1 ~Z54! .

The phase-transition temperatures of crystals gro
from solution, as determined under cooling, a
Ti5120.5 K for the normal-IC phase transition,Tc1

5108 K for the lock-in transition, andTc2596 K for the
low-temperature first-order transition.

Interestingly, the coefficient ratiob2 /b150.44 ~Ref. 3!
of the thermodynamic potential describing the phase tra
tion sequence in the theoretical model of Cs2ZnI4 is charac-
teristic of the so-called strong-anisotropy case, where
system is close to the Lifshits-type critical point7. Doping a
crystal is one of the ways to bring the system to a singu
point on the phase diagram and to study it. Unfortunate
predicting the direction of doping-induced displacement o
system in complex structures is virtually impossible; it
established experimentally and is one of the goals pursue
phase diagram studies.
1281063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENT

A. Crystal growing

Crystals of undoped Cs2ZnI4 were grown previously
from water solution. This method was employed also
grow doped crystals, but we did not succeed in increasing
Rb concentration in solution-grown crystals abo
x50.005. The Bridgman method was employed to prep
crystals with higher Rb concentrations. The crystals w
grown in quartz ampoules in an argon ambient. The star
reagents were purified by repeated recrystallization. Crys
with Rb contentx50, 0.0011, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.025 we
obtained. The rubidium content for small concentrations~up
to x50.005) was determined by plasma absorption analy
and for highx, by x-ray fluorescence. It was established th
the Rb concentrations in grown boules coincide within e
perimental error with those in the starting charge.

B. NQR

For conveniency in comparison, Fig. 1 reproduces
data of Ref. 2 obtained for an undoped Cs2ZnI4 crystal
grown from water solution. The temperature dependence
the NQR frequencies at the lock-in transition (Tc1) exhibit
breaks which permit determination of the transition pointTc1

to within ;0.5 K. The normal-IC phase-transition point (Ti)
is determined to within 1–2 K because of a partial overlap
the lines belonging to the normal and IC phases, which
associated with the presence of transition precursor clus
aboveTi .

Figure 2 presents temperature dependences of the127I
NQR frequencies for a solution-grown crystal with Rb co
centrationx50.0018. Even such a low concentration of t
Rb impurity affects strongly the shape of the127I NQR spec-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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trum in the IC phase compared to the undoped Cs2ZnI4 . The
undoped crystal exhibits an anomalous line shape chara
istic of one-dimensional modulation, namely, a continuu
frequency distribution bounded on both sides by peaks
characteristic feature of Cs2ZnI4 is that, just belowTi , one of
the side singularities is suppressed and is barely seen ag
the background. This singularity grows, however, in inte
sity with decreasing temperature, so that at approxima
5 K below Ti the spectrum takes on the shape typical of
IC phase.2 In the doped crystal, the second singularity r
mains suppressed throughout the temperature region of
tence of the IC phase. The only feature left in the spectr
from the IC continuum is one asymmetrical side singular
Above Ti , the clusters, transition precursors, disappear
doped crystals. However in this case one also cannot de
mine the transition temperature to better than 1 K, beca
there is an interval near the transition where the line beco
washed out by noise as a result of the specific behavio
nuclear quadrupole relaxation.

The lines of the third phase become discernible aga
the background belowTi , with their intensity reaching a
maximum within;0.5 K. A region has been found wher
the residual peaks of the IC phase and the C-phase
coexist (;0.5 K, see inset in Fig. 2!. While the transition at
Tc1 appears more clearly pronounced first order than tha
the undoped crystal, this observation should be checke

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of NQR frequencies in solution-gr
Cs2ZnI4 ~from data of Ref. 1!.
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studies of the temperature dependences of the wave ve
qd , which yield a more complete information on the chara
ter of a lock-in transition. The transition temperatures for t
solution-grown, doped (x50.0018) crystal are, within ex
perimental errors,Ti5121.061 K, Tc15112.060.5 K, and
Tc2595.060.5 K.

The temperature dependences of NQR frequencies
Bridgman-grown crystals with Rb concentrationsx50,
0.001, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.025 were obtained in the reg
from 170 to 110 K. Figures 3 and 4 present the tempera
dependences of the frequency for the spectrum compone
for the lowest,x50, and maximum,x50.025, Rb concen-
trations. Similar dependences obtained for the intermed
concentration region follow the behavior shown in Figs.
and 4, if one takes into account the shift of the transiti
points along the temperature scale with Rb concentration

Note that the spectrum of the undoped crystal grown
the Bridgman technique resembles not that of the ‘‘pure
solution-grown Cs2ZnI4 but rather the spectrum of the crys
tal with a low Rb concentration (x50.0018). The phase
transition pointTc1 is shifted toward higher temperatures
become 112.060.5 K. While the shift inTi is just at the
experimental accuracy limit, it nevertheless is seen clea
~121.6 K!. A comparison of crystals with close Rb conce
trations,x50.0018 andx50.0011, grown by the two differ-
ent methods shows that the transition pointsTi andTc1 in the
Bridgman-pulled crystal are shifted noticeably toward high

n

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of NQR frequencies in solution-gr
(Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 (x50.0018). Inset: region nearTc1 for the spectrum com-
ponent II.
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temperatures. The dependence of the first-order trans
temperatureTc2 on x was derived from the jump in fre
quency of component I at the transition. The Rb concen
tion ;2.5% is the upper limit for NQR studies of th
(Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 system. In addition to the NQR lines o
this crystal being broadened substantially already in the
tial phase, weak broad lines not characteristic of the rhom
phase of Cs2ZnI4 appear in the spectrum.

The transition temperatures obtained for the abo
mentioned Rb concentrations from the temperature dep
dences of the NQR frequencies are given in Table I.

C. Calorimetric data

Calorimetric data were obtained for solution-grown cry
tals with the minimum concentrationx50.0018~Fig. 5!. The
measurements were performed on a SinkuACC-1VL ca
rimeter within the 80–300 K temperature region. T

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of NQR frequencies in Bridgman-gr
Cs2ZnI4 (x50).

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of NQR frequencies in solution-gr
(Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 (x50.025).
on
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i-
ic

-
n-

-

-

samples were 0.1-mm thick plates coated by black car
paste to improve heat absorption. The conditions of heat
pacity recording are similar to those described in Ref. 3.
x50.0018, the anomaly corresponding to the transition aTi

is observed at the same~within experimental error! tempera-
ture of 117.060.08 K as in the undoped, solution-grow
crystal3. The anomaly is slightly washed out compared to t
data quoted in Ref. 3, which is seen from the decrease b
few percent of the height of the step in the heat capa
curve corresponding toTi . The anomaly atTc1 ~the lock-in
transition! is washed out strongly and is substantially lowe
but its peak is observed to lie at the same temperature a
pure Cs2ZnI4 . The first-order transitionP21 /m↔P1 at Tc2

is shifted down by 0.4 K, and the heat capacity anom
decreased somewhat in height.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 6 presents the phase diagram constructed f
NQR data for Bridgman-grown crystals in the transitio
temperature–concentrationx coordinates. Asx increases, the
phase-transition pointsTi and Tc1 shift toward higher tem-
peratures, andTc2 moves rapidly to lower temperatures.

The region of existence of the IC phase in the pha
diagram expands somewhat with increasing impurity c
centration. Because the IC phase region should become m
narrow as one approaches the Lifshits-type critical point, o
may conclude that Rb doping of Cs2ZnI4 moves the system
away from the singular critical point.

The NQR line shape of Bridgman-grown undoped cry
tals in the IC phase is in agreement with the spectra
solution-grown crystals with a low Rb concentration. B
sides, a comparison of the transition points of undoped c
tals grown by the two above methods reveals a shift of
transition temperatures in melt-grown crystals toward hig
temperatures forTi and Tc1 , and in the opposite direction
for Tc2 , with respect to pure Cs2ZnI4 grown from solution.
Melt-grown crystals contain apparently residual impurities
amounts of 0.220.4%.

Doping results characteristically in a change of the NQ
line shape in the IC phase already at the lowest Rb conc
trationx50.0018 studied. A possible explanation of this o
servation lies in the presence of order-parameter fluctuat
nearTi in the case of a quadratic relation between the re
nant frequency and the order parameter, which is valid
the spectrum component II. It was shown, in particular, t

n

n

TABLE I. Phase-transition temperatures for~Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 derived from
the temperature dependences of NQR frequencies.

Growth method
Rb concentration,

x
Ti ,
K

Tcl ,
K

Tc2 ,
K

Melt 0.0 120.061.0 108.060.5 96.060.5
Melt 0.0 121.661.0 112.760.5 96.360.5
Melt 0.0018 121.061.0 112.060.5 95.060.5
Melt 0.0011 124.561.0 115.060.5 95.360.5
Melt 0.005 127.661.0 115.060.5 92.460.5
Melt 0.01 131.261.0 117.560.5 90.360.5
Melt 0.025 142.061.0 120.660.5 ?~,78 K!
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of th
heat capacity of solution-grown
~Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 (x50 and 0.0018!.
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the effect of amplitude fluctuations on the intensity of hig
frequency~for Cs2ZnI4) side peaks depends essentially
damping, which is characterized by coefficientg of the dis-
sipation function @g (h1

21h2
2)/2#.1,6 It is this effect that

brings about suppression of the temperature-dependent
tinuum singularity nearTi in pure Cs2ZnI4 . If the damping is
strong,g;0.1,1 the temperature-dependent side peak can
come suppressed to become unobservable against the
throughout the IC phase interval. Thus the doping-indu
change in the spectrum of the IC phase can originate from
increase in fluctuation damping caused by incorporation
the impurity. One cannot exclude also such a ‘‘static’’ reas
for the variation of the line shape as the onset of sev
metastable states with fixed values ofqd . This uncertainty
could be removed by studying the temperature depende

FIG. 6. Phase diagram of the (Cs12xRbx)2ZnI4 system.
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of wave vectorsqd for different impurity concentrations
This requires independent and fairly complex x-ray diffra
tion measurements which we are planning to perform.

We conclude with the results of a calorimetric stud
The fact that even the lowest Rb concentration results in
extremely strong washing out of the thermal anomaly atTc1

is apparently a consequence of the well-known format
near the lock-in transition in doped crystals of several mo
lations having a fairly broad region of coexistence on t
side of the IC phase. Note that the peak of theTc1 anomaly
in the x50.0018 case does not shift with respect to its po
tion in the undoped crystal~Fig. 5!, whereas the correspond
ing transition point derived from NQR data lies higher by
K. The fact that the real transition point in doped crysta
rather than coinciding with the thermal-anomaly peak, m
sometimes lie substantially higher in temperature w
shown, e.g., in Ref. 8.
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The critical fluctuations induced by a ferroelastic phase transition and corresponding to the soft
TA mode at theX point at Brillouin zone boundary have been studied in the model
crystal Hg2Cl2 within a broad temperature and wave-vector range. Anisotropic diffuse x-ray
scattering maxima associated with order-parameter fluctuations and nucleation of low-temperature
orthorhombic clusters in the high-temperature tetragonal matrix have been found to exist at
these points. New information has been obtained on the temperature dependence of the
susceptibility and correlation length, cluster shape and anisotropy, and the critical exponents.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03101-9#
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The mercurous halides Hg2Hal2 ~Hal5Cl, Br, I! are iso-
morphic at room temperature and have a specific cry
structure consisting of parallel chains of linear Hal–Hg–H
Hal molecules, weakly bound to one another and formin
body-centered tetragonal latticeD4h

17 with two molecules per
unit cell.1 The chain-like structure of these crystals gives r
to a very strong anisotropy in their physical properties,
particular, to a strong elastic anisotropy. For examp
Hg2Cl2 crystals exhibit a transverse (TA) sound velocity

V[110]
[11̄0]5347 m/s, a record-low characteristic among solids

record-high birefringenceDn510.66, and a very high
acousto-optic coupling (M25640310218 s3/g for the TA
wave2!. These crystals are used to advantage in acoustic
lay lines, acoustic filters, polarizers etc.

When cooled, these crystals undergo improper ferroe
tic phase transitions (D4h

17→D2h
17) at Tc5186 K (Hg2Cl2)

and Tc5144 K (Hg2Br2). These transitions are induced b
condensation of the slowest (TA) mode ~see above! at the
zone-edgeX point of the tetragonal paraphase and are
companied forT<Tc by a doubling of the unit cell, a
X→G transition in the zone, onset of spontaneous strain,
nucleation of ferroelastic domains.3 Crystals of mercurous
halides possess a very simple crystal structure and cle
pronounced phase-transition effects, and, hence, serv
model objects for basic studies of structural phase tra
tions.

This work reports a high-precision x-ray diffractio
study of phase transition effects at various high-symme
reciprocal-lattice points performed within a broad tempe
ture range~10–300 K! including Tc5186 K (Hg2Cl2). The
interest was focused at theX points at zone boundary. Brag
reflections at these points in the tetragonal phase (D4h

17) are
forbidden by selection rules and should appear in the lo
temperature orthorhombic phase (D2h

17) as a result of the
phase transition, unit-cell doubling, and theX→G transfer in
the Brillouin zone. At the same time, in the high-temperat
1321063-7834/99/41(1)/5/$15.00
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phase, one can sometimes observe low-intensity diffuse
flections at zone boundary~in our case, at theX points!,
which are associated with spatial and temporal ord
parameter fluctuations giving rise to nucleation of lo
temperature clusters. Recently, studies of diffuse scatte
have been carried out on the model perovskites SrTiO3 ,
KMnF3, and RbCaF3 , which undergo displacive phase tra
sitions from the cubic to tetragonal phase induced by s
mode condensation at the zone-boundaryR point. X-ray dif-
fraction experiments revealed two length scales, the w
known one, short, and a new one, long, corresponding to
broad and a very narrow diffuse-scattering maximu
respectively.4

We are presenting here new information on the tempe
ture dependence of diffuse~broad! reflections at theX points
of the Brillouin zone, on clusters of the orthorhombic pha
in the tetragonal matrix, and on the variation with tempe
ture of their shape and size and of the critical expone
Attempts to observe the narrow component in x-ray diffu
scattering from Hg2Cl2 crystals did not meet with success

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The x-ray studies were performed on a two-circle d
fractometer using copper-anodeKa radiation. The low-
temperature measurements were made with a Cryoge
closed-cycle cryostat providing a good temperature stabil
tion ('0.1 K). The samples were 33333-mm high-quality
mercurous chloride crystals cleaved along the~110! and

(11̄0) planes and cut in the~001! plane. Prior to measure
ments, the samples were etched for a short time in an a
regia solution in distilled water. All measurements we
made on the$110% faces.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We studied the temperature dependence of diffuse s
tering at the various Brillouin-zoneX points with moderate
indices h and k and l 50 @primarily the ~3.5,2.5,0! and
~2.5,1.5,0! points# of the reciprocal lattice. It should be note
that working with highh and k indices results in a low in-
tensity of the corresponding diffuse reflections, while smah
andk entail a lower resolution and a substantial increase
background scattering in the X-ray spectra and of experim
tal errors.

FIG. 1. Fundamental Bragg reflections~3,3,0! and ~4,2,0! and the diffuse
maximum at the zoneX point ~3.5,2.5,0! obtained in an extendedG –X–G
scan atT5200 K.
t-

f
n-

Figure 1 presentsT5200 K a typical extended sca
through the reciprocal-lattice~or Brillouin zone! points
G –X–G (3.51h, 2.52h, 0) with the Bragg and a diffuse
reflection at theX point ~3.5, 2.5, 0!. This scan coincides in
direction with the softTA-wave propagation in Hg2Cl2 crys-
tals. ThisG –X–G scan permits one to observe, besides
diffuse maximum, very strong fundamental~Bragg! even
(h1k1 l 52n) reflections~3,3,0! and~4,2,0! allowed for the
bcc tetragonal (D4h

17) lattice of Hg2Cl2 crystals. The odd (h
1k1 l 52n11) Bragg reflections are forbidden by the s
lection rules for this structure, but an extended scan in
ZE–X–EZ direction (3.51h, 2.51h, 0) performed in the
vicinity of Tc revealed broad low-intensity~3,2,0! and
~4,3,0! maxima, which could be induced by a phase tran
tion, as well as by structural imperfections, including defe
~these low-intensity odd reflections are not shown in the
ures!.

The above-mentioned diffuse~3.5, 2.5, 0! reflections
~maxima! can be seen in Fig. 2 in scans made in two mu
ally perpendicular directions,G –X–G and ZE–X–EZ, at
various temperaturesT>Tc . The integrated intensity and
amplitude of these reflections increase upon cooling, as
approachesTc , and their FWHM decreases. The profile
FIG. 2. Diffuse maxima~3.5,2.5,0! obtained inG –X–G ~left-hand part! andZE–X–EZ ~right-hand part! scans at different temperaturesT>Tc ~points —
experiment, solid lines — Lorentzians!.
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these reflections can be fit well to a Lorentzian~the solid
lines in Fig. 2!:

I ~K !5AD2/@D214~K2K x!
2# , ~1!

whereA is the reflection intensity~amplitude!, K andK x are
the wave vectors, andD is the FWHM.

This data treatment permits one to derive with a h
accuracy the main parameters~amplitude, FWHM, inte-
grated intensity etc.! of these reflections. The large FWHM
of these diffuse reflections obtained inG –X–G scans origi-
nates primarily from interaction with the softTA mode
~wave! in the vicinity of the zoneX point, which has small
dispersion (l158 meV2

•Å 2) in this direction compared to
the large dispersion (l25255 meV2

•Å 2) of this TA mode
seen alongZE–X–EZ.5

The temperature dependences of the integrated inte
ties of the Hg2Cl2 diffuse reflections are shown in Fig. 3
One observes up to room temperature broad low-inten
maxima at the zoneX points, and their comparison with th
nearest Bragg reflections~see, e.g., Fig. 1! permits one to
estimate the amount of the orthorhombic phase in the tet
onal paraphase matrix, which at room temperature is ab
0.1%. Cooling from room temperature reveals a slow rise
diffuse-reflection intensity with a sharp anomaly~increase!
nearTc and a subsequent slowing down of this rise un
further cooling~for T,Tc). It should be pointed out that th
temperature dependence of integrated intensity atT5Tc

does not exhibit any jumps, thus confirming the continuity
the phase transition under study. ForT<Tc , the phase tran-
sition and the associated unit-cell doubling andX→G tran-
sition in the Brillouin zone transform the diffuse reflectio
at theX points to the fundamental Bragg reflections allow
in x-ray scattering. The behavior of the integrated intens
of these reflections forT,Tc in displacive transitions is di-
rectly related to the temperature dependence of the o
parameter. In our case the order parameter correspond
oppositely directed shift of the centers of gravity of the ne
est Hg2Cl2 molecules in the adjacent~110! planes along
@110#.3 Quantitative investigation of the temperature dep
dence of the order parameter, while being an interes

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the integrated intensities of di
scattering at the zone-boundaryX point ~3.5,2.5,0! obtained in~a! G-X-G
and ~b! ZE–X–EZ scans.
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problem, would require special high-precision measu
ments, which were outside the scope of the present inve
gation.

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependence of
diffuse-reflection FWHM. One readily sees that the FWH
depends here strongly on temperature, decreasing by a
times when cooled from room temperature toT5Tc ~186 K!.
Below Tc it remains approximately constant, which is prim
rily due to a phase-transition–induced transformation
these reflections to fundamental reflections, whose FWH
usually depends weakly on temperature, and, to a lower
tent, on the resolution being limited by the x-ray diffract
meter response function. It is well known that the correlat
length, the most essential parameter characterizing struc
phase transitions, is inversely proportional to the FWHM
a diffuse maximum

j52/D , ~2!

wherej is the correlation length,D is the FWHM, and the
factor two in this relation is accounted for by the need
using one half of the FWHM.

The correlation length can actually be identified with t
size of the clusters. Thus we can derive the size of the c
ters and their temperature dependence from the meas
FWHM relation. The correlation lengths measured in o
experiment in two directions differ obviously by a few time
At room temperature, the correlation lengths are, acco
ingly, 70 and 250 Å for theG –X–G andZE–X–EZ direc-
tions. As one approachesTc under cooling, these dimension
increase monotonically by a few times and reach sev
thousand Å, to become comparable to the wavelength of
ible light.

The dependence of inverse correlation length on redu
temperaturet can be written

D;tn , ~3!

wheret5T2Tc/Tc is the reduced temperature, andn is the
critical exponent.

seFIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the FWHM of diffuse reflections a
zone-boundaryX point ~3.5,2.5,0! obtained in ~a! G –X–G and ~b!
ZE–X–EZ scans~points — experiment, dashed lines are drawn to aid
eye!.
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In order to determine the critical exponentn, the experi-
mental relation of Fig. 4, after subtraction of the backgrou
which is the FWHM of the reflections forT<Tc , was plot-
ted on a log-log scale~see Fig. 5!. The experimental points
of these relations were fit to straight lines, and their slo
yielded the average values of the critical exponents, 0
60.1 and 0.9060.1, for theG –X–G andZE–X–EZ direc-
tions, respectively. The difference between these values
within experimental error. It should be pointed out that
one approachesTc , these exponents decrease slightly
reach;0.5 in the immediate vicinity ofTc .

An important characteristic of diffuse x-ray scattering
the diffraction-maximum amplitude. By simulating the pr
file of these maxima with a Lorentzian we were able to d
rive the temperature dependence of the amplitude~static sus-
ceptibility!, which resembles that of the integrated intens
We may recall that

A;t2g , ~4!

whereA is the amplitude~intensity at reflection maximum!, t
is the reduced temperature, andg is the critical exponent.

Figure 6 plots on a log-log scale this relation, for whi

FIG. 5. Log-log plot of the inverse correlation lengthD vsreduced tempera-
ture t. ~a! G –X–G scan,~b! ZE–X–EZ scan; points — experiment, dashe
lines - linear approximation.

FIG. 6. Log-log plot of the diffuse-maximum amplitudeA vs reduced tem-
peraturet.
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the critical exponentg was determined. From room temper
ture down toT>195 K, g remains practically constant, 1.
60.1 ~the values obtained in the two orthogonal scans u
in the work are naturally equal!. As one approaches
Tc5186 K under further cooling, the critical exponentg de-
creases monotonically. This experimental observation, r
ably established, appears strange, because it implies th
the immediate vicinity ofTc the growth of the amplitude o
the diffuse maxima slows down.

All the above results relate to x-ray investigation of t
broad diffuse component. We also made an attempt to de
close toTc the second, more narrow component in Hg2Cl2 ,
which has recently been observed in perovskites@SrTiO3 ,
RbCaF3 , KMnF3 ~Ref. 4!# using the rotating anode or high
power synchrotron radiation, high-quality single crysta
and very good resolution. Our attempt, however, faile
which can probably be attributed to poorer parameters of
experiment.

3. DISCUSSION

The studies carried out on Hg2Cl2 single crystals showed
that the softTA mode undergoes condensation at the zo
boundaryX point, and that the phase transition is accomp
nied by unit-cell doubling in the basal plane and anX→G
transition in the Brillouin zone. The monotonic increase
the integrated intensity of diffusion reflections and the a
sence of any jumps atT5Tc is not at odds with the model6

of continuous ferroelastic phase transition in the vicinity
the tricritical point. The observed and studied diffuse scat
ing at high temperatures is primarily associated with
nucleation of static clusters. At the same time as one
proachesTc under cooling, the dynamic effects connect
with spatial and temporal order-parameter fluctuations w
increase, which should become manifest in an increas
contribution of dynamic clusters to diffuse scattering. It
certainly the latter effect that is observed, but we did n
succeed in separating the static and dynamic contributio
Besides this reason~interaction with theTA soft mode at the
zone-boundaryX point!, the large anisotropy in the correla
tion length revealed in two orthogonal directions,G –X–G
andZE–X–EZ, can be due also, although to a lesser exte
to some elastic anisotropy near the surface of these cry
~the average x-ray penetration depth is about 5mm!. It ap-
pears natural to relate the nucleation of static clusters to
presence in the crystals under study of various grow
induced defects, for instance, dislocations, residual elas
stress fields, point defects etc. We may recall that these c
tals exhibit a very strong dependence~increase! of the phase-
transition temperatureTc on hydrostatic and uniaxia
pressure, 43.8 and 103 K/kbar, respectively,7 which means
that defects capable of generating in their vicinity elast
stress fields can initiate nucleation of the low-temperat
orthorhombic phase even at room temperature. It should
added that the criterion of the minimum of elastic and s
face energy makes nucleation of a ferroelectric phase in
paraphase matrix in the form of extended, small-radius c
inders or very thin platelets preferable. Optical studies8 and
calculations made for Hg2Cl2 crystals argue for the forma
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tion of nuclei only in the form of platelets parallel to$110%,
with their cross section being characterized by two differ
dimensions, thickness and width, along the@110# and@11̄0#
directions. It is this anisotropy~different correlation lengths!
that was observed in our x-ray scans along theG –X–G and
ZE–X–EZ directions~see Fig. 4!.

It appears interesting to compare the critical expone
obtained in this work with those of the above-mention
perovskites, which undergo first-order phase transitions w
soft-mode condensation at the zone-boundaryR point. The
average values of the critical exponentn derived from the
temperature dependence of the inverse correlation lengt
Hg2Cl2 crystals are 0.85 and 0.90 for theG –X–G and
ZE–X–EZ scans, respectively. These values are sligh
larger than the corresponding parameters of the perovs
crystals@n50.62 for KMnF3, 0.64 for RbCaF3 , and 0.83 for
SrTiO3 ~Ref. 4!#.

The critical exponentg describing fairly well the tem-
perature dependence of the amplitude~susceptibility! of dif-
fuse reflections from room temperature down to;195 K, is
approximately constant and equal to 1.0. It can be compa
with the same parameters for KMnF3 ~1.19!, RbCaF3 ~1.34!,
and SrTiO3 ~1.40!. A slowing down of the rise in reflection
amplitude~Fig. 6! and correlation length~Figs. 4 and 5! in
Hg2Cl2 nearTc ~for (T.Tc) was observed to occur earlier i
perovskite crystals but did not find an adequate explanati4

This phenomenon nearTc is apparently induced by the ons
t

ts

th

in

y
ite

ed

.

of cluster interaction, because the content of the ferroela
phase in the paraphase matrix of Hg2Cl2 at these tempera
tures constitutes already a few percent, making it a mix
heterophase crystal. It may be that the latter conclusio
valid only for near-surface regions in the crystal.
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Photoluminescence of thin amorphous-nanocrystalline silicon films
V. G. Golubev, A. V. Medvedev, A. B. Pevtsov, A. V. Sel’kin, and N. A. Feoktistov
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Photoluminescence spectra of thin hydrogenated-silicon films having mixed amorphous-
nanocrystalline phase composition have been studied. Fabry-Perot interference was found to affect
strongly the shape of the spectra. An analysis of the spectra made with inclusion of
interference corrections shows that only one emission band forms in the 0.6–1.0mm region due
to carrier recombination at centers of the same type. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03201-3#
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The optical and electrical properties of nanoscale se
conductor crystallites are presently attracting considera
interest, because, on the one hand, these objects exhibit
strong size-quantization effects, and on the other, these
terials may provide a basis for development of novel op
electronic devices.1,2 In particular, observation of intense vis
ible emission at room temperature from low-dimensio
silicon structures3–5 offers a possibility of constructing injec
tion-type light-emitting devices compatible with silicon
based opto-electronic integrated circuits. Among nanos
objects of this type are thin silicon films with a mixe
amorphous-nanocrystalline composition obtained by
CVD.6–8 This method permits control within a broad ran
the size of crystallites and their volume fraction, is on
weakly sensitive to substrate choice, and is compatible w
standard silicon technology.

A number of experimental studies reported that photo
minescence~PL! spectra of heterophase silicon films conta
as a rule, several emission bands. Some authors asso
them with various types of emitting centers present
films.9–14 It should, however, be borne in mind that a th
hydrogenated silicon film on a polished substrate is clos
optical properties to the Fabry-Perot etalon so that it
exhibit interference effects which may affect substantia
the shape of PL spectra.15 For certain relations between th
refractive index and film thickness, the number of interf
ence maxima in the spectral region under study can be
ited to two or three broad peaks capable of masking the
PL spectrum. Hence, when investigating the emitting pr
erties of such objects, one should first exclude the simp
cause for the appearance of an additional structure in
spectra, namely, interference.

1. EXPERIMENT

The films with mixed amorphous-nanocrystalline co
position were grown by PE CVD. To stimulate nanocryst
lite formation, the layers were deposited from silane dilu
strongly (.95%) by hydrogen. The films thus produced h
1371063-7834/99/41(1)/6/$15.00
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the following parameters: thickness 0.6–0.8mm, refractive
index 2.2–2.8, absorption coefficient at the pump argon-la
wavelength~488 nm! about 104 cm21, and gap width 1.9–
2.1 eV. The volume fraction of the crystallites and their a
erage diameter, derived from numerical processing of
Raman spectra of films and, particularly, from the conditio
of deposition, could be varied within 0–40% and 30–50
respectively.

PL measurements were performed both at liqu
nitrogen and room temperature. The laser radiation po
did not exceed 40 mW. The spectra were measured with
MDR-23 monochromator. Within the 0.6–1.0mm region, the
PL spectra were recorded by a FE´ U-62 PM photomultiplier.
The film transmission was measured in the 0.7–1.6mm
range by a germanium photodiode.

The PL measurements were carried out with the fi
facing the monochromator slit, and the pump laser beam
versing the sample from the side of the quartz substr
After this, the optical transmission spectrum was record
with the sample in the same position. The thickness and
fractive index of the film were derived from the interferen
structure of the transmission spectrum in the IR region.

Figure 1 presents a typical PL spectrum~with the laser
beam directed along the sample surface normal! after correc-
tion for the response function of the measurement system
characteristic feature is the presence of several maxi
These spectra lie in the PL region expected both from
nanocrystallites16 and from the amorphous matrix. A com
parison of the PL and transmission spectra revealed, h
ever, that the extrema of both spectra lie at the same wa
lengths, which argues for the interference origin of the ma
peak PL. Thus, in order to determine the true PL spectru
one has to exclude first of all its modulation by interferen

2. THEORY

The emergence of Fabry-Perot interference in the em
sion spectra of epitaxial films~in the case of ZnSe! was
discussed in Ref. 17, which proposed also the correspon
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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expression for the intensity of the radiation leaving the fil
This expression was derived17 by the method~see, e.g., Ref.
18, Ch. 4! involving summation of partial electric-field am
plitudes undergoing multiple reflection from the layer boun
aries, which was applied to the case of field sources ins
the film. Unfortunately, the validity of the relations of Re
17 is limited to the cases where the emitted light propaga
nearly normally to the inner film surface and one can th
neglect light absorption at the emitted frequency. At t
same time studies of luminescence spectra for arbitrary
diation escape angles and within the spectral region wh
absorption cannot be considered small may also be of in
est.

Straightforward application of the approach in Ref. 17
obtain a more general expression for radiation intensity w
inclusion of oblique light propagation in a film is impossib
if the relations connecting the electric field amplitudes at
boundaries of each elementary emitting layer are unkno
These relations are determined by the orientation of the
ementary emitters, which can be prescribed, for example
the density vector of the extraneous polarization currenj .
Then the problem of light emission will reduce to finding t
electromagnetic field at the outer~emitting! film surface
from the given currentsj inside the film which, in their turn,
are determined by the external excitation source.

We shall start with Maxwell’s equations formulated f
the frequency Fourier components of the fields

curlE~r ;v!5 ik0B~r ;v! , ~1!

curlB~r ;v!52 ik0D~r ;v!14p/cj ~r ;v! , ~2!

FIG. 1. ~1! Experimental PL spectrum of an amorphous-nanocrystalline
and ~2! transmission spectrum measured at the point where the emis
spectrum was obtained.T577 K.
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where E is the electric field vector, andD and B are the
electric and magnetic induction vectors, respectively (k0

5v/c is the wave vector of light in vacuum,c is the velocity
of light, andv is frequency!.

Consider the solution of this system for a four-layer p
nar structure depicted schematically in Fig. 2. In accorda
with our experimental conditions, the structure consists o
thin emitting film, z3,z,z2 , of thicknessL2 and a thick
substrate,z2,z,z1 , of thicknessL1 , which are sandwiched
between transparent semi-infinite layersz.z1 and z,z3 .
We shall denote the dielectric permittivity of the layer to t
left ~right! of the interfacezj by « j (« j 21), with «35«0 . In
accordance with Fig. 2, it is assumed that thez axis is per-
pendicular to the interfaces of the structure, and that the
diation of frequencyv is detected at an anglew in the z
,z3 medium in the direction lying in thexz plane. In this
case the wave vectorsK of normal waves contributing to the
emission in this geometry have the same tangential com
nents,Ky50 andKx5A«0 k0 sin (w), for all waves.

In view of the translational symmetry of the proble
along thexy plane, one can transfer conveniently by Four
transformation to the (K i ,z;v) field representation, where
K i (Kx ,Ky) is a two-dimensional wave vector in a plan
parallel to the interfaces. We shall understand subseque
by the quantitiesF (z) the amplitudesF (K i ,z;v) of fieldsF

(F5E,B,D,j ) and consider the responseF̃ (z,z) (F̃5Ẽ,B̃)
of the system to a singular polarization currentj (z)•d (z
2z) localized in thez5z plane. In these conditions, the tot
current j (z)5*dz j (z) d (z2z) excites in the structure a
field F (z)5*dz F̃ (z,z).

Direct integration of Eqs.~1! and ~2! over the thickness
of the infinitely thin layer containing the singular-curre
plane z5z, made taking into account that the tangent
components of fieldsE andB do not go to infinity anywhere,
yields a system of boundary conditions

B̃y~z10,z!2B̃y~z20,z!52~4p/c! j x~z! , ~3!

Ẽx~z10,z!2Ẽx~z20,z!5~4p/c!~nx /«2! j z~z! , ~4!

B̃x~z10,z!2B̃x~z20,z!5~4p/c! j y~z! , ~5!

Ẽy~z10,z!2Ẽy~z20,z!50 , ~6!

wherenx5Kx /k0 . Note that boundary conditions~3! and~4!
correspond to thep wave polarization, and conditions~5! and
~6!, to s polarization. At all pointszÞz corresponding to the

on

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the four-layer planar structure under stu
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interfacesz1 , z2 , andz3 , the standard continuity condition

for the tangential components of the fieldsẼ (z,z) and

B̃ (z,z) are met.
The above full system of boundary conditions relates

amplitudes of the waves depicted schematically in Fig. 2
inclined arrows and permits one to express the electric fi

Ẽ (z320,z) at the outer interfacez3 of the structure through
the extraneous current densityj (z). It is assumed that at th
z2 interface one can neglect the contribution due to
waves reflected from thez1 interface because of the larg
substrate thicknessL1 .

Settingz350 , we obtain for thep ands componentsẼs

(s5p,s) of the field Ẽ (20,z) ~see Fig. 2!

Ẽp~20,z!5Gpxj x1Gpzj z , Ẽs~20,z!5Gsyj y , ~7!

where

Gpx5
~4p/c!A«0n2z

«0n2z1«2n0z

F~z2L !1r 21
p F~L2z!

F~2L !1r 32
p r 21

p F~L !
, ~8!

Gpz5
~4p/c!A«0nx

«0n2z1«2n0z

F~z2L !2r 21
p F~L2z!

F~2L !1r 32
p r 21

p F~L !
, ~9!

Gsy52
~4p/c!

n2z1n0z

F~z2L !1r 21
s F~L2z!

F~2L !1r 32
s r 21

s F~L !
, ~10!

r i j
s 5(n i

s2n j
s)/(n i

s1n j
s) is the reflection coefficient ofs po-

larized light at the interface separating two semi-infinite m
dia i andj ( i , j 50,1,2,3) for the light passing from mediumi
into medium j , n j

p5« j /njz ,n j
s52njz ,nx5A«0 sin (w), njz

5A« j2nx
2 ~Im njz>0), F (z)5exp (ik0n2zz), andL5L2 .

To calculate the light intensityJ s (v,w) emitted at a
frequencyv in s polarization and emerging at an anglew,
one has to specify the statistical behavior of random ex
neous currentsj (z) by prescribing appropriately the correla
tion function ^ j a(z) j b* (z8)& (a,b5x,y,z). Assuming the
currents excited at different pointsz andz8 to be fully sta-
tistically independent and excited isotropically, this functi
can be presented in the form

^ j a~z! j b* ~z8!&5F~v,z!dabd~z2z8! , ~11!

where the angular brackets^ . . . & denote statistical, includ
ing orientational, averaging over the ensemble of rando
current realizations.

The dependence of theF function on light frequencyv
determines the true~without taking into account Fabry-Pero
interference! spectral profileS(v) of the radiation, and its
dependence onz is related to the spatial distributionJ0 (z)
of luminescence excitation sources inside the sample.
sumingF (v,z)}S(v)•J0 (z), we obtain for the measure
radiation intensity

Jp5S~v!E
0

L

dzJ0~z!~ uGpx~v,z!u21uGpz~v,z!u2! ,

~12!

J s5S~v!E
0

L

dzJ0~z!uGsy~v,z!u2 . ~13!
e
y
ld

e

-

-

-

s-

Equations~8!–~10!, ~12!, and~13! are actually the solu-
tion of the formulated problem, and they permit one to ta
into account the effect of Fabry-Perot interference wh
treating experimental luminescence data. Note that
method proposed here reduces to finding the electrodyna
Green’s functions determining the fields at the outer bou
ary of layer 2. A full Green’s function system applicable to
three-layer planar structure was described in Ref. 19
used to solve the problem of light reflection with inclusion
singular perturbations in dielectric permittivity at interface

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Taking into account the experimental conditions of i
terest here~optical excitation from the side of the substrate!,
we shall prescribe the source spatial-distribution function
the form

J0~z!}exp~k0~z2L !! , ~14!

where coefficientk0
21 has the meaning of effective diffusio

depth of photogenerated carriers trapped by the emitting c
ters. Coefficientk0 should be equal or larger in order o
magnitude than the light extinction coefficient at the pum
frequency.

Integration in Eqs.~12! and~13!, made with due accoun
of Eq. ~14!, yields the following expressions for thep ands
PL component intensities

Jp5
S~v!~ un2zu21nx

2!

u«2 cosw1A«0n2zu2 S I 11ur 21
p u2I 2

12ur 21
p u

un2zu22nx
2

un2zu21nx
2

I 3
pD Y DL

p , ~15!

Js5
S~v!

un2z1A«0 coswu2
~ I 11ur 21

s u2I 212ur 21
s uI 3

s!/DL
s ,

~16!

where

DL
s5uF~2L !1r 02

s r 21
s F~L !u2 ;

I 15
12exp~2~¸02¸2!L !

¸02¸2
, I 25

12exp~2~¸01¸2!L !

¸01¸2
,

I 3
s5

1

¸0
21q2

$e2¸0L@q sin~D21
s 1qL!

2¸0 cos~D21
s 1qL!#2q sinD21

s 1¸0 cosD21
s % ;

¸252k0 Im n2z , q52k0 Ren2z ,

D21
s 5arg~r 21

s !, s5p,s. ~17!

IntegralI 1 determines the contribution of theE(2) waves
~see Fig. 2! emitted by the sources directly toward the ou
boundary of layer 2, andI 2 takes into account theE(1)

waves, which were initially emitted toward the inner lay
interface but reversed the propagation direction after a sin
reflection from this interface. IntegralI 3

s describes the mu-
tual interference of theE(2) and E(1) waves. The interfer-
ence arising in multiple traversal of waves through laye
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and their multiple reflection from the outer and inner boun
aries of this layer is characterized by the interference
nominatorsDL

s in Eqs.~15! and ~16!.
Note that the interference denominatorDL

s enters explic-
itly the expression for the energy transmission coefficien
the whole structure~Fig. 2!

Ts5uF1~L1!t01
s t12

s t20
s u2/DL

s , ~18!

whereF1 (L1)5exp (ik0n1zL1), and t i j
s 511r i j

s are ampli-
tude transmission coefficients at the interface separating
two semi-infinite mediai and j . If integrals I 3

s in Eqs. ~15!
and ~16! can be neglected, and the dispersion in the f
quency region of interest is negligible, then the interferen
structure in the PL spectrum, as seen from a compariso
~18! with Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, is fully determined by that of
the transmission coefficientTs.

It should also be pointed out that the correctionsnx
2 for

thep component intensity entering Eq.~15! describe the con-
tribution to emission by harmonic oscillators vibrating alo
the Z axis of the structure. Assumingnx

2!u«2u and Im«2

50 makes Eqs.~15! and ~16! equivalent to the expression
derived in Ref. 17. If the radiation emerges normal to
film surface, Eqs.~15! and~16! yield the same result, as thi
should be expected.

For our amorphous-nanocrystalline silicon films
thicknessL'0.7mm, the extinction coefficient of pump
light at the wavelengthl5488 nm is about 104 cm21, and
the refractive index of the material, 2.2–2.8. In these con
tions, the integralI 3

s in Eqs.~15! and~16!, which contributes
to interference, is small compared toI 1 and I 2 within the
wavelength interval of interest, and the spectrum of an
cited center is primarily modulated by the interference str
ture of the film transmission spectrum. Hence, by dividi
the PL spectrum by the transmission spectrum, one can
clude the interference effect in the emission spectrum of
recombination center. This is illustrated by Fig. 3 present
the original PL spectrum under normal (w'0°) emergence
of radiation~curve1!, the result of its division by the trans
mission spectrum~curve2, points!, and approximation of the
spectrum obtained in this way by a Gaussian~solid line 2!.

As follows from Eqs.~15! and ~16!, the observed inter-
ference pattern in the original PL spectrum is due to
frequency dependence of the interference denominatorDL

s .
The structure of the expression forDL

s shows that the ampli-
tude of oscillations inDL

s is determined by the reflectio
coefficientsr 02

s andr 21
s . For thep component (s5p), these

coefficients become small at emergence angles close to
Brewster anglewB . In this case@see Eq.~17!# the interfer-
ence effect turns out to be insignificant.

Figure 4 shows PL spectra calculated using Eq.~15! as
functions of the radiation emergence anglew for the p po-
larization. TheS(v) function was calculated based on th
parameters of the Gaussian approximating the PL spec
in Fig. 3. As seen from curve3 in Fig. 4, the interference
pattern of the spectrum does indeed disappear atw5wB

[arctanA«2. The PL spectra measured at the escape an
of the p polarized luminescence used in Fig. 4 are display
in Fig. 5. One observes a good correlation between the
oretical ~Fig. 4! and experimental~Fig. 5! data. Thus to ex-
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clude interference effects in the PL of thin films, it is suf
cient to measure the spectra inp polarized light at
luminescence escape angles nearwB without invoking inves-
tigation of transmission spectra.

The above analysis permits a conclusion that the true
spectrum of the films studied here is associated with one t

FIG. 3. ~1! Experimental PL spectrum and~2! reconstructed spectrum
~points! obtained by division of spectrum1 by the transmission spectrum
T577 K. Solid line 2 is the reconstructed spectrum approximated by
Gaussian withEmax51.52 eV and FWHM50.3 eV.

FIG. 4. Theoreticalp-polarized PL spectra obtained at different radiatio
emergence anglesw(°): 1 — 0; 2 — 45; 3 — 66 ~Brewster angle!; 4 — 82.
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of recombination centers producing the emission line ab
1.5 eV with a FWHM of;0.3 eV. Our measurements e
tablished that the position of the PL peak was practica
independent of the size and volume fraction of nanocrys
lites, which varied depending on the deposition technolo
employed, in the ranges of 30–50 Å and 0–40%, resp
tively. Thus the observed emission is apparently not c
nected with electron-hole pair recombination inside na
crystallites. The comparatively weak temperature quench
of the PL ~the signal decreased by less than two orders
magnitude while the film temperature increased from the
trogen to room temperature! does not permit one to relate th
PL seen in the experiments to recombination via the tails
the density of localized states, as is characteristic of conv
tional bulk amorphous silicon. On the other hand, in view
the high porosity of the films~which is implied by the rela-
tively small refractive index! one cannot exclude a substa
tial effect from localized surface states in pores on the ra
tive recombination of carriers.

A recombination mechanism involving excitons loca
ized at pore surfaces and nanocrystallite interfaces has
proposed.20–22 Note that the films studied by us exhibite
fast ~ns-scale! PL kinetics. This suggests that an exciton-li
mechanism of radiative recombination operates also
amorphous-nanocrystalline silicon films investigated in t
work.

The above procedure of finding the true luminesce
spectrum was used by us also to study the dependenc
integrated PL intensity on the volume fraction of nanocr
tallites in films with mixed amorphous-nanocrystalline co
position~Fig. 6!. The sharp drop in PL intensity observed
occur with increasing volume fraction of the nanocrystalli
phase can be associated with the formation of exten

FIG. 5. Experimentalp-polarized PL spectra obtained at different radiati
emergence anglesw(°): 1 — 0; 2 — 45; 3 — 66 ~Brewster angle!; 4 — 82.
T577 K.
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nanocrystalline clusters.23 Localization of photoexcited car
riers in the regions of the film where a noticeable fraction
nanocrystallites underwent clusterization is hardly like
This increases substantially the probability of their trans
to nonradiative states, which results in the PL decay. As s
from Fig. 6, the PL signal disappears when the volume fr
tion of the nanocrystalline phase is about 25%.

Note that obtaining thin films with no interference alt
gether would require special technological procedures,
instance, grinding the quartz substrate, which may, in p
ticular, interfere with crystallite nucleation and affect th
film properties. Therefore it appears expedient to meas
transmission and PL spectra from the same point on the
surface, which will permit reconstruction of the true lumine
cence spectrum in the cases where the film parameters a
the onset of interference.

In very thin films (L,0.4mm), only one interference
maximum may form in the spectral region under study.
position and width are extremely sensitive to small variatio
in thickness and refractive index of the film, which may va
from one sample lot to another, as well as in the subsequ
processing of the samples. One should not overlook
point when discussing possible microscopic mechanism
PL spectrum formation.

Thus investigation of the PL of thin hydrogenate
amorphous-nanocrystalline silicon films has revealed
strong effect of Fabry-Perot interference on the spec
shape. Analytic expressions for emission-band shape inc
ing interference corrections have been derived. It has b
shown that the true luminescence spectrum in a film
transparent-substrate system allowing PL excitation from
side of the substrate can be reconstructed by straightforw
division of the PL spectrum by the experimental transm
sion spectrum of the sample under study. An analysis
spectra made with inclusion of interference correctio
showed that only one emission band due to carrier recom
nation at centers of the same type forms within the 0.6–
mm interval. The film PL was found practically to disappe

FIG. 6. PL intensity vs volume fraction of nanocrystallites.T577 K.
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when the volume fraction of the nanocrystalline phase ri
above;25%.
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Photocurrent resonances in short-period AlAs/GaAs superlattices in an electric field
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The photocurrent was measured as a function of the external electric field in short-period AlAs/
GaAs superlattices for various photon energies. Transport resonances, whose positions do
not depend on the photon energy, were observed in these dependences together with optical
resonances due to interband transitions in Wannier–Stark levels. It is shown that the
transport resonances are due to tunneling of photoelectrons from thep-GaAs contact region into
the first level in GaAs wells located 2–5 lattice periods from the contact layer. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03301-8#
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It is known that an external electric fieldF should lead to
localization of electron wave functions in an ideal crystal a
decomposition of quasicontinuous energy bands into
‘‘Wannier–Stark ladder’’ — a series of equidistant level
with spacingDE5eaF, wherea is the lattice period ande is
the electron charge.1 In ordinary semiconductor crystals, fo
realistic uniform electric fieldsF<105 V/cm, DE is small
compared to the width of the levels, which is determined
scattering processes. This makes it impossible to observe
Wannier–Stark ladder experimentally. Semiconductor sup
lattices have turned out to be good objects for investiga
Stark states. The perioda of the superlattice, the width of th
minibands, and therefore the distanceDE between the Stark
levels can be fixed independently by varying the thickn
and composition of individual layers during the epitaxy pr
cess. Wannier–Stark quantization has been observed ex
mentally in Refs. 2–4. Further investigations have sho
that not only Stark localization, but also delocalization
electron wave functions as a result of Zener resonance
neling with the participation of Wannier–Stark states, oc
with increasing field.5–8 In Refs. 5 and 6, Zener tunneling o
electrons in superlattices was studied on the basis of a
crossing of the lines of optical transitions in Wannier–Sta
levels belonging to minibands with different numbers. Zen
tunneling with participation of Wannier–Stark states is lik
wise manifested in the first and second applied voltage
rivatives of the current-voltage characteristics of the d
current.7,8 Another resonance effect appears in the form o
series of peaks observed in plots of the photocurrent ve
the external electric field.7 The position of these peaks di
not depend on the photon energy, so that they could no
explained by optical transitions in Wannier–Stark levels.
Ref. 7 it was suggested that the photocurrent peaks are d
the competition between transport and recombination of p
toexcited charge carriers. However, the experimental d
1431063-7834/99/41(1)/5/$15.00
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were inconsistent with the hypothesis of tunneling betwe
Stark levels belonging to different electron and hole mi
bands. To investigate further the mechanisms of elect
transport in short-period superlattices and to determine
microscopic nature of the observed resonances, in the pre
work the external field dependences of the photocurrent w
measured in a wide range of photon energies, including
the region where tunneling resonance dominate over op
transitions in Wannier–Stark levels. It is shown that the e
perimental data can be explained well by resonance tun
ing of photoelectrons from thep-GaAs contact layer to the
first size-quantization level in GaAs layers of the superl
tice.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental samples consisted ofp–i–n diodes,
whose undopedi regions contained short-period superlattic
~AlAs!m /(GaAs)n with m5325, n510213 monolayers
~ML ! and N530250 periods. The samples were grown b
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! on GaAs ~100! sub-
strates.9,10 The superlattice was separated from the subst
by a strongly doped;1mm thick n1-GaAs buffer layer,
which was used as the bottom contact. A 0.2mm thick
p1-GaAs contact layer was grown on top of the superlatti
The details of the procedure used to grow the superlatt
and to monitor their structural perfection are described
Refs. 9 and 10. Mesostructures with a diameter of;1 mm
and ohmic contacts to then andp layers were fabricated on
the initial epitaxial structures~Fig. 1a!. The measurements o
the spectra of the barrier photocurrent arising between
contacts when the structure is illuminated were conducte
4.2 K using the automated apparatus described in Ref. 1
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a! Mesa structure based on ap–i–n diode with a~AlAs!/~GaAs!
superlattice~SL! with an undopedi-region and the scheme for measuring t
photocurrent. b! Energy diagram of a fragment of the superlattice in
electric field and the optical interband transitions between Wannier–S
levels of the valence and conduction bands.
n of
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The energy diagram of the semiconductor superlattice
an electric fieldF is shown schematically in Fig. 1b. Th
electric field takes the size-quantization levels in individu
GaAs wells, where the levels form a miniband in the abse
of a field F50, out of resonance. As a result, the miniba
decomposes into a system of equidistant Wannier–Stark
ergy levels, and the electron and hole wave functions
come localized in individual quantum wells.2–4 The arrows
in Fig. 1b show possible channels of optical transitions,
rect and indirect in space, between Wannier–Stark level
the valence and conduction bands. Indirect optical transiti
are possible as a result of tunneling of electrons from nei
boring wells into the central well~which lies at the position
of the well for a photohole!. The thresholds\vn of such
interband transitions are described by the following relati

\vn5\v01neaF, ~1!

wheren50,61,62, . . . . enumerates the junctions and\v0

is the energy of the fundamental~vertical! transition between
hole and electron size-quantization levels.

Figure 2 shows the photocurrent spectrum measu
with zero external bias in the built-in electric field of th
p–i–n structure. A series of transitions in Wannier–Sta
levels, right up to large numbersn525, is observed in the
spectrum. This attests to the high quality of the superlatti
investigated. Nonetheless, as shown in Ref. 10, even in
best of the experimental superlattices, together with a mo
tonic variation of the thickness of the levels over the area
the epitaxial structure, small-scale protuberances of the o
of 1 ML high and<10 nm in lateral size are present on th
heteroboundaries. It should be noted that Wannier–S
transitions are observed in the form of clear peaks and
thresholds, as was expected from the one-electron mode
optical transitions. These peaks are due to the productio

rk
a

e

-

s
-

FIG. 2. Photocurrent spectrum of
@~AlAs) 3(GaAs)11] 330 superlattice,
measured with zero reverse bias, in th
built-in electric field of ap–i–n structure.
The peaks 0h,61h,62h, . . . correspond
to optical transitions from heavy hole~h!
levels to Wannier–Stark levels in the con
duction band, the peaks 0l ,11l corre-
spond to optical transitions from light-
hole levels (l ). The spectrum is
constructed in linear~right-hand scale!
and logarithmic~left-hand scale! scales in
order to determine the optical transition
to Wannier–Stark levels with large num
bersn. T54.2 K.
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bound electron-hole pairs — excitons.11 As the transition
numbern increases, the distance between the electrons
holes partipating in an optical transition decreases, the C
lomb interaction becomes weaker, and the excitonic pe
therefore become less intense and gradually convert
steps.

Spatially indirect optical transitions among Wannie
Stark levels can be observed not only in the spectral cu
of the photocurrent~Fig. 2! but also in the curves of the
photocurrentJpc versus the external biasU, measured for
different photon energies. This follows from Eq.~1! and the
fan diagram for the transition energies\vn(U) shown in
Fig. 5 of Ref. 10. Indeed, for fixed photon energy below t
energy\v0 of the main transition Wannier–Stark levels co
responding to the numbersn521,22,23, . . . should appear
in the curve of the photocurrent versus the reverse bias.
curvesJpc(U) measured in a@(AlAs) 3(GaAs)11#330 super-
lattice for different photon energies in the range\v51.71
21.96 eV are shown in Fig. 3. The dashed lines conn
peaks corresponding to optical resonances — spatially i
rect transitions of electrons in Wannier–Stark levels21h,
22h, and 23h with absorption of photons. In accordanc
with Eq. ~1!, the positions of the optical resonances depe
on the photon energy.

Together with optical resonances, peaks, whose p
tions do not depend on the photon energy, are also obse
in the curves of the photocurrent versus the biasU ~see Fig.
3!. We observed such stationary peaks~‘‘transport reso-
nances’’! in all of the superlattices investigated, both at lo
(T54.2 K) and room temperatures. The transport re
nances could be due to Zener tunneling of electrons
holes between quantum-size levels belonging to differ
wells and originating from minibands with differen
numbers.5–7 The condition for observing transport res
nances has the form

FIG. 3. Photocurrent versus applied voltage curves measured
@(AlAs) 3~GaAs!11#330 superlattice for different photon energies.\v ~eV!:
1 — 1.71, 2 — 1.72, 3 — 1.73, 4 — 1.96, 5 — 1.78. The dashed lines
connect peaks corresponding to optical resonances — spatially indirect
totransitions to Wannier–Stark levels21h,22h, and 23h. The vertical
dotted lines show the transport photocurrent resonances due to tunneli
photoelectrons along Wannier–Stark levels. In contrast to the optical r
nances, the position of the transport resonances does not depend o
photon energy.
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E2
e,l ,h2E1

e,l ,h5keFka, ~2!

whereE1
e,l ,h andE2

e,l ,h are the centers of the first and seco
minibands of electrons (e), light holes (l ), and heavy holes
(h), k is the number of the tunneling resonance, equal to
number of the barriers through which the particle tunne
and Fk5(Eg2Uk)/Na and Uk are the resonance values
the electric field and applied voltage. Figure 4a shows sc
matically the tunneling of electrons through two barriersk
52) from the first to the second size-quantization lev
When the resonance condition~2! is satisfied, the increase i
the photocurrent could be due to an increase in the proba
ity of extraction of electrons or holes from the superlattic
However, the previously obtained experimental data7 were
inadequate to confirm or reject the assumption that electr
and holes tunnel in the bulk of the superlattice betwe
Wannier–Stark levels originating from different miniband

To determine the microscopic nature of the transp
resonances we performed detailed measurements of the
pendencesJpc(\v,U) in a wide range of photon energie
including \v,\v0 , where transport resonances are m
clearly observed. A series of curvesJpc(U) is shown in Fig.
5. Transport resonances with numbersk5225 can be seen
in this series. Here, the interference from optical resonan
could be decreased by making an appropriate choice of
photon energy range. Similar curves were measured on
ferent mesa structures fabricated from the same epita
structure with a @(AlAs) 3 /(GaAs)11#350 superlattice.
Curves of (Eg2Uk)

21, the reciprocal of the total voltage
drop on the superlattice, versus the numberk of the tunneling
resonance are shown in Fig. 6 for three mesa structures.
Uk is the reverse bias for which a photocurrent peak co
sponding to electron tunneling throughk barriers is observed
To determine more accurately the position of the resona
k55, which is not as pronounced in the curvesJpc(U), the

a

o-

of
o-
the

FIG. 4. a! Energy band diagram of a one-dimensional superlattice, illust
ing a tunneling resonance withk52 between the firstE1

e and secondE2
e

quantization levels of electrons in the GaAs layers. b! Same for resonance
tunneling of photoelectrons from thep-GaAs contact layer to the first leve
E1

e in the second well (n52).
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experimental curves were differentiated. Least-squa
straight lines were drawn through the experimental poin
The difference of the slopes of the curves on different m
structures is due to the monotonic variation of the period
the superlattice over the area of the epitaxial structure.10 The
dependence shown by the squares corresponds to the n
nal values of the barrier and well thicknesses, i.e. 3 ML
AlAs layers and 11 ML for GaAs layers. If it is assumed th
tunneling in the bulk of the superlattice occurs between S
levels originating from the first and second minibands, th
according to Eq.~2! the difference between these levelsE2

2E1'23065 meV can be determined from the slope of t
experimental curve. This value was compared with a num
cal calculation of the energy spectrum of a (AlAs)3 /
(GaAs)11 superlattice by the effective-mass method. T
computational details are described in Ref. 10. The elec

FIG. 5. PhotocurrentJpc versus the biasU curves measured for differen
photon energies.\v ~eV!: 1 — 1.494,2 — 1.503,3 — 1.512,4 — 1.521,
5 — 1.550,6 — 1.590. Tunneling resonances withk5225, whose position
does not depend on the photon energy, appear in the curvesJpc(U).

FIG. 6. (Eg2Uk)
21, the reciprocal of the total voltage drop in the supe

lattice, versus the numberk of the tunneling resonance. The measureme
were performed on three different mesa structures of a@(AlAs) 3 /
(GaAs)11#350 superlattice.Uk — reverse bias for which a photocurren
peak corresponding to tunneling of electrons throughk barriers is observed
The straight lines are least-squares fits of the experimental points. The
ference in the slopes of the curves for different mesa structures is due t
monotonic variation of the superlattice period over the area of the epita
structure.10
s
s.
a
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e
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and hole effective masses as well as the height of AlAs b
rier were varied within the values presented in the literatu
so that the computed energiesEg1E1

e1E1
h and Eg1E1

e

1E1
l of the vertical interband transitions agreed with expe

ment to within ;122 meV. The computed values are a
follows: for electronsE1

e5205 meV, E2
e2E1

e5540 meV;
for light holesE1

l 5130 meV, E2
l 2E1

l 5395 meV; and, for
heavy holesE1

h570 meV,E2
h2E1

h5200 meV. One can see
that the experimental value of the differenceE22E1 deter-
mined from the slope of the curve in Fig. 6 does not ag
with the calculations for light particles~electrons and light
holes!, while the tunneling of heavy holes through seve
barriers is unlikely to occur. Therefore the hypothesis
resonance tunneling between Stark levels of the first and
ond miniband in the bulk of the superlattice is not confirme

We assumed that the experimentally observed trans
resonances are due to tunneling of photoelectrons from
p-GaAs contact region to the ground size-quantization le
E1

e in the GaAs layers adjoining the contact. This process
apparently the ‘‘bottleneck’’ for transport of electrons pr
duced in the contact region through the superlattice. N
electrons with a high probability~as compared with the prob
ability of tunneling out of the contact! descend the Stark
ladder, losing energy, and are collected by then-GaAs col-
lecting contact. The process of resonance tunneling from
contact to the levelE1

e through two AlAs barriers is illus-
trated in Fig. 4b. In contrast to Eq.~2!, the resonance condi
tion for the case shown has the formEl

e5keFka. The energy
of the levelE1

e'23065 meV, determined from the slope o
the experimental curves in Fig. 6, corresponds approxima
to the computed value 205 meV.

An additional experimental confirmation of the mech
nism leading to the formation of transport resonances du
tunneling from the contact region is the increase of the re
tive role of these resonances with decreasing photon ene
Indeed, on account of the exponential decay of the proba
ity of indirect transitions to Wannier–Stark levels with in
creasing numbern, the intensity of optical transitions in th
bulk of the superlattice decreases rapidly with decreas
photon energy in the region\v,\v0 . At the same time, on
account of photoelectron generation in the contact reg
transport resonances are observed clearly in the cu
Jpc(U) right up to photon energies\v;Eg

GaAs51.52 eV —
the band gap in GaAs. According to Fig. 5, as the pho
energy decreases further\v,Eg

GaAs, the resonance peak
gradually vanish because the number of photoelectrons
erated in the contact region decreases. Surprisingly, a tr
port resonance with numberk54, which is separated by a
deep minimum from the less pronounced resonancesk52
and k53, is most pronounced in the curvesJpc(U). The
reason for such nonmonotonic behavior of the width a
amplitude of resonances as a function of the numberk is
unclear. It could be that the broadening of the transport re
nances with low numbers is determined by the wings of
optical resonances. In addition, it is evident from Fig. 5 th
another, wider maximum, whose nature has not yet b
established accurately, appears between the transport
nancesk52 andk53. The wide maximum could be due t
electron tunneling through an interfacial state arising on
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boundary of the superlattice andp-GaAs contact layer as
result of the penetration of the electric field intop-GaAs. To
clarify these questions it is necessary to perform and c
pare with experiment a calculation of the energy spectr
and transport properties of a finite superlattice taking i
account the real variation of the potential at the interfa
The results of such a comparison will be presented in a s
rate paper.

Figure 7 shows the spectral curves of the photocurr
Jpc(\v) of a @~AlAs!3 /(GaAs)11#350 superlattice, mea
sured for various bias voltagesU. Together with optical tran-
sitions in Wannier–Stark levels for\v.1.6 eV, interband
transitions in thep-GaAs contact layer with a clear thresho
in the photon energy\v'1.52 eV, close to the band gap
gallium arsenide atT54.2 K, appear in the spectra. Hole
photogenerated inn1-GaAs apparently do not make a larg
contribution to the photocurrent; in the opposite case,
threshold for optical transitions should be observed at\v
'1.55 eV because of a large Moss–Burshte�n shift in
strongly dopedn-GaAs. A direct observation of a current du
to photoelectrons generated in thep-GaAs layer confirms the
proposed interpretation of the transport resonances. The
tribution of the contact region to the photocurrent, det
mined from the spectra in Fig. 7, agrees with the amplitu
of the resonance peaks observed in the curvesJpc(U). It
should be noted that transport resonances were not obse

FIG. 7. Photocurrent spectra of a@(AlAs) 3 /(GaAs)11#330 superlattice
measured with various reverse biases.U ~V!: 1 — 0, 2 — 1.7,3 — 2.5,4 —
4.0. The arrow shows the band gap in GaAs. The remaining notation is
same as in Fig. 2.
-
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.
a-

nt

e

n-
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e

ed

in the curvesJpc(U) presented in Ref. 5 because of the pre
ence of additional;100 nm thick AlGaAs blocking barri-
ers, which prevented tunneling of photoexcited charge ca
ers from the contact regions into the superlattice. This f
also agrees with the proposed explanation of the trans
resonances.

In summary, under the conditions of Wannier–Stark
calization, the transport resonances in the curves of the p
tocurrent of short-period AlAs/GaAs superlattices as a fu
tion of the external electric field are due to tunneling
photoelectrons from thep-GaAs contact region into the
ground size-quantization levelE1

e of electrons in GaAs wells
adjoining the contact.

In conclusion, we note that the observation of transp
resonances makes it possible to determine independently
position of the electron ground stateEl

e . Together with the
experimental energies of the interband vertical optical tr
sitions, this makes it possible to determine separately
energies of electron, heavy-hole, and light-hole levels a
therefore to determine more accurately the parameters o
energy spectrum of short-period superlattices.
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The possibilities for excitation of electromagnetic field structures and convection cells, i.e.,
temperature and velocity structures, in a thermotropic cholesteric liquid crystal in the presence of
flow are studied. Estimates are made and possible experiments for observing such structures
are discussed. A special thermoelectric effect is investigated as the cause of these excitations — the
influence of a heating-induced change in the pitch of the cholesteric helix of the molecules
on the permittivity and the electric conductivity of the material. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03401-2#
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In thermotropic cholesteric liquid crystals~cholesterics,
or CLCs!, in many cases the formation~excitation! of struc-
tures different from those arising in nematic substances
form ~be excited!.1 The structures which arise resemble t
convection cells produced by the thermoelectric effect wh
a thin layer~thicknessh,0.1 mm) of a liquid semiconducto
is heated,2 whereas in a number of cases thermotropic c
lesterics exhibit high thermoelectric power, thereby exhib
ing the properties of liquid semiconductors.3

These differences are due to the existence of a ve
associated with the direction of the axis of the CLC m
ecules. The magnitude of this vector 2p/q is determined by
the reciprocal of the pitchq of the helix, which depends
strongly on the temperatureT.4 Even for ‘‘small’’ heatings
A5u¹Tu, such thathA/T!1, on account of a ‘‘large’’
change in the pitchhu¹qu/1@1 it is possible that

Ud ln q

d ln TU hA

T
>102

hA

T
>1. ~1!

A large change in the pitch of the helix on heating r
sults in a strong temperature dependence of the charac
tics of a CLC~for example, the permittivity« ik , conductiv-
ity s ik , viscosityn ik , thermal diffusivity¸ ik , and others!.

The temperature dependence of the anisotropic part
the electric characteristics of the medium («a and sa) is
observed as a new thermoelectric effect arising in the p
ence of current flow.5 The influence of this effect on th
conditions of excitation of instabilities in the presence o
flow ~heat and charge! will be examined below. The exis
tence of anisotropic parts of the dissipative quantitiesna

and¸a) affects the possibility of rotations of the directorn
and gives effects which are characteristic of all media, tra
mitting not only hydrostatic compression but also twist.

It is more convenient to construct a quantitative theo
of this phenomenon for thermotropic nematic liquid cryst
~see, for example, Ref. 6!. The dissipation anisotropy is ne
glected in what follows.
1481063-7834/99/41(1)/5/$15.00
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1. EFFECT OF ELECTROPHORETIC FORCES.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The existence of a temperature dependence of the re
rocal of the pitchq(T) of the helix in a cholesteric leads to
force EiEk¹« ik . The electric fieldEi consists of a thermo-
electric fieldg¹T0(g — thermoelectric power! and a field
due to small deviationsE152¹w. We shall construct a
theory of the excitation of structures~convection! by this
force.

Let us consider a cholesteric layer with axes of the m
lecular helices (x axis! parallel to the surface of the laye
~The case where the molecular axes~direction of the direc-
tor! are perpendicular to the surface of the layer (z axis! can
be treated similarly.! The components of the permittivity ten
sor in the plane of the layer can be written

« ik5«d ik1~«a! ik , ~2!

where the components of the anisotropic part of the ten
are

~«a! ix50; ~«a!zy50.5G« sin~2qx!;

~«a!zz52~«a!yy50.5G« cos~2qx!. ~3!

The quantityG characterizes the degree of anisotropy. W
note that the tensors of other characteristics of the choles
can be written identically~substituting the letterss,n, and¸
for «).

The possibilities of excitation can be understood qua
tatively by comparing the electrophoretic force with dissip
tion. This can be done similarly to the manner in which t
buoyancy force is equated to the dissipation~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 7! so that their ratio provides a criterion fo
excitation of convection — the Rayleigh numberR. How-
ever, in the present case such a comparison will not give
excitation criterion. The problem is that the new force is
rapidly oscillating quantity; it varies strongly over short di
tancesq21, comparable in magnitude to the size of a ch
lesteric molecule. The macroscopic excitation effect is the
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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fore determined only after averaging, which contributes
large factor to the excitation condition. This factor can
written in different ways, for example~in order of decreasing
magnitude!

A

q2

dq

dT
,

Ah

q

dq

dT
, Ah2

dq

dT
~4!

and cannot be ‘‘picked up’’ in a qualitative analysis. It tur
out that the excitation criterion for thermoelectric convecti
can be written as

Ec5
«g2h5A4

rn¸q S dq

dTD 2

5E
A2h3

q S dq

dTD 2

, ~5!

whereE is a dimensionless parameter, a number characte
ing excitation in an isotropic medium~in a liquid
semiconductor2!. One can see from this relation that th
product of the last two expressions in Eqs.~4! appears in the
criterion, while the large factor itself has not appeared.
note that the factordq/dT appeared squared in the numb
Ec , i.e. the influence of the temperature dependence of
pitch of the helix on the excitation of structures is indepe
dent of whether or not this quantity increases or decrea
with rising temperature.

Let us now formulate the problem. We shall assume t
at equilibrium the cholesteric is electrically neutral, i.e. w
neglect the charge fluctuations arising in a thermoelec
field. The effect of small deviations arising in a thermoele
tric field from electrical neutrality would lead to effects sim
lar to those investigated for liquid semiconductors.2 This ef-
fect can be taken into account by substituting6R1Ek2 for
the Rayleigh numberR in the final results. The signs ar
determined by the direction of the heating. The upper s
corresponds to heating from below and the lower sign co
sponds to heating from above; the squared wave numbek2

will be determined below. In addition, since the pitch of t
helix is, as already emphasized, strongly temperatu
dependent, small deviations of the pitch of the helix on
count of other factors will be neglected. Then we can se

q5q06zA
dq

dT
1

dq

dT
q1 , ~6!

i.e. we assume thatA5udT0 /dzu, and there is no heating
along the layer.

These approximations make it possible to neglect
effect of a change in the pitch of the helix on the director a
to assume that for the anisotropic liquid under study
components of the director are

nz5cos~qx!, nx50, ny5sin~qx!. ~7!

In this approximation, the director equation need not be
cluded in the system of equations~in the geometry where the
axes of the helices are oriented in the direction of heat
this would be necessary!. This form of the director corre-
sponds to the form chosen above@see Eqs.~2! and ~3!# for
the coordinate dependences of the electrical characteristi
the medium. In accordance with Eqs.~2! and ~3!, using Eq.
a
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~7! we obtain« ik5«d ik1«Gnink , which agrees completely
with the expansions that are ordinarily used~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 4!.

The system of equations of electrohydrodynamics
CLCs consists of the standard continuity equation¹•v50
and the heat transfer equation (]/]t2¸D)T157vzA as well
as the equation expressing electrical neutrality

]~« ikEk!/]xi50 ~8!

and the equation of motion (g is the acceleration of gravity!

rS ]

]t
2nD D v2rg1¹p520.5EiEk¹« ik , ~9!

which, in order to find the excitation criteria, must be linea
ized with respect to small deviations of the densityr15r
2r0 , pressurep15p2p0 , and the characteristics of th
electric field. These equations take account of the fact
the medium is at rest at equilibrium. After linearizing, th
variables must be eliminated in the standard manner,
pressing them in terms of the potentialw.

The nonlinear equation obtained in the standard man
must be averaged. Indeed, we are interested in the excita
of structures and convections on the scaleh@q21. For this
reason, averaging must be performed over the scaleq21, i.e.,

^ f &5
q

2pE0

2p/q

f dx ~10!

must be calculated for all parts of the equation obtained a
elimination of the variables. In this procedure, the small d
viations ~i.e., w) and their derivatives are replaced by ave
age values. The conditionqh@1, separating the scales
makes it possible to replace the convolutions~integrals of
products! by derivatives of average quantities~constants on
the microscaleq21). Averaging yields an equation with
constant coefficient, in which terms which are not small w
respect to the parameterqh must be retained. The solution o
the equation will be a superposition of the solutions prop
tional to

expS 2 iv
t

h2/n
1 ikx

x

h
1 ikz

z

hD , ~11!

where they dependence of fluctuating quantities is neglec
for simplicity. The wave numberk25kx

21kz
2 ~in our case

k25k'
2 1kz

2) is determined by the dimensionless projection
the projection along the layerkx52ph/l (l is the size of
the structure along the layer! being a real quantity by virtue
of the translational symmetry characteristic of the geome
of a layer that is infinite in this direction;kz is, generally
speaking, a complex quantity, which must be determined
solving a boundary-value problem. It is assumed below t
kz is real. This is sufficient to obtain qualitative results. T
reality of kz must be assured by substituting the correspo
ing boundary conditions. These conditions are of the ‘‘fr
isothermal boundaries’’ type.7 If the equation contains only
even z derivatives, thenkz5p. Finally, the frequencyv
5v81 iv9 is, as always, determined by the conditions lea
ing to the appearance of an instability.
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Omitting complicated calculations, we immediate
present the excitation condition

@~ iv2k2!~ ivP2k2!k27Rkx
2#k2

5EcF2 ikz
2kx12Ahkxkz

]

]TS ln
dq

dTD G . ~12!

This equation is written in a dimensionless form, and it co
tains together with the numbersR andEc the Prandtl number
P5n/¸.

We emphasize once again that the terms standing on
right-hand side in this equation are due to the special th
moelectric effect which is characteristic for thermotrop
cholesterics and arises because of the temperature de
dence of the pitch of the helix of a cholesteric. This effec
comparable to ordinary Rayleigh convection, while oth
mechanisms of excitation and the forces influencing them
assumed to be included in the Rayleigh numberR charac-
terizing this convection.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF ELECTROPHORETIC
FORCES ON THE EXCITATION OF INSTABILITY

Separating the real and imaginary parts in Eq.~12! we
find that the instability (v950) arises under Rayleigh~pos-
sibly, altered! conditions, not aperiodically (v850), but
rather oscillating with frequency~in a dimensionless form!

v5
kz

2kx

k6~11P!
Ec . ~13!

Therefore, in contrast to thermoelectric convection arising
liquid semiconductors2 the effect due to the temperature d
pendence of the pitch of the cholesteric helix does
change the excitation threshold, but instead influences
character of the growth of small deviations of all variable
Aperiodic growth, characteristic under ordinary conditio
~including isotropic liquid semiconductors!, is meaningless
in cholesterics. Growth in cholesterics occurs in an osci
tory manner. The excitation conditions for Rayleigh conve
tion are well known:7 Cellular motion can arise only with
heating from below andk'

2 /kz
251/2,

kz5p, R527p4/4.

Using these conditions and the values of the parameter
the liquid (̧ .n.1026 m2/s) and the values of the chara
teristics of the medium which are usually used for liqu
semiconductors,3 i.e. at room temperatureT5300 K and for
values characteristic for CLCs4 — bT.0.1 (b — thermal
expansion coefficient!, q21.1027 m, d ln q/d ln T.102

~possibly even 103), andG50.1 — we find from the equa
tion for the frequency of oscillatory growth~in a dimension-
less form!

v5
n

h2

27p4

4A2
G2S d ln q

d ln TD 2 qh

~bAh!2 S ¸n

gh3D 4
«g2

rbh2~¸1n!
~14!
-

he
r-

en-
s
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-
-
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that with layer thicknessh.0.1 cm the frequencyv.1
210 Hz depends very strongly (;h215) on the layer thick-
ness. For this reason, for thicknesses of the liquid la
h.0.1 cm growth is actually aperiodic.

The frequency does not become ‘‘catastrophically’’ hi
with decreasing layer thickness, i.e. just as in liquid semic
ductors the excitation mechanism changes.2 The frequency
of the oscillations becomes

v54p2G2qhS d ln q

d ln TD 2 r¸n

«g2A2h2

¸p3

n1¸

n

h2
. ~15!

Estimates with the same parameters of the medium as a
give v.102100 Hz withh.0.01 cm, and the dependenc
on the layer thickness is weak~inversely proportional!.

It is also easy to find the change in the excitation con
tions. We obtain

6R1Ek25
k2

k'
2 ~k42v2P!. ~16!

The standard condition~found in Ref. 2! is obtained from
Eq. ~16! by settingv50.

In thick layers (h.0.1 cm) an instability is possible
only in the case of heating from below~upper sign in Eq.
~16!!, and substituting the frequency~13! into Eq. ~16! we
find the excitation condition in the form

k6

k'
2

5R1
kz

4

k10
Ic , ~17!

whereIc5EcP/(11P) is also a dimensionless quantity.
It is of interest to examine a case where the new eff

dominates. Minimizing with respect tow5k'
2 /kz

2 , we find
that the instability occurs forw51/7 ~instead of the usua
w51/2). Thus, under these conditions there arises a mo
with cells which are much more strongly extended~by the
factor 3.5! along the layer~along the axes of the helix!. Sub-
stitutingkz5p andkx5p/A17 we find that in this case mo
tion arises forIc.160 with heatingA>102 K/cm, which is
not small. It is found thatA;h25/4, and noth24 as in the
Rayleigh problem. Now, comparing the terms on the rig
hand side in the excitation condition~17!, we find that the
new effect predominates over the Rayleigh effect only
sufficiently thin layersh,1022 cm. But in such layers the
main excitation mechanism is not buoyancy but rather a th
moelectric lift mechanism. The excitation condition for it
also the condition~17! but with Ek2 substituted forR. Using
the relationIc5E 4h2/hc

2 we obtain

hc5
1

q

«g2G2T2

rn¸

n

n1¸ S d ln q

d ln TD 2

, ~18!

the critical thickness of a cholesterin layer that separates
scales. Estimates show thathc.0.01 cm. The standard
mechanisms of excitation of cellular motion~including the
thermoelectric mechanism, for which the range of thic
nesses is, however, quite narrow! predominate forh.hc .
For h,hc a new excitation mechanism should dominate
the CLC. The main force driving this mechanism is the ele
trophoretic force.
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The mutual effects of Rayleigh and electrophoretic
thermoelectric and electrophoretic mechanisms on each o
can be studied by eliminatingIc from Eq. ~17!. This can be
done in the same manner in which the influence of Rayle
and thermoelectric mechanisms on one another in liq
semiconductors was studied in Ref. 2. However, it is po
less to do this because there are no experimental data. Fo
same reason, there is no need to solve boundary-value p
lems in order to calculate the ranges of the parameters
responding to the limits of the stability zones with mo
realistic boundary conditions than ‘‘free and isotherma
conditions.

As is well known,7 boundary conditions cannot ‘‘in prin
ciple’’ suppress the qualitative possibility of an instability.
can be concluded that in a real experiment field and velo
structures should arise on heating in some region of par
eters in the CLC, especially in thin layers.

3. EXCITATION OF STRUCTURES BY AN ELECTRIC
CURRENT

We shall now study the possibility of excitation of inst
bility by an electric current in CLC~see Ref. 5 for the gen
eral assumptions!. We note that a cholesteric is characteriz
by the special temperature dependence of the conduct
tensors ik5sd ik1Gsnink on account of the temperature d
pendence of the pitch of the helix. Therefore everything s
above concerning the form of the temperature dependenc
the permittivity transfers to the temperature dependence
the conductivity. Of course, the analysis here refers to ca
where the cholesteric exhibits quite strongly the propertie
a conductor. Such substances do exist.4

Thus, let an electric current with densityj0 , produced by
external factors, flow (x axis oriented along the axes of th
helix and along the layer,z axis oriented across the layer! in
the direction of they axis in a cholesteric. In accordance wi
Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s equations, this means that elec
E and magneticH fields are present in such a medium, a
s ikEk5“ i3H and“3E52m]H/]t (m — absolute mag-
netic permeability!. The properties of the CLC are man
fested in the conductivity tensors ik , whose components ar
determined exactly by the Eqs.~2! and~3! with s substituted
for «. When a current flows, Joule heatj iEi is released. This
alters the equation of heat transfer, which must now be w
ten in the form

S ]

]t
2¸D DT5

j–E

rCp
. ~19!

HereCp is the specific heat of the cholesteric. Conve
tive heat transfer, which under the conditions of the probl
at hand is weak, is neglected in this equation. Of course,
thermal diffusivity in the CLC is a tensor quantity of th
same form ass ik , but here we neglect the dependence o¸
on the pitch of the helix in order to distinguish the effe
under study. More accurate~and more complicated! calcula-
tions show that this approximation is justified.

The qualitative picture of the appearance of instabilit
is as follows. A fluctuation change in temperature and a c
responding change in the pitch of the helix result in a sm
change in the conductivity. The fluctuation change of
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conductivity in the presence of an external current results
changes in the electric and magnetic fields. If the ene
stored in the field increases in the process by a larger am
than the work performed to overcome dissipation, then str
ture formation is possible.

The excitation problem is formally very similar to th
problem discussed in Sec. 1. We obtain from Maxwe
equations and the equation of heat transfer a linearized
tem with respect toT1 andH1x ~it is sufficient to take inH1

one component, along thex axis and then average over th
small scaleq21). The excitation condition replacing Eq.~12!
will have the form

k21
g0

2Gh2

2sx

1

q

dq

dT
50, ~20!

wherex5rCp¸ is the thermal conductivity. From the exc
tation conditionv950 it also follows thatv850, i.e., insta-
bility arises aperiodically.

Proceeding now to an analysis of the condition obtain
we note first that structures are possible only if the recipro
of the pitch of the helixq decreases with increasing temper
ture, i.e. dq/dT,0. Such cholesteric materials do exis4

When current flows in such media, structuring of the elec
and magnetic fields~possibly against the background forme
by the fields existing in the stationary state! occurs and the
structures of temperature change form.

Structures with period~repetition length! l.h require a
current

j . j c5
2p

h S sx

uG/qdq/dTu D
1/2

. ~21!

Using the conductivitys51024 Sm/m ~which corre-
sponds to 106 s21 in the Gaussian system! and
x.500 J/~K•s) ~see Ref. 4!, as well as the parameters a
ready used above for cholesteric liquid crystals, we find t
structures withl.1 cm can be obtained by passing a curre
j c.200 A/cm2.

4. FORMATION OF STRUCTURES IN CLCS IN AN
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD

Ordinarily, an external fieldE0 does not lead to steady
state structures, i.e., it does not lead to a spatially perio
distribution of the deviation ofT1 from the average tempera
ture T0 .8 This is explained by the fact that the Joule heati
time of the mediumt.rCpdT/(sE0

2), wheredT is the tem-
perature difference between the points studied, should
shorter than the buildup time of such structures~after they
appear!, i.e., shorter thanv21. Instabilities with aperiodic
growth, for example, such as that studied in Sec. 3, form
always satisfy this condition. The instability studied in Se
1–2, however, build up in an oscillatory manner, and
them the satisfaction of the conditiont,v21 is not obvious.
For this reason, we shall examine the effect of the tempe
ture dependence of the pitch of the helix on the state of
CLC taking account the dielectric~the tensor« ik) and con-
ductivity ~the tensors ik) properties. Such a model corre
sponds better to real cholesterics, which are, as a rule, liq
semiconductors.4
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Thus, let us consider a CLC in an external electric fie
E0 . It is obvoius qualitatively that the main reason for t
appearance of temperature fluctuations under isothe
equilibrium conditions, just as Sec. 3, is a change in the p
of the helix. When the dimensions change, the conditions
motion of such a molecule change so that a change in t
peratureT15q1(dq/dT)21 appears. As mentioned above r
peatedly, the same change in the pitch also renders the te
characteristics anisotropic. The coordinate dependence in
anisotropic part, which gives the coefficient in the directi
perpendicular to the direction of the helices, is the same
all tensors~see Eq.~3!!, but the degree of anisotropyG« ,Gs ,
andG¸ is different~the indices correspond to the coefficie
whose anisotropy is given by the corresponding quantity!.

The anisotropic part of the permittivity tensor dete
mines the possible small deviations of the electric fieldE1

52¹w. Now, Dw can be found from Eq.~8! and then,
using the heat transfer Eq.~19!, the anisotropy can be take
into account as done in Sec. 3.

It is found that if the external fieldE0 is directed per-
pendicular to a layer~along thez axis!, then such a field doe
not influence the heat flux. However, ifE0 is directed along
a layer~along they axis, like the currentj0 in Sec. 3!, then
the heat flux depends only on the conductivity and does
depend on the permittivity« ik , which confirms the mode
adopted above in the analysis of the excitation of instabi
by current flow. In this case, performing the same calcu
tions as in Secs. 1 or 3, we find that the dimensionless n
ber determining the excitation condition is

I5
sE0Gs

4xq3

dq

dT
, ~22!

corresponding to the dimensionless number from the co
tion ~20! with h replaced byq21.

To obtain a strict solution, the solution for the averag
nonlinear equations must be sought in the form of a Fou
series withkm5mp/(Lq), whereL is the pitch of the helix
of the molecules, determined earlier by the conditionLq
5p, andm51, 2, 3, . . . are integers. Substituting this so
tion into the corresponding equation, multiplying b
sin(knzq) ~or cos(knzq)) and integrating, we obtain an infinit
system of equations for the coefficientscm ~or bm). For n
5m we obtain the excitation condition. The correspondi
equation of Sec. 3 becomesI1k250, identical to the exci-
tation condition~20!.

For nÞm we obtain the equation
al
h
f
-

sor
he

r

ot

y
-
-

i-

d
r

-

cm~km
2 1I!1 (

mÞn
cnIBmn50, ~23!

whereBnm;(km6kn)21 are decreasing numbers of order
Therefore we obtain that in an external field structu

are excited if

E0.Ec.S B
xTq2

suGsu Ud ln T

d ln qU D
1/2

, ~24!

whereB is simply one of the numbersBmn . Now, it is easy
to estimate from the heat transfer equation

v>t215
sE0

2

x Fd ln s

d ln T
2

d ln «

d ln T

~k–E0!2

k2E0
2 G2¸k2. ~25!

Using the field determined by the relation~24!, the
dominant term in this formula will be the term containin
d ln s/d ln T.

We note that the conditionE0.Ec ~Eq. ~24!! is com-
pletely compatible with the well-known4 condition that the
pitch of the helix be independent of the electric field, whi
can be written asE0,qh(G/(«uG«u))1/2, where G is the
twist modulus of the liquid crystal. Both conditions are com
patible if

sGq2h4

x«T Ud ln q

d ln TU@1. ~26!

Estimates with the parameters of the medium used ab
~typical valueG.106 Pa) show that all conditions are sati
fied for field structures with dimensionsl.h.1 cm for
E0.105 V/m.
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A study has been made of the glass-forming ability, structure, and superconducting properties of
Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca1.05Cu2.15Li xOy and Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca1.05Cu2.152xLi xOy (x50;0.3;0.5;0.7). The
compounds were melted by rf atT5130021500 °C. Rapid quenching produces glassy alloys
whose glass-forming ability is the highest when lithium is substituted for copper. Glass
annealing at 700–800 °C results in the formation of the HTSC phase 2212 with a critical
temperature of up to 91 K. In lithium-doped samples the HTSC phase forms at lower temperatures
and shorter anneals and it depends on the cooling rate following the anneal. The composition
and properties of the 2212 phase depend nonmonotonically on the anneal time. The
lattice parameterC of the 2212 phase increases with increasing lithium content. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00401-3#
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1. Superconductivity in the Bi–Sr–Ca–Cu–O system
observed in the compositions Bi2Sr2CuOx ~phase 2201,
Tc510220 K), Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox ~phase 2212, Tc580
290 K), and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox ~phase 2223, Tc5100
2110 K). Obtaining the 2223 phase with the highest criti
temperature requires a complex and long annealing pr
dure and is very sensitive to even small deviations from s
ichiometry and preparation conditions. The 2212 phase
less sensitive to deviations from stoichiometry and does
require long anneals, but its critical temperature is close
the liquid-nitrogen boiling point, which may become an o
stacle to the use of this phase in applications. Therefore r
ing theTc of this phase by a few degrees Kelvin by appr
priate doping appears desirable. Alkali metals are promis
candidates for cation substitution in the 2212 phase, bec
the ionic radii in the Li–Cs series range from 0.73 to 1.81
and those of the cations in the 2212 phase are~in Å!: Bi –
1.17, Sr – 1.4, Ca – 1.26, and Cu – 0.87. Doping with alk
metals should change also the carrier concentration, bec
their valence state is11.

2. A number of studies dealt with the effect of alka
metal incorporation on the structure and superconduc
properties of the 2212 phase. It was found that doping w
alkali metals lowers the melting point and the formation te
perature of the 2212 phase, the effect being the stronge
the case of lithium incorporation. The temperature of co
plete melting for undoped stoichiometric materials is 905
and it decreases as part of the strontium in the starting c
position is replaced by lithium, namely, to 864 °C f
Sr0.8Li 0.2 and to 737 °C for Sr0.55Li 0.45, and when lithium
substitutes for copper, it comes down to 860 °C for Cu0.8Li 0.2

and to 745 °C for Cu0.55Li 0.45.1 Direct observation of a
Cu1.2Li 0.8 single-crystal sample yielded 720 and 870 °C
its temperatures of partial and complete melting, resp
tively.2 The anneal temperature most favorable for the f
mation of the 2212 phase is 820–840 °C for undop
151063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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samples, for Cu1.8Li 0.2 the optimumTann5740 °C, and for
Cu1.2Li 0.8,Tann57102720 °C it can be added that single
phase samples of the latter composition form in as shor
anneal time as 12 h.3

There is experimental evidence that lithium doped in
the 2212 phase substitutes for copper in the lattice. A st
was made of samples of two types, with lithium added to
stoichiometric 2212 composition and with lithium substitu
ing for a part of strontium or copper in the startin
composition.4 It was found that single-phase samples fo
only under partial substitution of copper. In all other cas
except for the 2212, other copper-containing phases
peared, which argues for lithium occupying copper sites
the lattice. At the same time there are reports of single-ph
samples prepared by partial substitution of lithium f
strontium.5 Some authors pointed out an increase of the
tice constantC with increasing lithium concentration,4,6,7

while other studies8,9 did not find this correlation. Grains in
lithium-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O ceramics were reported to b
larger in size.9

Doping with alkali metals, primarily with lithium, in-
creases the critical temperature (Tc) of the 2212 phase com
pared to undoped samples. The highest critical tempera
of this phase~91–92 K! is reached at an optimum carrie
concentration. Undoped 2212 samples prepared by stan
technology turn out usually to be overdoped, and in orde
reach the highest critical temperature, the samples have t
annealed additionally in an inert atmosphere, which redu
the carrier concentration. Lithium doping results apparen
in close to optimal carrier concentration and, accordingly,
higher Tc . For instance, in a study of starting~undoped!
samples withTc (R50)591 K theTc (R50) was increased
to 92–94 K by simultaneously substituting lead for part
the bismuth and alkali-metal doping.10 In another study,4 by
replacing copper in standard undoped 2212 ceramic w
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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16 Phys. Solid State 41 (1), January 1999 Volkov et al.
Tc (R50)576 K by lithium ~Cu:Li51.45:0.7, or 0.8! one
succeeded in obtaining a single-phase 2212 sample withTc

591 K. It was found that an increase in the content
lithium being substituted for strontium resulted in an i
crease of the critical temperatureTc (R50) from 69 K for an
undoped sample to 94 K forx50.6 in Sr22xLi x .5 Single
crystals of the 2212 phase with the copper partially repla
by lithium had a transition temperature of 93 K for Cu1.8Li 0.2

and 92 K for Cu1.9Li 0.1.11 A study of the 22121Li single
crystals yieldedTc (R50)589 K for 1.4%Li, 92 K for
3%Li, and 93 K for 13%Li.12 Thus despite some discrepan
in measurements one may conclude that incorporation
lithium or substitution of lithium for cations in the 221
phase results in a rise of the critical temperature.

3. The Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca1.05Cu2.15Li xOy and
Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca1.05Cu2.152xLi xOy (x50;0.3;0.5;0.7) compound
studied in this work were prepared by annealing their am
phous parents. Annealing from the amorphous phase has
tain advantages, namely, the metallic components are dis
uted uniformly throughout the sample and the pha
formation reactions proceed faster so that this method d
not require such prolonged anneals as in solid-state syn
sis. The melts were produced by cold-crucible rf melting.13,14

OSCh-grade Bi2O3 , CuO, SrCO3, CaCO3, and Li2CO3

were used as starting compounds. TheT5130021500 °C
melts were poured into massive wedge-, cone-, or d
shaped molds, which resulted in different sample cool
rates. The glassy state was identified from the character
pitted fracture surface, the absence of any lines in diffract
patterns, the presence of characteristic temperatures~soften-
ing, crystallization! in DSC curves, and from the electrica
resistivity of the samples. The glass-forming ability of t
melts was estimated from the thickness of homogene
glass~which did not contain crystalline inclusions!.

The curves in Fig. 1 relating the thickness of the glas
obtained to composition permit a conclusion that the b
glass-forming ability is observed in alloys where lithium w
substituted for copper. The glass thickness increases
lithium concentration. For instance, glass samples up t
mm thick were obtained for thex50.7 composition, which is
substantially in excess of the available data for bismu
containing HTSC systems, including the system15 with BaO
substituted for CaO. The glasses thus prepared were
nealed at 700–800 °C. The change in sample weight du
oxygen being absorbed in the course of annealing is
larger, the higher is the lithium content and the longer is
anneal time.

A study was made of the temperature dependence of
resistivity of annealed samples by the standard four-pr
method. The contacts were attached to samples with a p
based on finely dispersed silver. The superconducting ph
in lithium-doped samples forms after a comparatively sh
anneal in a process depending on the rate of the subseq
cooling. The superconducting properties of the samples
obtained likewise depend strongly on the rate of cooling a
the anneal. This is seen from Fig. 2 for samples anneale
T5700 °C for seven h, but with different cooling rate
namely, the samples cooled slowly together with the furn
exhibit a higher resistivity, semiconducting character of
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temperature dependence, and a lower critical tempera
whereas those quenched rapidly by taking them out of
furnace and letting them cool in air are characterized
lower resistivity, metallic conduction, and higher critic
temperatures.

The content and properties of the 2212 superconduc
phase depend nonmonotonically on the anneal time, whic

FIG. 1. Thicknessd of prepared glassesvs lithium concentrationx in the
alloys.1 — Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca1.05Cu2.152xLi xOy , 2 — Bi2.2Sr1.8Ca1.05Cu2.15Li xOy .

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of samples anneal
700 °C for seven h. Cooling:1 — slow, 2 — fast.
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shown in Fig. 3 for the critical temperatureTc . X-ray dif-
fraction showed the quenched samples to be comple
amorphous, without any crystalline inclusions. After five
of annealing, the samples contain several crystalline pha
viz. 50% 2212 phase, up to 10% 2201 phase, and up to 4
nonsuperconducting phases, in particular, CuO, SrCO3, and
an unidentified Li–Ca–Bi phase. Increasing the anneal d
tion to 6–6.5 h improves the quality of the 2212 phase, a
its content rises to 60%. As the anneal time increases
more, the content of the 2212 phase starts to decrease
the Cu2SrO3 phase appears.

4. The results of our study can be summed up as follo
~i! Incorporation of lithium in a Bi-based HTSC lower

the formation temperature of the superconducting 22
phase and reduces noticeably the anneal time in the ca
an amorphous parent as well. This may be due to the lithiu
induced decrease of the temperature of partial melting of
material. Note that a low-melting-point eutectic withTmelt

5690 °C forms in the Bi2O3– Li2O;
~ii ! The critical temperature of the samples is close to

maximum value observed in the 2212 phase at an optim
carrier concentration. The samples obtained by standard
ramic technology are usually overdoped. To bring the car
concentration to an optimum, they have to be annealed f
long time in an oxygen-free ambient. The carrier concen
tion in lithium-containing samples is apparently close to
optimum, which is supported by the influence of the rate
cooling from the anneal temperature on the critical tempe
ture. If a sample has an optimum carrier concentration,
fast cooling should result in a high critical temperatu
while slow cooling will favor saturation by oxygen, an in
crease of carrier concentration and, hence, a decrease o

FIG. 3. Critical temperature of the 2212 phase in samples with lithi
contentx50.7 vs anneal time at 700 °C.
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critical temperature and a growth of normal resistivity. Th
is exactly what is observed experimentally~Fig. 2!. Similar
to Ref. 4, our samples exhibit an increase of the lattice c
stantC with lithium content. TheC parameter of the 2212
phase in a Cu1.45Li 0.7 sample withTc587.5 K is 30.83 Å, for
Cu1.7Li 0.3 with Tc586 K it is 30.77 Å, and for a sample with
Tc582 K it is 30.7 Å.

~iii ! The decrease of the critical temperature observed
occur for long anneal times~Fig. 3! could be due to sample
oversaturation by oxygen and a deviation of the carrier c
centration from the optimum value, but one would have se
then a growth of resistivity with decreasing temperatu
which would depend only weakly on the cooling rate. T
samples studied by us, even those prepared under long
nealing, followed a metallic behavior of resistivity with tem
perature~under rapid cooling from the anneal temperatur!.
The chosen anneal temperatureTann5700 °C was apparently
below the optimum favoring the formation of the 2212 pha
in the presence of lithium (Tann57102720 °C, Ref. 3!. It
may be conjectured that at this anneal temperature forma
of other crystalline phases~Li–Ca–Bi, Cu2SrO3) is thermo-
dynamically preferable, and that this process occurs parti
at the expense of destruction of the 2212 phase as well.
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Experimental data from an investigation of the variation of isomeric shifts in the homogeneity
region of tin telluride show that this compound does not meet the requirements for
reference compounds. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00501-8#
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It is well known that Mössbauer isomeric shifts are us
ally given relative to some compound~for example, the
source!. Such reference compounds for isomeric shifts in
were proposed in Ref. 1. Certain requirements for these c
pounds are also listed there. One of the most importan
that the reference compound should be easy to prepar
pure form and it should exist as a single phase under
experimental conditions. Moreover, the compound sho
not show any unresolved hyperfine interactions. Tin tellur
is among the compounds listed. Although this compound
one of the tin compounds that has been investigated mos
Mössbauer spectroscopy, the large variance in the exp
mental isomeric shifts is surprising: from 3.35 mm
~Ref. 2! up to 3.54 mm/s~Ref. 3! with an error Dd
560.03 mm/s. The reasons for such a variance ind have
not been discussed in the literature.

Investigations of solid solutions based on tin tellurid4

raised the possibility that the isomeric shifts depend on
stoichiometric composition. It is known that tin monotell
ride is characterized by a substantial deviation from stoic
ometry ~the maximum in the melting curves in the syste
Sn–Te corresponds to 50.4 at. % Te! and it has a wide
~50.1–50.8 at. % Te at 550 °C! unilateral range of homo
geneity.5 The influence of the deviation from stoichiomet
has been investigated in several works~see, for example
Ref. 3!, but no changes were observed in the Mo¨ssbauer
spectra. One possible reason could be that the accurac
the measurements of isomeric shifts is inadequate.

The samples used in the investigations were prepare
direct melting together of highly pure elements in evacua
quartz ampuls using vibrational mixing. After holding
1200 K, the samples were quenched in ice water and t
annealed at 773 K for 300 h and quenched once again.
compositions of the experimental samples in Sn–Te sys
corresponded to a tellurium content of 49.9–51.5 at. %. T
samples were synthesized with a 0.05 at. % Te step.
limits of the homogeneity range, according to micropro
analysis, were 50.1–50.9 at. %. The Mo¨ssbauer spectra wer
measured at room temperature with a NP–255 Mo¨ssbauer
spectrometer. The compound CaSnO3 served as the source
The thickness of the samples was 0.5 mg/cm2 according to
the119Sn isotope. All spectra consisted of single lines, who
181063-7834/99/41(1)/2/$15.00
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width varied somewhat as a function of the composition. T
experimental data on the isomeric shifts are presented in
1. One can see that the curve ofd versus the concentratio
Te contains a section where the isomeric shift decreases
tilinearly; this section coincides with the region homogen
ity. The figure explains the reason for the variance in
experimental isomeric shifts observed in published wor
The reasons for the variations ofd are explained in Ref. 6
Thus, the experimental data on the isomeric shifts show
tin telluride does not meet the requirements for refere
compounds.

Tin telluride also does not meet another requirement
unresolved hyperfine interactions can also appear in it. I
known that a ferroelectric phase transition can occur in t
compound as a function of temperature.5 It has been inves-
tigated repeatedly by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy, especia
near the temperature of liquid nitrogen, but the publish
data are very contradictory. Some authors~see, for example,
Refs. 7 and 8! observed broadening of the Mo¨ssbauer line at
the temperature of liquid nitrogen, while others reject
this.3 Thus, there is no concensus concerning the presenc
a quadrupole interaction~broadening of the spectral line! at
liquid-nitrogen temperature. We have called attention to
fact that the phase transition temperature depends on
charge-carrier~hole! density.5,9 According to these works, an
increase in the hole density decreases the phase trans

FIG. 1. Isomeric shiftd versus the Te content in the system Sn–Te.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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temperature. It can be inferred that the disagreement betw
the published results is due to the difference in the cha
carrier density in the experimental samples. To check
supposition, two tin telluride samples with hole densit
p152.531020 cm23 andp257.931020 cm23 were investi-
gated. According to the data of Ref. 9, the first sam
should have a rhombohedral structure at liquid-nitrogen te
perature.

It is known that the effective thickness of the absorb
increases with decreasing temperature, broadening the s
tal line.10 To rule out this effect, the width of the line wa
extrapolated to zero absorber thickness. For comparison
room-temperature spectra were also measured. The re
obtained are presented in Table I. It should be noted that
parasitic vibrations arising in the cryostat when nitrog
boils can produce some line broadening. An estimate sho
that this gives an error of not more than 0.03 mm/s.

One can see from Table I that the broadening of

TABLE I. Line width Wexp for SnTe versus the charge-carrier~hole! density
p and temperature of the sample.

p, cm23

Wexp, mm/s

80 K 300 K

2.531020 0.8960.02 0.7560.02
7.931020 0.8460.02 0.7960.02
en
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Mössbauer line at liquid-nitrogen temperature is appro
mately 0.1 mm/s. This shows unequivocally that the latt
symmetry is lowered as a result of a ferroelectric phase tr
sition and it shows the pesence of a quadrupole interact

In conclusion, I thank E. I. Rogacheva for providing th
samples.

* !E-Mail: bdalius@ktl.mii.lt
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Thermal conductivity of gallium sulfide
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The results of investigating of the thermal conducitivity of a GaS single crystal in directions
parallel and perpendicular to thec axis in the temperature interval 5–300 K are reported. The
investigations show that the degree of anisotropy of the thermal conductivity of GaS
decreases with temperature. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00601-2#
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The strong anisotropy of interatomic interactions
lamellar crystals gives rise to a variety of specific properti
The phonon spectrum of strongly anisotropic materials
been repeatedly investigated theoretically, but there is no
equivocal interpretation of the experimental data. The s
cific features of the phonon spectra of such crystals are
flected in the behavior of the heat capacity, thermal exp
sion, and thermal conductivity.

In the present work we investigated the thermal cond
tivity of a lamellar GaS crystal in the temperature interv
5–300 K. In Ref. 1, where the specific heat of gallium mon
sulfide is studied at low temperature, it is shown that flexu
waves with a quadratic dispersion law play the main role
the behavior ofCp(T) at low temperatures. A quasiflexura
mode was later observed in the phonon spectrum of GaS
neutron diffraction.2 Thus it is doubtless of scientific intere
to study the influence of structural anisotropy on the therm
conductivity of this compound.

The thermal conductivity was measured by the stea
state method.3 The temperature gradient was measured w
copper–constantan and Cu–Cu1Fe thermocouples. The
thermocouples were calibrated with respect to platinum
germanium resistance thermometers. The thermocou
were indium-soldered to the sample. Adiabatic scree
whose temperature was regulated automatically, were use
prevent any heat losses by lateral radiation. The error in
measurements of the thermal conductivity did not exc
5%. Reference measurements of the thermal conductivit
crystal quartz cut parallel to thec axis agree with published
data. Single-crystal GaS samples were cut in the form o
0.10– 0.15 cm2 and 2–2.5 cm long parallelepiped.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the
mal conductivity in directions perpendicular (¸') and paral-
lel (¸ i ) to the principal axisc of a hexagonal GaS crysta
The thermal conductivity of GaS above 100 K has been s
ied in Ref. 4. Our room-temperature data agree satisfacto
with the results obtained in Ref. 4. As one can see from
figure, the temperature dependences¸'(T) and¸ i (T) have
a maximum at 24 and 20 K, respectively. We note that
electronic part can be neglected, i.e. in the experimental t
perature interval heat is transferred by phonons. At ro
temperature the degree of thermal conductivity anisotr
reacheş ' /¸ i ;9. the degree of anisotropy decreases w
temperature, and is approximately 3 at 20 K and;1.7 at
201063-7834/99/41(1)/2/$15.00
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liquid-helium temperatures. At low temperatures~below the
maximum in the region of boundary scattering! the tempera-
ture dependence of̧ in gallium sulfide satisfies the powe
law ¸';T2.460.1 and¸ i ;T2.160.1. In the same temperatur
range the temperature dependence of the heat capacity
the form given in Ref. 1 for GaS. Above the maximum t
thermal conductivity of GaS can be expressed as¸'

;T20.7 and ¸ i ;T21.1 in a wide temperature interval 60
300 K.

We note that the temperature variation of¸ i is some-
what different in different samples. This is probably due
the difficulty of cutting out and orienting the samples in t
@001# direction. The¸ i data were obtained by averagin
measurements for two samples.

It is known5 that in lamellar crystals, including GaS, th
acoustic phonons can be treated approximately as if t
belong to three separate frequency branchesv l;k,v t;k,
andvc;k2. The phonons belonging to thel and t branches
correspond to longitudinal and transverse in-plane ato
displacements. Thec branch pertains to out-of-plane mode

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of gall
sulfide parallel (̧ i ) and perpendicular (̧') to thec axis. The arrow marks
the Debye temperature.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The difference betweeņ(T) andCp(T) at low temperatures
~below 20 K! for GaS is probably due to the difference in th
contributions ofc, l, andt phonons to the thermal conductiv
ity and heat capacity.
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Heat conductivity and the Lorentz number of the Sm 12xGdxS ‘‘black’’ phase

A. V. Golubkov, L. S. Parfen’eva, I. A. Smirnov
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Measurement of the heat conductivity and electrical resistivity of two Sm12xGdxS compositions
with x50.1 and 0.14 is reported within the 80–300 K interval. An analysis of experimental
data on the electronic component of heat conductivity permits a conclusion that thed subband of
‘‘heavy’’ carriers in the conduction band of these materials lies above thes ‘‘light’’-carrier
subband. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00701-7#
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Intense investigation of the physical properties of t
SmS–GdS solid-solution system started in 1972.1 Since then,
an enormous number of publications dealing w
Sm12xGdxS have appeared, but many aspects of the phys
phenomena occurring in this system still remain unclear.

Strangely enough, there are still no studies of the h
conductivity ¸ of Sm12xGdxS, although this parameter i
needed for thermodynamic calculations, while data on
electronic component of the heat conductivity (¸e) would
provide information on position of thed and s subbands in
the conduction band of Sm12xGdxS.2–6 Literature is domi-
nated presently by two directly opposed viewpoints conce
ing the latter.5,7–11

We are reporting here heat conductivity measureme
made within the 80–300 K interval for two Sm12xGdxS
compositions (x50.1 and 0.14! corresponding to the so
called ‘‘black’’ phase of this system.

Prior to discussing the results obtained, consider
main characteristics of the Sm12xGdxS system and the pos
sibilities suggested by an analysis of the behavior of
Lorentz number for compounds with a complex band str
ture.

1. Sm12xGdxS undergoes an isostructural~NaCl-NaCl!
first-order phase transition atx50.16, from a strongly degen
erate semiconductor~or bad metal! to the metal, where sa
marium ions are in the state of homogeneous mixed vale
(Sm12.6).12,13 The phase transition~occurring atx50.16)
changes strongly the lattice constant:ax,0.16;5.85 Å, and
ax.0.16;5.68 Å.14,15 Within the x5020.16 compositional
interval, the samples are black~the ‘‘black’’ phase!, and after
the phase transition they acquire a yellowish tint~the
‘‘golden’’ phase! for x.0.16.

2. The conduction band of SmS, GdS, and t
Sm12xGdxS black phase is derived from the ‘‘heavy,’’d,
and ‘‘light,’’ s, subbands. Their mutual position~i.e. which
of them lies lower or higher in energy! became a subject fo
debate in literature.5,9,11

3. Substances whose conduction~or valence! band is de-
rived from subbands with heavy and light carriers coupled
221063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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interband interaction exhibit an unusual behavior of the L
entz numberL (¸e5LT/r, wherer is the electrical resistiv-
ity, and T is the temperature!.1! An analysis of the tempera
ture dependenceL (T) permits a conclusion on the mutua
position of the heavy and light subbands in the material
der study.2–6,10

The purpose of the work was~i! To study the magnitude
and temperature dependence of the heat conductivity fo
number of Sm12xGdxS black-phase compositions, and~ii !
To refine the conduction-band structure of the Sm12xGdxS
black phase.

GdS and SmS were synthesized from elements.16 The
material obtained was used to prepare fused polycrysta
or single-crystal Sm12xGdxS samples of a given compos
tion. The preparation and melting of the samples were c
ried out in air-tight tantalum containers17 in an induction
furnace. The loss of material was reduced to a minimum
to reliable sealing of the containers in which the melting a
annealing of the samples were performed.

We measured the lattice constanta at 300 K and the hea
conductivity and electrical resistivity of Sm12xGdxS ~for x
50.1 and 0.14! within the 80–300 K temperature interva
X-ray diffraction measurements used instrument and Ca
DRON-2 radiation. Thȩ andr were measured on a setu
similar to the one described in Ref. 18.

The results of the measurements are presented in F
1–4. The values ofa for the compositions withx50.1 and
0.14 were found to coincide with literature data15 ~Fig. 1!,
which confirms that the melting of samples did not entail a
loss of material.

Figure 2 presents experimental data on¸ tot . For the
studied compositions

¸ tot5¸ph1¸e , ~1!

where¸ph is the lattice component of the heat conductivit
The electrical resistivityr (T) is shown graphically in Fig. 3.
For both compositions, ther (T) relation has a metallic char
acter.

We used Eq.~1! to calculatȩ ph(T) under the assump
tion that¸e obeys the Wiedemann-Franz law
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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¸e5Lr/T, ~2!

and the Lorentz numberL5L052.4531028 WV/K2, which
is valid for metals and strongly degenerate semiconduc
under elastic carrier scattering.4,6

Figure 4 displays the lattice heat resistanceWph(T)
51/̧ ph(T) calculated from Eqs.~1! and~2! for Sm12xGdxS
with x50.1 ~1! and 0.14~2!. By theory,4,6 for T*Q/3 ~Q is
the Debye temperature!2!

Wph5AT1Wph. ~3!

FIG. 1. Lattice constant of Sm12xGdxS vscomposition. Solid curve — after
Ref. 15; points — this experiment for thex50.1 and 0.14 compositions;B
and G — regions of the black and golden phase, respectively;xcr — the
critical Gd concentration at which the phase transition occurs.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the total heat conductivity¸ tot for
Sm12xGdxS samples withx50.1 ~1! and 0.14~2!. I — heating cycle, 80 to
300 K, II — cooling cycle, 300 to 80 K.
rs

For pure samplesWph
0 , the residual heat resistance, is ze

and for defective~or doped! crystals,Wph
0 Þ0. The latter case

applies directly to our samples.
It was found that, for Sm12xGdxS with x50.1 and 0.14,

relation ~3! holds only within the 160–300 K interval. Fo
T,160 K, Wph(T) deviates noticeably from~3! toward
smaller values. This effect is not seen in stoichiometric S
samples and compositions within the SmS homogeneity
gion ~Fig. 4, curves3 and4!.5,10,20

Wph(T) may deviate from a linear relation because
wrong assumption ofL (T) in Eq. ~2! would affect¸e (T)
and, hence,Wph(T). In order for Wph(T) to remain linear
down to 80 K,L must be larger thanL0 (L.L0) within the
160–80 K interval.

We shall assumeWph(T) to obey Eq.~3! within the
whole temperature region from 80 to 300 K for both comp
sitions, x50.1 and 0.14. Taking into account Eqs.~1! and
~2!, L (T) will now take on the values shown in Fig. 5a
Under what conditions couldL become larger thanL0? We
made an attempt at explaining this effect in terms of int
band interaction of heavy (d) and light (s) carriers in the
subbands making up the conduction band
Sm12xGdxS.2,5,6,10Within the above model,L can be larger
or smaller thanL0, depending on the energy positions of th
Fermi level (EF) and thed and s subbands.2,5,10 In these
conditions, a noticeable difference betweenL andL0 is ob-
served only when the heavy-carrier subband~within which
EF lies! is higher than the light-carrier one~see Fig. 5b!. For
the opposite position of the above subbands,L'L0.5,10

FIG. 3. r vs Tplot for Sm12xGdxS with x50.1 ~1! and 0.14~2!.

FIG. 4. Lattice heat resistance of Sm12xGdxS vs temperature forx50.1 ~1!
and 0.14~2!. Curves3 and4 are, respectively, plots ofWph (T) for SmS and
Sm1.015S ~data from Refs. 10 and 20!. Wph

0 — residual lattice heat resistance
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Our experimental relationL (T) shown in Fig. 5a is in
agreement with the model displayed in Fig. 5c and can re
to regionA in Fig. 5b. As shown in Refs. 5 and 21, thed
subband in SmS lowers in energy with increasing tempe
ture at a rate;131024 eV/K. Such a behavior could b
expected for thed subband in Sm12xGdxS.

Thus we have estimated the magnitude of¸ for a num-
ber of Sm12xGdxS black-phase compositions and shown t
the heavyd subband located in the conduction band of t
Sm12xGdxS black phase lies above the lights subband in
energy.

The authors express their gratitude to N. F. Kartenko
x-ray diffraction measurements of the samples.

The work was carried out within bilateral agreements

FIG. 5. ~a! ExperimentalL/L0 (T) ratio for Sm0.86Gd0.14S; ~b! L (g) rela-
tion drawn schematically for the case of a complex band structure in
presence of interband interaction between heavy and light carriers2,10 under
the condition that the Fermi levelEF lies in the heavy-carrier subband, an
that the latter is above the light-carrier subband;g5(EF2«0)/kT; «0 is the
position of the heavy-carrier band bottom;~c! band structures for the
Sm12xGdxS black phase drawn schematically for different temperatu
(T2.T1).
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the Russian Academy of Sciences, on the one side, and o
Polish Academy of Sciences and DFG.

1!We shall consider this effect in more detail when discussing the obta
experimental results.

2!for SmS and GdS,Q/3;80 K. Ref. 19.
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Two- and three-crystal diffractometric study of the structural perfection of GaN epitaxial films
grown on sapphire, GaAs, and SiC substrates is reported. The diffraction intensity
distributions around the reciprocal-lattice points are shown to be extended in the direction
parallel to the surface, which is connected with the anisotropy of the local strain fields in the layers.
A comprehensive analysis is made of the broadening for several reflection orders measured
in three geometries, namely, Bragg, symmetric Laue, and grazing-angle diffraction. The five
independent components of the microdistorsion tensordei j , as well as the average coherent-
scattering lengths in two directions,tz and tx , have been obtained. It is shown that for most
samples the components responsible for reflection broadening along the surface are
noticeably larger, i.e.dexx.dezz, anddezx.dexz , as well astz.tx . All tensor components are
related to a specific dislocation type. Electron microscopy of the samples revealed a high
density of pure edge and pure screw dislocations extending normal to the interface, and which
provide a dominant contribution toexx andezx , respectively. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00801-1#
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Structural studies of GaN epitaxial layers by x-ray d
fraction methods have been the subject of a large numbe
experimental works.1–8 X-ray diffractometric studies dea
mostly with three problems, viz.~i! measurement of the lat
tice parameters of single crystals and films;1,2 ~ii ! determina-
tion of the symmetry and orientation of GaN films grown
different substrates and of the part played by the subst
orientation;3,4 and ~iii ! investigation of the structural perfec
tion of films5–8.

Some publications present a comprehensive analysi
the halfwidths of reflections in various orders, both symm
ric and asymmetric, measured in Bragg geometry. It w
shown that the broadening of Bragg reflections origina
primarily from dislocation-induced distortions of the reflec
ing planes. Intensity contours extended along the norma
the diffraction vector were traced to misorientation of t
mosaic blocks.7 By contrast, another study8 suggests tha
small lateral dimensions of coherent scattering regions p
vide a dominant contribution to the angular width of sym
metric reflections. This conclusion accords with the prese
accepted model of a columnar structure for GaN films. T
structure of GaN layers is characterized by an anisotrop
microstrain fields, which becomes manifest in a large diff
ence between the halfwidths of symmetric and asymme
Bragg reflections.6

This work demonstrates the possibilities of using vario
x-ray diffraction geometries to obtain a better insight into t
structural perfection of gallium nitride films grown on diffe
ent substrates.

1. TECHNIQUES

The study focuses on construction and analysis of a t
dimensional x-ray diffraction intensity distribution aroun
251063-7834/99/41(1)/7/$15.00
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various reciprocal lattice points~RLP!. In a general case, a
film with lattice parameters different from those of the su
strate is characterized by distortion tensor componentsei j ,
where one considers film atom displacements relative to s
strate lattice sites, and both deformation and rotations
take place. The average values of theei j components deter
mine the position of an RLP of the film with respect to th
like substrate site

DH i52( ^ei j &H j . ~1!

Besides macrostrains caused by uniformly distribu
structural defects and impurities, the layer undergoes mic
distortions originating from displacement fields around str
tural defects. They can be described by rms fluctuati
^dei j & of the components of the average distortion. Micr
distortions affect the shape of the RLPs by causing th
extension and the broadening of the corresponding diffr
tion intensity contours. Note also that, in contrast to the
erage distortion components, here only the absolute value
microstrains have any significance. In this case we excl
the existence of macrogradients, i.e., of a nonuniform dis
bution of defects in the film, since the latter would brin
about asymmetry in the diffraction peaks.

In a general case, the distortion tensor can be dec
posed into a symmetric strain tensor« and an antisymmetric
rotation tensorv. The diagonal components« i i relate to
compression and tension, and the off-diagonal ones,« i j , to
shear. Most studies of the broadening of diffraction pea
discriminate only between the diagonal and off-diagonal m
crodistortion terms, and assume the former to be due to
crodilatation, and the latter, to microrotations. GaAs–Si w
the first epitaxial system for which this was shown to be n
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Three-crystal~a! u22u and ~b! u scans and
~c! intensity distribution around a reciprocal-lattic
point for the~0002! symmetric Bragg reflection from
a GaN film onc-plane sapphire~sample 2!.
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true, in fact, the experimental values ofdexz anddezx did not
coincide.

Strain is not the only factor accounting for diffractio
peak broadening. The shape of an RLP is affected also by
limited size of the coherent-scattering regions. One of
problems in diffraction analysis lies in separation of the
contributions. In x-ray diffraction measurements this can
done because the microdistortion components broaden
the reflections which have the corresponding componen
vectorH

dqi5^deji &H j , ~2!

and the limitation of a dimension in a particular directio
affects all RLPs in the same direction

dqi51/t i . ~3!

The relation between coordinates inq space and angula
broadening depends on the way in which the latter is m
sured~the scanning mode!. For an RLP scanned in the direc
tion of the diffraction vector (u22u scanning! dw
5dqH /(k cosuB), and for perpendicular scanning (u scan!
dw5dq' /H. HereqH andq' are the projections of vectorq
which are parallel and perpendicular to the diffraction vec
H, respectively. Thus in order to separate the contributi
due to microdistortion and size effect one can use the dif
ent dependence of broadening on the Bragg angle.5,9,10
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Because the~0001! basal plane is isotropic, the disto
tion tensor can be described by five independent com
nents. Thus in a general case we have to define seven s
tural parameters, namely, five components of microdistort
and two, of grain dimensions. A diffractometer set-up w
an analyzer~a narrow slit in front of the counter in the two
crystal arrangement or the third crystal in the three- crys
one! permits obtaining two RLP scans for one chosen refl
tion, perpendicular to the diffraction vector byu scanning
and parallel toH by u22u scanning. Thus one actually mea
sures two halfwidths of these cross sections, i.e. two in
pendent quantities for determining the parameters of inter

To obtain the distortion-tensor components, one has
measure several x-ray reflections with differently orient
reciprocal-lattice vectors. Symmetric reflections, for whi
vector H is directed along one of thex,y,z axes, are an
optimum. In this case, as can be seen from Eq.~1!, the ei j

components are found directly. In the symmetric Bragg
ometry, the diffraction vector is aligned with the surface no
mal, and one measures the projections of vectorDH on thez
andx ~or y) axes, wherez is oriented along the normal, an
x (y) is parallel to the film plane. In symmetric Laue diffrac
tion, H is along x, and one measuresDHx and DHz . In
coplanar diffraction geometry~with the surface normal and
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diffraction vector lying in the same scattering plane! one
cannot measure theexy andeyx components~the so-calledw
andx scans used in many studies provide much lower re
lution than measurements performed in the scattering pla!.
The missing quantities can be found using grazing nonco
nar diffraction geometry with the diffraction vector alongx
or y, and the scattering plane almost parallel to the surfac11

In this work, a three-crystal diffractometer was used inu
and u22u scans for the following reflections from Ga
films: symmetric Bragg reflections 0002 and 0004, symm
ric Laue reflections 1120̄, 224̄0, 101̄0, and 202̄0, and 112̄0 in
grazing geometry.

Besides, two-crystal curves~with the detector window
wide open! were measured for the 1124̄ asymmetric Bragg
reflections (uB550.2°, w539.2°) at grazing incidence an
reflection.

The diffraction analysis presented here was conduc
for several GaN epitaxial films grown on different substrat
viz. sapphire (r and c planes!, GaAs, and SiC. The layer
were grown by different methods and varied in thickne
from 0.5 to 6mm.

2. RESULTS

We present below the results of diffraction measu
ments made on several typical GaN films. Figure 1 illustra

FIG. 2. Three-crystal~a! u22u and~b! u scans of the 1120̄ Laue reflection
from sample 2@GaN/~0001! sapphire#.
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the intensity distribution around the RLP 0002 for a symm
ric Bragg reflection and the corresponding scans along
perpendicular to the diffraction vector (u22u andu scans!
obtained on one of the samples studied. The intensity c
tours are extended in the direction perpendicular toH, a
shape typical of relaxed epitaxial systems. The 1120̄ reflec-
tion curves obtained for the same sample in symmetric L
geometry are shown in Fig. 2.

The FWHMs measured in two directions in different g
ometries are given in Table I for the first two reflection o
ders. As one crosses over to higher orders, the reflec
width in the u scans remains nearly constant, while for t
u22u curves it increases proportionately to the tangent
the Bragg angle. It thus follows that the main contribution
reflection broadening comes from strains, as is the case
with most strongly mismatched epitaxial structures w
mm-thick films. Note also that the halfwidths of the maxim
obtained inu and u22u scans in transmission mode a
nearer to one another than in the Bragg case. As a result
intensity distribution contours in Laue geometry approa
closer the spherical shape than those obtained in the B
arrangement~Fig. 1!.

A characteristic feature of these films was the sma
width of the diffraction curves obtained in asymmetric g
ometry at grazing incidence compared to those measured
the same reflection under grazing scattering~Fig. 3!. This
should be the case for the RLP extended in a direction p
allel to the surface. In these conditions, if one uses a tw
crystal arrangement with a widely open detector window a
with the intensity integrated in a direction nearly parallel
the surface~at grazing incidence! or perpendicular to it~at
grazing reflection!, the observation band intersects the inte
sity distribution along the shorter section in the first case, a
along the longer one, in the second, as shown in the inse
Fig. 3a and 3b. Because for the 1124̄ asymmetric reflection
the diffraction vector has nearly equal componentsHx and
Hz ~parallel and perpendicular to the surface, respective!,
such a diffraction pattern can be accounted for by an ani
ropy in either the microdistortion components or the coh
ent lengths,dezx.dexz ,dexx.dezz,tx,tz .

The components were derived directly from the ha
widths of the symmetric reflections obtained in the Bra
and Laue geometries. The results are presented in Tabl
We see that the dilatation component of the macrostraindexx
g and
TABLE I. FWHM of u andu22u x-ray diffraction scans for symmetric Bragg and Laue reflections and of two-crystal curves for asymmetric Brag
grazing-angle reflections~in arcsec!.

Sample
0020–Cu Ka , ~Bragg! 1120-Mo Ka , ~Laue! 1124-asym

No. Substrate wu wu22u wu wu22u g0,gh g0.gh 1120-graz

1 c-sap 835 72 257 103 360 1460 1440
2 c-sap 1850 75 557 282 577 2550 –
3 c-sap 310 18 128 25 190 433 660
4 c-sap 1820 195 1360 2290 –
5 GaAs 1745 95 – – 735 2120 2700
6 SiC 85 25 135 180 –

Note: The FWHM values for sample 4 grown onr-plane sapphire are for the symmetric 1120̄ and asymmetric 3030̄ Bragg reflections. For sample 3, the 1010̄
reflection was measured in symmetric Laue geometry.
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FIG. 3. Asymmetric Bragg reflections obtaine

~a! under grazing incidence, 1124̄, and~b! under

grazing reflection, 1124̄̄, and ~c! intensity distri-

bution around the 1124̄ reciprocal-lattice point for
a GaN/Al2O3 sample. The insets show the geom
etry of measurements and the relative positions
the observation band (P) and of the reciprocal-
lattice point, the arrows identify the direction o
P-band displacement underu scanning.
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is indeed substantially larger thandezz, i.e. that local varia-
tions in interplanar distance for the planes perpendicula
the surface are considerably larger than those for the pla
parallel to the interface. We see also from Table II that
off-diagonal components are in the opposite relation,dezx

TABLE II. Microdistortion components and dimensions of the cohere
scattering regions in GaN films.

Sample dezz , dezx , dexx , dexz dexy , tz , tx ,
No. 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 nm nm

1 5.1 20.1 12.3 6.3 34.0 640–2300 430–380
2 5.1 43 29 12.2 – 440–1100 190–184
3 1.4 7.5 45 3.1 11.5 3440 1860
5 7.1 42.3 ,50 ,18 57 2170–35000 780–5000
to
es
e

.dexz, which means that the planes parallel to the surfa
undergo larger macromisorientations than those perpend
lar to it.

In the grazing diffraction geometry, only reflection 1120̄
was measured by the two-crystal arrangement. Because
dimensions of the coherent scattering regions contribute v
little to broadening, the reflection width is determined by tw
parameters, namely, the dilatation,dexx , and orientation,
dexy , components. Since the first of them was derived fr
Laue measurements, one determines the average micr
sorientations of atomic planes around thec axes after sub-
traction of the corresponding contribution from the to
FWHM.

As for the dimensions of the coherent-scattering regio
they contribute noticeably less to the total diffraction-pe
width than the microdistortion components. Therefore th

-
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determination from the angular dependence of the halfwid
on Bragg angle depends critically on the way in which o
adds the broadenings due to different contributions, nam
linearly, w5we1wt , or quadratically,w25we

21wt
2 . The

first approach, as is well known, corresponds to convolut
of two Lorentzians, and the second, to that of two Gaussia
Therefore Table II presents the upper and lower limits on
values oftx andtz obtained, respectively, from the first an
second relations. It should be pointed out that the latter
pear more realistic, which is in accord with the fact that m
diffraction calculations made for crystals with randomly d
tributed dislocations yield a Gaussian-shaped broadened
fraction line.

The RLP shape obtained from an analysis of the h
widths of all the measured reflections is shown schematic
in Fig. 4. The intensity distribution for all measured refle
tions is extended in the direction parallel to the surface.
symmetric Bragg geometry, this results from the large co
ponent due to misorientation of the reflecting planes para
to the surface. If the coherent-scattering regions in a la
underwent only microrotations, all RLPs would be extend
along the normal to theH vector, and this is what is observe
in most experiments performed on other epitax
systems12,13and is supported by theoretical calculations14. As
for the shape observed with the GaN films studied by us
can be accounted for only by assuming the presence of
dilatational and orientational components of microdistortio

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As seen from Table II, microdistortion on both parall
and perpendicular atomic planes has anisotropic compon
in all samples, irrespective of the substrate material. T
trend fails sometimes only for films grown on SiC, whic
exhibit a better structural perfection~and are characterize
by the most narrow curves!. This anisotropy in the microdis
tortion components can be explained within simple dislo
tion models. If one has pure edge dislocations, which
normal to the interface and whose Burgers vector is para
to the latter, they should provide the major contribution
the dexx anddexy components while not affecting thez in-
dexed ones. For pure screw dislocations, the displacem

FIG. 4. Relative position and shape of the reciprocal-lattice points of
reflections used in the study of GaN films on~0001! sapphire.
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perpendicular to the interface are directed alongz and vary as
one moves away from the dislocation lines. Such dislo
tions give rise to shear strain with adezx component and
distort only the atomic planes parallel to the surface. T
dexz component can be associated with the rotation of gra
~blocks! produced by the dislocation network at the interfac
~Obviously enough, these microrotations provide the sa
contribution todezx as well, but, as seen from Table II, it i
much smaller than the pure shear component.! The quantity
dezz is the smallest of all deformation parameters respons
for the broadening of diffraction maxima. It can be dom
nated both by fluctuations in nonstoichiometry of the fi
composition and by dislocations parallel to the interface. B
sides, any deviation from the ideal dislocation structure, i
a twist of the dislocation lines or their nucleation at poin
other than at the interface, will distort the above relati
between the dislocations themselves and the microdistor
components.

The results obtained here are in qualitative agreem
with the theory15 of Krivoglaz developed for x-ray scatterin
by crystals having randomly distributed dislocations,
which the diffraction intensity distribution around RLPs
the case of a system of straight dislocations has the shap
disks oriented perpendicular to the dislocation line, and
width of the Gaussian distribution in the other two directio
depends on the product (H•b), whereb is the Burgers vec-
tor. Based on this model, the extension of the diffracti
distributions parallel to the surface observed by us arg
unambiguously for the dislocation ensemble consisting p
dominantly of straight dislocations perpendicular to the
terface.

As for a quantitative determination of dislocation dens
r from the x-ray diffraction-line broadening, the various th
oretical models developed15–17 for randomly distributed
straight dislocations predict proportionality of the line wid
~in q units! to the quantityHbAr, whereH is the length of
the reciprocal-lattice vector~for the given direction ofH!.
The quantitative relation between the halfwidth and the d
sity contains, however, two more factors, which are asso
ated with the direction of theH and b vectors and the so
called external and internal radii taken as limits
integration over the dislocation ensemble. The diffracti
vector of the reflections studied by us was parallel to
corresponding Burgers vector, which leaves an uncerta
with the second factor only; this uncertainty is aggravated
the fact that we deal here not with bulk crystals conside
by Krivoglaz and Wilkens but rather with thin epitaxial lay
ers. Therefore we can offer only a rough estimate of
dislocation density of 231082109 cm22 for the best sample
~No. 3!, and 631092331010 cm22 for the film on GaAs.
This density is probably approximately the same for scr
and edge dislocations, because the smaller magnitude o
corresponding microdistortion component in the second c
~Table II! is due to the smaller length of the Burgers vect
The correlation in the dislocation distributions should a
affect the estimate ofr. The large magnitude of thedexy

component~see Table II! may be connected, in particula
with possible ordering of like perpendicular edge disloc
tions.
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A comparison of the samples in parameters of their
fect structure shows that the observed features and, he
the dislocation structures are the same for different samp
irrespective of the degree of structural perfection~the reflec-
tion halfwidths ranged over more than an order of mag
tude!. Most likely, this suggests that the presence of
tended pure screw and pure edge dislocations is
characteristic feature of GaN films having hexagonal str
ture, irrespective of the growth technique and conditio
chosen.

Although the grain sizes are determined from our exp
ments with not high enough accuracy, one can neverthe
maintain that the transverse dimensions of the coher
scattering regions in all samples are smaller than the
along the normal. This speaks in favor of the columnar str
ture observed repeatedly in GaN films.

On the whole, electron microscope observations of b
planar samples and cross sections coincide with the resul
x-ray diffraction measurements. Figure 5a, 5b and 5c
plays electron microscope images of a sample grown
GaAs. The plan view~Fig. 5a! shows grains 0.2–0.3mm in
size, and dislocations in between, normal to the surface, s
as dark and bright points. The type of the extended dislo
tions was derived from cross sectional images obtained f
different reflections. One clearly sees screw dislocations w
the Burgers vectorb5@0001# ~Fig. 5b! and pure screw with
the Burgers vector of the typeb5 1

3@112̄0# ~Fig. 5c!. These
dislocation types were observed to occur in GaN films
other researchers as well.18,19 As already pointed out, it is
this dislocation configuration that should be responsible
the largeezx andexx components.

The microdistortion components presented in Table
were derived from symmetric reflections obtained in La
geometry. Measurements in transmission geometry are
sible naturally only for films grown on weakly absorbin
substrates, such as sapphire, silicon, and silicon carbide.
method is inapplicable to structures on GaAs. To find
parameters of interest in this case, one has to use asymm
Bragg diffraction, which is conventionally employed in stu
ies of structural perfection of epitaxial systems. As alrea
mentioned, it does not yield as unambiguous values of
deformation parameters as the former approach, becaus
number of factors acting on the reflection FWHM in asy
metric geometry is twice that met in the case of a symme
arrangement, and their rigorous separation is a much m
complex problem requiring knowledge of strain distributi
functions in the film. For epitaxial gallium nitride films
however, measurement of asymmetric Bragg reflections
seen from Table I and Fig. 2, offers a fast way to rev
anisotropy in microdistortion parameters and, hence, to e
mate the density of edge and screw dislocations respon
for this anisotropy.

One should bear in mind that the regions of an epitax
film involved efficiently in scattering are different in differ
ent measurement geometries. In Laue geometry it is pra
cally the whole thickness of the film, while in the Brag
arrangement the radiation penetration depth is determine
photoelectric absorption, so that the upper layers, which
closer to the surface, provide a larger contribution to d
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fracted intensity. In the case of grazing diffraction, inform
tion is collected only from a thin near-surface film layer. A

FIG. 5. Electron microscope images of a GaN film grown on GaAs.~a! plan
view, ~b! and~c! cross sections with diffraction vector~b! g5@0002# and~c!
g5@1120#.
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this may be of considerable significance if the epitaxial fi
is thick (.5210mm!, and defects are distributed nonun
formly through the film thickness. The samples studied
this work had a GaN layer about 1–2mm thick, which is less
than the penetration depth in symmetric Bragg geome
Hence both Bragg and Laue diffraction involve the who
thickness of the epitaxial film, and the comparative analy
carried out in this study is valid even if the defect structu
varies in depth. And it is only in the case of grazing diffra
tion geometry that thedexy component found relates to th
surface layer~about 0.1-mm thick! and, generally speaking
may not coincide with the layer-averaged value.

Thus we have performed a comprehensive analysis
x-ray diffraction reflections from GaN epitaxial layers in di
ferent measurement geometries, determined the microdi
tion components and the size of the coherent-scattering
gions, and revealed an asymmetry in local displacem
fields around defects, which was also related to the confi
ration of dislocations in the layers.
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P. G. Baranov, I. V. Ilyin, E. N. Mokhov, A. B. Pevtsov, and V. A. Khramtsov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 18, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 38–40~January 1999!

Erbium ions have been incorporated for the first time in bulk 6H-SiC crystals during growth,
and they were unambiguously identified from the167Er EPR hyperfine structure. High-
temperature luminescence of erbium ions at a wavelength of 1.54mm has been detected. The
observed luminescence exhibits an increase in intensity with increasing temperature.
The observation of Er luminescence in 6H-SiC offers a promising potential for development of
semiconductor light-emitting devices at a wavelength within the fiber-optics transparency
window. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00901-6#
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Rare-earth-doped semiconductors are attracting an
increasing interest due to their potential use as light-emit
diodes or lasers. Because the luminescence is produce
intra-4f transitions, the crystal-field effects are very wea
and the luminescence is practically independent of the se
conductor material. Of particular interest is erbium, beca
the4I13/2→4I 15/2 intra-4f transition observed at 1.54mm is at
the minimum of absorption of silicon-based optical-fiber s
tems. Photoluminescent properties of rare-earth~RE! ele-
ments in III–V systems~see Ref. 1 and references there!
and silicon2 have been a subject of many publications.3

The main problem is presently the low luminescen
yield, particularly at room temperature. The luminescen
quenching decreases with increasing semiconductor
width. This factor becomes particularly essential when
sessing the potential of Si:Er-based devices, because
believed that a high luminescence yield is, in principle, i
possible in this system.4 Incorporation of erbium ions in
wide-gap materials like silicon carbide could be a promis
approach, because such systems can be matched to si
based devices. Besides, semiconductor technology base
the silicon carbide itself presently finds ever increasing
plication. Erbium luminescence at 1.54mm was observed in
ion-implanted SiC.5 The maximum depth of erbium penetr
tion was 0.3mm. To our knowledge, all attempts at detecti
these ions by EPR in ion-implanted layers and, thus, at
tablishing the structure of the luminescencing centers fai
The reason for this is that ion implantation permits one
obtain only a very thin doped layer, which makes EPR m
surements very difficult. The difference in structure betwe
the defects in ion-implanted layers and bulk material a
another problem. Besides, ion implantation permits dop
with impurities which cannot be introduced into the sem
conductor during growth, i.e. when the system is in a n
equilibrium state. This point can be illustrated by an EP
study of erbium-oxygen complexes (Er31 surrounded by six
oxygens! in silicon.6 A 2-mm thick oxygen-enriched laye
was obtained by solid-state recrystallization of an epitax
amorphous layer produced by ion implantation of erbiu
into silicon. One cannot exclude the possibility that what w
observed were actually EPR spectra of erbium pairs, bec
321063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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one could not detect the hyperfine~hf! structure of the spec
tra. We believe that only by solving the problem of incorp
ration of isolated Er31 ions in bulk SiC material during
growth ~as far as we know, for Si this problem still remain
unsolved! can make this material promising for applicatio
in opto-electronic devices.

This work reports on a successful solution of the pro
lem of incorporating single Er31 ions ~i.e. ions that do not
form impurity clusters such as erbium pairs etc.! in bulk
6H-SiC crystals grown by the sandwich sublimation metho
Preliminary results of EPR studies of Er31 ions in
6H-SiC:Er crystals were presented in Ref. 7.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The samples were bulk erbium-doped 6H-SiC crystals
grown by the sublimation sandwich technique8 in vacuum at
1850–1900 °C. Metallic erbium placed in a tantalum co
tainer served as the impurity source during the growth. B
cause of the presence of nitrogen donors, the crystals
grown hadn-type conduction. Using a tantalum contain
permitted reducing the nitrogen donor concentration
1016 cm23.

EPR spectra were measured in theX range~9.3 GHz!
within the 4–300 K temperature region. The samples w
334 mm platelets about 1 mm thick, with their plane bei
perpendicular to the hexagonal axisc of the crystal. The
luminescence was excited with He–Cd~325 nm!, Ar ~488
nm!, and Kr ~647.1 nm! lasers. The luminescence was stu
ied at 77 and 300 K.

2. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS: EPR

The EPR spectra measured in 6H-SiC:Er crystals con-
sisted of many anisotropic lines, whose positions varied w
orientation within the magnetic-field range of 50 to 800 m
Spectra of two types of centers with qualitatively differe
angular behavior were observed. The first type compri
seven axially symmetric centers, with the symmetry a
along the hexagonal direction in the crystal (c axis!. Three
centers with orthorhombic EPR spectra belong to the sec
type.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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All EPR spectra can be described by a spin Hamilton

H5mBBgS1SAI , ~1!

whereS51/2, I 57/2 ~the nuclear spin of167Er), mB is the
Bohr magneton, andg is the g tensor. The first term de
scribes the interaction of the electron spin with external m
netic field, the second relates to the hf interaction of
electron spin with the167Er nuclear spin, andA is the corre-
sponding tensor~this term is zero for even erbium isotopes!.
The hf structure was measured reliably for three centers w
orthorhombic symmetry and two axially symmetric cente
For three centers with orthorhombic symmetry, which a
denoted here byLS1 , LS2 , andLS3 , the local axisz coin-
cides with one of the six Si–C directions, and does not
incide with thec axis. Thex and y axes lie in the plane
perpendicular to thez axis, and the former is in one of th

$112̄0% planes. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters were fou
to be as follows: for theLS1 centers —gX512.2, gY

53.35, andgZ51.5; for LS2 — gX510.6, gY56.16, and
gZ51.26; and forLS3 : gX59.25, gY57.2, andgZ51.45.
Direct identification of erbium ions was made possible
observation of the hf structure in the spectra due to the
teraction with the167Er nucleus. Erbium has one stable o
isotope,167Er ~natural abundance 22.8%!, with a nuclear spin
I 57/2, so that the spectrum must consist of one strong c
tral line and eight weak satellites of equal intensity. Th
intensity should be about 3% of the central-line amplitu
Figure 1 shows EPR spectra obtained for two crystal ori
tations, Bic and B'c, at 12 and 15 K, respectively. Th
EPR spectra of theLS1 , LS2 , andLS3 centers and their h
structure are seen in theBic orientation. We also obtained h
constants of the structure, and they are given here only
the LS1 centers: AX545031024 cm21, AY5123.5
31024 cm21, andAZ555.431024 cm21.

FIG. 1. EPR spectra of a 6H-SiC:Er crystal measured in theBic andB'c
orientations at~a! 12 K and~b! 15 K at a frequency of 9.3 GHz.
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Besides orthorhombic Er31 centers, we detected in th
100–600-mT magnetic-field region EPR signals of ax
symmetry, with the hexagonal axisc as theg tensor axis. The
spectrum shown in Fig. 1 and obtained in theB'c orienta-
tion is seen to have five lines denoted byAx1 , Ax2 , Ax3 ,
Ax4 , andAx5 . Such spectra can be described by the sa
axially symmetric Hamiltonian~1!. We shall consider only
the two centers denoted byAx2 andAx3 , because they pro
duced the strongest lines, and their hf structure was relia
established~Fig. 1!. For the Ax2 centers,gi51.073, g'

58.284, Ai529031024 cm21, A'53831024 cm21, and
for the Ax3 centers, gi51.164, g'58.071, Ai5285
31024 cm21, andA'54131024 cm21.

One observed also an intense, strongly anisotropic E
spectrum characterized by axial symmetry withgi50.77 and
g'53.5, which we denoted byAx6 . The EPR linewidth of
the Ax6 center is almost an order of magnitude larger th
those of the above spectra. Although we did not detect
167Er hf structure in this spectrum, it may be conjectured
be also due to the erbium impurity.

3. LUMINESCENCE

We studied also the luminescence of the crystals wh
the above167Er EPR spectra were observed. The visible a
near-IR luminescence produced by interband excitation
hibits lines typical ofn-type 6H-SiC crystals with a low
nitrogen concentration. Figure 2a,b shows luminesce
spectra excited by photons of energy considerably lower t

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra of a 6H-SiC:Er crystal measured under ex
citation with ~a! Ar laser ~488-nm wavelength! at two temperatures, 77 K
~10-mV gain! and 300 K~1-mV gain!, and~b! Kr laser~647.1 nm! at 77 and
300 K.
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the 6H-SiC band gap by means of lasers operating at
and 647.1 nm, respectively. The luminescence spectra w
taken for two temperatures, 77 and 300 K. One sees in b
panels strong luminescence lines, with their waveleng
practically coinciding in both cases. The long-waveleng
line intensity increases strongly with increasing temperatu
and this line is typical of the4I 13/2→4I 15/2 4 f intrashell tran-
sition in the Er31 ion. The three additional luminescenc
lines whose intensity, in contrast to the Er31 emission line,
grows with decreasing temperature, correspond in posit9

to vanadium lines in 6H-SiC. Vanadium is the usual residu
impurity in silicon carbide.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A comparison of the RE ionic radii with the radii o
silicon and carbon suggests that erbium occupies silicon s
in SiC. Our studies of the hf structure of EPR spectra show
unambiguously that these spectra are produced by singl
bium ions which are not bound in impurity clusters~Er–Er
pairs etc.!. We believe that three of the axial centers are d
to erbium substituting for silicon in the lattice sites. Orth
rhombic Er31 centers have a more complex structure a
include another defect in the carbon site near an erbium
It may be conjectured that the Er31 ion forms a complex
with one oxygen atom or a carbon vacancy in such a w
that the line connecting them coincides with one of the Si
bonds while not coinciding in direction with the hexagonac
axis for orthorhombic centers. Some of the axial centers m
also be connected with erbium-containing complexes.

The main problem lies in establishing the excitati
mechanism for the strong erbium-ion luminescence, as w
as the intense growth in luminescence intensity with incre
ing temperature, a phenomenon which may play a deci
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role in possible future applications. The efficiency of dire
excitation of erbium is usually low and, therefore, our e
periments to apparently reveal absorption by defects and
purities with subsequent excitation transfer to Er31 ions. A
good candidate for this process could be, in particular, va
dium, whose luminescence lines are also effectively exc
in the crystal. We used excitation at two wavelengths in o
experiments to obtain supportive evidence for the assu
tion that absorption by vanadium may be involved in exci
tion of the erbium luminescence.

The authors owe sincere thanks to W. J. Choy
G. Pensl, Yu. A. Vodakov, V. F. Masterov, and V. G
Golubev for fruitful discussions.
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Electronic structure of semiconductor solutions of cadmium chalcogenides
B. V. Gabrel’yan, A. A. Lavrent’ev, and I. Ya. Nikiforov

Don State Technical University,* 344010 Rostov-on-the-Don, Russia
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 41–43~January 1999!

The electronic structure of the semiconductor solid solutions CdSxSe12x x
5(0, 0.17, 0.33, 0.5, 0.67, 0.83, 1.0) is investigated. The experimental x-ray and x-ray-induced
electronic spectra of sulfur in CdS are compared with computed spectra. The calculations
are performed using theFEFF ~Version 7! program and a package of programs that implements
a cluster version of the local-coherent-potential approximation. The effect of an electron
vacancy in the 1s level on the x-ray absorption spectrum is investigated. The band gap as a
function of the anion concentration in the solution is estimated. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01001-1#
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The solid solutions CdSxSe12x with different concentra-
tions x are of interest in connection with the possibility
varying continuously the physical characteristics of the
semiconductors. This creates a potential for practical ap
cations of such solutions, for example, in frequency-tuna
lasers. Although there is a large number of works on me
ods for preparing the solid solutions CdSxSe12x ,1,2 the
electronic-energy structure of these solutions has been s
ied very little, especially in the region of unoccupied stat
i.e. in the conduction band. In the present work we inve
gated the local electronic densities of states in the solid
lutions CdSxSe12x as a function of the sulfur concentratio
(x51, 0.83, 0.67, 0.5, 0.33, 0.17, 0!. In addition, the influ-
ence of a core hole in theK level on the electronic states
investigated. The calculations are performed using theFEFF
~Version 7! program3 for free states and by the local cohere
potential ~LCP! method, used many times for semico
ductors4 and solid solutions,5 for free and occupied states
This enabled us to compare the results obtained in the
multiple scattering~MS! approximation and in the high-orde
multiple scattering approximation, using the Rehr–Albers
gorithm ~FEFF program!.

The FEFF ~Version 7! program, authored by Zabinsky
Rehr, and Ankudinov,3,6,7 is based on the high-order multipl
scattering ~MS! approximation. In this approximation,
single-electron calculation of the effective cross section
x-ray photoabsorption is calculated in the dipole approxim
tion using Fermi’s golden rule taking the core vacancy in
account.

A cluster version of the local-coherent-potential appro
mation was proposed by Gyorffy8,9 and employs the Green’
functions apparatus to calculate the local partial electro
densities of states. A description of this approximation an
comparison with the coherent potential approximation a
the averaget matrix are given in Ref. 10.

In the present work, the substitutional solid solutio
CdS–CdSe having the cubic sphalerite lattice are stud
The lattice parameter for the solutions was determined u
Vegard’s law
351063-7834/99/41(1)/2/$15.00
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wherex is the sulfur concentration in the anionic sublatti
of the solution,aCdS is the lattice constant of ‘‘pure’’ CdS,11

andaCdSeis the lattice constant of ‘‘pure’’ CdSe.11 The local-
coherent-potential method presupposes a specific scatte
potential of an atom placed at the center of a cluster, wh
all other scatterers can be ‘‘effective.’’ For the solutio
studied in the present work this means that, besides the
tral atom, the other atoms of both sulfur and selenium
replaced by the same interstitial scatteringt matrix of the
form

teff~E!5xtS~E!1~12x!tSe~E!.

The crystal potentials in the calculations of the occup
states ~valence band! were constructed according to th
scheme used in Ref. 12. The following scheme was used
the free states~XANES region!. The crystal potentials of Cd
and S of ‘‘pure’’ CdS and the potentials of Cd and Se
‘‘pure’’ CdSe but with lattice constantax ~in both cases!
were calculated for a chosen value ofx using theFEFF
~Version 7! program. Next, it is assumed that in the soluti
the scattering potentialsVCd,VS, andVSe are

VCd5xVCdS
Cd 1~12x!VCdSe

Cd , VS5VCdS
S ,

VSe5VCdSe
Se .

Next, the local partial electronic densities of states for
components of the compound were calculated in the stan
~for the local coherent potential approximation! manner tak-
ing account of the S and Se concentrations.

In Fig. 1, the experimental x-ray photoelectron spectra
CdS from Ref. 13~curve 1!, our K x-ray emission spectra
~curve 2! and absorption spectra~curve 3! of sulfur in CdS
~the experimental details are described in Ref. 4! are com-
pared with the theoreticalK absorption spectrum~curve 4!,
calculated using the programFEFF ~Version 7!, and the
computed LCP density of freep states in sulfur using the
same potential fromFEFF ~Version 7!, taking into account
an electron vacancy in theK level ~curve5!, and the density
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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36 Phys. Solid State 41 (1), January 1999 Gabrel’yan et al.
of occupied and unoccupiedp states of S in CdS~curve6!,
calculated using a potential constructed by the scheme
scribed in Ref. 12. TheFEFF ~Version 7! K absorption spec-
trum of sulfur ~curve 4! reproduces well the position an
shape of the main peaks in the experimental spectrum, b
number of low-intensity elements of the fine structure on
high-energy side of the first principal peaks of the expe
mental spectrum~curve3! could not be obtained in this ca
culation. The numerous details of the density of freep states
of S ~curve5!, calculated in the total multiple scattering a
proximation, agrees quite well with the characteristic fe
tures of the experimental spectrum.

The calculations showed that the presence of a hole
K level does not greatly influence the form of the freep
states of sulfur and gives only a very small (;0.3 eV! shift
of the positions of the characteristic peaks in the direction
lower energies.

The curves of the density of freep states in S and Se fo
the solid solutions have close shapes and maxima at c
energies with concentration-dependent intensity indica
substantial mixing of freep states of S and Se in all of th
solutions investigated.

To estimate the band gaps in the solid solutio
CdSxSe12x it is necessary to know the total electronic de
sities of states in the valence and conduction bands.
computational results for the total densities of states for p
CdS and CdSe and their solid solutions showed that the
sity of states has a distinct region which drops off essenti
to zero. This region was used to estimateEg . This region is

FIG. 1. Results of investigations of the valence band top and conduc
band bottom in CdS,1 — x-ray photoelectron spectrum~XPS!,13 2 — x-ray
K emission band of S,3 — x-ray K absorption spectrum of S,4 — com-
puted x-rayK absorption spectrum of sulfur~FEFF ~Version 7!!, 5 — den-
sity of freep states of S taking account of the core vacancy,6 — density of
p states in S.
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smaller in pure CdSe than in pure CdS, and its energy c
relates well with the experimental data of Ref. 2. As one c
see from Fig. 2, the difference between the computed
experimental values ofEg is 0.25 eV on the average, whil
Eg in the solution cannot be determined by simple line
interpolation~similar to Vegard’s law! on its values for pure
CdS and CdSe, as the calculations and experiment show
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FIG. 2. Band gapEg versus the sulfur concentrationx in the anionic sub-
lattice in the solid solutions CdSxSe12x . 1 — Calculation,2 — experiment.2
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Characteristic features of the photoconductivity and spin conversion of electron-hole
pairs in doped amorphous molecular semiconductors in the dye absorption
region

N. A. Davidenko

T. Shevchenko Kiev State University, 252033 Kiev, Ukraine

A. A. Ishchenko
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~Submitted July 1, 1998!
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The photoconductivity of doped poly-N-epoxypropylcarbazole films in the absorption region of a
cationic polymethine dye is observed to increase when the BF4

2 ion is replaced by Cl2 and
I2. The effect of a magnetic field on the photoluminescence is investigated at room temperature.
The photoconductivity is studied as a function of the electric field intensity and wavelength
of light. The dependence of the photoconductivity on the nature of the anion can be explained by
a change in the probability of intercombination conversion in ionic and electron-hole pairs.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01101-6#
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Amorphous molecular semiconductors~AMSs! with
visible-range photoconductivity are used as electrograp
holographic, and electroluminescence recording media.1,2 In
this connection, a basic requirement for AMSs is high ph
toconductivity. It has been shown3,4 that in the poly-N-
epoxypropylcarbazole~PEPC! based dye-doped AMSs use
in practice charge-carrier photogeneration consists of
stages: photogeneration of electron-hole pairs~EHPs! and
external electric field and temperature stimulated disso
tion of EHPs on free current carriers. However, it has be
established experimentally that the EHP photogeneration
ficiency depends strongly on the choice of d
(Dye1An21), consisting of, for example, for a cationic dy
of an organic color~light absorbing! cation Dye1 and an
inorganic anionAn21. Thus far attention has been devot
mainly to the choice ofDye1, initiating EHP photogenera
tion, while the role of the noncolor counterion in these p
cesses has been neglected. In the present work we inv
gated the influence ofAn21 in a cationic polymethine dye on
the photoconductivity of PEPC films in the absorption reg
of the dye.

1. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES AND PROCEDURE

The dye 1, 3, 3, 18, 38, 38-hexamethylindocarbocyanin
~HIC! with three differentAn21 were used for the investiga
tions. The structural formulas of PEPC and the molec
HIC1An2 are displayed in Fig. 1, whereCz is a carbazole
chromophore. The cation and anion of the dye are in
form of an ionic pair, and their position relative to one a
other is determined by the polarity of the medium.

The experimental samples were prepared either in
form of structures having a free surface — quartz subst
— PEPC1 0.5–5 mol %HIC1An2 or in the form of a
sandwich structure quartz — SnO2–PEPC1 0.5–5 mol %
HIC1An2 –Al. The AMS films were prepared by pourin
371063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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onto substrates solutions of the initial components in dich
roethane and drying in a drying oven at temperature175 °C.
Aluminum electrodes were deposited on the AMS films
thermal sputtering in a vacuum chamber. The thickness
the AMS films wasL50.521mm, while the Al films were
300–350 Å thick.

To achieve our objective we determined the influence
the type ofAn21 on the photoabsorption and photolumine
cence spectra of AMS films, the photocurrent in t
sandwich-structure samples irradiated by light from the
sorption region of the dye, and the ratio of the singlet (n1)
and triplet (n3) EHP densities.

The optical spectra of the absorption coefficient (k) and
the photoluminescence intensity (I PL) of the AMS films
were measured on samples having a free surface, using
KSVIP-23 spectroscopic–computational system.

The quasistationary photocurrent density (j 1) was mea-
sured in the photoresistance regime using a storage osc
graph with samples of the sandwich structure irradiated
the SnO2 electrode side by monochromatic light with wav
lengthsl15511, 546, 578, and 633 nm from the absorpti
region ofHIC1An2. The l1 light source was an incandes
cent lamp with interference light filters. The intensity (I 1) of
thel1 light was varied with neutral light filters. The intensit
of the external electric field was varied in the rangeE54
3107223108 V/m.

The samples having a free surface were also used
measure the effect of an external magnetic field onI PL . The
magnetic field intensity produced between the two poles
the electromagnet in a RE´ -1306 radiospectrometer was va
ied in the rangeH5026 kOe. An optical arrangement with
fiber-optic cables was used in these measurements. To
lyze the results, the ratiodI PL5$I PL(H)2I PL(0)%/I PL(0),
whereI PL(H) and I PL(0) are the intensity of photolumines
cence with and without a field, respectively, was calculat
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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To determine the ratio ofn1 and n3, besides measure
ments of the effect of a magnetic field onI PL,we also use the
method proposed in Refs. 5 and 6 for determining the cha
in photoconductivity of an AMS in the absorption region
the dopants with simultaneous photogeneration of triplet
citons. It is known that triplet excitons catalyzeS2T con-
version of EHPs.7,8 For this reason, photogeneration of tripl
excitons increases the photoconductivity due to the disso
tion of singlet EHPs in AMSs and decreases the photoc
ductivity due to dissociation of triplet excitons. In the prese
work, just as in Refs. 5 and 6, samples of the sandw
structure were irradiated withl1 light, and for exciton pho-
togeneration the structures were irradiated with light w
wavelengthl2536572 nm ~the wavelength of thel2 light
does not fall in the absorption region ofHIC and lies near the
red absorption edge of PEPC, where efficient photogen
tion of triplet excitons occurs9!. The intensity of thel2 light
was varied in the rangeI 250.0520.2 W/m2 with light fil-
ters. When a sample was irradiated withl1 or l2 light, a
quasistationary photocurrentj 1 or j 2, respectively, was re
corded. When a sample was irradiated simultaneously w
l1 and l2 light, a quasistationary photocurrentj 3 was re-
corded. To analyze the results, the ratio of the photocurr

FIG. 1. Structural formulas for the PEPC molecule and the dye mole
HIC1An2.
ge
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d j 5 j 3 /( j 11 j 2) was calculated and the dependences ofj 1

andd j on E, l1 , and l 1 were determined. The ration1 and
n3 in photogenerated EHPs was estimated, just as in Re
and 6, from the amount by whichd j differs from 1: if
d j .1 or d j ,1, then photogeneration produces more sing
or triplet EHPs, respectively. All measurements in t
present work were performed at room temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The electronic absorption spectra of the AMS PEPC1
HIC1An2 in the wavelength rangel.400 nm have a nar-
row intense band with vibrational structure on the sho
wavelength edge of the spectrum~Fig. 2!. This band is char-
acteristic for polymethine dyes. As the dye concentration
PEPC increases, absorption near the vibrational maxim
increases more strongly than near the main maximum, a
bathochromic shift of the spectrum and a decrease of in
sity are observed in the photoluminescence spectra. Th
features of the electronic spectra attest to the appearanc
H aggregates of dyes, absorbing light at shorter wavelen
than nonassociated molecules.10 Substituting Cl2 and I2 for
An21 with BF4

2 produces a hypsochromic shift of the ele
tronic spectra.

All experimental sandwich samples exhibited photoco
ductivity when irradiated withl1 light. The plots ofj 1 ver-
susE are linear in the coordinates logj1 versusE1/2 ~Fig. 3!,
the tangent of the slope angle of these plots being the s
for all samples. This makes it possible to representj 1 as a
function of E by the analytical expressionj 1(E);exp
3$2(W0PH2bE1/2)/kBTe f f%, similar to the expression fo
the photoconductivity in AMS as a function ofE andT.3,11

Here W0PH is the activation energy of photogeneration
E50; kB is Boltzmann’s constant;Te f f is calculated from
the expressionTe f f

215T212T0
21 , whereT05490720 K for

PEPC based AMSs. From the tangent of the slope angl
the straight lines in Fig. 3 we find that the coefficient
proportionality b5(4.670.2)31025 eV•V21/2

•m1/2 and is
close to the corresponding values measured in other PE

le
FIG. 2. Optical absorption spectra~1–3! and photoluminescence spectra~18–3! of the PEPC1 1 mol % HIC1An2 films with the anion BF4
2 ~1, 18!, Cl2

~2, 28!, and I2 ~3, 38!.
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based AMSs as well as to the theoretical value of the Poo
Frenkel constant.

In samples with equalL and the same absorbedl1 light
intensity, the densityj 1 for samples with Cl2 and I2 is sev-
eral times higher than in samples with the BF4

2 anion ~Fig.
3!. Measurements ofd j versusE andl1 established thatd j
decreases with increasingE and, for samples with Cl2 and
I2 substituted for BF4

2 , but it increases withl1. Plots ofd j
versusl1 are displayed in Fig. 4.

Under our experimental conditions, an appreciable m
netic field effect onI PL was observed only forl15633 nm,
while for other values ofl1 we were not able to distinguis
the change inI PL in a magnetic field against the FE´ U noise
background. Figure 5 shows plots ofdI PL versus H for
l15633 nm. AsH increases up toH51 kOe, the intensity
of the photoluminescence of PEPC1 HIC1An2 films in-
creases, whileI PL decreases very little for 1,H,6 kOe.
Such features of the effect ofH on I PL

12,13 show that, when
films are irradiated withl1 light, a portion ofI PL is deter-
mined by geminate recombination of the charges of sin
EHPs.

3. DISCUSSION

There are several possible reasons why the photocon
tivity of PEPC1 HIC1An21 films increases when Cl2 and
I2 are substituted forAn2 BF4

2 . We shall discuss the mos
important ones.

1! For An2 from the series indicated, the electron loca
ization radius (an) on the anion in a dye molecule increase

FIG. 3. logj1 vesus E1/2 in Al–PEPC 1 1 mol % HIC1An2 –SnO2

samples with the anion BF4
2 ~1!, Cl2 ~2!, I2 ~3!. L51mm, l15546 nm,

I 1512 W/m2.

FIG. 4. d j 1 vesusl1 in Al–PEPC1 1 mol % HIC1An2 – SnO2 samples
with the anion BF4

2 ~1!, Cl2 ~2!, I2 ~3!. L51mm, I 250.1 W/m2, E51.2
3108 W/m.
–

-

t

c-

,

and when an EHP dissociates the mobile hole charge~the
hole localization radius on a carbazole chromophore (Cz) in
PEPCap51.1 Å13,14! overcomes with high probability the
Coulomb attraction of the delocalized electron. This mec
nism of the influence of electron delocalization on the qu
tum yield of photogeneration of charge carriers was cons
ered in Refs. 3, 14, and 15; it is especially strong
manifested in AMSs where the photogeneration centers
intermolecular charge transfer complexes. However, in
An2 series studied here,an should be larger for BF4

2 than
for I2, as follows from the values of the van der Waa
radii.16 Therefore the electrostatic interaction energy b
tweenAn2 andCz1 should increase in theAn2 series con-
sidered and, therefore, the EHP dissociation probab
should decrease.

2! For An2 in the series indicated, the effect of traps f
mobile holes decreases. Indeed, in all samples investig
with constantE the current densityj 1 decreases with increas
ing L and I1, as is characteristic for carrier-trap controlle
photoconductivity in AMSs. Such traps can be dye agg
gates in which the ionization energy of the upper occup
orbitals can be less than the ionization energy of the sam
orbital of the carbazole chromophoreCz. However, it is evi-
dent from Fig. 2 that when theAn2 BF4

2 is replaced by Cl2

and I2, the intensity of the short-wavelength absorption ba
characterizing the absorption byH aggregates increases. Th
indicates that the concentration ofH aggregates in AMS
films is higher with I2 than with BF4

2 . Therefore the density
of hole traps should be higher in AMSs with I2, which does
not agree with our experimental data.

3! For An2 from the series indicated, the density
dissociating EHPs increases as a result of an increase in
S2T conversion rate and the transition of singlet EHPs in
triplet pairs. The measurements ofd j and dI PL versusl1

andH for the An2 series investigated~Figs. 4 and 5! show
that such a mechanism of an increase in photoconductivit
possible. According to Refs. 7 and 8, the decrease ind j as
An2 changes attests to an increase in the fraction of dis
ciating photogenerated triplet EHPs. Figure 4 also shows
d j decreases withl1, so that the fraction of triplet EHPs
increases with decreasingl1. The latter agrees with the re
sults of previous investigations of the effect of a magne
field on the photoconductivity of doped AMSs:3,17 As the
photon energy in the absorption region of photogenera
centers increases, the probability of photogeneration of t
let EHPs increases. Evidently, for the same reason we c

FIG. 5. dI PL versusH for the PEPC1 1 mol % HIC1An2 films with the
anion BF4

2 ~1!, Cl2 ~2!, I2 ~3!. l15633 nm.
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not observe an effect of the magnetic field onI PL for
l1,633 nm and we obtaineddI PL curves only for l1

5633 nm~Fig. 5!.
In nonpolar media, such as PEPC, polymethine dyes

found in the form of ionic pairs and their associates.10 The
dependence of the spectroscopic-luminescence charac
tics of 1–3 dyes in PEPC on the nature of the anion~Fig. 1!
attests to the fact that these pairs are predominantly con
pairs. In such pairs, even a noncolor counterion is capabl
influencing the deactivation of their excited electron
states.18 On the basis of the external ‘‘heavy’’ atom effect,
which the spin-orbit interaction increases in the halogen
ries from F to I, it can be expected to increase when the
1 is replaced by the dyes 2 and 3. In turn, this should
crease the rate of singlet–triplet conversion of charged p
and increase the concentration of long-lived triplet EH
whose dissociation in an electric field gives rise to an
crease of the photoconductivity.3

In summary, the increase in the photoconductivity of t
AMSs, investigated here, when theAn2 BF4

2 is replaced by
Cl2 and I2 is due mainly to an increase in the fraction
triplet EHPs as a result of an increase in theS2T conversion
probability. This makes it possible to refine our physical u
derstanding of the process of photogeneration of charge
riers in accordance with a two-stage photogenera
model.1,3,4 At the first stage of photogeneration, after a d
molecule absorbs a photon with energyhn, an EHP with the
hole localized on the carbazole chromophoreCz in PEPC
and the electron localized in the dye molecule is formed
the dye consists of an organic cationDye1 and an inorganic
anion An21, then the EHP photogeneration process can
represented by the scheme

Cz11~Dye1An2!0→
hn

Cz11,3~Dye1An2!1

→Dye•11,3~An2 . . . Cz1!, ~1!

where it is indicated that the EHP1,3 (An2 . . .Cz1) can be
in a singlet spin state~S! as well as in one of three triplet spi
states (T0 , T2 , T1).12,13

At the second stage of photogeneration, the charges i
EHP either recombine as a result of a hole returning to
photoregeneration center or they separate as a result of h
hopping alongCz. Ordinarily, the unexcited ground sta
1(Dye1An2) of an ionic pair of the dye is a singlet state a
the rate constant (k1) for recombination of singlet EHPs i
higher than the rate constant (k3) for recombination of triplet
EHPs. As the intensityE of the external electric field and
temperatureT increase, the EHP dissociation rate (kh) in-
creases. Recombination and dissociation of EHPs are c
peting processes, and whether one predominates ove
other depends onk1 ,k3 , andkh and on the EHPS2T con-
re
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version ratekST, since oftenkST.k1 ,kh ,k3. For example,
for PEPC based AMSs, where the photoregeneration cen
are intermolecular charge-transfer complexes or compou
with intramolecular charge transfer,kST51092108 s21,
k151082107 s21,kh51072105 s21, k3,103 s21.3

According to the photoregeneration scheme~1!, in an
external electric field the mobile hole moves away from
electron localized onAn2. In a zero magnetic field the mag
netic interactions12,13 and nonmagnetic spin-exchang
interactions19,20of an electron and hole with the radicalDye•

initiate S2T conversion of EHPs. For this reason, its ra
depends on the nature ofAn2. For photoregeneration o
EHPs from a singlet excited state1(Dye1An2)1 of the dye,
an increase ofkST with an appropriate substitution forAn2

stimulates an increase in the density of triplet EHPs and
increase in the density of free charge carriers.
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Rapid luminescence saturation of the Mn 21 3d shell in the Cd 12xMnxTe dilute magnetic
semiconductor with a high manganese concentration

V. F. Agekyan, N. N. Vasil’ev, and A. Yu. Serov

Institute of Physics, St. Petersburg State University, 198904 Petrodvorets, St. Petersburg, Russia
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The dependence of manganese-ion intracenter-luminescence intensity on optical excitation level
has been studied in the Cd12xMnxTe dilute magnetic semiconductor with 0.4,x,0.7. It
is shown that the intracenter luminescence saturates due to effective nonlinear quenching already
at low excitation levels. Mechanisms are proposed which can provide nonlinear quenching
and offer a qualitative explanation for the temperature dependence of the luminescence saturation
in samples with different manganese concentrations. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01201-0#
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Spectroscopic investigation of dilute magnetic semic
ductors~DMS!, solid solutions of Group II–VI semiconduc
tors with an iron-group magnetic component, and the co
sponding low-dimensional systems, has been activ
pursued during the recent two decades~see, e.g., reviews
Refs. 1–3!. These materials are characterized by a high c
centration of localized magnetic moments originating fro
the unfilled 3d shell of iron-group ions. This results in stron
ion-ion and carrier-ion exchange interactions causing g
magnetic splitting of excitonic levels, the magnetic polar
effect, and formation of antiferromagnetic pairs a
magnetic-ion clusters.

The most popular DMS compound is Cd12xMnxTe due
to its good technological properties, the highest poss
magnetic moment of the manganese 3d shell, and favorable
parameters of the parent crystal CdTe. For magnetic com
nent concentrationsx.0.4, the gap widthEg (x)5(1.55
11.5x) eV ~at T577 K! becomes larger than the thresho
energyEt52.15 eV for the intracenter optical transitions
the Mn213d shell. This makes possible observation in t
absorption spectrum of a band system corresponding to t
sitions in the manganese ion in a tetragonal crystal fie
These transitions from the ground state6A1 (S) to excited
states4T1 (G), 4T2 (G), 4A1 (G), and 4E (G) ~Fig. 1! are
intercombination type~the 3d-shell spin moment decrease
from 5/2 to 3/2), and therefore the absorption coefficient
the bands is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than
for transitions from the valence to conduction band, ev
with 50% Cd replaced by manganese. As a result of
relaxation in the excited Mn21 ion leading to considerable
Stokes losses, the maximum of the broad Mn21 intracenter-
luminescence band lies near 2.0 eV, i.e., belowEt by 0.15
eV. The kinetic studies4,5 of this band established that th
decay timet0 is about 231025 s and exhibits forT,60 K a
frequency dependence within the band profile by increas
toward lower energies.

Thus there are two channels of light absorption a
emission in DMSs, the conventional interband type with
Wannier exciton fixed toEg (x) and an intraionic one~in-
volving excitation of the Mn213d shell with the threshold
Et), between which energy transfer can occur. The proc
411063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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of energy transfer from nonthermalized Wannier excitons
the manganese 3d ions was studied, in particular, in th
Zn12xMnxTe wide-gap DMS.6 The dominant direction of en
ergy transfer in Cd12xMnxTe is determined by the relativ
magnitude ofEg (x) and Et , so that the interband excito
luminescence decays rapidly asx is increased above 0.4. Th
redistribution of emission between these channels can be
fected not only by varying properly the solid-solution com
position but by external factors as well~magnetic field, hy-
drostatic pressure!, which likewise change the relatio
betweenEt and the Wannier exciton energyE1s , which is
close toEg (x).7,8

In crystals having a high manganese concentration s
ied in the present work (0.4,x,0.7), practically all Mn21

ions are interconnected in an infinite cluster within whi
energy is transferred from one excited ion to another. T
transfer can be considered as motion of a Frenkel-type e
ton among lattice sites occupied by manganese ions. Ex
tion of a Mn21 ion reduces the 3d shell moment to nearly
one half, which weakens substantially the exchange inte
tion of the excited ion with free carriers~Wannier excitons!
and neighboring ions. Thus, if one succeeds in excitin
large enough fraction of the manganese ions by opt
pumping, a noticeable photoinduced change in the magn
properties of the DMS will occur. This will affect, in particu
lar, the dynamics of formation and size of magne
polarons.9 The decrease of the magnetic moment, produ
by 3d-shell excitation and weakening the indirect exchan
interaction, should act also on the rate of Frenkel exci
migration among the Mn21 ions. All this relates equally both
to bulk DMSs and to superlattices and quantum-well str
tures of the type CdTe/Cd12xMnxTe with a high manganes
concentration in the barrier layers. These considerations h
initiated the present study of the dependence of the Mn21

intraionic luminescence properties in Cd12xMnxTe on the
level of optical excitation, both selective into the Mn213d
shell and above the interband transition edge. This dep
dence was found to be nontrivial in our earlier work.10 This
study may also help in understanding the photo- and e
troluminescent properties of a broad class of II–VI wide-g
materials activated by iron-group ions.1!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Right — Cd0.3Mn0.7Te absorption spectrum
Mn213d intrashell transition bands6A124T1 and 6A1

24T2, whose position is practically independent of ma
ganese concentration and temperature, and interband
sition edge. Left — Cd0.6Mn0.4Te luminescence spectrum
intracenter band4T126A1 and the Wannier excitonE1s .
Dashed arrow shows the structure of the Wannier exci
E1s in the reflectance spectrum of Cd0.6Mn0.4Te obtained
at 77 K, with the dotted arrow identifying the shor
wavelength shift of this structure with the temperatu
lowered to 4 K. The solid arrow refers to the pump
photon energy of the Nd31:YAG-laser second harmonic
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1. EXPERIMENTAL

Cd12xMnxTe crystals withx varying from 0.4 to 0.7
were grown by a modified Bridgman technique. The cryst
were pumped by the second and third harmonics o
Nd31:YAG laser with a pulse widthtex50.12ms and pulse
repetition frequency of 1 kHz. The number ofhn052.35-eV
second-harmonic photons in a pulse was 431013, and the
maximum excitation level was 5 kW/cm2. A cw Ar ion laser
was used to probe luminescence at low excitation levels.
luminescence was usually measured in the cw mode.

2. RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

None of the samples studied revealed any substa
difference between the saturation curves obtained at diffe
points within the Mn21 intraionic-luminescence band profil
in the 4–77 K interval, and therefore we shall present
what follows data relating only to the maximum of th
2.0-eV band. Figures 2–4 display intraionic-luminescen
saturation curves measured on Cd12xMnxTe samples with
x50.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 under pulsed excitation within
broad excitation-level rangeJex ~second harmonic! at 4 and
77 K. The luminescence is seen to saturate in all sam
excited by the third harmonic as well~photon energy 3.51
eV!. Studies carried out under weak cw excitation show t
the band saturates already atJex on the order of a few
W/cm2.

For comparison, we measured the dependence of th
tensity of exciton interband luminescence peaking atE1s on
excitation level in a Cd0.7Mn0.3Te crystal, whereE1s,Et

and, hence, there is no intracenter luminescence at all
low pumping levels this dependence is superlinear, it
comes linear at higher excitations and does not change u
the maximum value ofJex used in the experiment. Thus the
is no saturation of the interband exciton luminescence. T
result correlates with theory predicting superlinear dep
dence of interband luminescence for weak excitations w
one takes into account the trapping of nonequilibrium ca
ls
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ers at defect or impurity levels, and a linear one for high
pumping, where the impurity channel saturates. The sign
cance of impurity levels in Cd12xMnxTe DMSs grown by
the Bridgman technique is supported by the efficient exc

FIG. 2. Intracenter luminescence intensity of Mn21 ions in Cd0.6Mn0.4Te vs
pulsed excitation intensity by the Nd31:YAG-laser second harmonic at~a!
77 K and~b! 4 K. Solid lines are plots of Eq.~1! with theb parameter equal
to 42 ~a! and 112~b!, andJex normalized to unity. TheJex51 level in Figs.
2–4 corresponds to a pump density of 5 kW/cm2.
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tion at low temperatures of luminescence, both intracen
and interband, inx50.4 samples by a helium-neon laser wi
photon energy of 1.96 eV, which is lower thanEt and
Eg (0.4).8 Under such excitation, the dependence of
Wannier exciton luminescence intensity onJex is quadratic.
BecauseJex is too low to produce two-photon excitation, th
experimental result should be interpreted as two-stage e
tation of electrons and holes through impurity levels.

As seen from Figs. 2–4, at 4 K the Mn21 luminescence
saturation sets in the fastest in thex50.4 sample, while
within the 0.5,x,0.7 interval the saturation occurs mo
slowly and depends only weakly onx. Heating up a sample
from 4 to 77 K slows down strongly the luminescence sa
ration for x50.4 while accelerating it forx50.520.7.

FIG. 3. Intracenter luminescence intensity of Mn21 ions in Cd12xMnxTe
with x50.5, 0.6, and 0.7 vs pulsed excitation intensity by t
Nd31:YAG-laser second harmonic at 77 K.

FIG. 4. Intracenter luminescence intensity of Mn21 ions in Cd12xMnxTe
with x50.5, 0.6, and 0.7 vs pulsed excitation intensity by t
Nd31:YAG-laser second harmonic at 4 K.
er

e

ci-
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In Cd12xMnxTe with x.0.5, the maximum number o
Mn21 ions that can simultaneously reside in excited state
be readily estimated because one knows the ion conce
tion (1022 cm23), the absorption coefficienta in the manga-
nese bands at the pump frequency (102 cm21), the lifetime
of the Mn21 ion in excited statet0, and the characteristics o
optical excitation~when operating in the pulsed regime, on
knows the number of photons per laser pulse, whose dura
is much shorter thant0, and the pulse separation which e
ceeds substantiallyt0). The a parameter for Cd0.6Mn0.4Te
has a different meaning, namely, it characterizes the e
ciency of the process consisting in the excitation of interba
transitions with subsequent transfer of this excitation to
Mn21 ions. Estimates show that even if every absorbed p
ton is expended in the final count in promoting the Mn21 ion
from the ground to the4T1 (G) excited state, saturation
should be observable already after only a small fraction
the manganese ions present in a crystal layer abouta21 thick
have become excited.

Luminescence saturation at low excitation levels can
cur if, as a result of inhomogeneous broadening, monoch
matic light excites selectively only a small fraction of ion
and migration of the excitations is strongly limited~below 60
K, a Frenkel exciton can change during its lifetime only tw
or three sites4!. In Cd12xMnxTe solid solutions withx from
0.4 to 0.7, random potentials associated with fluctuations
local values ofx and various defects should produce a n
ticeable inhomogeneous broadening of the Mn21 levels. In
principle, all this assumes selectivity of excitation and
efficient localization. The complex systems of excited Mn21

levels split by the exchange and crystal fields, howev
overlap strongly for ions acted on by different local field
Moreover, the phonon-initiated migration of excitatio
among manganese ions in Cd12xMnxTe becomes strongly
enhanced above 60 K,4 which, if considered within the above
conditions of rapid saturation, should favor its temperatu
induced suppression. At the same time, experiment yield
opposite result, namely, for all samples~except
Cd0.6Mn0.4Te, which will be dealt with later on! saturation at
77 K is much more efficient than that at 4 K.

Saturation of the Mn21 intraionic luminescence can re
sult from nonlinear quenching by the following sequenc
After the already excited ion has captured one more Fren
exciton, its energy is expended in raising the ion to a s
higher excited state, thus reducing the quantum yield of
luminescence in the 2.0-eV band. This assumes a faste
minescence saturation at high temperatures, where the m
tion of Frenkel excitons is strong. Another possible mec
nism involves absorption of the second photon by an alre
excited Mn21 ion during a laser pulse. Here the high osc
lator strength of the dipole-allowed optical transition fro
the excited4T1 (G) state to a still higher state may becom
an important factor. In this case the photon-capture cr
section by an excited ion exceeds by far that by an unexc
ion involving an intercombination transition from the groun
state6A1 (S) to G-type excited states.

Consider now the relation describing the saturation
manganese intraionic luminescence with inclusion of
mechanisms of its nonlinear quenching. During a laser pu
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tex!t0 long, the excited manganese-ion concentrationn in-
creases

dn/dt5aJex/hn0 .

At the end of the pulse, the excited-ion concentrat
becomes

n05atexJex/hn0 .

After the end of the pump pulse, i.e., starting from the m
ment t5tex, the ion system begins to relax to ground sta

dn/dt52wn2qn2 ,

w5~1/t01wd! .

Here the rate of linear relaxationw is a sum of that of radia-
tive recombination 1/t0 and of nonradiative relaxationwd ,
which is determined, in particular, by the probability for
Frenkel exciton migrating among the Mn21 ions to encoun-
ter the quenching centers, such as iron ions etc. Parameq
determines the efficiency of nonlinear quenching by ab
mechanisms. Setting as the initial conditionnu t505n0, we
have

n~ t !5w exp~2wt!/q@~w/qn011!

3exp~2wtex!2exp~2wt!# .

Because the linear relaxation rate is not faster than 1t0,
it is in order of magnitude not less than 105 s21, i.e., wtex

!1, so that exp (2wtex) differs very little from unity. In the
cw mode of luminescence measurement, one determine
perimentally an integrated value proportional to

E
0

`

n~ t !dt5q21ln~11qn0 /w! ,

and, thus, the dependence of the luminescence intensit
excitation level can be written

JL5J0 ln~11bJex! , ~1!

whereb5aqn0 /whn0 is a parameter characterizing the l
minescence saturation rate. Figure 2 compares the ex
mental data on luminescence saturation with relation~1! us-
ing b as a fitting parameter.

Consider now in more detail the difference between
cases ofx50.4 andx50.520.7. Forx.0.5, the second har
monic of the Nd31:YAG laser excites only Mn213d in-
trashell transitions, because the photon energyhn0 is less
than the energyEg (x) of the interband transition and of th
associated Wannier-exciton levelE1s . For x50.4, however,
E1s becomes approximately equal toEt , and both these en
ergies are less thanhn0, so that light will now directly pump
predominantly the interband transitions, for which the a
sorption coefficient is two orders of magnitude larger th
that for intraionic intercombination transitions. Under the
conditions, Wannier excitons will form in a thin near-surfa
layer, and they will promote manganese ions to the4T1 (G)
excited state through resonant energy transfer. The inv
process cannot operate because of the fast energy relax
of this excited state to equilibrium in a time of the order
10211 s ~the Stokes losses!. As seen from Fig. 1, the Wannie
exciton level in ourx50.4 sample coincides exactly at 77
n
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with the threshold of the Mn213d intrashell transitions.
Cooling Cd12xMnxTe from 77 to 4 K practically does no
affect the position of the intraionic absorption bands, butEg

increases. As a result, the Wannier exciton levelE1s in
Cd0.6Mn0.4Te shifts from the low-energy edge of the fir
absorption band of Mn21 toward its maximum~Fig. 1!. The
density of Mn21 electronic states at the new position ofE1s

is substantially higher, which accelerates resonant ene
transfer from Wannier excitons to Mn21 ions. It is this factor
that is apparently dominant, and saturation of intracenter
minescence in Cd0.6Mn0.4Te is achieved faster with decrea
ing temperature.

In samples with 0.5,x,0.7,Eg (x).hn0, which makes
possible direct excitation of the Mn213d intrashell transition
and for which case the excitation efficiency is only weak
temperature dependent. At the same time the tempera
induced enhancement of Frenkel-exciton migration amo
manganese ions makes their encounter with already exc
Mn21 ions more probable, thus accelerating the lumin
cence saturation. As for the concentration dependence o
saturation rate of the Mn21 luminescence within the 0.5,x
,0.7 interval, it is determined by such concentratio
dependent factors as the rate of excitation migration am
manganese ions and the magnitude of the solid-solution fl
tuation potentials.

Thus the most probable reason for the Mn21 lumines-
cence saturation observed in Cd12xMnxTe DMSs with x
50.420.7 is the nonlinear quenching associated with mig
tion of Frenkel-type excitons and photon absorption by
ready excited manganese ions. The experimentally obse
very rapid saturation of the Mn21 luminescence in DMSs
requires a comprehensive analysis of the efficiency of
above mechanisms.

1!The energy level system of the Mn213d shell and its optical manifesta
tions were studied comprehensively in the weakly-doped ZnS:Mn21 wide-
gap semiconductor~see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12!.
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According to a recent analytical review, the stream
papers on porous silicon is comparable to that on the fun
mental problem of high-temperature superconductivity.1 This
is due in no small part to the ‘‘inexhaustibility’’ of this ma
terial, whose unusual properties are of interest for the m
diverse disciplines in physics, chemistry, and technology

The present paper calls attention to another group
properties of this material that investigators have essent
ignored up to now — the magnetic properties of porous s
con ~PSi!. Only a few works on this subject exist. As ha
pens for porous silicon, the authors of the various wo
arrive at opposite conclusions. This is understandable in
the general term ‘‘porous silicon’’ encompasses the en
class of materials which differ among each other not only
the composition and the characteristics of quantum-size
ments~‘‘wires’’ ! but also by the structure and the topolo
of the material at the mesoscopic level. However, disag
ments should not serve as a basis for rejecting the inves
tions.

The result of two works suggest thatPSi and its closest
analog, obtained in an electric discharge, possess sp
magnetic properties. In the first one a SQUID magnetom
was used to detect a magnetic moment and hysteres
magnetization ofPSi in an external magnetic field.2 In the
second one a magnetic field dependence with characte
hysteresis was observed in the intensity of luminescence
a modification of silicon treated with a spark discharge.3 The
difference between the samples and the fragmentary na
of the information in Ref. 3 make it impossible to analy
the results of Refs. 2 and 3 and to compare them with
experimental results. However, these works motivated
present investigation, and taken together with our work th
provide sufficient proof that porous silicon possesses n
trivial magnetic properties.~We note that at the same time
a large number of works, including in works specially d
voted to this question, for example, Ref. 4, no peculiarit
were found in the magnetic properties ofPSi.!

Our choice of the Faraday effect for characterizing
magnetic properties ofPSi is due to the fact that this effect i
more directly related with magnetization than is the lumin
cence intensity and, at the same time, in contrast to SQU
it excludes the detection of magnetic moments of ancill
particles and adsorbates.
451063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND SAMPLES

The experimental samples were free films of porous s
con, less than 1 cm in width, secured in a rigid plastic hold
The samples were obtained by etching@100# wafers ofn-type
silicon with resistivity 0.01520.025V/cm in a 1:1 mixture
of 38% hydrofluoric acid and absolute alcohol, using ano
bias of the sample relative to the etching solution and sim
taneously illuminating with light from a halogen lamp th
sample undergoing etching. The etch current density was
mA/cm2. The current density increased by an order of ma
nitude after 6–10 min of etching. This caused the free film
porous silicon to separate from the parent crystal. T
samples were of the order of 0.05 mm thick, which gave
optical transmission of about 1/3, close to the optimal va
for Faraday rotation experiments, at wavelength 6328
This same value, 0.05 mm, was used to estimate the rela
rotation of the plane and the polarization in the experimen
PSi samples.

A block diagram of the apparatus used to investigate
magnetic rotation of the polarization plane is displayed
Fig. 1. The light source was a 2 mW He–Nelaser~1! with an
additional light polarizer~2!. A 3.8 kG magnetic field was
produced with a laboratory electromagnet~3!, whose design
made it possible to transmit light along the field lines into t
gap. The signal corresponding to the angle of rotation of
polarization plane was detected using a differential sche
thereby eliminating spurious signals due to the variation
the intensity of the laser. After passing through the sam
~4!, the light beam passed through a special polarizing pr
~5! that split the beam into two beams polarized orthogona
with respect to one another and at an angle of 45° w
respect to the initial beam. The rotation of the polarizati
plane in the sample increases the intensity of one beam
decreases the intensity of the second beam. The differe
electric signal proportional to the rotation angle was e
tracted off the diagonal of the bridge, where two photodet
tors ~6, 7!, which recorded the intensity of each beam at t
exit of the splitting prism, were connected. The detect
sensitivity to the rotation angle for transparent samples w
1024 rad.

The samples could rotate in the gap between the po
The rotation axis was also the direction of polarization of t
transmitted light. This reduced the possible depolarizat
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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accompanying rotations of the sample to a minimum. T
experiments were performed at room temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments showed the existence of a substa
Faraday effect in the experimental samples of porous silic
The signal due to the rotation of the polarization plane w
normal incidence of light on the film in the range of field
employed corresponded to a Verdet constant of 0.159/G•cm.
A saturated solution of iron chloride has a comparable V
det constant — 0.29/G•cm ~Ref. 6!. The rotation angle de
pended linearly on the applied magnetic field.

The dependence of the Faraday rotation on the rota
angle of the sample was unusual~deviations of the normal to
the surface from the direction of the magnetic field lines!. As
shown in Fig. 2, for porous silicon the signal decreases to
noise level of the apparatus for rotation angles of the sam
of the order of 30°. At the same time, the same depende
for a standard diamagnetic material is of a completely diff
ent character: The rotation signal from the quartz plate e
increased somewhat as the plate turned in the field. T
two facts — the substantial magnitude of the effect and
anomalous angular dependence — are unusual and re
explanation.

3. DISCUSSION

Since the experiments were designed from the onse
obtain independent data on the unusual magnetic prope
of porous silicon, and taking account of Refs. 2 and 3, i
natural to attempt an interpretation of the results in terms
the magneto-optics of a ferromagnetic material.

All the basic facts of this paper can be easily interpre
in these terms. The linear dependence of the rotation a
on the intensity of the applied field is a shape effect: In
field applied in a direction normal to the film surface, t
effective magnetic permeability of a thin film should be
This means that for such a film the characteristics of
magnetization in the normal direction will be the same as
a nonmagnetic material, as was observed. The quite l
Faraday rotation is probably due to the concentration of m
netic centers.

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the apparatus for measuring Faraday rotation.1 —
He–Ne laser,2 — polarizer,3 — electromagnet,4 — sample,5 — polar-
izing prism–beam splitter,6,7 — photodetectors,8 — differential amplifier,
9 — magnetic field sensor,10 — detection unit.
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The anomalous polarization dependence could be du
a superposition of diamagnetic and ferromagnetic~or para-
magnetic! mechanisms. It can be shown that if the Farad
rotation of the material is due the sum of the diamagnetic
magnetic contributions and if the Verdet constants of th
contributions have different signs, then for some angle
rotation of the sample in a field the diamagnetic and m
netic contributions should compensate one another. Thi
easy to understand qualitatively. As explained above, eve
high magnetic permeability is not manifested for light inc
dent in the normal direction. As the film rotates, the field
the film plane starts to increase, since the magnetic per
ability in the film plane is high. However, for small angles
rotation this is not manifested in the Faraday effect, since
account of refraction the light will propagate in the film in
direction almost normal to the surface and the componen
the light in the direction of the field will be almost zero
However, at some angle of rotation of the sample the pa
magnetic and diamagnetic contributions will be almost eq
in magnitude. For a diamagnetic material whose magn
permeability is isotropic and close to 1 there should be
such effect — as is observed experimentally~Fig. 2!.

The assumption used in the explanation that the sign
the Verdet constants are different for the dia- and param
netic~ferromagnetic! contributions corresponds to the typic
situation — see, for example, Refs. 5 and 6.

We emphasize that we cannot draw any conclusi
about the observation of ferromagnetism inPSi on the basis
of our experiments. Our data show only a substantial Fa
day effect with a Verdet constant of the order of 0.159/G•cm

FIG. 2. Rotation anglea of the polarization plane in a 3.5 kG magnetic fie
versus the rotation anglew of the sample relative to the direction of the fiel
lines for free films of porous silicon~1 — PSi film No. 1,2 — PSi film No.
2! and a fused quartz plate~curve3!.
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and a substantial magnetic permeability in the film plane
In summary, a magneto-optic Faraday effect was

served in films of porous silicon. A number of characterist
of this effect can be easily explained assuming that this
terial is ferromagnetic. Together with the results of Refs
and 3, this would seem to be quite probable. However,
many works in which no magnetism in porous silicon w
observed should not be overlooked. More complicated m
els, not requiring any assumptions about ferromagnetic
der, for interpreting the experimental data are possible. H
ever, it is clear from the existing results that the magne
properties of porous silicon are not trivial and require furth
study.
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The results of an investigation of the electronic structure of lithium tetraborate crystals using
experimental~x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy! and theoretical~quantum-chemical
modeling! methods are reported. The experimental spectrum of the valence-band states of the
crystal lies 2–15 eV below the Fermi level and is due primarily to boron-oxygen groups
(B4O9). The quantum-chemical calculations were performed self-consistently, using the standard
variant of the scattered-wave method in the model of a cluster embedded in a lattice of
point charges. The data obtained on the partial contribution of the model densities to the one-
electron spectrum of the@B4O9#6 cluster make it possible to interpret the fine structure
of the experimental spectrum of the valence-band states. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!01401-X#
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Lithium tetraborate Li2B4O7 ~LTB! possesses a comb
nation of physical properties which are important for prac
cal applications, and it finds wide application in vario
fields of science and technology. For example, it is a pro
ising material for piezotechnology, acoustoelectronics,1 and
nonlinear optics.2 In addition, Mn- or Cu-activated Li2B4O7

crystals are widely used as tissue-equivalent thermolumi
cence dosimeters.3 Their undisputed advantages are hi
radiation-optical hardness, wide transmission band, and
chanical strength. Investigations of the electronic structur
LTB are a topical problem which is important for practic
applications, because the fundamental properties of LTB
are responsible for the characteristic processes leading t
dissipation of excitation energy and nonlinear-optical p
nomena are still not completely understood. At the pres
time only isolated works on the electronic structure
lithium tetraborate exist.4

Our objective in the present work is to study the ele
tronic structure of Li2B4O7 crystals using experimental~x-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy — XPS! and theoretical
~quantum-chemical modeling! methods.

1. EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTS AND METHODS

The Li2B4O7 crystals were Czochralski grown from sto
ichiometric melt using up to 200 cm3 platinum crucibles.
After the recrystallized reactant of pure-grade Li2B4O7 and
the required holding period, the temperature was lowere
the melting point 917 °C. The crystals were grown on se
with different orientation and a pulling velocity of up to
mm/day and rotational speed of the order of 20 rpm. Fo
15-day growth period, the typical dimensions of the Li2B4O7

crystals were 35340 mm in diameter and up to 70 g in mas
481063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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The XPS investigations of freshly cleaved samples were c
ducted in an ESCALAB MK II spectrometer using a no
monochromatic MgKa1,2 source. The vacuum in the ana
lyzer chamber was maintained at 1028 Pa. The binding
energy was determined to within60.1 eV. The electric
charging of the surface of the samples was estimated acc
ing to theC 1s ~284.6 eV! line.

The quantum-chemical calculations were perform
self-consistently on the basis of the standard variant of
scattered-wave method5 in the model of a cluster embedde
in a lattice of point charges.6 The embedding Coulomb po
tential was constructed taking into account the translatio
invariance of the entire crystal. The exchange potential w
chosen in a local form in accordance with the exchan
correlation energy density proposed in Ref. 7. The radii
the muffin-tin spheres touched one another, and the o
sphere was chosen from the condition that the muffin
spheres of the peripheral ions of the cluster touch. Since
were interested only in the filled states, the localizing pot
tial was chosen in the form of a Watson-sphere potent
whose charge was equal in magnitude and opposite in sig
that of the cluster. Harmonics up toL51 for the inner ions
of a cluster andL54 for the outer sphere were included
the partial-wave expansion.

Lithium tetraborate crystals belong to the space gro
I41cd and possess 104 atoms per unit cell. The main cry
motif of LTB are boron-silicon complexes (B4O9), consist-
ing of two planar trigonal (BO3) and two tetrahedral (BO4)
groups. The lithium atoms are localized at interstices.8

The debatable aspect of the cluster model is the cho
of a cluster. The anionic group@B4O9#62 ~Fig. 1! was cho-
sen as the fragment modeling the ideal crystal; the coordin
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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origin was placed on the O~4! atom. The model cluster pos
sessed localC1 symmetry. In a previous work, we obtaine
satisfactory results in calculations of low-symmetry cluste9

in oxide crystals. This was the methodological basis for
ing a cluster model in the present case. In Ref. 10 it is sho
that lithium in LTB crystals stabilizes the framework stru
ture of the crystal, and its makes only a negligible contrib
tion to the formation of the valence band~VB! of the crystal.
This justifies the choice of a@B4O9#62 cluster to describe the
structure of the valence-band top.

2. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The XPS spectrum of Li2B4O7 crystals is displayed in
Fig. 2a. It consists of two subbands. The band with th
characteristic peaks 2–15 eV below the Fermi energyEf

corresponds to the VB states of the crystal. The peak nea
eV belowEf corresponds to O 2s quasicore states. We als
obtained the values of the binding energies of the core le
— 55.7, 192.4, and 531.8 eV for Li 1s, B 1s, and O 1s,
respectively. The XPS investigations of the surface laye
LTB ~3–5 nm!, including using ionic cleaning of the surfac
layer, showed that the elemental composition found from
ratio of the core lines, taking account of the photoionizat
cross sections, agrees with the formula composition. An
sis of the data on elemental composition and on the bind
energies of the core levels11 shows that there are no com
pounds of a nonstructural character in the surface layer.

Let us analyze the computational results for the sing
electron energies of the molecular orbitals of a@B4O9#62

cluster in comparison with our XPS data~Fig. 2a!. The total
and partial model densities of states of a@B4O9#62 cluster
are presented in Figs. 2b–2e~the results shown included
Gaussian modification of the linewidth!. The computational
results agree satisfactorily with the experimental data
both the shape and energy position of the lines. We s
analyze separately the band in the XPS spectrum in the
ergy range 2–15 eV belowEf . This band belongs to the VB
of an ideal crystal~Fig. 2a!, peaksA, B, andC). We shall
perform the analysis in comparison with the partial contrib
tions of the VB states for the cluster@B4O9#62 to the result-
ing single-electron spectrum~Fig. 2c–2e!. The complicated

FIG. 1. Basic crystallographic motif of an Li2B4O7 crystal — boron-oxygen
complex (B4O9).
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shape of the density of states obtained in the cluster calc
tion is due to the existence of different types of oxyg
bonds (2p molecular orbitals of thep ands type, bonding
and antibonding!, which form with different angular depen
dences of the wave functions of a@B4O9#62 cluster and non-
equivalence of oxygen atoms in a cluster~four nonequivalent
positions!. Evidently, the presence of several peaks in
XPS spectrum of the VB states in the crystal can be
plained by both the crystallographic and specific cryst
chemical role of various oxygens in the formation of t
framework structure of the crystal as a whole.10 The oxygen
atoms O~2! and O~3! in the complex (B4O9) join each B~1!
triangle with two B~2! tetrahedra, which have an O~4! atom
in common. The structural complexes form a framewo
structure by generalization of the O~1! atoms. According to

FIG. 2. X-Ray photoelectron spectrum of Li2B4O7 ~a!, model one-electron
densities of states of a@B4O9#62 cluster~b!, O~1! and O~4! atoms~c!, O~2!
and O~3! atoms~d!, and B~1! and B~2! atoms~e!.
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the data presented in Fig. 2d, the O~2! and O~3! atoms have
similar partial densities of states and make a large contr
tion to the formation of the peakA in the valence band~Fig.
2a and 2b!. The partial densities of states presented in Fig.
attest to a large contribution of O~1! atoms to the formation
of the peakB and O~4! atoms to the peakC in the valence
band. It should also be noted that according to our data
boron atoms make only a negligible contribution to the f
mation of the VB of the crystal.

Thus, the following conclusions can be drawn from o
experimental and theoretical investigations of the electro
structure of the lithium tetraborate crystals.

1! The x-ray photoelectron spectrum of the VB of th
LTB crystal lies 2–15 eV below the Fermi level and is d
primarily to the boron-oxygen groups (B4O9).The XPS in-
vestigations showed that there are no compounds of n
structural character in the surface layer; the elemental c
position is identical to the formula composition. The XP
spectra obtained reflect the electronic structure of
Li 2B4O7 single crystal itself.

2! The calculations performed agree well with the e
perimental data from XPS investigations. This shows t
cluster models based on the local density functional appr
mation can be used in theoretical investigations of the e
tronic structure of this crystal.

3! The data obtained on the partial contribution of mod
densities to the one-electron spectrum of the clus
@B4O9#62 permit interpreting the fine structure of the expe
mental spectrum of the VB states. Specifically, it can
concluded that anions playing a specific crystal-chem
role in the formation of the framework structure of the cry
u-
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tal as a whole make substantially different contributions
the density of states of the crystal.
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A phenomenological theory of quasiequilibrium states of solid solutions with at least three
components is constructed under the assumption that the atomic mobilities of the components
differ in order of magnitude. The short-range parts of the interatomic interactions are
taken into account by introducing atomic self-volumes. The long-range parts of the potentials are
taken into account in the effective-field approximation. The equations for the quasi-
equilibrium components in the solutions are derived neglecting the mobility of the least mobile
component. It is shown that, for a nonuniform distribution of this component, the
nonequilibrium critical temperature ceases being unique within the sample and acquires a local
character. In consequence, opposing processes occur in the system in the temperature
interval betweenTc

min andTc
max — homogenization in some sections and formation of interphase

boundaries in others. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01501-4#
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Real physical systems of the solid solution type are, a
rule, strongly nonequilibrium. Specifically, nonequilibiru
in solid solutions occurs if the maximum relaxation time
the system is longer than or of the order of the time elap
from the moment the thermodynamic conditions ha
changed. In this respect the intermediate~quasiequilibrium!
states of solid solutions with more than two components
of interest. A characteristic feature of multicomponent so
tions is the hierarchy of atomic mobilities of the vario
components.1,2 For an N-component system this makes
possible to introduce a set of characteristic timest1 , t2 ,
. . . , tN21, playing the role of relaxation times and related
a system of inequalities of the formt1!t2! . . . !tN21.
The significance of these characteristic times lies in the
lowing.

The process whereby the system passes from a none
librium into an equilibrium state occurs in stages. First,
distribution of the two highest-mobility components evolve
making their chemical potentials constant in space. Lett1 be
the corresponding relaxation time. The less mobile com
nents play the role of a ‘‘medium.’’ At the next stage wi
characteristic timet2 the evolution of the third~with respect
to the mobility! component must be taken into account. T
first two components, having the highest mobility, likewi
become redistributed, their chemical potentials remain
constant in the process, while the less mobile compon
continue to play the role of the medium, and so on.

We shall call quasiequilibrium states of the system th
states in which some components are distributed in spac
that their chemical potentials are constant. Only some co
tions of thermodynamic equilibrium are thereby satisfied
quasiequilibrium states, specifically, the conditions that
be reached in a relaxation time shorter than the time elap
from the last change in the external thermodynamic par
eters.

The quasiequilibrium states of solutions will be analyz
on the basis of a generalized lattice model3 that takes accoun
511063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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of the possible differences between the self-volumes of
components~volume effects! — on account of these differ
ences the concept of a crystal lattice and the probability
occupation of lattice ‘‘sites’’ by different components b
come poorly defined. Correspondingly, the method of sta
concentration waves, which was proposed in Ref. 4 in
absence of volume effects in homogeneous solutions, ne
to be generalized. The extension to the case of inhomo
neous solutions~neglecting volume effects! was done in Ref.
5 ~see also Ref. 6!.

1. GENERALIZED LATTICE MODEL AND EQUILIBRIUM
STATES OF SOLUTIONS

We shall assume that the interatomic potentials in c
densed systems can be divided into two parts: a! a short-
range repulsive part, preventing atoms from approach
close to one another and taken into account below by in
ducing atomic self-volumesv i , and b! a long-range part,
which can be taken into account in the mean-field appro
mation.

Such a phenomenological separation of the potent
into long and short ranges was evidently first introduced
van der Waals in his famous equation of state. The cor
first-principles separation for one-dimensional model s
tems was done in Refs. 7–9.

Following Ref. 3, we introduce the local particle-numb
density ni(r ) and the self-volumev i of a particle
( i 51,2, . . . ,m, wherem is the number of components in th
system!. If the self-volumes of all components of the syste
are the same, then it is possible to introduce the idea o
solid solution as a lattice whose sites are occupied with d
nite probabilities by the atoms of the components. We n
that for homogeneous solutions the corresponding proba
ties are given by the relations
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Pi5
ni

( jnj
. ~1!

For solid solutions there is a correlation in the arrangem
of the atoms — two atoms cannot occupy the same lat
site, similar to the Pauli principle in coordinate space. A
cordingly, in Ref. 10 a one-component distribution functi
is postulated in the form of a Fermi function

N~r !5@exp$2bm1bF~r !%11#21, ~2!

whereF(r ) is the total potential produced at an atom at t
site r by all other atoms,b51/T, and m is the chemical
potential. We note that aside from a function of the type~2!
there exist infinitely many other functions satisfying t
‘‘Pauli principle.’’

Instead of the postulate~2!, we shall assume that th
densities of the components are related by the relation

(
i 51

m

v ini~r !51, ~3!

called in what follows the close-packing condition. This r
lation takes account of the strong repulsion of particles
short distances and, specifically, the upper limit on the d
sities

ni~r !<
1

v i
. ~4!

The Helmholtz free energyF5F02TS for a system
with m components can be written as follows in the regul
solution approximation:

F5F01T(
i 51

m E ni~r !lnS ni~r !

n~r ! DdV, ~5!

where the integration extends over the entire volumeV of the
system,F0 is the configuration part of the free energy, an

n~r !5(
i 51

m

ni~r ! ~6!

is the total particle number density.
We shall find the local chemical potential of thei-th

component:

m i~r !5S dF

dni~r ! D
nj ~r !

5w i~r !1T lnS ni~r !

n~r ! D , ~7!

where

w i~r !5S dF0

dni~r ! D
nj ~r !

. ~8!

The condition that thei-th component is in chemica
equilibrium ~its chemical potential is constant! at a constant
temperature gives, taking account of Eq.~7!,

w i~r !1T lnS ni~r !

n~r ! D5Ci , ~9!

whereCi are constants.
nt
e
-

-
t
-

-

The configuration part of the free energy in the se
consistent field approximation taking account of only p
interactions is related with the distribution of the compone
as

F05
1

2 (
i , j 51

m E E Vi j ~r 92r 8!ni~r 9!nj~r 8!dV9dV8,

~10!

whereVi j is the long-range part of the interatomic potentia
Hence we findw i(r ) as

w i~r !5(
j 51

m E Vi j ~r2r 8!nj~r 8!dV8. ~11!

Substituting the expression~11! into Eq. ~9! we find

(
j 51

m E Vi j ~r2r 8!nj~r 8!dV81T lnS ni~r !

n~r ! D5Ci . ~12!

This system of nonlinear integral equations describes
equilibrium distributions of the components in solutions.

The situation is different in the case of quasiequilibriu
distributions. Equations of the type~12! hold for components
in a state of intermediate equilibrium, while the densities
less mobile components are fixed.

We shall consider ternary systems as a simple illus
tion.

2. QUASIEQUILIBRIUM STATES OF TERNARY SOLUTIONS
AND THE LOCAL CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

The distribution of the components in a ternary system
given by the local particle number densitiesn1(r ,t),n2(r ,t),
andn3(r ,t). We shall enumerate the components in order
decreasing atomic mobilities.

On the time scalet;t1 the distribution of the third
~least mobile! component remains essentially unchang
(n3(r ,t)'n3(r ,0)[ f 3(r )) and the first two components a
rive into a state of quasiequilibrium

m i5(
j 51

3 E Vi j ~r2r 8!nj~r 8!dV81T lnS ni~r !

n~r ! D5Ci ,

~ i 51,2!. ~13!

Hence

n1~r !5
12v3f 3~r !

v1
Fv2

v1
expS A2~r !2A1~r !

T D11G21

,

n2~r !5
12v3f 3~r !

v2
Fv1

v2
expS A1~r !2A2~r !

T D11G21

~14!

where

A1~r !5C12(
j 51

3 E V1 j~r2r 8!nj~r 8!dV8,

A2~r !5C22(
j 51

3 E V2 j~r2r 8!nj~r 8!dV8. ~15!
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The relations~14! have a form similar~but not identical,
because of volume effects! to the ‘‘Fermi distribution’’ ~2!.

The system of equations~14! extends the equations fo
the equilibrium distribution of the components in a bina
system11 to the case of a quasiequilibrium distribution of tw
components in a medium with a low-mobility third comp
nent.

In a binary system, phase separation can occur un
well-known conditions11 which are an extension of th
Gor’ski�–Bragg–Williams criterion. Phase separation c
also occur in ternary systems, but under quasiequilibri
conditions~i.e., with a fixed nonequilibrium distribution o
the third component! the corresponding phenomena will like
wise be nonequilibrium. Since it plays the role of an exter
field influencing a phase transition, a third component wit
nonuniform distribution has a different effect at differe
points of the system. Specifically, the critical temperatures
a pseudobinary system with two mobile components an
fixed third component are different at different points of t
system.

We shall confine ourselves to two simple particu
cases: a! a uniform distribution of the third component an
b! a nonuniform distribution of the third component with
scale of nonuniformityr 0 much larger than the ranger 1 of
the longest-range interatomic potential.

Let us consider the first particular case — a uniform
distribution of the third component in the system:f 3(r )
5 f 35 const. The branch point of the solutions of a syst
of two nonlinear equations, which corresponds to a ph
transition in a quasibinary system, can be found by analyz
the system of equations~14!. Separation of the initial homo
geneous medium into two phases, each of which is descr
by the corresponding branch of the solution of the syst
~14!, occurs below the critical temperature. These branc
correspond to the same densities of the low-mobility com
nent and different compositions relative to the first and s
ond components.

To find the critical temperature we shall represent
local concentrations in the form

n1~r !5n1
01dn1~r !, n2~r !5n2

01dn2~r !, ~16!

wheredn1(r ) anddn2(r ) are infinitesimal deviations of the
local particle number densities of the components from th
equilibrium valuesn1

0 andn2
0, respectively. Then

dn1~r !5a1H E @V21~r2r 8!2V11~r2r 8!#dn1~r 8!dV8

1E @V22~r2r 8!2V12~r2r 8!#dn2~r 8!dV8J ,

dn2~r !5a2H E @V11~r2r 8!2V21~r2r 8!#dn1~r 8!dV8

1E @V12~r2r 8!2V22~r2r 8!#dn2~r 8!dV8J ,

~17!

where
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a15S 12v1n1
02v3f 3

12v3f 3
Dn1

0

T
, ~18!

a25S 12v2n2
02v3f 3

12v3f 3
Dn2

0

T
, ~19!

We note that the equations in the system~17! are not inde-
pendent, but rather they are coupled by the relat
dn1(r )v152dn2(r )v2, in agreement with the close
packing condition~3!.

We introduce

K11~r2r 8!5V21~r2r 8!2V11~r2r 8!,

K12~r2r 8!5V22~r2r 8!2V12~r2r 8!,

K21~r2r 8!5V11~r2r 8!2V21~r2r 8!,

K22~r2r 8!5V12~r2r 8!2V22~r2r 8!. ~20!

Fourier transforming the system~17! we obtain

dñ1~k!5a1K̃11~k!dñ1~k!1a1K̃12~k!dñ2~k!,

dñ2~k!5a2K̃21~k!dñ1~k!1a2K̃22~k!dñ2~k!, ~21!

where the overtilda donotes a Fourier transform.
At the branch point the system of integral equations~17!

possesses a nontrivial solution, so that

det~a i K̃ i j ~k!2d i j !50. ~22!

The maximum temperature at which this condition ho
is the critical temperature and is determined by the relati

Tc5
n1

0n2
0

12v3f 3
max
$k%

$v2@Ṽ21~k!2Ṽ11~k!#

1v1@Ṽ12~k!2Ṽ22~k!#%. ~23!

We note that the critical temperatureTc does not depend
on V13 andV23 — the pair-interaction potentials of the pa
ticles of the first two components with a low-mobility thir
component. This is due to the assumption that the atom
the third component are distributed uniformly.

We note that the standard Gor’ski�–Bragg–Williams
condition for phase separation is obtained hence w
v12v2 and f 350

min
$k%

@Ṽ11~k!1Ṽ22~k!22Ṽ12~k!#,0. ~24!

We now proceed to the second case — a nonuniform
distribution of the third component with an inhomogene
scale r 0 much larger thanr 1 — the longest range of the
interatomic potentials. Thenf 3 in Eq. ~23! must be replaced
by f 3(r ).

Accordingly, the critical temperature determined by t
expression~3! becomes local

Tc5Tc~r !. ~25!

We note that this temperature is not the temperature o
equilibrium phase transition, since the system has
reached complete thermodynamic equilibrium: The chem
potential of the third component depends on the coordina
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We introduce

Tc
min5min

$r %

Tc~r ! and Tc
max5max

$r%

Tc~r !, ~26!

the maximum and minimum local critical temperature
Then, forTc

min,T,Tc
max, in the spatial regions whereTc(r )

,T the system becomes homogenized with respect to
first two components, and the opposite process — forma
of microphase interfaces — occurs in the regions wh
Tc(r ).T.

In summary, in a ternary system having substantia
different relaxation times, nonequilibrium phase transitio
can materialize in the corresponding quasibinary syste
There exists a finite temperature interval, determined by
degree of nonuniformity of the least mobile compone
where opposing processes occur simultaneously in the
tem — homogenization and formation of microphase int
faces.

In conclusion, we shall say a few words about the p
sibilities of further investigations of quasiequilibrium stat
of ternary solid solutions on the basis of a generalized lat
model. It is of interest to study the kinetics of such proces
— we have in mind estimating the relaxation timest1 and
t2, on the one hand, and studying the temporal evolution
the spatial distributions of the components of the tern
system. Moreover, the case where complete equilibrium
the system is reached, which by analogy with~13! can be
.
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described by a system of three nonlinear integral equat
of the form m i5Ci( i 51,2, 3), is interesting. These que
tions will be examined in the next paper.

I thank A. I. Olemski� for a discussion of this work and
for helpful remarks.
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Diffusion processes are studied near triple joints of special grain boundaries, whose dilatation
field is modeled by a wedge disclination. An exact analytic solution of the diffusion
equation in the stress field produced by the structural defect considered is obtained. The results
of the theoretical analysis are used to determine the concentration field of point defects
near triple joints of special grain boundaries in a polycrystal. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01601-9#
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Special grain boundaries of a polycrystal possess m
mal surface energy. This is due to the fact that atoms
coinciding sites of the crystal lattice produce negligible d
tortions. The largest lattice distortions arise at triple joints
special grain boundaries. They are caused, as a rule, by
orientational dependence of the elastic and thermophys
properties of the grain material. For this reason, the tri
joints of special grain boundaries are powerful stress conc
trators. They appear for the following basic reasons. Nei
boring grains near triple joints possess different orientati
It is known1 that the tensile yield stress in single crystals
strongly orientation-dependent. Thus, the yield point of z
crystals in tension varies by a factor of six as the orientat
changes. For this reason, neighboring grains deform dif
ently under an external load. This results in the appeara
of stresses near the triple joint of special grain boundar
The anisotropy of Young’s modulus and the linear expans
coefficient under force and temperature loads is also acc
panied by the appearance of stresses near triple joints.
maximum stresses occur near the vertex of a joint since
the distance from the vertex increases, the stresses dec
because of compensation by stresses with the opposite
produced by a neighboring triple joint. Rotational modes
plastic deformation near the rotation axis are also stress
centrators. Triple joints of ordinary and special grain boun
aries serve as such an axis. Special grain boundaries are
sen for the analysis of diffusion processes because
activation energy of diffusion along special grain boundar
is essentially the same as for diffusion in the bulk. Howev
in ordinary grain boundaries, the activation energy of imp
rity diffusion as well as of intrinsic point defects along gra
boundaries is lower.

The plastic flow of a polycrystal is a self-consistent pr
cess: The deformation of each grain depends on the de
mation of the surrounding grains. The stress field can also
self-consistent. The latter means that the stress system
be self-balanced, i.e. there are no volume changes in
material caused by the stresses. Mathematically, this is
551063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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pressed in the form*Vs l l dV50, wheres l l is the trace of the
tensor of normal stresses. For ternary joints of grain bou
aries it can be assumed that only tensile stresses are pr
near some boundaries and compressive stresses are p
near other boundaries. The distribution of triple joints
grain boundaries over a qualitative characteristic of
strained state is quite arbitrary, but integrally the volume o
polycrystal does not dependent on stress concentrators.

If a polycrystal is placed in a temperature field, th
thermal stresses arise because of the linear expansion c
cients are different along the orientation directions of t
grains. These stresses are highest near triple joints of g
boundaries. In this case, regions of compression and ten
are present because of the simultaneity of the deformatio~it
is assumed that the continuity of the material is not d
stroyed!. The existence of such regions near triple joints
grain boundaries makes possible different diffusion p
cesses: the formation of impurity atmospheres, the forma
of porosity, the growth of precipitates of a new phase,
separation of a flux of radiation-induced point defects, and
on. Therefore, there is a need to study the effect of a st
field generated by triple joints of special grain boundaries
some of the processes mentioned. This is the objective of
present work.

The stress field near a triple joint of special grain boun
aries is modeled by a wedge disclination.2 If the rotation
vector of the wedge disclination conforms to the rotation
symmetry of the crystal, then such disclinations are said
be perfect. Ordinarily, such a rotation angle is 60 and 9
However, near triple joints the rotation angle can be sm
and may not conform to the rotational symmetry of the cr
tal. Such disclinations are said to be partial. For a perf
disclination there are no distinguished surfaces becaus
the conditions of the rotational symmetry of the crystal. F
partial disclinations, the presence of a disclination destr
the identity of the atomic structure and distinguished s
faces with disrupted structure appear. Such surfaces m
special grain boundaries. In what follows, to study the dif
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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sion processes near triple joints of special grain bounda
we shall consider a model of a given structural imperfect
— a wedge disclination.

The diffusion redistribution of impurity atoms near
wedge disclination was first considered in Refs. 3–6. F
lowing these works, we write the binding energy of a po
defect with a wedge disclination in the form

V5A lnS r

RD , A5
4mv~11n!«r 1

3

3~12n!
,

wherem is the shear modulus of the material,n is Poisson’s
ratio, v is the modulus of the disclination rotation vector,«
is the relative difference of the linear sizes of the matrix a
impurity atoms,r 1 is the radius of a matrix atom, andR is
the outer radius of the disclination. Since the potentiaV
diverges logarithmically asr→0, we introduce the concep
of the nucleus of a wedge disclination with a characteris
size of several interatomic distances. Triple joints of gr
boundaries are randomly distributed in the volume of
polycrystal with the condition that their stress fields far fro
the vertices of joints compensate one another. This is a c
sequence of the combined deformation of the grains and
sence of discontinuities in the material. This prevents
potentialV from diverging in the limitR→`. We note thatR
is arbitrary, and the dilatation field at this boundary can
different from zero. However, near the vertex of a trip
joint, where diffusion processes are most intense, the exp
sion presented describes quite correctly the binding ene
of a point defect to a triple joint of special grain boundarie

The diffusion of point defects near a wedge disclinati
can be described by an equation for non-steady-state d
sion in a force field with appropriate initial and bounda
conditions

1

D

]C

]t
5DC1

¹~C¹V!

kT
,

C~r ,0!5C0 , C~R,t !5C0 , C~r 0 ,t !5Ceq,

where D is the diffusion coefficient of point defects,k is
Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute temperature,C0 is
the average density of point defects,Ceq is the equilibrium
concentration of point defects at the disclination nucleus,
r 0 is the radius of the disclination nucleus.

Initially, the concentration of point defects near a wed
disclination is equal to the average concentrationC0 . The
same concentration is maintained atr 5R. Physically, this
means that as point defects migrate toward a disclina
nucleus, point defects from a disclination of an opposite s
appear at the boundaryr 5R. We shall illustrate this for a
specific example. Let the dilatation be positive near a we
disclination ~tensile stresses!, and let neighboring disloca
tions possess negative dilatation~compressive stresses!.
Then the impurity atoms that expand the crystal lattice
predominantly attracted toward disclinations with positi
dilatation and are repelled from the disclinations with ne
tive dilatation. In the process, a constant concentrationC0 is
maintained at the boundaryr 5R. A similar situation holds
for interstitial atoms under irradiation. Vacancies and imp
rity atoms, whose ionic radius is less than the correspond
es
n

l-
t

d

c
n
e

n-
b-
e

e

s-
gy
.

u-

d

e

n
n

e

e

-

-
g

radius of the matrix atoms, migrate toward sinks with neg
tive dilatation and away from disclinations with positive d
latation. A constant average concentrationC0 is also main-
tained at the boundaryr 5R. The boundary condition atr
5r 0 means that an equilibrium concentration of point d
fects is established there instantaneously and is hence
maintained during the entire time of their diffusion redist
bution

Ceq5C0 expS 2
V

kTD5C0S R

r D a

, a5
A

kT
.

The binding energy of a point defect with a wedge disclin
tion is a logarithmic function of the coordinates. Such a d
pendence makes it possible to write down quite simply a
elegantly the diffusion equation in a force field as

1

D

]C

]t
5

]2C

]r 2
1

11a

r

]C

]r
,

C~r ,0!5C0 , C~R,t !5C0 , C~r 0 ,t !5Ceq.

This problem can be solved analytically for an arbitra
value of a5A/kT. The dimensionless parametera charac-
terizes the ratio of the binding energy of a point defect w
a disclination to the thermal kinetic energy. Ifa!1, then the
drift of point defects toward a disclination nucleus can
treated as a small perturbation of the main diffusion flux. F
a@1 the drift of point defects predominates, and fora.1
the contribution of the stress field of a disclination to diff
sion is comparable to diffusion under a concentration gra
ent.

Next, we shall study for specific examples the kinetics
accumulation of impurity atoms, interstitial atoms, and v
cancies near a wedge disclination. First, we shall estimatea.
For the system Fe–C (r 151.40310210 m, n50.29,
m58.33104 MPa, «50.2, kT510220 J, and v50.1 rad)
a51. The valuev50.1 rad for the disorientation angle wit
the formation of special grain boundaries is entirely reas
able. Let an impurity atmosphere consisting of atoms t
expand the crystal lattice be formed near a positive (v,0)
wedge disclination. Then fora521 the problem of deter-
mining the concentration field of the impurity atoms reduc
mathematically to solving the equation

1

D

]C

]t
5

]2C

]r 2
,

C~r ,0!5C0 , C~R,t !5C0 , C~r 0 ,t !5Ceq5C0

R

r 0
.

The solution of this problem gives the concentration dis
bution of impurity atoms near a triple joint of special gra
boundaries as modeled by a positive wedge disclination
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C2C0

Ceq2C0
5

R

r 0
2

r

r 0

R

r 0
21

2
2

p (
n51

`

sinF pnS r

r 0
21D

R

r 0
21

G
n

3expF 2
p2n2Dt

S R

r 0
21D 2

r 0
2G .

This expression was obtained taking into account the st
field of a wedge disclination in the diffusion equation and
the boundary condition. If the effect of the stress field o
wedge dislocation is taken into account only in the bound
condition, then the corresponding problem is formula
mathematically as

1

D

]C

]t
5

]2C

]r 2
1

1

r

]C

]r
,

C~r ,0!5C0 , C~R,t !5C0 , C~r 0 ,t !5Ceq.

The solution of this problem describes the kinetics of
formation of an impurity atmosphere neglecting the str
field of the disclination in the diffusion equation

C2C0

Ceq2C0
5

lnS R

r D
lnS R

r 0
D 1p (

n51

` J0S mnR

r 0
D J0~mn!Z0S mnr

r 0
D

J0
2~mn!2J0

2S mnR

r 0
D

3expS mn
2Dt

r 0
2 D ,

where

Z0S mnr

r 0
D5N0S mnR

r 0
D J0S mnR

r 0
D2J0S mnR

r 0
DN0S mnr

r 0
D ,

mn are the roots of the equation

J0~m!N0S mR

r 0
D2J0S mR

r 0
DN0~m!50,

and J0(m) and N0(m) are Bessel functions of the first an
second kind, respectively.

In the steady state, the ratio of the dimensionless c
centrations of the impurity atoms for these cases is

~R2r !lnS R

r 0
D

~R2r 0!lnS R

r D ,

which for r 0,r ,R is always larger than 1. Physically, th
means that the dilatation field near a wedge disclinat
‘‘confines’’ more impurity atoms.

Next, we shall consider the kinetics of accumulation
interstitial atoms and vacancies near a triple joint of spe
grain boundaries. An atmosphere consisting of interstitial
ss

y
d

e
s

n-

n

f
l

t-

oms is formed if the vertex of the joint~disclination nucleus!
is not a perfect sink for interstitial atoms. However, if th
dislocation nucleus is a perfect sink for interstitial atom
then, because the motion of edge dislocations is noncon
vative, the center of the wedge disclination is displaced a
relaxation of stresses occurs near it. The problem of de
mining the concentration field of interstitial atoms near
wedge disclination is identical to the problem consider
above. However, the physical meaning of the boundary c
dition at r 5r 0 is different. For interstitial atoms,Ceq at r
5r 0 is the equilibrium concentration with respect to the no
conservative motion of dislocations. The diffusion flux
vacancies is directed into the zone of compressive forces
negative (v.0) wedge disclination. The boundary conditio
at r 5r 0 signifies in this case an equilibrium of vacanci
with respect to the nonconservative motion of dislocatio
The vacancies change the crystal structure near a pos
wedge disclination and do not accumulate in pores. The s
ation resembles the suppression of swelling of a material
result of vacancy migration into compressed regions n
precipitates of a new phase.

Finally, we shall consider the case where pore nuc
with characteristic sizer 0 are present at the center of a trip
joint of special grain boundaries~negative wedge disclina
tion!. The compressive stress field is equivalent to a press
near the pore. Since the compressive stress field is dis
uted nonuniformly and is maximum at the pore bounda
the diffusion flux of vacancies is directed toward that loc
tion. The oppositely directed flux of interstitial atoms allow
pores to grow in size. To determine the vacancy concen
tion field, Ceq for r 5r 0 should be interpreted as the equilib
rium vacancy concentration at a pore boundary, determi
by the relation

Cequr 5r 0
5C0 expF V

kTS g

r 0
1PEP2P0D G ,

whereV is the atomic volume,g is the surface stress~the
pore nucleus is assumed to be cylindrical!, PEP is the exter-
nal pressure, andP0 is the internal pressure of the gas in
pore. It is assumed that the slow growth of a pore is acco
panied by rapid adjustment of the vacancy concentra
field. Then the rate of change of the pore radius is given

dr0

dt
52VDS ]C

]r
2

C

kT

]V

]r D
r 5r 0

5VD
Ceq

r 0
1

~Ceq2C0!VD

~R2r 0!

3F 112(
n51

`

expF 2
p2n2Dt

S R

r 0
21D 2

r 0
2G G

~the concentration and drift vacancy fluxes are opposit
directed!.

For Dt/r 0
2@1 the rate of change of the pore radius

found from the expression
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dr0

dt
5

VD~RCeq2r 0C0!

r 0~R2r 0!
.

The corresponding value of
dr0

dt
in this approximation, ne-

glecting the dilatation field of the wedge disclination in t
diffusion equation, gives

dr0

dt
5

VD~Ceq2C0!

r 0 lnS R

r 0
D .

Their ratio

S R

r 0
Ceq2C0D lnS R

r 0
D

~Ceq2C0!S R

r 0
21D

for arbitrary R/r 0 is always greater than 1, i.e. the rate
change of the pore radius, taking account of the dilatat
field of the wedge disclination in the diffusion equation, e
ceeds the corresponding rate neglecting the dilatation fi
Physically, this is due to the fact that taking into account
dilatation field is equivalent to effective vacancy sourc
near the wedge disclination.

The triple joints of special grain boundaries with tens
and compressive stress fields are distributed randomly in
n
-
d.
e
s

he

material. In these stress fields the diffusion fluxes of rad
tion defects separate; vacancies migrate into the compres
region, while interstitial atoms migrate into the tension r
gion. Near the vertices of triple joints the dislocation stru
ture of the material becomes rearranged and swelling
thereby suppressed. A strict description of this process
duces to solving a system of diffusion equations for vac
cies and interstitial atoms, taking account of their product
under irradiation and recombination accompanying mig
tion. However, the solution of this problem does not grea
change the qualitative picture of diffusion processes for
cancies and interstitial atoms near the triple joints of spe
grain boundaries.
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MAGNETISM AND FERROELECTRICITY

Characteristic features of the extrinsic electric resistance in ferromagnets with low
carrier density
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Switching from simple semiconductors to more complicated chemical compositions, we
encounter mainly nonstoichiometric or undoped compounds. Combined with other characteristic
features ofd(f) compounds, this can lead, together with the ordinary scattering by spin
disorder in magnetic semiconductors, to an unusual impurity contribution to the total scattering
of carriers even in intrinsic semiconductors. A unique scheme for calculating the energy
structure of the conduction-band bottom of a ferromagnetic semiconductor and the temperature
and field dependences of the impurity contribution to the resistivity is proposed on the
basis of a model Hamiltonian. The computed magnetoresistance ratio is negative and has a
maximum nearTc . A qualitative comparison is made between the results and the experimental
temperature dependences of the Hall mobility and magnetoresistance ratio in the ternary
semiconductorn-HgCr2Se4, which is nonstoichiometric with respect to the chalcogen. To identify
previously unobserved temperature oscillations of the resistance, a careful analysis is made
of the low-temperature part of the resistance using the relations obtained. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01701-3#
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1. Many compounds, which according to bond type a
intermediate ion-covalent compounds, form extended c
centration regions with their own components, often of
berthollide type.1 This is facilitated by the characteristic fea
tures of the electronic shell structure of transition, rare-ea
and actinide elements. Interestingly, in these cases the ef
due to nonstoichiometry and strong Coulomb correlations
present at the same time. In turn, in such compounds sto
ometry is only a special case or it is unattainable, if t
ordinate of the compound corresponding to the highest
gree of ordering of the ions falls outside the range of ex
tence of these phases. Nonstoichiometry in semicondu
compounds is of special interest. In such compounds
main cation is ad element, since transition-element com
pounds form the largest group of semiconductors.2,3

We are interested in compounds ofd~ f ! elements, at
whose Fermi level there is a contribution not only from d
fuse sp states, which form wide bands, but also from mo
localizedd(f) states, which form narrow bands. Ordinarily,
a two-band model it is not difficult to calculate the transp
relaxation time, using Fermi’s golden rule to calculate t
probabilities of quantum transitions. But for substances w
quite strong localization of thed(f) electrons the electronic
correlations make it impossible to use a simple two-ba
model, since the correlations renormalize not only the
rameters of the carrier dispersion law in a narrow band~the
bandwidth and the effective mass! but also the hybridization
parameters of the states of the wide and narrow bands. S
materials include compounds with variable valen
591063-7834/99/41(1)/8/$15.00
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heavy fermions, and magnetic semiconductors. The disc
ery of giant magnetoresistance in the perovski
La12x(Ca,Sr,Pb,Ba)xMnOy

4 drew additional attention to
this problem, since the microscopic mechanism of gi
magnetoresistance is still not clear.

The carrier dispersion laws in magnetically ordered s
stances depend on both temperature and magnetic fiel
account of the exchange interaction. This makes an a
tional contribution to the temperature and field dependen
of the electric resistance. Many physical properties of c
ducting magnets can be described in the narrow-bands–d(f)
model,2,3 where the carrier is a spin polaron — a quasiparti-
cle, whose motion is similar to that of an ‘‘irregular spinS
61/2 on the background formed by a lattice of regular sp
S.’’ This model is applicable when thed(f) electrons are well
localized and their contribution to the density of states at
Fermi level is zero. This naive picture is unsuitable in t
case of partial delocalization ofd(f) electrons, where narrow
d bands must be taken into account together with stro
electronic correlations and hybridization with the more d
fuse sp states. A synthesis of thes–d(f) model and Ander-
son’s periodic model makes it possible to do this, and
shall use it below to calculate the temperature and field
pendences of the resistance. The computational results
be compared with the experimental data for the magn
semiconductorn-HgCr2Se4.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the el
tronic structure of a degenerate semiconductor is describe
the periodic Anderson model taking into accounts–d ex-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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change and scattering by impurities and intrinsic defects
Sec. 3 the electrical conductivity is calculated. In Sec. 4
experimental results pertaining to the present calculation
briefly listed and compared with the relations obtained.

2. Let us consider a multielectron model of a magne
semiconductor taking into account the real multielectro
orbital structure of the 3d states.5 Following this model, the
Hamiltonian can be written as a superposition of the perio
Anderson model and thesd exchange model

H5H01H11H21H3 ;

H05(
ks

jkcks
1 cks1(

f
F ~En2nm!(

g
Xf

gg

1~En112~n11!m!(
G

Xf
GGG ;

H15(
f

H 2Js fSf1V(
s

~cfs
1 dfs1h.c.!J . ~1!

Here cks is the operator annihilating ac electron with
momentumk, spin s, and energyjk5«k2m, measured
from the chemical potentialm. It is assumed that thec band
is formed mainly by the 4s states of the magnetic ion.Xf

pq

5ufp&^fqu are Hubbard operators, describing the transit
of a magnetic ion at a lattice sitef from a localized stateuq&
into a stateup&; En andEn11 are the energies of the groun
state configurationsdn and dn11 of the magnetic ion; the
indices g and G refer to the orbital degeneracy of the
terms;Sf and s f are the spin operators of thed ion andc
conduction electrons;V and J are hybridization and ex
change interaction parameters of thec andd electrons. The
signal-electron operatorsdfs can be expressed in terms of th
Hubbard operators in the standard manner asdfs
5(pq^pudfsuq&Xf

pq . For specific calculations we shall con
sider only thed3 and d4 configurations. This makes it pos
sible to compare the results with experimental data on
semiconductor HgCr2Se4, where the4A2 ground state of the
Cr31 ion is orbitally nondegenerate and corresponds to s
S53/2. When the ‘‘extra’’ electron~current carrier! is trans-
ported along the multielectronic4A2 states, Cr21(d4) ions
are formed. For chromium, the energies of the terms3T1(d4)
and 5E(d4) can compete with one another, attesting to
possible presence of two types of donor single-particle e
tations of different symmetry with energiesE(3T1)
2E(3A2) and E(5E)2E(3A2) in this compound. Here we
shall confine ourselves to the latter case, although
method described below for calculating the linear respo
makes it possible, where it is important to do so, to take i
account the excited states of Cr21 and Cr41 ~for the valence
band!, as done in Ref. 5 in a calculation of absorption co
ficients. If 5E is the ground state of the Cr21 ion,

df↑5Xf
1.51

A3

2
Xf

2.61
1

A2
Xf

3.71
1

2
Xf

4.8;

df↓5Xf
4.91

A3

2
Xf

3.81
1

A2
Xf

2.71
1

2
Xf

1.6,
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e
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c
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e
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e
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e
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where the superscripts enumerate states of the Cr31 and
Cr21 ions:

Cr31:u1&5US5
3

2
;Sz5

3

2L ; u2&5U32 ;
1

2L ;

u3&5U32 ; 2
1

2L ; u4&5U32 ; 2
3

2L ;

Cr21:u5&5u2, 2&; u6&5u2;1&;

u7&5u2;0&; u8&5u2;21&; u9&5u2;22&.

The operatorsdfs in this representation are quasi-Fermi o
erators. This is because the highest excited states of c
mium are neglected, and it corresponds to the single-elec
transition2A2↔ 5E. We also call attention to the existenc
of similar concepts in the theory of defects in semicond
tors, referring to ‘‘local population levels.’’6 The presence of
a hybridization term in the Hamiltonian is due to the possi
entanglement of thec andd states by the distant coordinatio
spheres~trigonal corrections to the crystal field in the case
HgCr2Se4). Of the different processes responsible for ele
tron scattering by impurities, we take into account in o
calculation the standard potential scattering of carriers ic
states and fluctuations of the energies of thed level

H25 (
kpfq

pl fD1~k2q!e2 i f–~k2q!cks
1 cqs

1(
fs

p2fD2~ f!dfs
1 dfs . ~2!

Here p1f and p2f are projection operators, equal to 0 in th
absence of impurities and 1 in the nearest-neighbor envi
ment of an impurity atom or defect. The second term inH2

presumes random fluctuations of the crystal field withou
change in symmetry of the field. We chose the form of t
HamiltonianH2 describing the interaction with impurities s
as to illustrate the characteristic features of potential sca
ing and multicomponent semiconductors.

Depending on the specific physical situation the follo
ing are possible: independent fluctuations of the impu
parametersp1f•p2f50 or correlated fluctuationsp1f•p2f
5pf . We turn to the first case, which we shall identify belo
with the presence of intrinsic defects in the sublattices
both theA cations and theB anions. For the system of equa
tions for the two-time Green’s functions not averaged o
the impurities

G115^^cksucks
1 &&, G225^^dksudks

1 &&,

G125^^cksudks
1 &&

is obtained in the standard manner7

G11~k,k8!5G11
~0!dkk81G11

~0!(
fq

p1fD1~k2q!ei f–~q2k!

3G11~q,k8!

1G12
~0!(

fq
p2fD2fe

i f–~q2k!G21~q,k8!,
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G21~k,k8!5G21
~0!dkk81G21

~0!

3(
fq

pf1ei f–~q2k!D1~k2q!G11~q,k8!

1G22
~0!(

fq
p2fD2fe

i f–~q2k!G21~q,k8!. ~3!

The second pair of equations is obtained by interchang
the indices 1↔2. Here the initial Green’s functions describ
the c andd states in the generalized Hartree–Fock appro
mation:

G11
~0!5

E2V

~E2 j̃k!~E2V!2KsV2
,

G12
~0!5

AKsV

~E2 j̃k!~E2V!2KsV2
,

G22
~0!5

Ks~E2 j̃k!

~E2 j̃k!~E2V!2KsV2
, ~4!

and V5E42E32m is the transition energy between th
terms of thed4 andd3 configurations,j̃k5jk2sJ^Sz&, Ks

5^dks
1 dks1dksdks

1 &51/4(5/212s^Sz&),
5 s561/2, and

^Sz& is the average spin of the Cr31 ion. The spectrum of
the bandsEks

1 can be represented by the expression

Eks
1 5

1

2
~ j̃k1V6A~ j̃k2V!214KsV2!.

We call attention to the fact that strong correlations n
only determine the energy of a localizedd level V but they
also renormalize the hybridization. In the case of no corre
tions Ks51 and hybridization is determined by the para
eterV. On account of the restrictions imposed on the Hilb
space by strong correlations,Ks51 and the effective hybrid-
ization VKs

1/2 depends on bothT and H as a result of̂ Sz&,
and it is different for the spin subbands.

The functions~4! make it possible to construct a plot o
the density of states at the conduction-band bottom of
semiconductor. Figure 1 shows a plot of the density of sta
obtained under the assumption of a semielliptic density
states for the initialc band:

g0~«!5
2

pWF12S «

WD 2G1/2

,

whereW is the width of the initialc band.
As is well known, in the band theory the influence

magnetic order reduces to splitting of the spin subbands
our approach the amplitudeV of the d peak, corresponding
to the one-electron transition2A2↔ 5E, changes without a
change in energy of thed states. Since in a semiconduct
with a completely filled valence band and empty conduct
band, the band contribution to the magnetization is^s i&50.
Shifts of the peakV are possible only as a result of Heise
berg exchange, but they are of the order ofTc'0.01 eV and
much less than thesdexchange interaction, which is respo
sible for the spin splitting of thec band. The difference in the
temperature behavior of the density ofc and d states is the
g

i-

t

-
-
t

e
s
f

In

n

key for further understanding, and for this reason we sh
explain in greater detail the physical reasons for this and
approach to the compound HgCr2Se4. In the paraphase, a
one can easily understand, all statesu i &( i 5124) of the
Cr31 ion which differ by the spin projection are equal
likely. However, as temperature decreases, in the ferroph
the stateu1& with maximum spin projectionSz53/2 is pre-
dominantly populated, and the single-particle density od
states loses symmetry to spin flip, sincedf↑

1 anddf↓
1 acting on

the same initial stateu1& place carriers in completely differ
ent four-particle (d4) statesu5& and u6&, respectively. The
differences between the multielectron states can lead
zero density of states in the limitT→0 K for a carrier with
one of the spin projections, as happens, for example, in
case of3T1 symmetry of the ground state for Cr21 ~Fig. 1!.
We note that in our approach it is not necessary to introd
a giant spin splitting of thed bands, which still cannot de
scribe the presence of a large spin on the Cr31 ion in the
paraphase~the Curie–Weiss law!. Similar features of the
density of states are also observed in other magnetic s
conductors — both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic.8

To perform the configurational averaging, we shall e
ploy an impurity diagram technique.7 We shall average eac
term in the series of the system~3! using the rules

K (
f

Zfpi fe
i f–~k82k!L 5ciZdkk8 ; i 51,2,

wherec1 andc2 are the concentrations of defects of the fi
and second kinds. Intersecting plots were dropped w
writing the corresponding equations. This is valid only for
degenerate semiconductor^m&\/t, where the Fermi level
lies in the conduction band and the substitution KT⇔m

FIG. 1. Density of states near the conduction-band bottom of the compo
HgCr2Se4

5 for T54.2 ~solid line! and 300 K~dashed line!. The symbolV
denotes the initiald level: E(5E)2E(3A2)m.
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makes sense. As a result, the solution of these equation
the average Green’s functionsG11 andG12 has the form

G11
s ~k,E!5H E2 j̃k1

i

2t1
s

sign~Ẽ!

2
KsV2

E2V1
i

2t2
s

~KsV!2

~E2V!2
sign~Ẽ! J 21

,

G22
s ~k,E!5KsH E2V1

i

2t2
s

~KsV!2

~E2V!2
sign~Ẽ!

2
KsV2

E2 j̃k1
i

2t1
s

sign~Ẽ! J 21

. ~5!

Here (t i
s)215cig0

s*dvuD i(u)2u/4p; Ẽ5E2KsV2/(E
2V), g0

s is the density of states in the initialc band at the
Fermi level. The Green’s functions~5! have a two-band
structure. For a degenerate semiconductor, the contribu
of the top bandEks

1 can be neglected and a single-po
expression can be used:

G11
s ~k,E!5

uks
2

Dks
; G22

s ~k,E!5
Ksvks

2

Dks
;

G12
s ~k,E!5

uks
2 vksAKs

Dks
;

Dks5E2Eks
2 1 i S uks

2

2t1
s

1
Ksvks

2

2td
s D sign~E!. ~6!

uks
1 and vks

2 determine the probability of finding a carrie
quasiparticle in the lowest conduction bandEks in thec and
d relaxation channels

uks
2 5

]Eks
2

]j̃k

5
~V2Eks!

~Eks
1 2Eks

2 !
; vks

2 512uks
2 ;

~uksvks!25
KsV2

~Eks
1 2Eks

2 !2
,

1

td
s 5

Ksvks
2

uks
2

1

t2
s is the effective relaxation rate of a carrier

a d channel. Specifically, when theV level lies far below the
c band of the diffuse statesus

2 uk5kF
→0 and in accordance

with the high density of states atV level, the effective re-

laxation rate
1

td
s→`.

In the limit V→`, where an unoccupiedd level lies
high above the Fermi energy, forEks→ j̃k , vks

2 →0 and the
Green’s functionG11 assumes the standard form for th
single-band model
for

on

G11
s ~k,E!5S E2 j̃s1

i

2ts
sign~E! D 21

. ~7!

We do not discuss here the specific form of the dispers
relation jk , since the further calculations concerning t
conductivity will make it possible to leave it in the gener
form. In what follows, we shall consider the particular ca
of a quadratic dispersion law near the bottom of the initiac
band, and we shall present the conductivity formula cor
sponding to this case.

3. The dispersion laws of the hybridizedEks
1 bands can

give the impression that the problem of calculating the el
trical conductivity reduces to the standard problem for
simple two-band model. Then it would be possible to u
Fermi’s golden rule to calculate the probabilities of quantu
transitions and to write down easily the transport relaxat
time. In the present problem, there is one circumstance
makes it necessary to use a more complicated computati
method in terms of the Green’s function, specifically, t
localization ofd electrons on account of the strong electron
correlations. Strong correlation effects result in a renorm
ization of the hybridization parameterV2→KsV2, whereKs

is determined by the magnetization and depends on b
temperature and the applied magnetic field. The renorm
ized hybridization parameter appears in the effective rel
ation time. In all other respects, the picture is indeed sim
to the model of two bands for quasiparticles with band str
ture, depending on the carrier density, temperature, and m
netic field.

On account of the initial atomic description of the3d
states appearing in the lower conduction bandEks , the
width of the initial d band is 0, and conduction in this ban
occurs by charge transfer alongc states. The expression fo
the current density can be written in the form7

j a~q,n!52
e2

2c (
ks

E dE

2p
ra

s~k,k1q!

3)
b

a

~k1q,k,E1n,E!Ab~q,n!, ~8!

)
b

s

~k1q,k,E1n,E!5(
p

^G11
s ~k,p,E!rb

s~p,p1q!

3G11
s ~k1q,p1q,E1n!&, ~9!

where Ab(q,n)5 inEb(q,n)/c, ra
s(k,k1q)5

]j̃k

]ka

1
]j̃k1q

](k1q)a
, andE(q,n) is the intensity of the external elec

tromagnetic field. The vertex part~9! can be found in a lad-
der approximation from the system of equations

)
11

s

~k,E1n,E!5
]j̃k

]k
$G11

s ~k,E!G11
s ~k,E1n!

3~11L11
s ~E,n!!1G12

s ~k,E!

3G21
s ~k,E1n!L22

s ~E,n!%,
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)
22

s

~k,E1n,E!5
]j̃k

]k
$G21

s ~k,E!G12
s ~k,E1n!

3~11L11
s ~E,n!!1G22

s ~k,E!

3G22
s ~k,E1n!L22

s ~E,n!%, ~10!

where, confining our attention to the normal skin effe
n(q)!1/t, we have introduced the notation

kL i i
s~E,n!5

ci

2p E uD i~k2k8!u2P i i
2 ~k8,E1n,E!dk8.

~11!

Since in our model the impurity potentialD2 does not de-
pend on the momentum, the integration over angles lead
D2250, so that a transport relaxation time does not arise
d states. Forc electrons the transport relaxation time is

t tr
215c1g0

sE dVuD1~u!u2~12cos~u!!/4p.

As a result, we have for the statistical conductivity

s5e2(
s

g0
sE dV

4p
S ]j̃k

]k D 2

uks
2 teff

s uk5kF
, ~12!

where the effective relaxation rate~all labels referring to the
momenta on the Fermi surface are dropped in what follo!

~teff
s !215

us
2

t tr
1

Ksvs
2

td
. ~13!

In the particular case of a quadratic dispersion law for thc
band

s5
e2

m (
s

nsus
2teff

s , ~14!

where neff
s 5nsus

2 is the effective density of carriers wit
spins, which occupyc states with the effective massm and
rate ]jk /]k characteristic of the latter. The effective rela
ation rate~13!, in agreement with Mathiessen’s rule, is add
tive in the relaxation ratest tr

21 and (td
s)21 with weightsus

2

and Ksvs
2 . They are simply the probability with which th

carrier participates in scattering by the corresponding po
tial for thec andd states. The main individual features of th
material, such as the chemical composition, symmetry,
lattice constant, strongly influence the conductivity in th
relation through the position of thed level relative to the
conduction-band bottom and the effective hybridization
rameter, and therefore via theus

2 andvs
2 coefficients. More-

over, since theus
2 and vs

2 coefficients depend on temper
ture, the conductivity also turns out to be temperatu
dependent.

To study the case of completely correlated impurit
pf 13pf 25pf , we added diagrams where the dashed l
connects different impurity vertices.

As a result, solving the system in the standard man
we obtain for the conductivity the expression~14! but with a
renormalized relaxation time
t

to
r

n-

d

-

-

s
e

r,

~teff
s ! tr

215
cg0

s

us
2 E dV

4p
uus

2D1~u!1Ksvs
2D2u2

3~12cos~u!!,

c5c15c2 . ~15!

The latter relation attests to the fact that the arrangemen
the impurities strongly influences the relaxation rate. If E
~13! describes scattering of carriers under the condition t
the impurities or defects are distributed randomly, then fo
correlated arrangement of impurities or defects the inter
ence of electronic waves, scattered by different impurity
oms ~defects!, becomes important.

4. The conductivity of the semiconductorn-HgCr2Se4

has been investigated in detail in a series of works.9–12 In
what follows, we shall briefly sketch the experimental situ
tion, and we shall discuss its possible interpretation. Fig
2a shows the typical temperature dependences of teh
mobility for different HgCr2Se4 samples. The mobility in the
paraphase is 10–30 cm2/V•s. As temperature decreases, t
mobility increases strongly~approximately fromTc;110
K!, reaching values of the order of 1200 cm2/V•s atT54.2
K for n;531018 cm23.9 Starting approximately at 2
31018 cm23, the carrier density at low temperatures and
to 200 K remains virtually constant, in agreement with o
initial assumption that the object of our calculation is a d
generate semiconductor.

In this way, the mobility increases by two orders of ma
nitude in the temperature interval;100 K. A magnetic field
shifts the mobility versus temperature curve as a whole in
direction of higher temperatures. As a consequence, a l
negative magnetoresistance ratio, displayed in Fig. 3a, wi
peak nearTc is observed.

Such dependences in magnetically ordered substa
ordinarily are attributed to scattering of carriers by sp
disorder.10,11 As correctly noted in Ref. 9, the absence of
minimum in the mobility versus temperature curve at t

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the mobility for HgCr2Se4 with differ-
ent carrier density. a — Experiment,17 b — theory.n5531018 cm23 ~1!,
1.2331018 ~2!, and 1.431017 cm23 ~3!.
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point Tc , associated with increasing diffusion through sp
disorder with increasing temperature, casts doubt on the
istence of the standard mechanism of scattering of carrier
spin disorder in this compound. We also mention that
increase in the mobility by two orders of magnitude up
values characteristic for widegap semiconductors attest
serious temperature changes in the semiconductor b
structure itself. As an acceptable mechanism, the author
Ref. 9 proposed a mechanism of carrier scattering by s
disorder in a narrow band ofd states, the nature of the ban
just as in our case, being associated with the states of C21.
However, the 1/T relation presented for the mobility in Re
9, with no features atTc , appears to be incorrect for thi
scattering mechanism. Moreover, it has long been known
transition-metal alloys~the Mott model13! that the residual
impurity scattering may be temperature-dependent,14 so that
it cannot be neglected when identifying the real scatter
mechanism according to the temperature dependence. Th
also supported by the unusual, for semiconductors, de
dence of the mobility on the defect density. The highest m
bility occurs in the sample obtained at the highest exc
mercury vapor pressure, and hence with the highest con
of uncompensated Se vacancies. Since the high-temper
part of the mobility is essentially independent of the def
density, the presence of defects increases the tempera
dependent part of the mobility.

An alternative to the generally accepted explanat
could be the presence of a record-high ‘‘red’’ shift of th
optical absorption edge in HgCr2Se4.15 For a semiconducto
gapEg(300 K)'0.8 eV, the shift reaches 0.5 eV andEg(4.2
K)'0.3 eV, which attests to a large rearrangement of
lower conduction band~Fig. 1!. Together with the restructur
ing of the spectrum and the density of states, the car
scattering mechanisms change: impurity and phonon.14 Just
as in the case of transition-metal alloys, we can encount
situation where the spin disorder scattering mechanism
compete with the impurity scattering mechanism among
d states, which exhibits an analogous temperature de

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance ratio
HgCr2Se4. a — Experiment,17 b — theory.H510.2 ~1!, 5.6 ~2!, and 1 kOe
~3!.
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dence. Even though they are different in nature, these me
nisms nonetheless have different concentration dependen
which ultimately makes it possible to identify the predom
nant presence of one of them in the experimental materi

For a specially undopedn-HgCr2Se4 sample, the carrier
scattering is due to vacancies among the anions and thA
cations. The Se vacancies lead to both the standard pote
scattering and scattering by fluctuations of the crystal field
a result of energy shifts of thed level. The Hg-cation vacan
cies apparently influence thed levels very little, since they
are located in the second coordination sphere. At the s
time they act as scattering centers for carriers undergoing
standard potential scattering. For Se vacancies the se
term in Eq.~2! is most important because of the strong l
calization of thed states, and all other defects give ris
mainly to carrier scattering in the channel for ordinary p
tential scattering by the potentialD1. Defects in the Se and
Hg sublattice can be distributed differently. We shall assu
that these defects are distributed independently, and we s
employ the results of a calculation with uncorrelated imp
rities ~13! and~14!. These relations contain, together with th
parametersV50.15 eV,J50.8 eV, andV520.25 eV (V is
measured from the bottom of the initialc band in the
paraphase!5 two unknown parametersmS andmd :

s5e(
s

nsus
2meff ,

meff5
e

mS us
2

t tr
1

Ksvs
2

td
D 21

5S us
2

ms
1

Ksvs
2

md
D 21

. ~16!

At low temperatures (T→0) thec band of the diffuse state
drops below theV level as a result of thesd exchange
interaction~Fig. 1!, and for this reason the fraction of carrie
in the c states is high:us

2→1 andmeff→ms;1/c1. As tem-
perature increases, the action of thesd exchange interaction
on thec band becomes weaker (^Sz&→0), causing the band
to rise above theV level. In the process, the carriers pa
into current-freed states, and their fraction in thec states
us

2→0. Therefore, in the paraphase forT@Tcmeff→md /Ks

;1/c2. Hence
ms

md
'

meff(T→0)
Ksmeff(T@Tc)

. According to the ex-

perimental data, this ratio is approximately 100. The quan
ms was determined from the absolute value ofmeff(4.2 K! for
n;531018 cm23 and was found to be;2000 cm2/V•s.
Next, the temperature dependencemeff(T) shown in Fig. 2b
~solid line! was calculated. We shall assume that the role
the excess mercury vapor reduces to simply decreasing
number of Hg vacancies, the number Se vacancies remai
constant and equal to 1019 cm23. Then the temperature de
pendences for samples with a different carrier density can
easily calculated~Fig. 2b!.

Characteristically,meff is always less than the paramet
ms . Thus, it follows from Eq.~16! that asus

2→0 ~thed level
drops much below the bottom of thec band! meff→0. This
signifies that all carriers are in thed scattering channel, and
in accordance with the high density ofd states their contri-
bution to the mobility is minimal. In the intermediate ca
us

2;vs
2 the effective mobilitymeff;md and scattering by

for
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fluctuations of thed levels makes the main contribution t
the carrier scattering. Finally, only in the limitvs

2→0, when
thed levelV→`, we havemeff;ms , i.e. the parameterms is
the maximum possible mobility that can occur if thed level
were located infinitely high above the bottom of thec band.
Then the carriers undergo mainly the standard potential s
tering. We note also that forus

2 , vs
2Þ0, in the limit ms

→`, we obtain from Eq.~16!

s5(
s

ensus
2ms* , ms* 5

md

Ksvs
2

, ~17!

i.e. the conductivity is finite even with an infinitely long fre
path of carriers inc states. This effect is due for carrie
scattering by the fluctuation potentialD2 of the crystal field.

The computed value of the magnetoresistance r
(R(H)2R(0))/R(0) as a function of temperature is show
in Fig, 3b~solid line!. One can see that, just as in the case
scattering by critical fluctuations of the magnetization,
large negative magnetoresistance with a maximum aT
;Tc occurs near the Curie temperature. However, these
tures of the magnetoresistance are due to potential scatt
by impurities or defects, as well as by the magnetic fi
induced redistribution of carriers over different scatteri
channels. A direct consequence of these results is tha
simple estimate of the formr5r(H50)2r(H→`) is in-
correct for determining the contribution of only the scatt
ing of current carriers by spin disorder to the resistance
the semiconductor. The computed mechanism of magnet
sistance is observed, in complete agreement with experim
in the form of a uniform shift~without a large change in
shape! of the conductivity versus temperature curve in t
direction in higher temperatures in a magnetic field.

The concentration dependence of the mobility is of s
cial interest. As the density of defects among the nonm
netic cations increases, the effective mobilitymeff of the cur-
rent carriers increases from 300 cm2/V•s at n;1.431017

cm23 up to 1850 cm2/V•s atn;1019 cm23.9 It can be in-
ferred that this is due to processes, continuing at this de
density, that lead to the formation of an impurity conducti
band and therefore to drawbacks in the simplified treatm
of a degenerate semiconductor as a metal with KT sim
replaced bym. It is also possible that as the mercury vap
pressure increases, the defect concentrationc1 in the Hg cat-
ion sublattice decreases, andmeff(;1/c1) at low tempera-
tures, where scattering of carriers occurs mainly in the s
dard potential scattering channel, intensifies. In turn, the
vacancy concentrationc2 remains constant, but only at hig
temperatures (T@Tc) meff;1/c2.

In strong magnetic fields, where Landau quantization
curs for itinerant electrons, unusual quantum oscillations
the magnetization and resistance are observed inn-
HgCr2Se4.16 A theoretical description of the magnetizatio
was given in Ref. 17 on the basis of the same model as
one in the present paper. As one can see from Eq.~4!, the
conduction-band bottom shifts in proportion to^Sz&, while
the chemical potential is pinned near thed level V. For this
reason, the effective chemical potential, measured from
band bottom and determining the phase of the oscillating
t-
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of the thermodynamic potential, the magnetization, and
resistance, acquires strong field and temperature de
dences, in contrast to the weakT2/«F corrections in the
Fermi-liquid theory. As a result, the quantum oscillations
the magnetization and resistance which are observed in
external magnetic field are no longer periodic as functions
the reciprocal of the field.16 Similarly, as the temperature
varies, crossings of the chemical potential with the Land
levels can occur. Such crossing can lead to tempera
quantum oscillations, observed thus far only for t
magnetization.18

To single out the oscillating part in the temperature d
pendence of the resistance, it is necessary to subtrac
monotonic dependence, not associated with Landau qua
zation, specifically, the resistanceRth(T) determined by Eq.
~15!, from the experimental curveRexp(T) ~Fig. 4a16!. The
temperature dependence appearing in Eq.~14! was found on
the basis of the spin-wave theory

^SÉ&53/22at3/2Z3/2~x!2bt5/2Z5/2~x!2ct7/2Z7/2~x!,
~18!

t5T/4pIS, x52mBH/T. The parameters in the expansio
~18! a, b, andc were determined by fitting the experiment
data on the temperature dependence of the magnetizatio
ing a simplex method. The results area50.8499, b5
20.5545, andc50.1294. The theoretical temperature depe
denceRth(T) obtained in this manner describes the tempe
ture dependence of the resistance neglecting Landau qu
zation. The oscillating part of the resistanceR;(T)
5Rexp(T)2Rth(T) is shown in Fig. 4b, where indeed
single period of the oscillations is observed, just as for
magnetization.18 The relative amplitude of the oscillations o
the electrical resistance is small because of the smallnes
the carrier density itself, but, as it turned out, it is appro
mately five times greater than the magnitude of the mag
tization oscillations.

In conclusion, we note that the potential impurity sca
tering mechanism acquires such unusual, for the practic

FIG. 4. Experimental temperature dependence of the electrical resistanc
n-HgCr2Se4 in a 60 kOe field~a! and oscillating part of the resistanc
R;(T) ~b!.
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multicomponent compounds, temperature and field dep
dences because of a characteristic combination of sev
factors, the initial ones being the breakdown of the stoich
metric laws and the presence of transition elements in
chemical composition of the semiconductor. Such a com
nation could be the first indication of a substantial impur
contribution to the resistance in a semiconductor with te
perature and field dependences that are similar to those
culated here.
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Spin fluctuations and Curie temperature in the compounds R 2M17 with nonmagnetic
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The magnetic properties of materials for permanent magnets based on binary compounds R2M17

~R5Y, Sm; M5Fe, Co!, also including additions of the nonmagnetic elements N, Al, and
Si, are investigated a the theory of dynamical fluctuations of the electronic spin density. It is shown
that the Curie temperature is determined by the ratio of the exchange splitting energy
~proportional to the magnetization atT50) and the rms value of the fluctuations~proportional to
the local spin susceptibility!. The fluctuations are much larger in iron compounds than in
cobalt alloys. This results not only in quantitative differences in their characteristics but also in a
qualitatively different change in the properties of these materials on nitriding. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01801-8#
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When nonmagnetic elements N, Al, and Si are int
duced into the intermetallic rare-earth compounds R2M17

used as permanent magnets, unusual changes occur i
properties of the compounds.1,2 For example, the addition o
2.9 nitrogen atoms per formula unit to the compou
Sm2Fe17 increases the Curie temperatureTc from 389 to 746
K. A similar increase is observed in the compound Y2Fe17

with nitrogen, aluminum, and silicon. The correspondi
quantities are presented in Table I. We also note that a v
large increase of the saturation magnetizationM0 at T50
compared with the initial binary alloy is observed in th
compound Y2Fe17N2.6.

Ordinarily, such effects are attributed to an increase
the lattice constant and a change in the value of the excha
integrals with increasing distance between the iron atom3

However, the lattice parameters both increase~Al, N! and
decrease~Si!,2 while Tc increases in both cases. Converse
Tc in Sm2Co17 decreases from 1189 to 811 K when 2.7 n
trogen atoms are added.

In Ref. 4 the spin-polarized electron density of sta
~EDS! were calculated for the compounds mentioned a
attempts were made to calculate the Curie temperature on
basis of the Mohn–Wohlfarth spin-fluctuation theory.5 The
quantitative results were unsatisfactory, though the tende
for Tc to increase with added nitrogen was correctly p
trayed. The same theory was used for quantitative inter
tation of the experimental results obtained in Ref. 2 for
system Y2Fe17 where, together with the magnetic measu
ments, other properties of the alloys, specifically, the spec
heat, were investigated.

Later,6 the systems Sm2Fe17 and Sm2Co17 were investi-
gated using the theory of localized Heisenberg magnetic
ments with exchange integrals obtained in ba
calculations.7

It seems to us that fluctuations of the spin density
collectivized electrons dominate in all of the compoun
named above. In the present paper we study the qua
671063-7834/99/41(1)/6/$15.00
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tive effect of spin fluctuations~SFs! on the magnetic proper
ties of the compounds~2!–~17! using a fluctuation
approach.8,9

The investigation is based on the following idea. T
intraatomic repulsionu of electrons leads to two basic e
fects: ~1! exchange splitting6V0 of the energy of states
having different spin projections and~2! fluctuations^DV2&
of the exchange field on an atom — both as a result
thermal excitations and, generally speaking, as a resul
zero-point~at T50) SFs. The first effect~mean field! leads
to ordering of the spin moments of the atoms, while t
second effect~fluctuations!, conversely, gives rise to disor
dering. The ratio of the two characteristic quantities det
mines the magnetic properties of metallic magnets. The
troduction of nonmagnetic elements ordinarily decreases
exchange splitting, but fluctuations weaken at the same ti
The combined effect of these two opposing factors has
effect that the Curie temperature increases in some cases~Fe!
and decreases in other cases~Co!. Similar changes can als
occur with the magnetizationM 0 at T50 — as a result of
zero-point fluctuations. The increase in the degree of b
filling from iron to cobalt likewise results in similar suppre
sion of fluctuations.

ComparingM0 and Tc in pure iron and its compound
shows that SFs play a larger role in the latter. This is a
indicated by the large value of the low-temperature spec
heatg5C/T, which is three times larger than the value o
tained using standard estimates from the electronic densit
states at the Fermi level.2

1. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF SPIN FLUCTUATIONS
IN R2M17

A detailed description of the derivation of the bas
equations of the electron spin density fluctuations meth
and the approximations employed in the process is give
Refs. 8 and 9. However, there are a number of new featu
in the problem considered in the present paper. In previ
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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work, a single ‘‘nonmagnetic’’ EDS was taken as the init
density, and the polarized densities of states atT50 were
obtained simply by splitting it by the amount6V0 for states
with opposite spins. Here we shall formulate the equati
starting from the spin-polarized EDS obtained in calculatio
by the spin density functional method4,6 @the corresponding
curvesn1

0 («) andn2
0 («) differ not only with respect to po-

sition but also shape~Fig. 1!#. In addition, characteristic fea
tures arise because of the need to take into account thes–p
states of the nonmagnetic atoms. The corresponding alt
equations used in the calculations are presented in the
pendix.

In the text below we shall confine ourselves to ve
simple approximation relations, which are required to d
cuss the basic results obtained in the full calculation.

The mean-square fluctuating field is determined by
dynamic spin susceptibilityx

^DVjqvn

2 &5
T

2

u2xq
j ~vn!

~12uxq
j ~vn!!

. ~1!

HereT is the temperature in energy units,u is the intratomic
electron repulsion constant,q is the wave number,vn

52pnT is the thermodynamic frequency~energy!, and j
5x, y, z are the spatial components of the vectors. Thz
axis is directed along the average magnetization. It w

TABLE I. Magnetic properties and characteristics of fluctuations in
compounds Y–Fe, Sm–Fe, and Sm–Co.

Composition M0, mB/form.unit Tc
exp, K Tc , K V0, eV a b

Y2Fe17 34.0 309 312 0.97 18.9 1.00
Y2Fe17Al1.9 31.7 384 353 0.82 15.7 0.97
Y2Fe17Si1.9 31.8 430 391 0.81 14.4 0.96
Y2Fe17N2.6 40.3 694 777 1.10 9.6 0.92
Sm2Fe17 36.9 389 390 1.10 14.8 0.88
Sm2Fe17N2.9 36.5 746 630 0.95 9.8 0.80
Sm2Co17 26.3 1189 1188 0.74 4.9 0.90
Sm2Co17N2.7 23.4 811 876 0.52 4.8 0.83

FIG. 1. Separation~by the straight line segments! of a closed zeroth density
of states from the EDS of Sm2Fe17 obtained in a band calculation.6 The
energye is measured from the Fermi level.
l
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shown in previous work10 that the effect of a random field i
determined mainly by its integral characteristic — the flu
tuations of the field at a lattice site

z j5(
n

$^DVjqvn

2 &%, ~2!

where the braces denote averaging over the wave vecto
the Brillouin zone. In what follows, to simplify the equa
tions, we shall drop the vector indices. We shall express
estimate for the quantity~2! as

z5
pU2T2

6D H bw

l2 J ,

l512Ubx~0!, w5Im x~«!/«, «→0. ~3!

The average valueV̄[^V& of the exchange field is pro
portional to the average spin polarization~moment! sz of one
state

V̄52Usz. ~4!

Here

D5R/Na , U5Du, b5Rd /R, ~5!

R is the number of electronic states per formula unit per sp
and Rd is the number of electronic states forming the loc
susceptibility, which we shall determine according to t
numberNad of d-type atoms:Rd55Nad ;Na is the total num-
ber of atoms per formula unit andD is the number of elec-
tronic states per atom. All quantities in Eqs.~3! and ~4! are
given per electronic state in order to distinguish clearly
dependence on the number of statesR.

According to the relations presented in the Append
the spin polarizationsz and the local susceptibilityx andw
are determined by the Fermi integrals of the single-s

Green’s functiongs5gs(«;V̄,z), which can be calculated
using the known electronic density of statesns

0(«) at T50
taking into account scattering of electrons by the fluctuat
exchange field. Thus Eqs.~3! and ~4! form a closed system
of equations. The interaction constantU is determined from
the initial ~at T50) condition

sz~U !5s05M0/2R, ~6!

which because of the absence of fluctuations atT50 is iden-
tical to the equation obtained in the Stoner–Wohlfarth me
field theory. The quantity 2R is simply the total area unde
the two curves of the polarized density of states.

The equations were obtained in the following model.
is assumed that the uniform magnetization, or the aver
polarizationsz, is formed by all states in a band, boths and
d type, while the response to a fluctuating field at a site,
the local susceptibilityx, is determined only by thed states.
This model was constructed under the assumption that fas
electrons are scattered by the entire cluster of atoms in
which the field fluctuations are averaged. Such electr
‘‘see’’ only the uniform mean field and for this reason do n
contribute to the local susceptibility. This results in an effe
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tive renormalization of the susceptibilityx, calculated ac-
cording to the total EDS, which is given by the coefficientb
— the relative weight of thed states.

We now introduce a quantity characterizing the rate
growth of the rms value of the field fluctuations with tem
perature, or the temperature coefficient of the fluctuation

a5S (
j

z j D 1/2Y T>const~T!. ~7!

The quantitya is almost temperature-independent in the f
romagnetic region, since the electronic characteristics v
quite little because an increase in fluctuations is ordina
compensated by a decrease in the mean field,

V̄212(
j

z j>const~T!5V0
2 . ~8!

The equation~8! is actually a consequence of the appro
mate conservation of the atomic magnetic moments, s
^V2&5U2^s2&. The factor 2 in Eq.~8! appears because th
quantity z determines equally both the chaotic part of t
SFs and the correlated, long-wavelength part. The Curie t
perature is determined by setting to zero the average ma
tization or, in other words,V̄(Tc)50. Therefore we obtain
from Eqs.~7! and ~8! the estimate

Tc>V0/2a, ~9!

whereV0 anda are calculated atT50, i.e. according to the
zeroth EDS.

According to Ref. 11, the low-temperature specific h
C5gT ~per atom! is determined by the equationg5g f

1ge ,

g f5
pkB

2U

3 (
j

H bw

l J , ge5
p2

3
kB

2 n̄, ~10!

where g f and ge are the contributions of the SFs and t
Fermi excitations, respectively, while n̄5D(n1(m)
1n2(m)) is the density of states at the Fermi levelm.

As one can see from Eqs.~3!, ~7!, and ~10!, a}g f .
Therefore an inverse dependence ofTc on g is expected in
magnets with a large low-temperature specific heat~larger
than the contribution of the single-particle excitations!.

Equation ~3! indicates another feature. In substanc
with strong fluctuations~the magnetization is large and th
Curie temperature is relatively low! a large change inTc

with a weak variation of the electronic characteristics of
system is likely. Indeed, in this case the denominatorl is
close to zero, so that a small correction to the interactionU,
the weightb of the d states, or the static local susceptibili
x ~the latter is proportional to the number of holes in a ba!
can lead to a sharp increase or decrease of the SFs and
respondingly the Curie temperature. In high-Tc magnets the
fluctuations of weaker and the denominatorl in Eq. ~3! is far
from zero, so thata in Eq. ~9! is quite stable and the change
in Tc follow the changes in the initial exchange splitting
zeroth magnetization,V0}M0.
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2. MODEL FOR DESCRIBING TERNARY COMPOUNDS

The number of atomsNa and correspondingly the num
ber of electronsNe per formula unit increase when addition
elements are introduced into the initial compound. In ad
tion, the magnetic momentM0 at T50, which we take from
the experimental data, ordinarily changes. The shape of
EDS curve of the alloy likewise changes. The new EDS
calculated for some alloys but not for others. So as no
introduce an additional uncertainty associated with the d
tortion of the EDS and the separation from it of the ener
range that is important for magnetic properties, where
interaction of the electrons can be described by a single
traatomic interaction constantU ~and not a function depend
ing on the wave number or energy!, we shall assume that th
form of the density of states remains unchanged and
same as in the starting material when nonmagnetic atoms
added. In the process, let the number of states per form
unit R simply increase by the amount

DR5RDNe /Ne . ~11!

In this case, the band fillingn05Ne /R does not change
but, as one can see from Eq.~5!, the fraction Db
52bDNe /Ne of the states forming the local susceptibili
decreases. This suppresses the fluctuations~under otherwise
the same conditions!. The initial ~at T50) value of the spin
polarizations0 changes according to Eq.~6!, which can lead
to a corresponding change in the effective interactionU and
splitting V0.

3. RESULTS

1! Initial data. The experimental value of the zero
temperature magnetizationM0 ~in Bohr magnetons per for
mula unit!, the number of electronsNe , and the spin-
polarized density of statesns

0R(«) ~from band calculations!
are taken as the input data.

Curves of the EDS for Sm2Fe17, taken from Ref. 6, are
displayed in Fig. 1. The densities of states contain a la
pronounced contribution from the 3d states and to the righ
of it a tail formed by the states of other bands, extendi
generally speaking, to arbitrarily distant energies. Since
are confining ourselves to an energy-independent interac
we must single out the states lying in a bounded ene
interval, where the matrix element of the exchange inter
tion is described by the constantu, i.e. we must close the
band. The corresponding cutoff is eyeballed, as shown
Fig. 1 by straight line segments.

Of course, such a procedure is arbitrary to a certain
tent and affects the results of the subsequent calculation.
this reason we give the cut-off EDSs for the initial bina
compounds and leave them unchanged in calculations of
nary alloys.

2! Quantitative results.After the above-described pre
liminary treatment of the EDS, the problem becom
uniquely defined, and the calculation follows the scheme
scribed in the Appendix. The magnetizationM , the recipro-
cal of the uniform susceptibilityx0

21, the specific heat, and
the mean-square fluctuations of the fieldzx1zy1zz are cal-
culated as functions of the temperatureT/Tc

exp. They are dis-
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played in Fig. 2 for Sm2Fe17. We note that in the course o
the calculation a single-site Green’s function, the decay
the single-electron states, the complex local susceptibi
the spatial spin correlation function, and so on are a
found. This makes it possible to calculate the tempera
dependence of the most diverse properties and character
of the system,8,9 for example the photoemission and x-ra
spectra of the valence band, the electrical resistance, th
laxation rate in NMR, the paramagnetic neutron scatter
the short-range magnetic order length, and others.

In the present paper we confine ourselves to the b
magnetic characteristics. The experimental values of
magnetizationM0

exp at T50, the Curie temperatureTc
exp, the

corresponding values ofTc obtained in the calculation, th
exchange fieldV0 ~4!, and the temperature coefficienta of
the fluctuations~7! at T50 are given in Table I. Renormal
ization of the local susceptibilityb is determined using Eq
~5!, and the Fe, Co, and Y in it are treated asd elements.

We compare first the binary compounds with one a
other. They all have approximately the same EDSs.4,6 The
band filling in Sm2Co17 is greater than in the iron com
pounds, since the cobalt atom contains nine electrons w
iron contains eight.

The exchange fieldV0 depends directly on the magnet
zationM0, as follows from Eqs.~4! and ~6!. Comparing the
values ofa characterizing the fluctuations, we can see t
they differ quite substantially, so that the values ofTc also
differ. The estimate~9! leads to the same result.

The fluctuations are strongest in Y2Fe17 and weakest in
Sm2Co17. This is easy to understand. The filling of the ban
with electrons decreases the local susceptibility (x is propor-
tional to the number of unoccupied states in a band!, which
decreases fluctuations and correspondingly increasesTc .

Let us now consider the ternary compounds with resp
to the starting binary compounds. The introduction of no
magnetic elements ordinarily decreases the magnetiza
M0 and the exchange energyV0 (Y2Fe17N2.6 is an exception;

FIG. 2. Complete characteristics of Sm2Fe17 as a function of temperature
T/Tc

exp: the relative magnetizationM /M 0 ~solid line!; square of the ratio of
the field fluctuations to the magnitude of the exchange field atT50, (zx

1zy1zz)/V0
2 ~dashed line!; the reciprocal of the uniform susceptibilityx21

~per atom, in the unitskBTc
exp/mB

2) ~dotted line!.
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we shall discuss why below!. However,Tc increases sub-
stantially in iron compounds, while in cobalt compound
conversely, it decreasese. Turning to thea column, we can
see that the nonmagnetic elements decrease the fluctua
The value ofa is smallest in SmCoN, and the magnetizati
decreases appreciably. The numerator in Eq.~9! decreases
more strongly than the denominator, and ultimatelyTc de-
creases. The fluctuations are much stronger in iron co
pounds, so that they control the change inTc . Therefore the
estimate~9! works everywhere.

3! Zero-point fluctuations.We shall now discuss the in
crease inM0 accompanying the addition of nitrogen t
Y2Fe17, but now at a qualitative level, since our approach
specially adapted for describing only the thermal~low-
energy! fluctuations,̂ DV2&50 at T50. However, this does
not mean that there are no SFs in the ground state. We
ply neglected zero-point vibrations, making the assumpt
that they are taken into account in the initial calculation
the EDF by the spin density functional method. The init
equations of the theory of the dynamic fluctuating fields co
tains a contribution from zero-point fluctuations.10 Moreover,
the contribution can be calculated.12 However, here we shal
not go into the theory; we shall confine ourselves to
obvious assumption: If thermal fluctuations are large (a is
large!, then the zero-point fluctuations will also be larg
Then the introduction of nitrogen will suppress not only the
mal but also zero-point fluctuations. The latter increasesM0

in Y2Fe17N2.9. We note that such an interpretation of th
change in the magnetization is also applicable to other c
pounds. Nitrogen in Sm2Fe17, on the one hand, directly de
creases the magnetization and, on the other, increase
magnetization indirectly by suppressing fluctuations. As
result, the effect of nitrogen onM0 is almost completely
compensated. Finally, in Sm2Co17 fluctuations ~including
zero-point! are small, and ultimately nitriding decreasesM0.

The contributions of SFs, calculated from Eqs.~10!, and
the single-electron excitations to the temperature coeffic
of the specific heat are presented in Table II together with
experimental values of Ref. 2 for the system Y–Fe. T
fluctuation termg f decreases when nonmagnetic atoms
added to the same extent to whichTc increases in these
compounds. The fluctuation contribution is greater than
electronic contributionge , so that the measured quanti
gexp is fully capable of characterizing the intensity of SFs
such a system. The quantitative agreement between the c
puted quantityg f1ge and the experimental quantitygexp is
not very good. The best quantitative results can be obtai
by detailing the EDF of specific alloys and taking account

TABLE II. Fluctuation and electronic contributions to the specific heat
the system Y–Fe.

g f , mJ ge , mJ g f1ge , mJ gexp,2 mJ
Composition •mol21

•K22
•mol21

•K22
•mol21

•K22
•mol21

•K22

Y2Fe17 125 55 180 215
Y2Fe17Al1.9 115 65 180 186
Y2Fe17Si1.9 106 66 172 150
Y2Fe17N2.6 62 55 117 2
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the phonon enhancement, but we shall not do this, deli
ately remaining within the simple model described above
ternary compounds, intended for determining the most g
eral mechanisms leading to the manifestation of SFs.

We shall now summarize the results of this work. T
effect of spin fluctuations on the main magnetic characte
tics in materials used for permanent magnets based on
compounds R2M17 with the addition of N, Al, and Si was
studied. It was shown that the Curie temperature is de
mined by two factors: the exchange splitting energy of
spin states and the temperature coefficient of the fluctuati
The latter quantity is proportional to the local spin susce
bility, which in turn is determined by the hole density in th
d band. Nonmagnetic elements added to the alloy supp
spin fluctuations. In iron compounds, where the SFs are la
(Tc are relatively low, and the specific heat is high!, this
gives rise to a substantial increase of the Curie tempera
In cobalt alloys, the SFs are much weaker, so that the ef
of nonmagnetic atoms on them is weaker, and the resu
determined by the direct effect of the added elements on
magnetization, which decreasesTc . The calculations base
on the theory of electron spin density fluctuations, using
larized densities of states, show quite good quantita
agreement with the experimental data. The extension of
above-formulated approach so as to take into account
zero-point SFs makes it possible to understand the influe
of the latter on the zero-temperature saturation magne
tion.

4. APPENDIX

Let the polarized densities of statesns
0R(«), which de-

pend on the energy«, with spin projectionss56, the mag-
netizationM0 ~in Bohr magnetons! at T50, and the number
of electronsNe5(NeiNai ~the sum over elementsi, the
number of atoms of which isNai , each atom containingNei

valence electrons according to the periodic table! be known.
All quantities are calculated per formula unit.

We shall find the number of states with fixed polariz
tion and normalized to one state of the EDS

Rs5E d«ns
0R~«!, ns

0~«!5ns
0R~«!/Rs . ~A1!

In what follows, we shall require the single-site Green
function

Gs
0~«!5E d«8ns

0~«8!~«2«8!21,

Im Gs
0~«!5pns

0~«!. ~A2!

The average valuêV& of the exchange field is proportiona
to the spin momentD^sz& of an atom:

^V&52uD^sz&. ~A3!

The mean-square fluctuations of each vector componentx, y,
andz of the field at the site~2! is determined by the suscep
tibility

z5H u2Dbx lT

pl l tq
tan21

p2wT

6x ll l tq
J ,
r-
r
n-

-
he

r-
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ss
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re.
ct
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D5R/Na , b5Rd /R, R5~R11R2!/2. ~A4!

Hereu is the constant characterizing the interaction of el
trons on an atom,D is the number of states per atom~and per
spin!, ^sz& is the spin moment of one electronic state,Rd is
the number ofd states, andR is the number of all states pe
formula unit,b is the fraction ofd states forming the loca
susceptibility, which is studied in detail in the main text
the paper. The braces indicate averaging over the wave n
bers q in the Brillouin zone. The quantitiesx l ,w, and tq

characterize the components of the zeroth~no electron-
electron interaction! complex dynamic spin susceptibilit
xq(«) with thermal energies («'kBT) per state

xq~«!>xq~12 i«w/xq!21>xq1 i«w,

xq[xq~0!, ~A5!

lq512uDxq5l l tq5l01~l l2l0!q2/$q2%,

l l512uDbx l . ~A6!

The latter equality~A6! gives the simplest isotropic interpo
lation of the nonuniform static susceptibility with respect
its valuex0 ~with zero wave number! and average value in
the Brillouin zone or, in other words, with respect to th
local susceptibilityx l , describing the response to the e
change field acting per atom~inside a muffin-tin cell!. The
quantitiesx0 ,x l , and w can be calculated, and the depe
dence on the wave numberq is actually determined by the
function tq defined in Eq.~A6!. The average value is$tq%
51. Using it in Eq. ~A4!, we obtain the local-fluctuation
theory limit.

We note that the expression~A4! for the fluctuations
differs somewhat from that presented in Ref. 8. There
susceptibility was calculated from the second equality in E
~A5!, while here the first equality, which gives the corre
zero asymptotic in the limit«→`, is used. This ensures
strict passage to the static or high-temperature limit. For t
it is sufficient to make the substitution tan21 . . .→p/2 in
Eq. ~A4!.

The average spin moment is determined by integrals
the single-site Green’s function with the Fermi function

f ~«!5~exp~«2m!/T11!21,

^sz&5~n12n2!/2, ns5E d«

p
f ~«!Im gs~«!. ~A7!

The components of the susceptibility have the form

x l
z5~x l

11x l
2!/2, x l

652E d«

p
f ~«!Im g6

2 ~«!,

x l
x,y52E d«

p
d« f ~«!Im~g1~«!g2~«!!. ~A8!

Here 2 f can be replaced by 12 f , i.e. integration over the
filled part of the band can be replace by the empty part.

The imaginary parts of the local susceptibility~A5! are
actually determined by the squared EDS at the Fermi lev

w l
z52E d«

2p

] f

]«
~~ Im g1!21~ Im g2!2!,
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w l
x,y52E d«

p

] f

]«
Im g1~«!Im g2~«!

>pn1~m!n2~m!. ~A9!

The static uniform susceptibility is found by numerically d
ferentiating Eq.~A7!

x0
z5D^sz&/D^V&. ~A10!

The Green’s functiongs(«;^V&,z) averaged over the
field fluctuations is obtained from the zero-point functi
~A2! according to the equations

gs~«!5 (
s856

Pss8Gs8
0

~«2DSs~«!1s8~v2v0!!,

Pss85
1

2S 11ss8
^V&
v D , v5~^V&21zz1zx1zy!1/2,

DSs~«!5zzgs~«!1~zx1zy!g2s~«!. ~A11!

Here the coherent potentialDSs(«) ~in second order of per
turbation theory! describes the scattering of electrons by t
chaotic part of the fluctuating field, while the factorsPss8
determine the contribution of long-wavelength fluctuation

In the absence of fluctuations~at T50)

gs~«!5Gs
0~«1s~ u^V&u2v0!!. ~A12!

The energy shiftn0 is determined from the requirement th
the magnetization vanish for^V&50,

E d«

p
f ~«!Im~G1

0 ~«2v0!2G1
0 ~«1v0!!50, ~A13!

which reflects the specific nature of the model with differe
null EDSs for two spin states. For one EDS curve, b
functions in the integrand are identical at all energies a
equal the nonmagnetic EDS.

We note that, if the polarizationDSs(«) is neglected,
then the symmetric component of the Green’s functiong0

5(g11g2)/2 is

g0~«!5
1

2 (
s856

Gs8
0

@«2DS01s8~v2v0!#

>
1

2 (
s856

Gs8
0

~«2DS0!>g0~«!T50 , ~A14!

sincen>const>n0. The latter equality obtains ifDSs(«) is
completely neglected.
t
h
d

Solution algorithm.Let T50. We find the shiftn0 from
Eq. ~A13!. Next, we find^V&5V0 from the initial condition
^sz&(^V&)5s05M0/2R using Eqs.~A7! and ~A12!, and the
value of the interaction constantu from Eq. ~A3!.

Our system of equations contains only three unkno
quantities:^V&,zx5zy, and zz. We fix the temperatureT.
Next, we give the starting valuesz of the fluctuations. Then
the Green’s functiongs is uniquely determined only by the
quantity ^V&, which we find by solving Eq.~A3!, for ex-
ample, by the method of halving a segment. We calcu
from Eq. ~A4! new values of the componentsz. We repeat
this procedure until complete matching with respect toz ob-
tains. Of course, all operations are performed taking i
account the conservation of the electron numbern11n2

5n05Ne /R, which determines the chemical potentialm ap-
pearing in the Fermi function.

For simplicity, all specific calculations were performe
with average components of the local susceptibility:

x l
j→^x l&5~x l

x1x l
y1x l

z!/3.
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Spin-glass and reentrant spin-glass states in iron sulfospinels having dilute A and B
sublattices
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The magnetic and electrical properties of new compounds having spinel structure
Fe12xCr2(12x)Sn2xS4 (0.1<x<0.33) ~system 1!, Fe0.67 @Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4, and Fe0.67

@Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4 has been studied. These compounds arep-type semiconductors with magnetic
properties characteristic of the following magnetic-order types: ferrimagnetic~the x50.1
composition of system 1!, spin glass~the x50.33 composition of system 1 and Fe0.67

@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4), and reentrant spin glass~the x50.2 composition of system 1 and
Fe0.67 @Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4). For the spin-glass compositions, the dependence of the freezing
temperatureTf , defined as the temperature of the maximum of initial magnetic susceptibility, on
temperature and magnetic field obeys the Almeida-Thouless relation, and the dependence of
Tf on magnetic-field frequency is a power-law function. For the spin-glass and reentrant spin-
glass compositions, a large peak in the absolute value of negative isotropic magnetoresistance
was found nearTf , which becomes as high as 15% in spin glasses and 30% in reentrant spin-
glass compositions. In compositions with reentrant behavior, the activation energy of
conductivity in the region ofTf was found to change by about two orders of magnitude. This
experimental evidence suggests that the spin-glass–paramagnet~in spin glasses! and spin-
glass–long-range magnetic-order transformations are actually phase transitions, and that the spin-
glass region contains ferron-type ferromagnetic clusters. These are the first spin-glasses
among the chalcospinels with magnetically active ions on the tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01901-2#
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This work reports observation and a detailed investi
tion of the spin glass~SG! and reentrant spin-glass states
chromium-containing iron sulfospinels with dilute tetrah
dral (A) and octahedral (B) sublattices. The spin-glass sta
has thus far been observed to set in in chalcospinels
magnetically active ions on one of the sublattices only. F
instance, an SG state was described in Ga2/3Cr2S4,1

Cu0.5Me0.5Cr2Se4 ~Me5In,Ga!,2 Cu2/3Ge1/3Cr2S4,3

CdCr2xIn222xS4,4 ZnCr2xAl222xS4,5 and Zn12xMnxIn2S4

~Ref. 6!. It was of interest to learn whether the SG state c
exist in chalcospinels with magnetically active ions pres
on bothA andB sublattices. Because indirect intersublatti
antiferromagnetic~AFM! exchange in spinels is considerab
stronger than the intrasublattice one, the possibility of ex
tence of the spin-glass state in such chalcospinels was
from obvious. For example, in the FeCr2S4 compound with
normal-spinel structure, whose dilute compositions are s
ied in this work, the exchange integrals have the followi
values:JCr-Cr561 K andJCr-Fe5210 K.7

The SG state is dealt with in a large number of public
tions~see, e.g., reviews Refs. 8–12 and monographs Refs
and 14!. Some of the problems of fundamental importan
remain, however, unsolved. It is unclear what is the natur
the SG state, and whether it is a new phase, as wel
whether there exists a thermodynamic transition of the t
SG-paramagnet~PM! or SG–long-range magnetic orde
~LRMO!. Among spin glasses one presently classifies s
731063-7834/99/41(1)/7/$15.00
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stances exhibiting a maximum in initial magnetic suscep
bility at a temperatureT5Tf called usually the freezing tem
perature, dependence of magnetic properties forT,Tf on
thermomagnetic prehistory of the sample and time, and
sence of long-range magnetic order, as shown by neu
diffraction measurements. Besides the true SGs, howe
superparamagnets also possess the same properties. In
trast to true SGs, superparamagnets do not have a phase
sition, and the cluster moments only become fixed atTf , so
that their freezing is a dynamically nonequilibrium pheno
enon. In superparamagnetsTf , the temperature of the maxi
mum in initial susceptibility measured in a magnetic field
frequencyv, depends onv by the Arrhenius law:

1/v51/v0exp@E/~kTf !# , ~1!

wherev0'109 s21 is a frequency factor equal to the recip
rocal minimum relaxation time, andE is the energy required
to flip the cluster magnetic moment~for example, by thermal
excitation!. It was found that while practically all SG
known to date~except for the dilute AgMn alloy15! exhibit a
frequency dependence ofTf , in most cases it differs some
what from the Arrhenius relationship. The existence of
phase transition in real materials classifies among the SG
discussed actively in the literature. No unambiguous ans
to this question has, however, been obtained.

This work presents experimental evidence for the ex
tence of SG-PM and SG-LRMO phase transitions in
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Main magnetic and electrical characteristics of the compounds studied.

r, V•cm

Chemical formula Q, K M4.2K , mB Msp , mB Mng , mB TC , K Tf , K 80 K 293 K

Fe0.9Cr1.8Sn0.2S4 260 0.91 1.8 1.44 1.20 1100 31.
Fe0.8Cr1.6Sn0.4S4 276 0.52 1.6 1.28 87 65 4500 25.
Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 2200 0.18 1.31 1.04 36 253104 1082
Fe0.67@Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4 35 0.22 0.65 0.52 110 60 2185 7.
Fe0.67@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 158 0.35 0.98 0.78 29 67.5 1.3
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above materials, including agreement with dynamic sca
relations and some relations following from the mean-fi
theory, as well as features in the electric resistivity and m
netoresistance~MR! observed in the vicinity of these trans
tions. Besides, the large negative MR nearTf revealed in the
materials under study implies that the SG phase cont
ferron-type ferromagnetic~FM! clusters.16

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Polycrystalline samples of the Fe12xCr2(12x)Sn2xS4

solid-solution system (0.1<x<0.33) and the Fe0.67

@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 and Fe0.67 @Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4 composi-
tions were prepared by solid-state technology from hi
purity elements by Kesler and Filimonov~MGU, Chemical
Dept.!.17 The corresponding mixture of starting elements w
annealed repeatedly within the 800–1100 K interval~before
each anneal it was ground, homogenized, and pressed
pellets! in quartz ampoules, which were evacuated to a
bar pressure before sealing.

The samples were characterized by x-ray diffract
analysis~with filtered CoKa radiation!, as well as by57Fe
Mössbauer~NGR! spectroscopy at 90 and 300 K. X-ray di
fraction shows the samples to be single-phase spinel~space
group Fd3m!. The characteristic-distance method, which w
used to advantage in studies of close-packed an
compounds,18 showed17 the Sn41 ions to occupy only the
octahedral sites. By combining this method with NGR it w
found that the tetrahedral sites are occupied to various
tents by Fe21 ions.

57Fe NGR spectra of the Fe0.8Cr0.6Sn0.4S4 composition
were measured atT590 and 300 K~see Fig. 2 in Ref. 17!.
Their T5300 K spectra were found to contain a clearly pr
nounced asymmetric doublet with a 1.0-mm/s quadrup
splitting, with the isomer shift corresponding to the tetrah
dral Fe21 ion ~0.54 mm/s with respect to metallic Fe!, which
may be associated with a distorted tetrahedral environm
of the iron ions and the onset of axial symmetry. This i
plies partial iron-ion and vacancy ordering in the tetrahed
sublattice, which results in a lowering of the true symme
undetectable by x-ray diffraction analysis. These compou
were synthesized for the first time.

The magnetization was measured either ballistically w
a multilayer superconducting solenoid, or with a vibratin
sample magnetometer in an electromagnet. The initial
susceptibility was measured with a single-layer superc
ducting solenoid, and the magnetization curves obtained
the ballistic method were differentiated with respect to
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field. An F5063 digital ferrometer was used to determine
magnetic susceptibility in weak ac magnetic fields. The pa
magnetic susceptibility was studied with an electromagn
cally compensated Faraday balance. The electrical resist
was determined by the four-probe method.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

A. Ferrimagnet–spin-glass transition in the
Fe12xCr2„12x …Sn2xS4 system „0.1<x<0.33…. Spin-glass state
in Fe0.67†Fe0.165CrSn0.835‡S4 and reentrant-spin-glass
behavior in the Fe 0.67†Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn‡S4 composition

Table I presents the main magnetic and electrical ch
acteristics of the compositions specified in the heading. H
Q is the paramagnetic Curie point,TC is the Curie tempera-
ture,M4.2 K is the magnetic moment per formula unit derive
from the magnetization at 4.2 K,Msp andMng are theoreti-
cal magnetic moments per formula unit obtained from p
spin and neutron-diffraction values of the Fe21 and Cr31

moments, respectively, for antiferromagnetically~AFM! or-
dered moments on theA andB sublattices.~We assumed the
Fe21 and Cr31 moments derived from neutron-diffractio
measurements to be 4.2 and 2.9mB , respectively.!

All the samples were found to bep-type semiconductors
As seen from the chemical formula of th
Fe12xCr2(12x)Sn2xS4 solid-solution system~1!, an increase
of x entails an increase in Fe21 deficiency on the tetrahedra
sublattice, accompanied by dilution of the octahedral sub
tice by the Sn41 diamagnetic ions. Thex50.1 composition
of system~1! has magnetic properties typical of a ferrima
net, namely, the paramagnetic susceptibilityk obeys the
Néel law ~Fig. 1!, and the magnetization isotherms satura
in a field of 6 kOe both atT54.2 K ~Fig. 2! and at 77<T
<110 K. At the same time the magnetic momentM4.2 K is
nearly one halfMsp andMng ~Table I!. The Curie tempera-
ture of this composition as determined from Belov-Arro
plots is 120 K. The underestimated magnitude ofM4.2 K is
apparently due to the presence of magnetically disorde
microregions. The disorder may be caused by bond frus
tion because of dilution of theB sublattice by the Sn41 dia-
magnetic ions and the presence of vacancies on theA sub-
lattice.

The magnetization isotherms of system 1 withx50.2
and 0.33 do not saturate up to 35 kOe at 4.2 K~Fig. 2! and
up to 10 kOe forT>77 K. ~We specify here the maximum
fields in which the measurements were performed.! The
paramagnetic susceptibility of these compositions obeys
Curie-Weiss relation~Fig. 1!.
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of inverse paramagnetic susceptibility 1/x for compositions of the Fe12xCr2(12x)Sn2xS4 system withx: ~1! 0.1, ~2! 0.2, ~3!
0.33, and for~4! Fe0.67 @Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 and ~5! Fe0.67 @Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4. The scales on thea, b, andc axes are different.
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The temperature dependence of the initial magnetic s
ceptibility k in dc and ac magnetic fields for thex50.2
composition is shown graphically in Fig. 3. One readily se
that k drops with decreasing temperature belowTf565 K,
which is characteristic of the reentrant spin-glass state.
Curie temperatureTC587 K was derived from the maximum
of curve2 in Fig. 3. The dependence of magnetic propert
below Tf on cooling conditions provided evidence for th
existence of the SG state belowTf . For illustration, Fig. 4
presents temperature dependences of the thermoreman
of a sample cooled in a fieldH557.5 Oe fromT.Tf down
to T54.2 K, and of the isothermal remanence of a sam
zero-field cooled to 4.2 K. BelowTf565 K these curves are
seen to differ substantially. One observed also a shift of
hysteresis loop of the sample cooled in the above field do
to 4.2 K along theH axis, whereas for the zero-field coole
sample the loop was symmetric.

FIG. 2. Magnetic moment per formula unitM 4.2 K plotted against magnetic
field H for 4.2 K for compositions of the Fe12xCr2(12x)Sn2xS4 system with
x: ~1! 0.1, ~2! 0.2, ~3! 0.33, and for~4! Fe0.67 @Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 and ~5!
Fe0.67 @Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4 .
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The x50.33 composition of system 1 exhibits magne
properties characteristic of the SG state. For instance,
temperature dependence of the initial ac susceptibility~mea-
surement frequency range 0.3<v<2 kHz! has a maximum
at Tf , which becomes suppressed already by a weak dc m
netic field applied parallel to the ac field~Fig. 5!. The mag-
netizations measured in a dc fieldH50.46 Oe forT<Tf

depends on the cooling regime; indeed, thes (T) curve ob-
tained on a sample field-cooled fromT.Tf to T54.2 K lies
considerably higher than that of the sample zero-field coo
to 4.2 K ~the latter curve was taken by heating the samp
with the field turned on only for the period of measuremen!.

Fe0.67@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 possesses magnetic properti
similar to the ones which were measured on thex50.33
composition of system 1 and are typical of the SG state. T
magnetic properties of this composition are similar to tho
of the x50.2 composition, which are characteristic of th
reentrant SG behavior. The paramagnetic susceptibility

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the initial magnetic susceptibilityx of
Fe0.8Cr1.6Sn0.4S4 normalized to its maximum valuexmax obtained in a dc
magnetic fieldH530 Oe ~1!, and in an ac magnetic fieldH50.3 Oe of
frequencyv5200 Hz ~2!.
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the above compounds obeys the Curie-Weiss law~Fig. 1!.
Figure 2 displays the magnetization isotherms of these c
positions obtained at 4.2 K. One sees that these curves d
saturate, and that the value ofM4.2 K measured atH530 kOe
is much smaller than those ofMsp andMng listed in Table I.

B. Dynamics of spin-glass freezing

The SG compositions studied by us revealed a dep
dence of the freezing temperature, determined from the
sition of the maximum in the initial ac susceptibility, on th
magnetic-field frequencyv. As already mentioned, theTf

temperature of almost all real materials classified among
SGs is frequency dependent. It was found, however, that
relaxation timet in the region of the freezing temperature

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the remanence of a Fe0.8Cr1.6Sn0.4S4

sample cooled in a field of 57.5 Oe fromT590 to 4.2 K~TRM curve! and
zero-field-cooled~IRM!.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the initial magnetic susceptibilityx of
Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 in an ac magnetic field of frequency 500 Hz (H50.3
Oe!, and the effect on this dependence of a dc magnetic fieldH~Oe!: ~1! 0,
~2! 10, ~3! 20, ~4! 35, ~5! 50, and~6! 70. The dc magnetic field is applie
parallel to the ac one.
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SG materials grows faster than by the Arrhenius law~1!
characteristic of superparamagnets, and in some cases
lows the empirical Vogel-Fulcher relation8

t51/v5t0 exp@E/k~T2T0!# , ~2!

wheret0'10212 s is the minimum relaxation time, andE is
a quantity with the dimension of energy. Because the rel
ation timet diverges atT5T0, some researchers believedT0

to be an SG-PM transition point. At the same time it
known that if a phase transition occurs at a temperatureT* ,
the relaxation time of magnetization fluctuations undergoe
critical slowing down atT* , and thatt obeys a power law:19

t5t0@T/~T2T* !#zn . ~3!

Here z is a dynamic exponent, andn is the Edwards-
Anderson critical correlation-length exponent. A Mon
Carlo simulation of the Ising SG withT* Þ0 ~the6J model,
three-dimensional case! yieldedzn57.261.20

Binder and Young21 proposed an alternative hypothes
assuming the SG-PM transition temperature to be zero. T
obtained for t the following relation, which was subse
quently called the generalized Arrhenius law:

ln~t/t0!5T2zn . ~4!

Binder and Young performed a Monte Carlo simulation
the Ising system within the6J model and obtainedzn52
for the two-dimensional case andzn54 for the three-
dimensional one.

The T (v) dependence obtained for a number of re
SGs was compared with the three above relations, an
conclusion of the presence or absence of a phase transitio
a given SG at a nonzero temperature was drawn depen
on the actual relationship this dependence followed. We h
performed a fitting of theT (v) dependence to the relation
~1!–~4! for the above new compounds where we detected
SG state, namely, for Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 and Fe0.67

@Fe0.165CrSn0.67#S4. This was done by plotting the exper
mental relations~1!–~4! on a log-log scale, with the values o
1/v substituted in place oft, and ofTf , for T in the Vogel-
Fulcher and power-law expressions. The fitting parame
wereT0 in ~2!, T* in ~3!, andt0 in ~4!. In the power-law and
Vogel-Fulcher relations, we substituted forT0 and T* the
freezing points, which were found from the maximum of t
initial dc susceptibility, as well as several temperatures cl
to them. Next we selected the plots where the points fit
satisfactorily to straight lines, and the latter were used
determinet0 in the Arrhenius law,t0 and E in the Vogel-
Fulcher relations,t0 and zn in the power-law relation, and
zn in the generalized Arrhenius law. Table II presents t
values oft0, zn, andE derived from the best fitting param
eters chosen for each law. As seen from Table II, theT (v)
dependence fits best of all to the power law~3!. The Vogel-
Fulcher relation~3! yields an unrealistically small value o
T0, and the Arrhenius law~1! strongly underestimatest0.
The generalized Arrhenius law~4! for the three-dimensiona
case yields an overestimatedt0 as the best fit for
Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4, and an underestimated value ofzn for
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TABLE II. Fitting of the Tf (v) dependence to relations~1!–~4!.

from the maximum Power law
in dc field ~1! Arrhenius law~4! Generalized Arrhenius law~3! Vogel–Fulcher relation~2!

Composition Tf , K t0 , s E, meV t0 , s zv t0 , s zv T* , K t0 , s E, meV T0 , K

Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 35 5.3310227 170.4 10212 2.5 1.9310210 7.6 32 3.0310212 23.3 23
1029 3.8 2.0310211 9.6 31 1.5310211 20 24

2.7310212 11.7 30
7.2310212 10.7 30.5

Fe0.67@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 31.2 2.4310227 182.5 10212 2.9 6.7310211 7.4 30 10212 21 22
10211 3.6 2.0310211 8.5 29.5 5310212 17.6 23
10210 3.9 4.0310212 9.7 29 2.5310211 14.4 24

3.0310213 12.2 28 2.5310211
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Fe0.67 @Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4. The fact thatT (v) fits a power-
law relation implies the existence of an SG-PM phase tr
sition in the SGs under study.

C. The Almeida-Thouless relation for spin-glass
compositions

Application of the mean-field theory to spin glass
showed the existence on the (H,T) plane of a line below
which the Edwards–Anderson order parameter is unstab11

This is the so-called Almeida-Thouless line in the Isi
model:

12@Tf~H !/Tf~0!#;H2/3 . ~5!

HereTf (H) is the freezing temperature measured in a m
netic fieldH, andTf (0) is that determined in zero magnet
field. It was found that in a number of real SGs theTf (H)
dependence obeys relation~5!. These experiments were con
sidered as evidence for the validity of the mean-field the
for these SGs and for the existence of the correspond
phase transition.8–14

In this work, we studied the effect of a dc magnetic fie
on the freezing temperature, determined from the maxim
of the initial ac susceptibilityx, in the SG compositions
Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 and Fe0.67 @Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4. Figure 5
shows for illustration thex (T) relation obtained for the
Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 composition, and how it is affected b
application of a dc magnetic fieldH parallel to the ac one. As
seen from Fig. 5,xmax decreases with increasing dc field, a
the maximum shifts toward lower temperatures. Figure
plots on a log-log scale the$12@Tf (H)/Tf (0)#% vs H rela-
tion obtained for the Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 composition. All ex-
perimental points are seen to fit satisfactorily onto a stra
line, with a slope equal to 0.61, which is very close to the
exponent in the Almeida-Thouless relationship~5!. This ar-
gues for the existence of SG-PM transitions in the ab
materials.

D. Magnetoresistance in the vicinity of the freezing
temperature

Investigation of the temperature dependence of electr
resistivityr showed all compounds studied in this work to
semiconductors. The values ofr for these compositions ar
-
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m

6

t
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presented in Table I. Seebeck coefficient measurements
formed atT577 and 293 K evidencep-type conduction in
all the compositions.

The temperature dependence of magnetoresistance
tained for the SG and reentrant-SG compositions reveal
tures near the freezing temperature. For illustration, Figs
and 8 plot the MR against temperature for various magn
fields for the Fe0.67 @Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 SG composition and
for the x50.2 composition of system 1 exhibitin
reentrant-SG behavior. One readily sees that their MR
negative and, as shown by our measurements, isotropic.
isotherms do not saturate up to the maximum fields of
kOe in which the measurements were made. As evident f
Fig. 7, the absolute value of MR for the SG compositi
passes through a maximum nearTf , where it reaches;15%
in a field of 30 kOe. In the reentrant SG composition, t
absolute value of MR,uDr/ru, at the maximum reaches
still larger value of 30% in 30 kOe~Fig. 8!. This maximum
is seen to be rounded off, wider than that for the SG com
sition, and to cover a temperature region including bothTf

565 K andTC585 K. The inset to Fig. 8 shows a log-lo
plot of the r (T) dependence for thex50.2 reentrant-SG
composition of system 1; we readily see that in the vicin
of Tf the conduction activation energyEa varies by about
two orders of magnitude (Ea53.731024 eV in the SG re-
gion and 431022 eV within the LRMO region!. A similar

FIG. 6. A log-log plot of $12@Tf (H)/Tf (0)#% against H for the
Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 composition.
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behavior of the MR andr was observed by us also for th
x50.33 SG composition of system 1, and for Fe0.67

@Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4 ~reentrant SG behavior!.
These features in the MR and electrical resistivity in

cate that the spin system undergoes a significant rearra
ment at Tf . A giant maximum in uDr/ru at Tf was
observed earlier in Cu0.5Me0.5Cr2Se4 ~Me5In,Ga! and
Cu2/3Ge1/3Cr2S4.22 It should be pointed out that MR mea
surements involve application across the sample of str
fields, in which the maximum or break in the susceptibil
curves is, as a rule, suppressed. These features evide
spin system rearrangement atTf and should be considered a
a direct argument for the existence of an SG-PM and S
LRMO phase transition.

3. THE NATURE OF THE SPIN-GLASS STATE

Our experimental results presented in Sec. II attest to
existence of an SG state in Fe0.67Cr1.33Sn0.67S4 and Fe0.67

@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4, and of a reentrant SG state,
Fe0.8Cr1.6Sn0.4S4 and Fe0.67 @Fe0.33Cr0.67Sn#S4, with the
transformations to the PM state in the former two, and to
LRMO state, in the latter two compositions being phase tr
sitions. The main factor initiating the SG state in these co
pounds is the dilution of theA and B sublattices. TheA
sublattice is deficient in Fe21 ions, and on theB sublattice
the Fe21 and Cr31 ions are diluted by the diamagnetic ion
Sn41. The percolation threshold in the spinel structure for
octahedral sublatticep50.401,23 and for a tetrahedral sub
lattice,p50.428~Ref. 24!. In the SG compositions, the rati
of the number of magnetoactive ions to the total numbe
ions in the octahedral sublatticep50.665~the first composi-
tion!, and for the tetrahedral sublattice in both compositio
p50.67. These values are not substantially larger than
above threshold concentrations for theA and B sublattices.
The Fe21 and Cr31 ions on the dilutedA andB sublattices
are randomly distributed over the corresponding sublattic
and although they are coupled through strong AFM supe
changeA-S-B interactions, these bonds do not make up
periodic structure. As a result, long-range AFM order can
set in among the moments located in theA andB sublattices,

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance of the0.67

@Fe0.165CrSn0.835#S4 composition obtained in magnetic fields~kOe!: ~1! 2,
~2! 16, and~3! 33.
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and the SG state occurs. These are the first SGs amon
chalcospinels with magnetoactive ions on theA and B sub-
lattices.

As pointed out in Subsect. D, the spin glasses un
study exhibit a large maximum inuDr/ru in the vicinity of
Tf . A giant maximum inuDr/ru near the magnetic orderin
temperature is known to be characteristic of extrinsic m
netic semiconductors,16 and it is usually associated with th
presence of ferrons, i.e. FM microregions formed as a re
of carrier self-trapping near impurities because of the co
sponding gain ins–d exchange energy. External magne
field destroys the ferrons, thus giving rise to a large nega
MR. Ferrons can obviously exist also in a magnetic semic
ductor diluted by nonmagnetic ions; if the dilution is stron
enough, long-range magnetic order disappears, and an
state sets in in the crystal, with some of the clusters pres
in such a cluster SG being of the ferron type. It is qu
probable that this pattern is applicable to the SGs studie
this work as well.

The authors owe warm thanks to Ya. A. Kesler and D.
Filimonov for preparation of the samples and their charac
ization.
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The cohesion-based approach developed earlier for describing the adsorptive properties ofd-
metal atoms ond substrates was used to calculate the self-diffusion on the~111! and~100! planes
of fcc metals, and the~110! plane of bcc metals. The results of the calculation are compared
with the data obtained by other researchers and with available measurements. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00201-4#
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Mass transport over the surface of solids, or surface
fusion, is a key stage in many processes, such as, for
stance, adsorption and desorption, heterogeneous cata
and crystal growth, wetting etc.1–4 The most important pa
rameter of surface diffusion is its activation energyEd . The
activation energyEd is derived experimentally from the tem
perature dependences of the diffusion coefficientD, which
obeys the Arrhenius relation

D5D0 exp~2Ed /kBT! , ~1!

whereD0 is the preexponential factor. The temperature
terval for measuringD with field-ion microscope is, as a
rule, not large, because at low temperatures the diffusio
inhibited, and in the high-temperature range the adatoms
tach from the microscope tip in too short a time. Therefo
even small errors inD determination may result~and actually
do result! in a large scatter of values ofEd and D0 ~see
discussion of this problem in Ref. 5!. Calculation ofEd is, in
principle, an extremely complex problem, because its so
tion requires the knowledge of the surface energy relief
the substrate-adatom system. The approach most widely
presently inEd calculations for metals is the embedded-ato
method~EAM! ~see Ref. 6 and references therein!. EAM is
based on the local density-functional approximation and r
resentation of the total energy of a system as a sum of
so-called embedding energy~which depends only on the lo
cal electron density! and the short-range electrostatic energ
and it requires application of a fitting procedure to determ
the characteristic parameters.5,6 This method is also, how
ever, not free of drawbacks and sometimes yields qua
tively wrong results.7

An approach based on the cohesion approximation
calculating the adsorptive properties ofd-metal atoms ad-
sorbed ond substrates, that permits calculating the surfa
diffusion activation energy without any fitting has recen
been proposed~see Ref. 8, referred to subsequently as Pa
I!. The results ofEd calculation for the diffusion of atoms o
all transition ~as well as rare-earth! metals on the W~110!
surface have turned out to agree well enough with the av
able ~surprisingly, very scarce! experimental data. It should
also be pointed out that the method proposed in Paper I d
not require computer calculations. We are going to use
81063-7834/99/41(1)/3/$15.00
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this work the cohesion approximation to self-diffusion calc
lations.

1. COHESION APPROXIMATION

Based on the experimentally observed correlation
tween the adsorption energy of transition-metal atoms
W~110! and the cohesive energy of crystals made up of th
atoms, Paper I proposed to describe the adsorption energ
the energy of cohesion of a ‘‘renormalized atom,’’ or ad
tom. It was shown also that in the case of transition-me
atoms adsorbed ond substrates one may neglect char
transport taking into account directly only the adatom int
action with the nearest-neighbor substrate atoms, wh
number depends naturally on the surface structure and p
tion of the adsorbed atom. We chose as a starting point
cohesion theory of Harrison and Wills9, where the electron
density of a metal is presented in the form of a superposi
of quasi-free states andd states, with inclusion of their hy-
bridization and electron-electron interaction described by
Thomas-Fermi formalism. The following expressions are o
tained for the cohesive energy

Ecoh5Es2Eb2Ec , ~2!

Es5
3

4
Zs

\2p2

md2
~12a! , ~3!

Eb52
1

2
Zd~12Zd/10!~30.9!An

\2r d
3

md5
, ~4!

Ec5Zdn~11.40!
\2r d

6

md8
. ~5!

Here Zs(d) is the s(d) band filling (Zs1Zd5Z, whereZ is
the number of valence electrons per atom!,
a5 4

5(3Zs/2p)2/3 for fcc and hcp lattices,a5 6
5(3Zs/4p)2/3

for a bcc structure,n is the number of nearest-neighbor a
oms,d is the distance between the nearest neighbors in
crystal,r d is thed-state radius, andm is the electronic mass
Equation ~3! describes the contribution of quasi-free ele
trons to the cohesive energy, Eq.~4! that of thed-band, and
~5! presents the shift of the center of gravity of thed band.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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9Phys. Solid State 41 (1), January 1999 S. Yu. Davydov
Paper I considered the following simplified pattern
surface diffusion. It was assumed that the adsorption-b
length remains constant in the course of a hop from
surface cell to another~neighboring! cell. For a surface cel
corresponding, for instance, to bcc~110! and fcc~100! struc-
tures, and a diffusion hop of an adatom over the bound
separating the neighboring cells, i.e. for bridge diffusion, t
process is depicted schematically in Fig. 1~here and in what
follows the ground-state adatom is assumed to be at the
center!. In the initial and final stages of the hop~Fig. 1a and
1c! the adatom has four nearest neighbors and, hence, pa
etern entering Eqs.~4! and ~5! is nc54. At the moment of
transition between the cells~Fig. 1b!, n5nb52. In this case
the surface-diffusion activation energy can be written

Ed5Ecoh~nc!2Ecoh~nb! , ~6!

or, taking into account Eqs.~2!–~5!,

Ed5Aj~Zd /d2!~12Zd/102Bj! , ~7!

wherej5(r d /d)3, A569, B52.52, Ed is measured in eV,
andd in Å.

For bridge diffusion (nc53,nb52) on the~111! surface
of an fcc lattice, whose cell is an equilateral triangle,
obtain an expression similar to~7! but with A537.4 and
B52.32. Note that if the diffusing adatom jumps into th
adjacent cell not over its boundary but over another surfa
cell atom, a process called atop diffusion6 ~for the case de-
picted in Fig. 1 this corresponds to the adatom jumping
agonally across the surface cell!, the second term on th
right-hand side of Eq.~6! should be replaced byEcoh(na

51). In the fcc~111! case we obtain Eq.~7! with A586.2
andB52.02.

Note that, in our approach to calculating the activati
energy of surface diffusion, the contribution of quasi-fr
electronsEs is disregarded.

TABLE I. Activation energy of surface self-diffusionEd ~in eV! for bridge
diffusion on the~110! surface of a bcc substrate.

Ed

Calculation from Eq.~7!
Adatom A569, B52.52 Exp. Ref. 2

V 0.95
Cr 1.23
Fe 0.65
Nb 1.12
Mo 1.20
Ta 1.19
W 1.22 0.86, 0.87, 0.90

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of diffusion. a – initial adatom positi
b – position of the adatom crossing the boundary between adjacent su
cells ~bridge diffusion!, c – final position of the adatom.
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2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of the calculation are presented in Tables
IV. The distances between the nearest neighbors are give
Ref. 10, and the values ofr d , in Refs. 11 and 12. It was
assumed that the adsorption-bond lengthd in the case of
self-diffusion coincides with the distance between the nea
neighbors in the volume, i.e. we neglected relaxation effe
As in Paper I, we assumedZs51.5 for the transition-meta
s-band filling, and only for Cu, Ag, and Au the valu
Zs52 was chosen. Tables I–III list also the available expe
mental data, and tables II and III, EAM calculations6 per-
formed for two different potential functions.

The value ofEd calculated by us for bridge diffusion o
the ~110! bcc crystal plane~Table I! is of the order of 1 eV.
The only exception is iron, whose self-diffusion barrier
two times lower. A comparison with experiment carried o
for tungsten reveals that the calculated value ofEd exceeds
by a factor 1.5 the experimental data. As shown in Pape
the cohesion approximation applied to adsorption of 5d at-
oms on W~110! overestimates the values of both the adso
tion energy and ofEd for the first half of the 5d series.

For bridge diffusion on the~111! surface of fcc crystals
~Table II!, our approach underestimatesEd , with the excep-
tion of Rh, for whichEd exceeds by a factor 1.5 the exper
mental values. Note that for ruthenium,Zd57.5. For nickel
and palladium withZd58.5 the theoretical value ofEd is
three and eight times, respectively, lower than the obser
one, and for Cu, Ag, and Au (Zd59) it is close to zero. It

,
ce

TABLE II. Activation energy of surface self-diffusionEd ~in eV! for bridge
diffusion on the~111! surface of an fcc substrate.

Ed

Calculation from Eq.~7!
Adatom A537.4,B52.32 Theory Exp.

Nr 0.11 0.056, 0.063 Ref. 5 0.33 Ref. 5
Cu 0.05 0.026, 0.044 Ref. 5
Rh 0.26 – 0.16 Ref. 5
Pd 0.10 0.031, 0.059 Ref. 5
Ag 0.04 0.059, 0.044 Ref. 5
Ir 0.25 0.11 Ref. 6 0.22, 0.27 Ref. 6
Pt 0.06 0.007, 0.078 Ref. 5 0.25 Ref. 7
Au 0.00 0.021, 0.038 Ref. 5

TABLE III. Activation energy of surface self-diffusionEd ~in eV! for
bridge diffusion on the~100! surface of an fcc substrate.

Ed

Calculation from Eq.~7!
Adatom A537.4,B52.32 Theory Exp.

Ni 0.20 0.63, 0.68 Ref. 5 0.63Ref.5
Cu 0.01 0.38, 0.53 Ref. 5
Rh 0.44 – 0.88Ref.5
Pd 0.15 0.71, 0.74 Ref. 5
Ag 0.06 0.48, 0.48 Ref. 5
Ir 0.40 1.58 Ref. 6 .1.02Ref.6
Pt 0.07 0.44, 1.25 Ref. 5
Au 20.03 0.64, 0.84 Ref. 5
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thus follows that, for metals completing thed series, our
approach should take into account some additional me
nisms of diffusion barrier formation. One of these could
the quasi-free electron contribution. For central element
the d series, one apparently should take into account
relaxation, i.e., the variation of the adsorption-bond leng7

It should be pointed out, however, that our results agree
ter with experiment than those obtained within the EA
approximation.6 It can be added that a first-principles calc
lation performed for Pt yieldsEd50.38 eV,7 which is 1.5
times the experimental value.

As for agreement of our calculations of bridge-type se
diffusion on the~100! plane of fcc crystals~Table III! with
experiment, the trend here is the same as for the~111! plane,
except that the calculated barrier for iridium is higher th
suggested by measurements. Note that in this case the th
of Ref. 6 is in a substantially better accord with experime
It should be stressed that both our approach~with the excep-
tion of Cu and Au! and EAM6 yield higher values ofEd for
the ~100! than ~111! surface.

TABLE IV. Activation energy of surface self-diffusionEd ~in eV! for
bridge diffusion on the~111! and ~100! surfaces of an hcp substrate.

Ed Calculation from Eq.~7!

A537.4,B52.32 A569, B52.52
Adatom ~111! ~100!

Sc 0.21 0.12
Ti 0.37 0.67
Co 0.23 0.42
Y 0.25 0.45
Zr 0.45 0.80
Tc 0.56 0.98
Ru 0.44 0.77
Lu 0.29 0.52
Hf 0.49 0.87
Re 0.59 1.01
Os 0.45 0.75
a-

in
e

.
t-

-

ory
t.

The results of bridge-diffusion calculations for the~111!
and ~100! plane of hcp crystals are presented in Table I
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any experimental data
these crystals. For all crystals except scandium, the value
Ed for the ~100! plane are twice those for the~111! one.

We have calculated also the barrier height for atop s
diffusion on Ir~111!. Our calculations yieldEd50.68 eV,
whereas the EAM model suggests6 1.43 eV. We know of no
relevant experimental data.

Thus the model for calculating the activation energy
surface self-diffusion proposed in this work fits experimen
data better for the~111! surface than the EAM approxima
tion, but worse than the latter for the~100! plane. Viewed
from the standpoint of our model, the underestimation ofEd

for the ~100! surface, as well as for metals in the second h
of the d series, is due to the neglect of the part played
quasi-frees electrons. It would be of interest therefore
consider the diffusion of alkali metals on the surface ofd
metals, because there exists a wealth of experimental da3,4
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An analysis of the mechanism of Kerr effect enhancement in Mn/Dy/Bi
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A study is reported of the structural, magnetic, and magneto-optic properties of Mn/Dy/Bi films
obtained by multilayer technology. The maximum Kerr rotation angle in such films is
shown to beuk52.25°. Possible reasons for such a large Kerr effect enhancement are considered,
namely, an increase in the 6p– 3d transition probability caused by symmetry distortion,
polarization of the Bi6p band, and a change in the density of states near the Fermi level. The
latter reason has been analyzed by simulating the electronic structure of Mn/Dy/Bi
through superposition of Dy levels on the MnBi band structure. This approach has revealed
possible additional transitions which may be induced by the presence of a Dy buffer and could
contribute to the Kerr magneto-optic effect. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02001-8#
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MnBi polycrystalline films were one of the first mate
rials1 in which a large room-temperature Kerr effect (uk

50.7°) was observed2. Mn/Dy/Bi films, obtained presently
by multilayer technology, exhibit, besides a reduction
mean crystallite size to 15 nm and an increased perpend
lar anisotropy, a rotation angle of 2.25°~Ref. 3!, which is of
considerable interest from both scientific and applicatio
standpoints. Experiment shows that incorporation into
bulk of the film of such impurities as Ti,4 Zn, Te,5 Sb,6 V,
Cr, Cu, Ni,7 Ag, Au, In, Pt,8 as well as of Dy,9 results in
degradation of the magneto-optic~MO! properties. While Al
doping enhances the Kerr effect8,10 up to 2°, it reduces at the
same time the perpendicular anisotropy by one half. Us
Sm, Ce, and Pr11 as dopants permits one to obtain rotati
angles of 2 to 2.5°, but the hysteresis loop rectangula
ratio becomes less than unity.

Self-consistent calculations of the MnBi spin-polariz
band structure, in which spin-orbit interaction was cons
ered as a perturbation, showed that the main contributio
the MO effect should come from Bi6p↓→ Mn3d↓ transi-
tions.12 Relativistic electronic-structure calculations made
the local density-functional augmented spherical-wa
~LDA–ASW! approximation yield a spectral response of t
Kerr effect in MnBi which agrees well with experiment.13,14

Using this approach in an analysis of the microscopic na
of the Kerr effect in MnBi permitted one to relate its larg
values to a combination of the fairly large magnetic mom
on Mn, a strong spin-orbit Bi coupling, which is believed
be ten times larger than that in 3d metals,15 and a strong
hybridization between the Mnd band and Bip states14. A
theoretic consideration13,16 of the effect of impurities on the
Kerr effect shows that their presence gives rise to a chang
Mn magnetization and Bi spin-orbit coupling16 and a redis-
tribution of the density of states near the Fermi level a
affects the hybridization,13,16while the magnitude of the MO
effect depends to a considerable extent on the position o
impurity atoms in the MnBi cell~Ref. 13!. The latter conclu-
801063-7834/99/41(1)/7/$15.00
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sion is consistent with cluster-model calculations17. An
analysis of experimental data gives one grounds to ass
that the relative significance of the above contributions to
Kerr effect is determined by the characteristics of t
dopant.8,11

This work reports an investigation of the structural, ma
netic, and magneto-optic properties of Mn/Dy/Bi films an
analyzes the mechanism responsible for the considerable
hancement of the Kerr effect (uk52.25°) observed in these
films.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Mn/Dy/Bi films were prepared by successive depositi
of alternating Bi, Dy, Mn, Dy etc. layers on glass substra
at room temperature in a vacuum of 331026 Torr.18 Imme-
diately after the deposition, the samples were annealed
vacuum of 531026 Torr at a temperature of 250–270 °C
The anneal times were chosen 60, 30, 15, and 7 min, dep
ing on the thickness and number of layers.19 The thicknesses
of the Bi and Mn layers were chosen so as to satisfy the
atomic ratio, and varied within the 12.5–100-nm interval f
Bi, and from 4 to 39 nm for Mn. The Dy layer thickness w
varied from 3 to 40 nm.

The structural properties of the films were studied
transmission electron microscopy. The chemical composi
and thickness of the samples were determined by spe
fluorescence analysis. Auger spectra permitted measuring
distribution of components through the thickness. Chem
bonding was derived from X-ray photoelectron~XPS! spec-
tra. The saturation magnetization (Ms) and the perpendicula
anisotropy constant (Ku) were measured with a torsion mag
netometer. The polar Kerr-effect rotation (uk) and its spec-
tral response were obtained from the side of the substra
room temperature on a magneto-optic setup in fields of u
16 kOe. The coercive force (Hc) was extracted from Kerr
hysteresis loops.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The characteristics of Mn/Dy/Bi films optimized i
thickness and number of layers in the starting condition w
as follows: average crystallite size 15 nm,Hc56 kOe, Ku

513107 erg/cm3, and uk52.25° for l5633 nm. Before
annealing, these films consisted of alternating Bi, Dy, a
Mn layers of thickness 49.5, 5, and 17 nm, respectively, w
the total number of layers being seven. They were anne
at 270 °C for 30 min.

A comparative analysis of the crystalline structure
these films and of MnBi films fabricated by standa
technology20 shows that the considerable decrease in crys
lite size in the former is due to introducing Dy as a buffe
After annealing, MnBi films contain a lot of large crystallite
250–400 nm in size, with some of them measuring 100
3000 nm. The average size of crystallites in structurally
timum Mn/Dy/Bi films decreases after annealing from 300
15 nm, i.e., by nearly two orders of magnitude compared
MnBi. The electron diffraction patterns of Mn/Dy/Bi film
obtained before annealing show Bi, Dy, and Mn to be po
crystalline, with the average size of Bi and Mn crystallit
about 300 nm, and that of Dy crystallites, an order of m
nitude smaller. After the annealing, one observes besides
newly formed MnBi phase a small volume fraction of M
and Bi as a free phase. Annealing reduces considerably
volume fraction of pure Dy, which may be due to its inco
poration into the MnBi lattice. Formation of Dy compound
with oxygen and/or Mn oxide is also possible, which fin
support in the presence of a DyMnO3 reflection in the elec-
tron diffraction patterns and XPS spectra. These spectra
veal the presence of Bi and Mn in metallic state, and D
both in metallic and oxidized states.

Figure 1 shows an Auger depth profile of a Mn/Dy/
film showing that the distribution of each component is s
ficiently uniform throughout the volume of the film. The e
hanced content of oxygen and dysprosium in the ne
surface and near-substrate regions can be attributed
tendency characteristic of RE elements to migrate to the
surface and become oxidized there.21

A detailed analysis of the structural features of M
Dy/Bi compared with MnBi films permits a conclusion th
multilayer technology favors formation of a fine-graine

FIG. 1. Auger depth profile of a Mn/Dy/Bi film.
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crystalline structure.3 Doping with Dy by sandwiching the
corresponding buffer layer favors a more uniform distrib
tion of Dy atoms in the bulk of the film in the course o
annealing and their incorporation in the crystal lattice, a
there are grounds to assume that they preferably occupy
termediate positions in the MnBi cell and/or substitute
Bi,11 but not for Mn~Ref. 4!. One cannot exclude a possibi
ity that a small fraction of Dy segregates to form a separ
phase rather than entering a solid solution. If the conten
the Dy dopant is small, this phase will apparently beco
distributed over MnBi grain boundaries, and for large co
tents pure Dy inclusions will appear.

Figure 2 presents a room-temperature hysteresis loo
a Mn/Dy/Bi film with optimum parameters. A compariso
with the loop of a MnBi film obtained by us by standa
technology indicates that a Dy buffer improves considera
the hysteresis-loop rectangularity ratio, which for all the M
Dy/Bi films is unity. Table I lists the magnetic and magnet
optic parameters of Mn/Dy/Bi films having different thick
nesses and number of layers before anneal. Also prese
are the parameters of MnBiDy and MnBi films fabricated
us using standard technology, and the relevant data avail
from the literature. As seen from Table I, the Kerr rotati
angle for all Mn/Dy/Bi films is larger than that quoted fo
MnBi. The largest valueuk was measured in the above
mentioned films with optimum parameters. The MO rotati
in films prepared by us by conventional Dy doping at t
equivalent percentage level is smaller, 0.35°~Table I!. Figure
3 shows the spectral response ofuk for Mn/Dy/Bi films,
which is seen to peak aroundl5633 nm. This maximum is
slightly shifted toward shorter wavelengths compared to
corresponding relation for MnBi films also displayed in th
figure.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Note the large Kerr rotation angle in Mn/Dy/Bi films
whose maximum value exceeds by 1.5 times the value
tained by us in MnBi films~Table I!. As already mentioned
Kerr rotation depends on the spin-orbit coupling, magneti
tion, and density of states.15 Our measurements showed th
the magnetization of Mn/Dy/Bi films is about 30% less th
that of our MnBi films. This may be due to a large extent

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops of~1! Mn/Dy/Bi and ~2! MnBi films.
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TABLE I. Magnetic and magneto-optic properties of Mn/Dy/Bi, MnBiDy, and MnBi films.

Composition

Thickness Total
number
of layers

Anneal time,
min

Hc ,
kOe

Ms ,
G

Ku•1027,
erg/cm3

uk ,
degBi, nm Mn, nm Dy, nm

Mn/Dy/Bi 49.5 17 5 3 30 2 485 1 1.5
Mn/Dy/Bi 49.5 17 20 3 60 5 – – 1.4
Mn/Dy/Bi 50 18 4 7 30 1.6 520 1.2 1.9
Mn/Dy/Bi 104 39 5 3 60 4.7 320 0.7 1.0
Mn/Dy/Bi 49.5 17 5 7 30 6 330 1.4 2.25
MnBiDy 148 30 8 0.35
MnBi 148 60 3.5 400 1.4 1.3
MnBi @13# 148 300 0.8 620 20 0.7
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the formation of a fine-grained crystalline structure.17 Calcu-
lations suggest that incorporation of an impurity, e.g. Al,
MnBi results in a decrease in the spin-orbit coupling beca
of the impurity and Bi states becoming hybridized.16 It thus
appears hardly likely that the former two reasons could c
tribute to the increase ofuk , and the explanation should b
sought rather in a change of the electronic structure indu
by the presence of a Dy buffer.

To picture more clearly the mechanism of Kerr effe
enhancement, consider the MnBi band structure,12 whose
calculated density of states is shown in Fig. 4a24c. We
readily see that the Bi6p↓→ Mn3d↓ optic transitions with
energies of 1.5–2 eV have the highest probability. Quant
tive calculations support this conclusion.13,14 The calculated
spectral response passes through a maximum at 1.8
which agrees with both our~Fig. 3! and other available ex
perimental data.

Phenomenological consideration identifies Kerr rotat
with the off-diagonal term of the optical conductivit
tensor15

uk5
4p

v
ReF sxy

~12~n1 ik !2!~n1 ik !
G , ~1!

wheren1 ik is the complex refractive index at frequencyv.
Several microscopic-scale mechanisms can be propose
account for the large Kerr effect in Mn/Dy/Bi films, whic
may lead to an increase ofsxy in the presence of a Dy
buffer:

1. As already mentioned, the large Kerr effect in Mn
may be due to the 6p– 3d electronic transitions~see Fig.

FIG. 3. uk dispersion relations for~1! Mn/Dy/Bi and ~2! MnBi films.
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4a24c!, whose matrix elements entersxy . Incorporation of
Dy atoms in the MnBi lattice may distort the symmetry a
give rise to the associated increase in the 6p– 3d transition
probability, i.e., to an increase of the corresponding ma
elements. The symmetry is distorted when impurity ato
occupy intermediate positions in the MnBi cell.13 As already
pointed out, Dy atoms in Mn/Dy/Bi films have a higher pro
ability to occupy intermediate positions, and this may be o

FIG. 4. MnBi densities of states.12 ~a! joint DOS, ~b! density of Mn3d
states,~c! density of Bi6p states. The vertical arrows in Figs. 4–6 refer
spin direction.
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of the reasons for the enhanced Kerr effect. Our MnBi
films prepared by codeposition of the components, the c
ditions favoring substitution of Dy atoms for Mn,4 exhibit a
substantially smalleruk ~Table I!.

2. The off-diagonal term of the optical-conductivity te
sor can be expanded in terms depending on electron
orientation15

sxy5sxy~↑ ↑ !1sxy~↓ ↓ !1sxy~↑ ↓ !1sxy~↓ ↑ ! . ~2!

A comparison of the energy dependences of these te
shows that transitions involving spin mixing yield an insi
nificant contribution, and calculations13 suggest that the
magneto-optic transition in MnBi is dominated by transitio
from the 6p spin-down state of Bi to 3d-Mn spin-down
states. As seen from Fig. 4b, the Mn3d band is totally po-
larized, and impurities should not affect it noticeably. A
analysis of the electronic structure of MnBiAl films leads
the conclusion that Al doping gives rise to a considera
polarization of the Bi6p band, i.e., to an increase in th
number of 6p spin-down electrons and spin-up holes, a
that this should enhance the MO effect.17 Dysprosium in
Mn/Dy/Bi films could act in this way. The mechanism u
derlying this interaction may be hybridization of the Dy4f
and 5d states with the Bi6p states~Fig. 4b!, which increases
the density of states of Bi below the Fermi level, and this
its turn, should result in an increase of the optical transit
probability.

3. The discussion of the Kerr effect in Mn/Dy/Bi film
can be facilitated by simulating the electronic structure
this system through superposition of Dy levels on the Mn
band structure. The REs and d electrons in the compoun
form metallic bonds, whereas the 4f electrons can apparentl
be considered in a single-impurity approximation as an
semble of isolated~disregarding hybridization with Mn and
Bi! local terms. These terms can shift relative to those of
pure metal. According to XPS data, this shift depends on
percentage content of the RE element,22 and for Tb21Fe79

amorphous films, for instance, is about 1 eV~Ref. 23!. It is
believed to be due tod-state hybridization between Fe an
Tb.23 The spectrum of Tb21Fe79 contains a low-energy maxi
mum with a binding energy of 2–3 eV corresponding
Tb4f electrons. For low binding energies,Eb'123 eV, the
density of states of the RE element is dominated by thed
electrons~which is also supported by XPS data24 for pure RE
elements!, which are responsible for the maximum in th
optical conductivity s (v) at hv'2 eV.25 Because RE
5d→Mn3d transitions are forbidden by optical selectio
rules, d states of an RE element are insignificant from t
standpoint of optical transitions.

The 4f electrons in Mn/Dy/Bi films are in the ferromag
netic matrix and can be magnetized bys–f exchange cou-
pling. In this case, however, in contrast to pure RE eleme
where intratomic s–f exchange interaction is dominan
Js2 f;1 eV,26 the 4f electronic spins interact also with th
band electrons of Mn, and this interaction is an order
magnitude weaker. Therefore, one may neglect the excha
splitting of the 4f levels and present the Mn/Dy/Bi band
structure model as a superposition of the Dy density of st
in Fig. 4a. Because of the lack of literature data on the d
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sity of states of Dy in a compound, one can use for t
purpose the local density of states of Tb,27 which was
derived23 directly from XPS and XPS21 spectra for
Tb21Fe79. This density of states, calculated taking into a
count the joint density-of-states function for ferromagne
Gd,28 is shown in Fig. 5a by dashed and dot-and-dash li
for the 4f and 5d electrons atT50. The hybridization of the
4 f and 5d electrons of Dy with the 3d electrons of Mn was
taken into account. The case of parallel Dy and Mn s
orientation, i.e.MDy↑↑MMn , andJd f.0 was considered. It
is assumed that there is no spin splitting of the Dy 5d band,
or it is very small. Based on this model, Fig. 5a can permit
to find the additional transitions contributing to the Kerr e
fect enhancement that can be induced by incorporation
Dy. These transitions are listed in Table II. Figures 4 and
offer a possibility of making a rough estimate of the cont
butions due to these transitions. The transitions numbere
4, 5, and 8 should not contribute, because the density ofp
states should already be involved in the transitions obser
in MnBi, i.e., Bi6p– Mn3d. The intensity of transition 6 is
extremely weak because of the low density of unoccup
spin-up Mn 3d states. The contributions due to the oth
transitions are of about the same order of magnitude.
above figures permit determining the limits on the energy
each transition, which are also given in Table II. By t
transition energyDE one understands the difference betwe
the energies of the final and initial states. The subscripti on

FIG. 5. Superposition of MnBi and Dy DOS for~a! parallel and~b! anti-
parallel Mn and Dy spin orientation.
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the energy identifies the edge of the density-of-i-states band
closest to the Fermi level.

Table III presents similar data for the case of antipara
Dy and Mn spin orientation. The corresponding density-
states function is shown in Fig. 5b. One readily sees that
transitions labeled 1 and 4 do not contribute for the abo
mentioned reason. The intensities of transitions 2, 3, 5, 7
and 9 are of about the same order of magnitude, becaus
densities of the corresponding initial and final states dif
insignificantly. Transition 10 may provide a noticeable co
tribution. Note also the 4f↓→3d↓ transition, which may
become strong under certain conditions.

The limits on the energies of possible transitions can
estimated quantitatively taking due account of the fact t
the edges of the Dy4f bands may differ from those presente
in Fig. 5a and 5b for Tb. Published XPS data suggest that
maximum in the density of Dy4f states inRE-Fe2 lies closer
to the Fermi level than that for Tb.29 Tables II and III give
the ranges for the contribution of possible transitions, wh
were determined under the assumption that the filled 4f band
is shifted toward the Fermi level only by 1 eV compared
the diagram in Figs. 4 and 5a, i.e.,Ef↓521.4 eV, and the
others, in accordance with the figure, areE3d↓50.3 eV,
DE3d↓50.5 eV, Ef↑52.6 eV, andDEf↑53 eV. Note also
that this shift should be accompanied by about the same
of the unfilled 4f band toward higher energies,27 and vanish-

TABLE II. Possible transitions in Mn/Dy/Bi films for parallel Dy and Mn
spin orientation.

No.
n/n

Possible
transitions Transition energy

Significant transition
interval, nm

1 5d ↑→6p ↑ DE.0 400–1000
2 5d ↓→6p ↓ DE.0 400–1000
3 6p ↑→5d ↑ 0,DE,E5d↑ 770–1000
4 6p ↓→5d ↓ 0,DE,E5d↓ 770–1000
5 4f ↑→6p ↑ DE.Ef↑ 400–860
6 4f ↑→3d ↑ D.Ef↑ 400–860
7 4f ↑→5d ↑ Ef↑1E5d↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–860
8 6p ↓→4 f ↓ Ef↓1DEf↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860
9 3d ↓→4 f ↓ Ef↓1DEf↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860

10 5d ↓→4 f ↓ Ef↓1DEf↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860

TABLE III. Possible transitions in Mn/Dy/Bi films for antiparallel Dy an
Mn spin orientation.

No.
n/n

Possible
transitions Transition energy

Significant transition
interval, nm

1 5d ↑→6p ↑ DE.0 400–1000
2 5d ↓→6p ↓ DE.0 400–1000
3 6p ↑→5d ↑ 0,DE,E5d↑ 770–1000
4 6p ↓→5d ↓ 0,DE,E5d↓ 770–1000
5 4f ↓→6p ↓ DE.Ef↓ 400–860
6 4f ↓→3d ↓ Ef↓1E3d↓1DE3d↓

.DE.Ef↓1E3d↓

560–730

7 4f ↓→5d ↓ Ef↓1E5d↓.DE.Ef↓ 400–860
8 6p ↑→4 f ↑ Ef↑1DEf↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–500
9 3d ↑→4 f ↑ Ef↑1DEf↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–500

10 5d ↑→4 f ↑ Ef↑1DEf↑.DE.Ef↑ 400–500
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ing of the contributions due to transitions terminating
unfilled 4f states.

As seen from Table II, in the case ofMDy↑↑MMn the
contributions due to possible transitions should be uniform
distributed within the 400–1000-nm wavelength range un
consideration. The intensities of these transitions are of ab
the same order of magnitude, i.e., they can produce on
shift of the spectral curve as a whole toward higher values
uk and cannot give rise to the energy shift of the maximu
observed for Mn/Dy/Bi, which, as in the case of MnBi,
provided by the Bi6p↓→ Mn3d↓ transitions. The pattern fo
theMDy↓↑MMn case is approximately the same. The relev
transition 4f↓→3d↓, however, should contribute substa
tially within the wavelength interval determined by the wid
of the peak of unfilled Mn3d↓ states, and it corresponds i
this case to the interval of the observed maximum in the K
effect. There are unfortunately no data on the mutual ori
tation of the Dy and Mn spins, and the decrease in magn
zation observed in Mn/Dy/Bi films cannot be considered
evidence for their antiparallel orientation, because it can
caused by a decrease in crystallite size.17

In Mn compounds with Dy one observes both ferr
magnetic30 and antiferromagnetic31 spin ordering of these el
ements, with the magnetic properties depending to a con
erable extent on interatomic distance32. It may be conjec-
tured that ordering, similar to RE~Fe,Co!33 compounds,
varies from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic with increa
ing distance between the RE and Mn atoms. If Dy ato
occupy intermediate positions in the MnBi cell, the distan
between the Mn and Dy atoms is larger than when they s
stitute for Bi atoms, i.e. in the second case antiferromagn
ordering is more probable. As already mentioned, the
positions depend on the technology by which the Dy w
incorporated, and, hence, the differences in the MO prop
ties between Mn/Dy/Bi and MnBiDy films may be due to th
fact that these films differ to a certain extent in the mutu
ordering of Mn and Dy spins and in the corresponding co
tributions due to the above transitions.

For the caseMDy↑↑MMn, if the unfilled 4f band is nar-
row enough, the maximum in the Kerr effect can be assig
to transitions to this band. The interval within which the
transitions provide a contribution should be determined
the width of the peak of unfilled 4f states, so that, for in-
stance, in the case ofEf↓51.6 eV corresponding to Fig. 6
and DEf↓;0.8 eV it extends from 520 to 770 nm. Henc
such transitions may produce the maximum inuk observed
exactly within this wavelength interval. Electronic structu
calculations, which were carried out by means of the LMT
method localized to a maximum extent and were based
the atomic-sphere approximation and the recursive appro
showed that the position and width of the peak of unfilledf
states in RE-TM amorphous films depend on the RE typ34

It was shown also that variation of interatomic distan
within 1 to 2% for the same atomic content shifts this pe
by 0.3 eV. Hence there is a possibility of varying the wid
and position of the peak of unfilled 4f states by properly
choosing the corresponding composition.

Figure 6a and 6b displays the densities of states ca
lated taking into account the spin splitting of the 5d band for
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the JMnDy.0 and JMnDy,0 cases, respectively. Althoug
splittings above 4 eV are not likely,35 it is this limiting case
that is depicted in the figure. An estimate of the intensity
the additional transitions shows that in theMDy↑↑MMn case
the transitions terminating on the 5d↑ state~transitions 3 and
7 in Table II! are no longer operative, as are also transitio
4 and 7 in Table III ending on the 5d↓ state in the
MDy↓↑MMn case. Because these transitions cover toge
the whole wavelength interval considered here, it can be
sumed that the spectral curve undergoes a lowering a
whole in both cases, although there is a certain increas
intensity for transitions starting from the 5d↓ state~transi-
tion 10! in the first case and from the 5d↑ state in the second
~transition 10!. All the other transitions do not change.

A more detailed consideration made for theMDy↑↑MMn

case~Fig. 6a! shows that the effect of splitting depends
temperature. As the temperature increases, the 5d↑ band
shifts toward the Fermi level and crosses it at a tempera
T5T* . For T.T* , the transitions which disappeared b
cause of the splitting, Bi6p↑→ Dy5d↑ and Dy4f↑
→ Dy5d↑, become operative again, to be accompanied b
growth in conductivity. A similar situation is observed in th
MDy↓↑MMn case~Fig. 6b!, i.e., atT5T* the vanished tran-
sitions, 6p↓→5d↓ and 4f↓→5d↓, reappear, to give rise to
an upward shift of theuk spectral response as a whole.

Thus the model proposed here permits a detailed an
sis of the contribution to the MO effect due to addition
transitions which may be induced by Dy doping. One m

FIG. 6. Superposition of MnBi and Dy DOS with inclusion of the sp
splitting of Dy5d band for~a! parallel and~b! antiparallel Mn and Dy spin
orientation.
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thus conclude that, if the filled Dy4f band in Mn/Dy/Bi films
lies sufficiently close to the Fermi level, a maximum in th
uk spectrum may appear only for antiparallel orientation
Dy and Mn spins, and it will be dominated by 4f↓→3d↓
transitions. If the unfilled 4f band is very narrow and is
located sufficiently close to the Fermi level, then a maximu
may appear in the spectrum due to new transitions only
the parallel-orientation case. This maximum may be cont
uted by 6p↓→4 f↓, 3d↓→4 f↓, and 5d↓→4 f↓ transitions.
As already pointed out, the shift of the unfilled 4f band
toward the Fermi level should be accompanied by the co
sponding shift of the edge of the filled 4f band toward higher
binding energies,27 and it is this band~i.e. the 4f↓→3d↓
transitions! that will account for the maximum in the Ker
effect observed13 in the short-wavelength region. The sp
splitting of the 5d band lowers theuk spectral-response
curve, which rises again with increasing temperature.

The present consideration of the reasons which may
responsible for the Kerr effect enhancement in Mn/Dy/
films is of a preliminary nature. Further structural studies
such films, as well as theoretical calculations taking into
count different positions of Dy atoms in the MnBi cell, in
vestigation of the optical and magneto-optic properties m
within a broader wavelength range and for different tempe
tures, combined with XPS analysis, will offer a possibility
corroborating the influence of the above factors on the K
effect, as well as to determine quantitatively the contribut
of each of them to its enhancement.
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Hall effect in microscopically inhomogeneous magnetic alloys
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A theory of the generalized conductivity for the normal component of the Hall effect is
developed. It is shown that the normal Hall effect coefficientR0 of microscopically
inhomogeneous magnetic alloys GdZnxCu12x , which at low temperatures consist of ferro-,
antiferro-, and paramagnetic phases, can be described satisfactorily on the basis of an
effective-medium theory. The experimentally observed relationship between the coefficientR0(x)
and the resistivityr(x) is obtained. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02101-2#
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In Ref. 1, a scheme for studying the resistivityr of
multiphase inhomogeneous systems is proposed and us
explain the anomalous behavior of the electrical propertie
the alloys GdZnxCu12x with ferro-~F!, antiferro-~A!, and
paramagnetic~P! regions. Specifically, the large magnet
component ofr at T54.2 K (T!@Tc ,TN#) and x50.45 is
attributed in Ref. 1 to the closeness of the system to
percolation threshold. According to Ref. 2, the Hall effe
also changes in an unusual manner in the concentration r
from the antiferromagnet GdCu (TN5142 K) to the ferro-
magnet GdZn (TC5268 K). It is natural to expect that th
behavior of the galvanomagnetic properties of the allo
GdZnxCu12x is likewise determined by the peculiarities
the magnetic state in the transitional range of concentrat
and can be described on the basis of an effective-med
theory.

For this reason, in the present work, we extended
theoretical method proposed in Ref. 1 to transport effect
a magnetic fieldH, and we employed the theoretical resu
so obtained to explain the experimental data on the nor
Hall effect in GdZnxCu12x .

1. EXTENSION OF THE THEORY TO THE HALL EFFECT

It is well known that the Hall effect in magnets is d
scribed by the relation

Ey5~R0Hz14pRsMz!Jx , ~1!

whereEy is the Hall emf,Jx is the current along theOX axis
along which an electric fieldEx is applied,Hz and Mz are,
respectively, the magnetic field and magnetization along
OZ axis, andR0 and Rs are, respectively, the normal an
anomalous Hall coefficients.

In the present paper we confine our attention only to
simpler normal effect, for whichR0 is related mainly to the
current-carrier densityN, so that, for the simplest case

R05~Nec!21. ~2!
871063-7834/99/41(1)/4/$15.00
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Conversely,Rs is well known to depend strongly on tem
perature and, according to theory~see, for example, Refs
3–5! it is proportional to some power of the resistivityrn,
wheren depends on the mechanism of charge-carrier sca
ing.

Just as in Ref. 1, we shall assume that the transport p
erties of the multiphase system under study can be descr
on the basis of the theory of generalized conductivi
GdZnxCu12x is a three-phase system, consisting of F, A, a
P phases, the resistivity of one phase~specifically, the P
phase! being much higher than that of the other phases
rP@rA andrF .1! This is not fundamental, but it greatly sim
plifies the calculations.

In the effective-medium approximation for the isotrop
case, to the effective resistivityr* (x)5@s* (x)#21 can be
described by the expression6

~r* !215
1

4
@~3XF21!sF1~3XA21!sA#

1H 1

16
@~3XF21!sF1~3XA21!sA#2

1
1

4
~223Xp!sAsFJ 1/2

. ~3!

HeresA andsF are the partial conductivities of the A and
phases with relative volumesXA and XF , while XP is the
relative volume of the P phase. Expression~3! holds in the
limit sP5rP

21→0. The phase volumesXi can be calculated
for a random distribution of Zn and Cu ions using binom
coefficients. As follows from Ref. 1, the calculation ofr* (x)
using Eq.~3! gives good agreement with experiment.

Now, we must obtain an expression similar to Eq.~3! for
the Hall coefficientR0 . To derive the expression forR0 in
the effective-medium approximation, two quantities must
averaged simultaneously:s andR0 . In this case, we obtain
two types of relations for the effective coefficientR0* :
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Arrangement of the layers relative to the fieldsEx andHz .
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R0* ~r* !5r* (
i

XiR0
i s i , ~4!

R0* ~r* !25~r* !2(
i

XiR0
i ~s i !

2. ~5!

Here R0
i and s i are the partial values ofR0 and s for the

phasesi 5 F, A, and P, andr* is calculated using Eq.~3!.
The difference between the results~4! and ~5! is due to

the different method of averaging. This situation is w
known in the theory of elasticity of microscopically inhom
geneous media, and it can arise when the direct and inv
tensors are averaged~for example, the tensors of the elast
moduli and compliances!, which gives different results~see,
for example, Ref. 7!.

Different relations betweenR0 andr can also arise as
result of the geometry of the phases~see, for example, Ref
8, where a similar problem is studied for the particular ca
of two-phase systems!. This situation can be illustrated for
multiphase layered structure with different arrangements
the layers relative to the external electric and magnetic fi
vectors E5Ex and H5Hz , respectively. There are thre
variants of averaging.

1! The layers are arranged parallel to theYZ plane and
perpendicular to the direction of the currentJx5sEx , as
shown in Fig. 1a. In this case,Jx will be the same for all
layers, and the effective resistivity

r* 5~s* !215(
i

r iXi , ~6!

Ex5r* Jx , r* 5(
i

r iXi . ~7!

~The scheme where the resistancesr i are connected in se
ries.! An emf

Ey
i 5R0

i JxHz ~8!

in theYZ plane will arise in each layeri . Averaging over an
area with linear dimensions much larger than the layer th
nesses gives, in the effective-medium approximation,
macroscopic Hall field
ll
-
rse

c

se

of
ld

k-
he

Ey5(
i

XiEy
i 5(

i
XiR0

i JxHz5R0* JxHz ,

i.e.,

R0* 5(
i

XiR0
i 5R0. ~9!

We note that in this case the effective coefficientR0* equals
exactly the average value of the normal Hall effect coe
cient R0.

2! The layers are arranged parallel to theXZ plane and
perpendicular to theOY direction, i.e., parallel to the direc
tion of the Hall emfEy ~see Fig. 1b!. Here we have resis
tancesr i connected in parallel

~r* !215(
i

Xir i
21 . ~10!

Each layer will give a Hall emf

Ey
i 5R0

i Jx
j Hz5R0

i s iExHz , ~11!

and to calculate the average we must average the pro
R0

i s i , since nows i also depends on the number of layers~in
contrast to Eq.~9!, where only R0

i is averaged!. In the
effective-medium approximation we have

Ey5R0* s* ExHz5(
i

R0
i s iXiExHz , ~12!

whence

R0* s* 5(
i

R0
i s1Xi

and

R0* 5~s* !21(
i

R0
i s iXi , ~13!

which gives Eq.~4!. Here and below we shall employ a
approximation with the substitution (R0s)* 5R0* s* , corre-
sponding to the effective-medium theory.
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3! The layers are parallel to theXY plane and perpen
dicular to the directionHz , as shown in Fig. 1c. Then th
conductivities in theOX direction must be added, kist as
the case 2, according to Eq.~10!. Since the field is uniform in
the direction of theOX and OY axes, Ex

i 5Ex and Ey
i

5Ey . In the linear approximation in the fieldH, writing the
standard~see, for example, Refs. 3 and 9! expressions for the
currentsJx and Jy and taking account of the fact thatJy

50, we obtain

Jx
i 5S 1

r i
DEx1S R0

i

r i
2 D HzEy , ~14!

whence averaging over areas in theYZ plane with linear
dimensions greater than the layer thicknesses gives

Jx5(
i

XiJx
i 5(

i
Xi S 1

r i
DEx1(

i
XiS R0

i

r i
2 D HzEy .

Writing this expression in the effective-medium approxim
tion

Jx5
1

r*
Ex1

R0*

~r* !2
HzEy ,

we find

R0*

~r* !2
5(

i

R0
i Xi

r i
2

, ~15!

whence follows Eq.~5!.
The derivation of Eqs.~13! and ~15! for the particular

case of layered structures does not rule out the fact that
can hold approximately in the general case also. Rela
~15! can be obtained from the standard expression for
coefficient R0 in the case of cubic symmetry~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 3 and 9!

R052
syx~Hz!

sxxsyy2syxsxy

1

Hz
. ~16!

For syx!sxx5syy5s we have

R052
syx

s2

1

Hz
,

and in the effective-medium approximation

R0* 52S syx

s2 D * 1

Hz
52S 1

s*
D 2

(
i

Xisyx
i 1

Hz

52S 1

s*
D 2

(
i

Xis i
2S syx

i

s i
2 D S 1

Hz
D .

Here we use the uncoupling (syx /s2)* 5syx* /(s* )2. Hence
we obtain, using the expression for the Hall coefficientR0

i

52(syx
i /s i

2)(1/Hz) in the i-th phase,

R0* 5~s* !22(
i

XiR0
i s i

2 , ~17!

which is the same as Eq.~5!.
-

ey
n
e

Therefore we arrive at a variety of formulas for the e
fective coefficientsR0* which correspond to different ap
proximations with uncoupling of the average values fro
products of the typeR0s andR0s2 or which take account of
the different geometry of the multiphase layered structur

2. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

The concentration dependence ofR0 for the system of
alloys GdZnxCu12x is displayed in Fig. 2 in the region of th
transition between the single-phase F~in GdZn! and A ~in
GdCu! states atT54.2 K. One can see thatR0 depends quite
strongly and nonmonotonically on the concentrationx,
reaching a maximum atx;0.5 where the F, A, and P phase
are present simultaneously. Such a dependenceR0(x) is hard
to explain according to Eq.~2!, since the carrier densityN in
the system GdZnxCu12x cannot change so anomalous
when univalent copper atoms are replaced by divalent z
atoms, especially sinceR0 has approximately the same valu
at the limits of the range studied:R0(x50)50.81
310214V•m/G andR0(x51)50.88310214V•m/G.

The Hall effect in the system of intermetallide
GdZnxCu12x was measured by a four-contact dc metho
The experimental values ofR0 are presented in Fig. 2 for two
types of analysis of the field dependences of the Hall volt
and magnetization. The filled circles show the values ofR0

obtained from the slope of the linear functionsEy(H) and
Mz(H) in the region of the paraprocess by the method
scribed in Ref. 2. The open circles are the values ofR0(x)

FIG. 2. Measured values of the normal Hall effect coefficient in the allo
GdZnxCu12x at temperatureT54.2 K !@TN ,Tc# in the region of the para-
process according to Ref. 2~filled circles! and from the coefficient in the
linear functionEy /H versusMz /H ~open circles!. Dashed line — compu-
tational results obtained with Eq.~4!, dotted line — Eq.~5!, dot–dash line
— Eq. ~9!, and solid line — Eq.~18!.
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determined, using the expression~1!, from the coefficient in
the linear functionEy /H versusMz /H. One can see from
Fig. 2 that these two methods for analyzing the Hall eff
and magnetization measurements give close values forR0 ,
even though the variance in the experimental data as a f
tion of the concentrationx is quite large.

Comparing the data presented in Fig. 2 and in Ref
shows that the overall form of the experimental functi
R0(x) is the same as that of the curver(x). Therefore it is
natural to attempt to explain the dependenceR0(x) on the
basis of the ideas presented above concerning the Hall e
in microscopically inhomogeneous media. Since there are
data on the geometry of the texture of the phases in
system GdZnxCu12x , we perfomed calculations ofR0(x) us-
ing different variants of the corresponding relations~4!, ~5!,
and~9! as well as a combination of these equations with
coefficients 1/3. The latter corresponds to equally proba
evaluation of different methods of uncoupling~9!, ~13!, and
~17! or else the different geometry of the layers, as shown
Fig. 1,

R0* 5
1

3
@ R01R0* ~r* !1R0* ~r* 2!#. ~18!

The computational results, together with the experimen
data, are presented in Fig. 2.

It follows from Fig. 2 that~4!, ~5!, and~9! do not agree
with experiment for the concentration dependence of the
efficient R0 . At the same time, their combination~18! with
the same statistical weights 1/3 agrees quite satisfacto
with experiment. Both the experimentally obtained dep
denceR0(x) and the theoretical curveR0* (x) have maxima at
x50.45. However, it remains unclear whether the satisf
tory description of the Hall effect in the alloys under study
due to the existence of a microscopically anisotropic text
with clusters forming a layered structure for which~as indi-
cated above! there are three possible variants for arrang
the layers relative to the current vectorJ, the Hall emf vector
E, and the magnetic field vectorH in the Hall effect geom-
etry or whether the reason lies in the different variants of
effective-medium theory for a completely isotropic mater
and is due to different approximations for uncoupling t
average valuesR0s and R0s2, characteristic for the theory
of the Hall effect.

In this respect it is of interest to measure the coeffici
R0 in samples subjected to rolling or some other deformat
that could produce a uniaxial anisotropy of microscopic
homogeneities~or intensify the anisotropy as compared
the initial state!. Further investigation of the theoretical a
pect of this question is also of interest, i.e., clarifying t
conditions under which the effective-medium theory is va
for the case when several physical quantities are avera
including quantities which are not completely independ
~in our case,R0 ands).

Physically, the maximum ofR0(x) at x50.45, just as
for the resistivityr(x), is due to the closeness of the syste
to the percolation threshold, which, according to Eq.~3!,
occurs atXp5 2

3. For R0* , averaging according to Eq.~18!,
this maximum is substantially smaller than for the case~5!
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and, conversely, it is larger than that obtained according
Eq. ~4!. Moreover, the maximum values ofR0* using Eq.~18!
are much larger than the values that can be obtained by s
dard averaging of the type~9!, which gives forR0* (x) a
straight line without any maximum. We also note that t
largest deviation of the theoretical dependence~18! from the
experimental curve for the normal Hall effect is observed
the same concentration ranges as in the description of
resistivity of GdZnxCu12x alloys according to expressio
~3!. This deviation could be due to the inaccuracy of t
theoretical description ofr* for sP;(sA andsF) @Eq. ~3!
holds in the limitsP50] or the fact that the layered struc
tures and the real geometry of the phases do not corresp
to the situation studied theoretically.

The method considered above for describing the H
effect is based on the assumptions that the fields or fluxes
uniform in the microscopically inhomogeneous medium.
further refinement can be made by taking into account m
accurately the effects due to the depolarization of the m
roscopic field by individual phases by analogy with t
methods used in the effective-medium theory.6 However,
even the simple method proposed in the present paper
describing the normal component of the Hall effect in micr
scopically inhomogeneous magnetic alloys makes it poss
to understand the quite unusual interrelation, obtained
perimentally in previous work,2 between the coefficien
R0(x) and the resistivityr(x).

We thank V. V. Nikolaev for a helpful discussion.

*E-Mail: lowtemp@ifm.e-burg.su
1!We used the term paramagnetic P phase conditionally. Ordinarily,

assumed that a spin-glass state occurs, together with A and F phases,
transitional region in GdZnxCu12x alloys. This difference could be impor
tant for describing magnetic properties, but it appears to us that it sh
not strongly influence the scattering processes in transport effects. In
case, only the degree of spin disorder is important.
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Ferro- and antiferromagnetic ordering in LaMnO 31d
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A neutron diffraction study of the crystalline structure and magnetic state of LaMnO31d samples
with different deviations from oxygen stoichiometry has been made at 4.2 K. It is shown
that annealing at reduced oxygen pressure is accompanied by transformation of the magnetic
structure from ferromagnetic, with magnetic moments parallel to theb axis, to
antiferromagnetic, with the wave vectork50 and the moments along thea axis ~space group
Pnma). A comparison of experimental with expected Mn ion moments suggests that
magnetic order does not extend throughout the sample volume. Part of the Mn ions form magnetic
clusters;20 Å in size. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02201-7#
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1. Investigation of the magnetic structure and propert
of the lanthanum manganite LaMnO31d was started in the
1950s.1–4 The discovery of giant magnetoresistance
La12xBxMnO31d ~B5Ca, Sr, Ba! has stimulated recently in
tense studies of the LaMnO31d manganite.5–7

The off-stoichiometric manganite LaMnO31d has vacan-
cies on the cation sublattice and manganese ions with m
(13,14, and, possibly,12) valence.8 The vacancy concen
tration, the content of the Mn31, Mn41, and Mn21 ions and,
accordingly, the oxygen off-stoichiometry indexd are deter-
mined by external thermodynamic conditions. Mangani
with d.0 are synthesized at relatively low temperatures a
atmospheric pressure, whiled,0 samples require high tem
perature~low oxygen pressure! for their preparation.

When studying the structural state and magnetic prop
ties of LaMnO31d , one usually considers their dependen
on Mn41 content. If the content of Mn41 ions exceeds 14%
structures with cubic, rhombohedral, or orthorhombic sy
metry are obtained.6 These structures are characterized
ferromagnetic ordering of Mn ion spins.4 The data on the
ferromagnetic state of the LaMnO31d manganite were de
rived primarily from magnetic measurements. No neutr
diffraction information on the orientation and magnitude
the magnetic moment of the Mn ion is available.

A lowering of the Mn41 concentration in LaMnO31d is
accompanied by a decrease in magnetization and the ons
antiferromagnetic ordering. Within the 10–14% concent
tion interval, one observes simultaneously a ferromagn
and an antiferromagnetic magnetic-moment compon
Some authors3,9 believe this to indicate the existence of
noncollinear magnetic structure, while others2,4 draw a con-
clusion of the presence in the sample of two~ferro- and
antiferromagnetic! phases.

For Mn41 concentrations below 10%, anA-type antifer-
911063-7834/99/41(1)/6/$15.00
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romagnetic order sets in.3,7 There are reports2,8 of antiferro-
magnetic LaMnO31d compositions having monoclinic struc
ture; at the same time Refs. 3, 7, and 10 suggest that
antiferromagnetic state is observed in orthorhombic man
nite. While the diffraction patterns obtained in Ref. 8 we
reported to be similar to those measured in another stud10,
the conclusions drawn in these two investigations on
symmetry of the manganite structure are essentially dif
ent. There is still no consensus on the wave vectork of the
antiferromagnetic structure in LaMnO31d ; indeed, the opin-
ions vary betweenk5@000# ~Ref. 7! and k52p/b@010#
~Ref. 9!.

The present work reports a neutron diffraction study
the crystal and magnetic structure of the LaMnO31d manga-
nite samples having different oxygen off-stoichiometries.

2. The starting compounds were the oxides La2O3

~99.99%! and Mn2O3 ~ChDA grade! calcined preliminarily
in air at 1373 and 1023 K, respectively. SamplesA and B
were synthesized in air within the 1123–1373 K interval
several stages, each followed by a thorough grinding. In
last stage of preparation~1373 K!, the sample was anneale
for 100 h and quenched. The LaMnO31d powder was
pressed into pellets, which were annealed in air for 4 h at
1573 K, with subsequent slow cooling to 973 K (A sample!
and to 1023 K (B sample! and quenching. SampleC was
obtained by annealing theA sample for 6 h at 1373 K in
argon containing 310 Pa oxygen, with subsequent quenc
in this environment.

Neutron diffraction measurements were carried out
D-3A ~IWW-2M reactor, Zarechny! and FDWR~IBR-2 re-
actor, Dubna! diffractometers. The neutron diffraction pa
terns were processed using the FULLPROF code11. The
symmetry analysis was performed with the MODY-2 code12.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Neutron diffraction pattern of sampleA obtained at 4.2 K. Points — experiment, curve — calculation, shown below is the difference; vertica
identify the angular positions of the reflections.
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The magnetic ordering temperatures for samplesA and B
were derived from ac susceptibility data.

3. Figures 1–3 present neutron diffraction patterns
tained at 4.2 K for samplesA, B, andC on the D-3A diffrac-
tometer. An analysis of the patterns showed sampleA to
have an orthorhombic lattice with parametersa55.474(1),
b57.746(1), andc55.515(1) Å~space groupPnma). Be-
cause the nuclear and magnetic reflections coincided in
gular position, the magnetic structure vectork50. Possible
types of magnetic ordering withk50 in LaMnO31d were
studied by symmetry analysis of the magnetic structures

Manganese ions occupy only one site, 4a, in the ort
rhombic lattice. Thek50 magnetic representation for th
site can be written13

dM53t113t313t513t7 ,

where t1 , . . . ,t7 are the irreducible representations of t
Pnmagroup.

Table I lists the basis functions of the irreducible rep
sentations~in the notation of International Tables for Cry
tallography! contained in the magnetic representation. O
readily sees that the magnetic structures described by
irreducible representation are either collinear ferromagn
-

n-

-

-

e
ne
ts

with one sublattice or two-sublattice collinear antiferroma
nets with the spins oriented along one of the crystallograp
axes. By properly mixing several representations, one
obtain noncollinear magnets and structures with spins ca
at an angle to the crystal axes. Neutron diffraction patte
were calculated for different versions of mixing of irredu
ible representations and compared with the experimental
tern. The best agreement for theA sample (Rmag52.8%!
between the experimental and calculated patterns was
tained using thet3 representation. The magnetic structure
interest is a collinear ferromagnet with the moments align
with theb axis. The magnetic momentmF of the Mn ion was
found to be 3.4~1! mB . The coordinate parameters and s
occupation numbers are listed in Table II. The Curie te
perature of sampleA is Tc514265 K.

The neutron diffraction pattern of sampleB ~Fig. 2! is
basically similar to that discussed above, but it exhibits a
at 4.2 K an additional reflection at 2u'17.7°. As follows
from its treatment, the magnetic and crystallochemical c
coincide, hence, vectork50. The parameters of the ortho
rhombic lattice of sampleB are close to the ones obtained b
us for sample A: a55.479(1), b57.764(1), and c
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FIG. 2. Neutron diffraction pattern of sampleB obtained at 4.2 K. Notation same as in Fig. 1. The inset shows a portion of the neutron diffractogram
the ~010! reflection.
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55.527(1) Å. A comparison of the experimental patte
with the ones calculated for different versions of mixing
irreducible representations from Table I shows the best fit
the Rmag factor ~4.3%! to be obtained in the following con
ditions. The magnetic structure is described by a superp
tion of repeating representationst31t38 . Representationt38
corresponds to antiferromagnetic ordering along thea axis,
andt3, to ferromagnetic ordering along theb axis. The an-
tiferromagnetic component of the momentmAF

50.35(5)mB , and the ferromagnetic component,mF

53.2(1)mB . The magnetic order breaks down at 13065 K.
SampleC has a more complex neutron diffraction pa

tern ~Fig. 3! than samplesA and B. Besides, some of its
diffraction lines are not split, which complicates unambig
ous establishment of the structure symmetry and of the v
tor k. Therefore we carried out measurements on sampleC in
an instrument having a high resolution~FDWR!. The neutron
diffraction patterns obtained at 10 and 300 K are displaye
Fig. 4. An analysis of the diffractogram taken at 300
shows that all of its diffraction lines can be indexed on
orthorhombic unit cell. At 10 K, the sample has an orth
rhombic crystallochemical cell and a magnetic one of
same size. The lattice parameters of sampleC are as follows:
r

si-
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e

a55.669(1), b57.671(1), and c55.523(1) Å. The mag-
netic structure vectork50. The minimum value of theRmag

of 3.5% can be reached by describing the magnetic orde
both by one representationt38 and by a sumt31t38 . The
magnetic-moment components aremAF53.4(1)mB and mF

50.2(2)mB . Therefore one can maintain within experime
tal error that the magnetic structure of the sample un
study is a collinear antiferromagnet with moments orien
along thea axis andmAF53.4(1)mB .

Measurements of the peak intensityI (010) of the ~010!
magnetic reflection were performed to determine the N´el
temperature of sampleC. The temperature dependence
I (010) obtained is presented in the inset to Fig. 1. The refl
tion is seen to disappear atTN513565 K.

4. The structural parameters obtained by us for the th
LaMnO31d samples~Table II! agree satisfactorily with lit-
erature data3,5,7. Using the occupation numbersn given in
Table II, one can estimate the Mn41 concentration and the
off-stoichiometry indexd in the samples studied in thi
work. The La sublattice is not fully occupied in samplesA
andB, n50.96. Hence the content of Mn41 ions is 1263%,
and d50.0660.01. Taking into account the difference
magnetic ordering between samplesA andB, one may con-
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FIG. 3. Neutron diffraction pattern of sampleC obtained at 4.2 K. Notation same as in Fig. 1. The inset shows the temperature dependence of t
intensity of the~010! reflection.
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clude that the transition from ferromagnetic state to a s
with the moment having both ferro- and antiferromagne
components occurs in LaMnO31d at the Mn41 concentration
of 1263%. This agrees within experimental error with th
magnetic phase diagram of LaMnO31d constructed in Ref. 4
where the Mn41 concentration was determined by chemic
analysis.
te
c
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In sampleC, the La and O2 sublattices are not ful
occupied (n50.99 and 1.99, respectively!. It thus follows
that the C sample contains 163% Mn41 ions, with d
50.00560.010. A comparison of these figures with the co
responding values obtained for theA sample indicates a
decrease in Mn41 concentration and in the off-stoichio
metry
TABLE I. Basis functions of thek50 magnetic representation for the 4a site of space groupPnma.

Atoms

Representation ~0, 0, 0! ~0, 1/2, 0! ~1/2, 1/2, 1/2! ~1/2, 0, 1/2!

t1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 21 0
t18 1 0 0 21 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 0
t19 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 1
t3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
t38 1 0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 1 0 0
t39 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 1 0 0 21
t5 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 1 0
t58 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
t59 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 21
t7 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 1 0 0 21 0
t78 1 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0
t79 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
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TABLE II. Structural parameters of LaMnO31d samples at 4.2 K and qual
ity of fit between experimental and calculated nuclear (RN) and magnetic
(Rmag) neutron-diffraction patterns.

Sample

Atom A B C

La x 0.021~1! 0.018~1! 0.0455~5!
z 0.495~1! 0.497~1! 0.4926~5!
n 0.96~1! 0.96~1! 0.99~2!

O1 x 0.488~1! 0.489~1! 0.4903~6!
z 0.566~1! 0.565~2! 0.5713~7!
n 1.0 1.0 1.0

O2 x 0.277~1! 0.275~1! 0.3010~4!
y 0.0362~7! 0.0358~7! 0.0386~3!
z 0.230~1! 0.233~1! 0.2248~5!
n 2.0 2.0 1.99~5!

RN ,% 6.2 6.6 3.4
Rmag% 2.8 4.3 3.5
index d as a result of sample annealing at a reduced oxy
pressure.

The annealing entailed also transformation of the fer
magnetic into antiferromagnetic structure. Several reas
account for this transformation. In LaMnO31d , one consid-
ers usually three types of exchange interactions. The st
gest is the Mn41 – Mn31 interaction. It involves double elec
tron exchange between the Mn31 and Mn41 ions and is
responsible for the ferromagnetic ordering of their spin4

The Mn31 – Mn41 interaction can be both ferro- and antife
romagnetic. Ferromagnetic interaction involves theps orbit-
als of oxygen ions and theeg orbitals of manganese ions, an
the antiferromagnetic one, thepp and t2g orbitals. It is
believed5 that ferromagnetic exchange becomes weaker w
a decrease of such parameters as the Mn–O–Mnbond angle
w, the eg2ps covalent-mixing coefficient, and so on. Ou
data also indicate that thew angle is larger in ferromagneti
state (w5158°) than in the antiferromagnetic one (w
5156°). Theeg2ps mixing coefficient was shown5 to de-
crease with decreasing off-stoichiometry indexd. Thus the
transformation of the ferromagnetic structure~sample A)
e
FIG. 4. Neutron diffraction patterns of sampl
C obtained at~a! 300 K and~b! 4.2 K. Given
in parentheses are the indices of~a! nuclear
and ~b! magnetic reflections.
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into antiferromagnetic~sampleC) is due to the fact that the
contributions of the ferromagnetic Mn31 – Mn31 and
Mn31 – Mn41 interactions decrease making the antifer
magnetic Mn31 – Mn31 exchange dominant.

Our neutron diffraction data on the magnetic structure
theB sample allow twofold interpretation. One may consid
the magnetic structure as noncollinear withmF and mAF

components of the moments, i.e. as a can
antiferromagnet.8 The other possibility is that this is a two
phase~ferro- and antiferromagnetic! state. We believe that a
unambiguous conclusion can be made by taking into acco
the results of the symmetry analysis of the magnetic str
tures in sampleB. The repeating representationst3 and t38
describing its magnetic state belong to one irreducible re
sentationt3 and, hence, they correspond to one excha
multiplet. Thus the ground state of the magnet can be id
tified with a structure with moments having
t3-ferromagnetic and at38-antiferromagnetic componen
One can therefore conclude that theB sample has a noncol
linear magnetic structure. It accounts for the symmetry re
tion observed to occur as the ferromagnetic structure tra
forms to the antiferromagnetic one.

In the LaMnO31d samples studied here, the avera
magnetic moment of the Mn ion was;3.4mB . The same
average moment was obtained for LaMnO3.13.14 Based on
the local moments of the Mn41 and Mn31 ions and their
concentration in the samples, one could expect an ave
moment of 3.9–4.0mB . The value of 3.9mB was obtained
experimentally, for example, in Ref. 7. In our case not all M
ions seem to take part in formation of long-range magn
order. Following Refs. 4 and 5, one may conjecture that p
of Mn ions in ferromagnetic LaMnO31d form magnetic clus-
ters. The cluster formation can be initiated by localization
Mn41 ions at cation vacancies and by Mn41 – Mn31 interac-
tion via the double exchange. Because the concentratio
vacancies and, hence, of clusters is not high, the latter do
interact with one another, and double exchange is opera
primarily in clusters. Long-range magnetic order in the h
lattice is supported predominantly by the Mn31 – Mn31 ex-
change coupling, which is weaker than the Mn41 – Mn31 in-
teraction. As the temperature increases, the long-range o
in the matrix will fail earlier than the short-range one in t
clusters. This accounts for the anomaly nearTc in the tem-
perature dependence of magnetization measured in w
fields.4 We observed such an anomaly in ac susceptibility.
seen from Fig. 5, sampleB exhibits two magnetic-
disordering temperatures. This becomes still more p
nounced if the Mn41 concentration is increased by parti
substitution of barium for lanthanum.

The size of the clusters can be estimated from
dependence15 of the cluster magnetic moment on vacan
concentration on the La sublattice. For a concentration
0.04 (A andB samples! the cluster size is;20 Å.

The results obtained earlier and in this work can be su
marized as follows:

The orthorhombic manganite LaMnO31d can have fer-
romagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or noncollinear structure w
wave vectork50, depending on composition.

Long-range magnetic order in LaMnO31d is primarily
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due to Mn31 – Mn31 exchange interaction. Double exchan
among the Mn41 and Mn31 ions can initiate nucleation o
ferromagnetic clusters;20 Å in size. The presence of clus
ters accounts for the lowering of the average magnetic m
ment of Mn ions.
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Field and angular dependences of the rotation of the plane of polarization in a transverse
magnetic fieldH'k under normal reflection of light (l5633 nm! have been studied in MnAs
ferromagnetic epitaxial films grown by MBE on CaF2/Si~111! substrates. The angle of
rotation of the plane of polarizationa is shown to be determined by contributions even and odd
in the magnetizationM . The odd contribution is associated with the deviation of the easy
plane of magnetic anisotropy from the film plane, which originates from misorientation of the Si
surface from the~111! plane, or from a presence of small regions of~101̄1!-oriented
MnAs. The even contribution is due to the optical anisotropy of films connected with quadratic-in-
M terms in the dielectric permittivity tensor« i j of manganese arsenide. A method based on
measuring the angular dependences ofa in a rotating magnetic field is proposed to separate these
contributions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02301-1#
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Ferromagnet-semiconductor heterostructures rece
have become an object of intensive studies.1–6 The interest in
these structures stems primarily from their possible use
hybrid integrated electronic, optic, and magneto-optic
vices, which combine the semiconducting and magn
properties of such systems.1 MnAs ferromagnetic epitaxia
films grown on semiconducting silicon, Si, or gallium ar
enide, GaAs, are promising materials for development
ferromagnet-semiconductor–type heterostructures. The c
cive fields of MnAs/Si~001! and MnAs/GaAs~001! hetero-
structures were studied with a vibrating-sample magneto
ter, as well as magneto-optically, using the field dependen
of the polar Kerr effect.2–6 It should be pointed out tha
magneto-optic methods are widely employed in determin
the magnetic parameters of crystals and films,7 and they have
certain advantages over magnetic techniques. Among the
high sensitivity, which permits one to investigate the ma
netic properties of thin-film structures consisting of seve
monolayers of a magnetic material, as well as the possib
of locally probing a film. If the absorption coefficient is hig
enough, magneto-optic methods can provide information
the magnetic properties of near-surface layers.8,9

As far as we know, in MnAs films only the polar Ker
effect in a longitudinal magnetic field has been studied
far. At the same time, investigation of magneto-optic ph
nomena in transverse magnetic fields can permit one to
termine the type of magnetic anisotropy and such parame
as the orientation of the easy plane or easy axis of magn
anisotropy and the corresponding anisotropy fields.7 Besides,
such studies offer a possibility of finding the parameters
magneto-optic effects quadratic in magnetizationM . This in-
formation may prove to be useful both for a deeper und
standing of the magnetic properties and structure of epita
971063-7834/99/41(1)/6/$15.00
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films and their growth, and for probing the electronic ba
structure of MnAs.

The object of this work was to investigate the magne
optic phenomena observed in a transverse magnetic fiel
reflection of light from MnAs epitaxial films grown on
CaF2/Si~111!.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental arrangement used in the studies
magneto-optic phenomena in MnAsCaF2/Si~111! films is
shown in Fig. 1. Light from a He–Ne laser (l5633 nm,
power ;3 mW! passed through a polarizer, a polarizati
modulator based on the Faraday effect, and impinged on
sample placed in the pole gap of an electromagnet. The l
reflected from the crystal passed back through the analyze
be detected by a photodiode. The electrical signal was m
sured by a lock-in circuit. We measured the rotation of t
plane of light polarization produced by application of a tran
verse magnetic field for different sample and magnetic fi
orientations and light polarization. Two types of electroma
nets were used for this purpose. One of them produce
horizontal magnetic field from21.5 to 1.5 T in the plane of
the sample (Hix). The sample was rotated in the magnet g
about thek direction within azimuthal anglesd varied from
0 to 360°. This magnet was employed to study the fi
dependences of the rotation of the plane of polarization. T
other magnet generated a dc magnetic fieldH;0.2 T (H'k)
and could be rotated about thez axis within the azimuthal
anglesw from 0 to 360°. The polarization of incident lightu
was determined by the polarizer orientation and was varia
from 0 to 360°. As shown later, using a rotating magne
field offers the possibility of separation of effects odd a
even in magnetization in films exhibiting spontaneous opti
anisotropy. Figure 1a shows schematically the mutual ori
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tation of the incident light, magnetic field, and sample a
muth. The sensitivity of measuring the rotation of the pla
of polarization was;19.

All MnAs/Si~111! heterostructures were MBE grown
To obtain an atomically clean surface with a 737 super-
structure, Si~111! substrates were loaded after a stand
chemical treatment into the growth chamber, where the S2

surface layer was evaporated by heating for 1–2 min
1250 °C. To reduce the lattice mismatch between the s

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement.1 — laser,2 —
polarizer,3 — modulator,4 — magnet,5 — sample,6 — analyzer,7 —
photodiode,XYZ -laboratory frame. a — mutual arrangement of magnet
field H, incident (Ein) and reflected (Er) polarization, and vectora charac-
terizing sample orientation; b — orientation of the easy magnetic-anisotro
plane and film plane.N — normal to the magnetic anisotropy plane,n —
normal to the film plane.
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strate and the film, a pseudomorphic CaF2 buffer layer was
grown between them by a two-stage technique.10 The crystal
structure of the substrate and the epitaxial growth of
buffer layer and of the ferromagnetic film were monitoredin
situ by RHEED~electron energy 15 keV!. The RHEED pat-
terns observed at the@11̄0# and @112̄# azimuths exhibited
streaks characteristic of single-crystal layers with an ato
cally smooth surface. The MnAs film thickness was me
sured with a profilometer. In structures 702–743~Table I!,
the manganese arsenide was grown at 300 °C. The degr
perfection and the type of crystal structure of the films un
study were derived from x-ray diffraction measurements p
formed within a broad range of angles.11 To protect the
structures thus grown from the adverse effect of ambient
they were coated with several monolayers of CaF2. The pa-
rameters of the films under study are listed in Table I.

2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

In all the samples studied, with the exception of sam
702, application of an in-plane magnetic field results in
rotation of the plane of light polarization which is odd
magnetic field. The angle of rotationa depends on the
sample azimuthd. Figure 2 shows field dependences of t
rotation of the plane of polarization for film 703 measur
for three values ofd. For d590 and 270°, thea (H) rela-

TABLE I. Film parameters.

Film Si~111! substrate Film Presence o
No. misorientation thickness, nm MnAs~101̄1!

702 28 750 2

703 4° 400 2

740 98 190 1

741 98 180 1

742 78 130 1

743 78 190 1
e

r

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the turn of th
plane of polarizationa for different orienta-
tions of film 703. The inset shows the angula
dependence of the jump @a (H)2a
3(2H)#/2uH→0.
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tions have opposite signs and are characterized by st
variation within the range20.2,H,0.2 T and a small de-
crease ofa for fields uHu.0.2 T. There is practically no
a (H) dependence ford50. The orientational dependenc
of the jump@a (1H)2a (2H)#/2uH→0 derived by extrapo-
lation from the high-field region is well fit by the
a5A sind relation~see inset in Fig. 2!. The value ofA was
different for different films and varied from 0 to 558 ~see
Table II!.

Figure 3 displays the orientational dependencea (w) ob-
tained by varying the azimuthw of the magnetic fieldH
50.2 T for sample 703. The pattern exhibits a 360° peri
icity and can be described by a combination of harmonics
the first and second order in anglew:

a~w!5A8sin~w1c!1B sin~2w1j! , ~1!

whereA8 andB are parameters, andc andj are the phases
of the first and second harmonics, respectively. The quan
A8 coincides in absolute magnitude with the value ofA de-
rived from the field dependencesa (H). It should be noted
that thea (w) relation depends substantially on sample o
entation d and light polarizationu. Nevertheless, it is fit
quite well by Eq. ~1! for any d and u. As follows from
calculations,d and u affect the phasesc and j of the first
and second harmonics, whereas their amplitudesA8 and B
practically do not vary.

TABLE II. ParametersA and B, easy-plane misorientation anglem, and
spontaneous optical anisotropy of the films under study~error of parameter
determination not above 10%!.

Spontaneous
Film A, B, m, optical anisotropy
No. arcsec arcsec deg am , arcsec

702 0 30 0 ,20
703 55 30 4.0 300
740 25 9 1.1 600
741 27 9 1.8 600
742 32 10 1.1 350
743 28 9 1.3 150

FIG. 3. The turn of the plane of polarizationa vs magnetic-field azimuthw
in film 703 for d5170° andu545°. Solid line — plot of Eq.~1!, and the
dashed and dotted lines refer to the first and second harmonic contribu
respectively.
ng
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Figure 4 presents the angular dependencesA8 sin (w
1c) constructed for variousd and u. One readily sees tha
the magnitude ofc is determined by the sample azimuthd
and does not depend on the azimuth of incident polariza
u.

Figure 5 plotsB sin (2w1j) relations for differentd and
u. Unlike c, the quantityj does not depend ond while
varying with u. The quantityB sin (2w1j) reaches a maxi-
mum when the angle between the incident polarization
magnetic field is 45°.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The field and orientational dependencesa (H,w,d,u)
presented in the preceding Section show that rotation of
plane of polarization in MnAs/CaF2/Si~111! films observed
under normal incidence is determined by effects even
odd in magnetic field. The odd-in-H field dependences
a (H) ~Fig. 2! suggest that transverse magnetic fieldH'Z
induces a magnetization projectionMz on the light propaga-
tion directionk, which gives rise to a polar Kerr effect. Th
field-induced projectionMz depends on the magnetic fiel
azimuthw. This behavior can be explained if one takes in

ns,

FIG. 4. Angular dependencesA sin (w1c) for film 703 @d ~deg!, u ~deg!#: 1
— 125, 45;2 — 170, 45;3 — 175, 25;4 — 215, 45.

FIG. 5. Angular dependencesB sin (2w1j) for film 703 @d ~deg!, u ~deg!#:
1 — 0, 45;2 — 45, 25;3 — 45, 45.
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account the magnetic anisotropy of the films. It is known t
at T5294 K MnAs single crystals have a hexagonal stru
ture described by space groupD6h

4 . Below the Curie tem-
peratureTc5315 K, the magnetic moment of MnAs lies i
the plane perpendicular to the six-fold axis, which cor
sponds to the easy-plane–type magnetic anisotropy.12 While
MnAs/CaF2/Si~111! films also have an easy-plane aniso
ropy, the normaln to their surface does not, as a rule, co
cide for some reason with the normal to the easy plane
magnetic anisotropyN, and makes an anglem with the latter
(cosm5N•n) ~see Fig. 1b!. In this case the equilibrium ori
entation of magnetizationM in a magnetic fieldH is deter-
mined by the minimum of the potential

W5Ka~mN!22MH 12p~Mn !2 , ~2!

whereKa is the magnetic anisotropy parameter (Ka.0), and
m is the unit vector in the direction of magnetization. T
magnetizationM will lie exactly in the film plane ifN•H
50. In this case there will be no polar Kerr effect. IfN•H
Þ0, magnetization leaves the plane, and the deviation f
the plane is the largest for the maximum value ofN•H. The
sign of the angle made by the magnetization with the fi
plane is determined by that of the field, which means that
sign of the projectionMz varies with varying sign of mag
netic fieldH. For fields higher than the saturation field a
much weaker than the anisotropy fieldHa;2 T, the depen-
dence of the polar Kerr effect, which is proportional toMz ,
on magnetic-field azimuthw is described by the function
A8 sin (w1c). The value ofc is determined by sample ori
entation, i.e. by the angled, namely,c52d. For w50, the
angular dependence of the polar Kerr effect obtained by
tating the sample has the formA sind, and this is what is
observed experimentally~see the inset in Fig. 2!. Based on
the known magnitude of the polar Kerr effect in MnAs,5,6 as
well as on measurements of this effect made on the fi
under study forM in, we obtained form values ranging from
0 to 4.0°~Table II!.

If the rotation of the plane of polarization under norm
incidence was determined only by the polar Kerr effect, th
the rotational anisotropy measured with the magnetic fi
swept in the film plane would be proportional to sin (w1c)
and would not depend on the incident polarization. The
lations shown graphically in Fig. 4 show, however, that t
is not so. The rotational anisotropy is approximated by fu
tion ~1!.

We are going to show that the second term in Eq.~1! is
connected with quadratic-in-M rotation of the plane of po-
larization. Let the light impinge normally on the film,kin.
The axisZ of the laboratory frame coincides with the film
normaln. Let us assume that forM50 the cross section o
the optical indicatrix is a circle, i.e. thatñx5ñy , whereñx

andñy are complex refractive indices for the waves polariz
along theX and Y axes, respectively. This assumption
valid for ~0001!-type MnAs films, because their optical ax
is perpendicular to the film plane. We neglect here the w
optical anisotropy, which is observed in these films in t
absence of magnetic field and will be dealt with later. Co
sider the dielectric permittivity tensor in space groupD6h
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with the magnetizationM directed along theX axis in the
film plane, and with inclusion of terms linear and quadra
in magnetization:

« i j 5F «xx1aMx
2 0 0

0 «xx2aMx
2 ibMx

0 2 ibMx «zz

G . ~3!

All « i j parameters are complex. It can be shown that
cross section of the optical indicatrix by a plane perpendi
lar to k (kiz) has in this case elliptical shape, with one of t
major axes along the magnetization vectorM , i.e. ñxÞñy .
Then the matrix of light reflection from the film will take o
the form13

R5F11r cos 2u r sin 2u

r sin 2u 11r cos 2uG , ~4!

wherer5(ñx2ñy)/(ñxy21), u is the azimuth of the inci-
dent polarization reckoned from one of the principal dire
tions of the indicatrix, which in this particular case is alon
M , and ñ j5nj2 ik j . For Dn!n and Dk!k, we haver
5(Dn2 iDk)/@(n2 ik)221#. The rotation of the plane o
polarizationa under normal incidence14 derived for the case
of uru!1 anduau!1 can be written

a5Re~r!sin 2u . ~5!

As seen from Eq.~6!, taking into account terms linear an
quadratic inM results in a rotation of the plane of polariza
tion whose anisotropy is described by sin 2u, with the phase
of the angular dependence of the effect being determined
the angle between the incident polarizationEin and the mag-
netization vectorM . The effect reaches a maximum
u5645°, in full agreement with the experiment. The qua
tities Dn andDk are determined by parametersa andb:

Dn'
2

n
ReS 2aMx

21
b2Mx

2

«zz
D , ~6!

Dk'
2

n
ImS 2aMx

21
b2Mx

2

«zz
D . ~7!

Estimates made using the values ofn andk from Ref. 15
and the magnitude of the polar Kerr effect forM ik show that
the main contribution toDn and Dk is due to the term
2aMx

2 , whereas theb2Mx
2/«zz contribution is an order of

magnitude smaller. The parametersA and B characterizing
the odd and even magnetization contributions to the rota
of the plane of polarization in the films are presented
Table II. The error in determining parametersA and B, as
well as the anglem, is ;10%.

Thus the rotation angle of the plane of polarizationa
induced by magnetizationM in MnAs/CaF2/Si~111! epitax-
ial films in a transverse magnetic field and observed un
normal light incidence is associated with the polar Kerr
fect because the film plane does not coincide with the e
magnetic-anisotropy plane, and with the manifestation of
quadratic-in-M terms in the dielectric permittivity tensor« i j .
The deviation of the easy magnetization plane from the fi
plane can originate from substrate misorientation or fr
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imperfections in the crystal structure of the films. X-ray d
fraction analysis of films 702 and 703 showed them to c
tain only MnAs~0001!. The misorientation angle between th
substrate plane normaln and the@111# plane in Si in these
films is '28 and 4°, respectively~see Table I!. The angles
between the normal to the easy magnetic-anisotropy planN
in these films and the film normaln are the same~Table II!.
The rotation angle of the plane of polarization quadratic
magnetization is the same for the films. In films 740–7
the deviations of the Si surface from the~111! plane are
small enough,'(629)8, but nevertheless they exhibit no
ticeable,'(122)°, deviations of the easy plane from th
film plane. This can be attributed to the presence in the fi
of small MnAs regions with~101̄1! orientation, which were
detected by x-ray diffraction. LetM1 denote the magnetiza
tion of the MnAs~0001! regions,V1 the fractional volume of
these regions, andM2 andV2, the magnetization and volum
of the MnAs~101̄1! regions, withuM1u5uM2u. In a transverse
field the ’’normal‘‘ phase does not contribute to the Ke
effect, becauseM1 lies in the film plane. The~101̄1! phase
can provide a contribution, because the easy plane m
here an angle of 57° with the film plane, and the maxim
magnitude of this contribution is proportional t
bM2V2 sin 57°. When measuring the Kerr effect in a long
tudinal magnetic field, whereM1 ,M2in, the rotation of the
plane of polarization is proportional tob (M1V11M2V2).
One can readily show that already 3% MnAs~101̄1! can ac-
count within such a simple model for the observed value oA
in films 740–743. Note that the angles of deviation of t
easy plane given in Table II for films 740–743 in this ca
should be considered as ’’effective‘‘, i.e., as obtained by
eraging the directions ofM over the film. The quadratic-in
M turn of the plane of polarization in films 740–743 is th
same and about a factor three smaller than that in films
and 703. Such a difference in magnitude of the quadr
effect may be due to different magnetic moments in fil
702–703 and 740–743, which is supported by measurem
of the magnetic moments of the films and of the polar K
effect for M in.

The deviation of the Si surface orientation from t
~111! plane and the presence of even small amounts
MnAs~101̄1! may become manifest also in an optical anis
ropy of the films, which is observed in the absence of m
netic field and is not connected with the magnetic mome
The magnitude of this anisotropy was determined by m
suring the angular dependencesa (d)5am sin 2d with the
sample rotated in zero magnetic field. The amplitudeam is
presented in Table II for different samples. The small
spontaneous optical anisotropy was observed in film 7
where no additional phase was detected, and where the
viation of the Si surface from the~111! plane is the smallest
Note that the spontaneous optical anisotropy present in fi
703–743 does not manifest itself in the field dependen
a (H) when the magnetic field direction is fixed, because
such measurements the reckoning for anyd is done from
H50. In experiments with a sweeping magnetic field, it c
become seen in thea (w) relations in the form of aw- inde-
pendent pedestal, which can be readily eliminated by incl
ing a constant term in Eq.~1!. Note that taking into accoun
-
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spontaneous optical anisotropy in deriving Eqs.~6! and ~7!
turns out to be insignificant, because it yields second-or
corrections.

It should be pointed out that because of the large li
absorption coefficient of MnAs films@k'2.2 ~Ref. 15!# the
magneto-optic phenomena in reflection are not determi
by the whole volume of the film but rather by a layer abo
20 nm thick.9. In principle, the structural properties of th
surface layer, such as the fractional volumes of MnAs
gions with different orientations, the stresses, and disloca
densities may differ noticeably from those of the bu
which, in its turn, may entail a difference between the s
face and volume magnetic parameters of films. It would
of interest to carry out a comparative analysis of the m
netic parameters obtained by volume magnetic and magn
optic methods.

The main results of this work is determination of th
type of magnetic anisotropy in MnAs/CaF2/Si~111! hetero-
structures by the magneto-optical method. We have sho
that MnAs epitaxial films have an easy-plane–type anis
ropy, which is perpendicular to the@0001# direction in
MnAs. The deviation of the easy plane from the film surfa
plane is associated with the deviation of the Si surface fr
the ~111! plane and with the presence in films of a sm
amount of MnAs with the~101̄1! basal plane. Thus this tech
nique can be used for characterization of ferromagn
semiconductor–type heterostructures. Because the d
probed by the magneto-optic method depends on the l
wavelength, spectral studies of the rotation of the plane
polarization in reflection may provide information on th
variation of magnetic properties throughout the film thic
ness.

We have detected a quadratic-in-magnetization turn
the plane of polarization under normal reflection of lig
from MnAs. Spectral studies of this phenomenon, besi
the polar Kerr effect, can be used to probe the electro
structure of MnAs films.
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